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Artikel 
1) 

Onderwerp Beschrijving 

Mw 34 lid 1 Verzoek om wijziging voor winningsplan 
 

Groningen 

  een winningsplan voor voorkomens in het 
continentaal plat vanaf de 3 zeemijlszone 

 
  een winningsplan voor voorkomens in 

Nederlands territoir tot 3 zeemijl 
 A) Algemene gegevens  

 A1.1) Naam indiener 

 
Nederlandse Aardolie Maatschappij B.V. 
 

 A1.2) Adres 
 
 

Postbus 28000 
9400 HH Assen  

 A1.3) Contactpersoon mr. K. Lemstra 
 

 A1.4) E-mail klaas.lemstra@shell.com 

 
 A1.5)Telefoon  

 
tel: 0592-362989   

Mw 22 A1.6) Indiener  is houder van de vergunning 
 

 is uitvoerder 
 

 
 
 

A2) Winningsvergunninggebieden  Winningsvergunningen: 
• Groningen (NAM) 
• Krummhörn (BEB) 
 

Mw 34 lid1 
Mb 24lid 1a 

A2.1) Voorkomens koolwaterstoffen • Groningen veld, Rotliegend formatie (het 
voorkomen wordt in het vervolg van het 
document als ‘Groningen veld’ 
aangeduid.) 

   
Mb 24 lid 1a A2.2) Soort koolwaterstof die wordt 

gewonnen 
   olie 
   hoog calorisch gas 
   Groningen kwaliteit gas 
   laag calorisch gas 
   zwavelhoudend gas 
   aardgascondensaat 

 
Mr 1.2.1 lid 3 A3) Bestaande of nieuwe winning 

 

   winningsplan voor reeds bestaande winning 
(inclusief voorziene uitbreiding) 

 
  winningsplan voor nieuwe winning 

 
Mw 38  A4) Samenloop vergunningen Wet 

milieubeheer 
 
 

 nee 
 

 ja: te weten: 
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 B) Bedrijfs- en productiegegevens  
(waarop artikel 10 lid 1 sub b van de Wet openbaarheid van bestuur niet van toepassing is) 
 

Mw 35 lid 1  B1) Beknopte beschrijving van de winning 
 
In 1963 is een start gemaakt met de winning uit het Groningen veld, het grootste onshore gasveld 
van West-Europa.  
 
Het kleine velden beleid heeft er voor gezorgd dat het Groningenveld jarenlang een speciale rol als 
balansveld heeft kunnen vervullen. Dit betekent dat op momenten dat de marktvraag de bijdrage van 
de kleine velden overstijgt het gas uit Groningenveld geproduceerd wordt. Deze productie-inzet heeft 
als gevolg gehad dat het Groningenveld de rol van ‘swingproducent’ heeft gekregen, waarin in de 
winter productielocaties vaker en met hogere belasting ingezet worden dan in de zomer. Als gevolg 
van de lagere bijdrage van de kleine velden en de depletie van het Groningenveld is deze 
kenmerkende productie-inzet van het Groningen veld aan het veranderen.  
 
De volume -en capaciteitsvraag in de winter overschrijden de mogelijkheden van het Groningenveld 
en worden meer of minder ingevuld door gasproductie uit ondergrondse gasopslagen (UGS). Tijdens 
de zomermaanden worden deze ondergrondse gasopslagen gevuld. De belasting op de 
productieclusters tijdens de zomermaanden is toegenomen en zal nog verder toenemen door de 
afnemende bijdrage van de kleine velden, de toenemende depletie en de toenemende volumes ten 
behoeve van het vullen van de ondergrondse gasopslagen. Het typische ‘swing’ productieprofiel; 
hoge winter- en lage zomerproductie, verandert op deze wijze in een vlakker productieprofiel voor het 
Groningenveld. Betrouwbaarheid en beschikbaarheid van de productieclusters gedurende het hele 
jaar zijn van toenemend belang. 
 

Mw 35 lid 1c 
Mb 24 lid 1c 

B1.1) Beknopte beschrijving van wijze van winning door middel van mijnbouwwerken 
 
Het Groningen-veld wordt momenteel (najaar 2013) geproduceerd middels 258 putten op 22 
productielocaties (20 productieclusters en 2 satellietclusters). Verder zijn er 28 observatieputten die 
gebruikt worden voor reservoirmanagement, 3 waterinjectieputten en 24 verlaten putten 
(gesuspendeerd of geabandonneerd). 
 
Van de 258 productieputten zijn er 37 putten afgesloten met een E-plug (gesuspendeerd). Deze 
putten behoren tot de 4 clusters die in 2007/2008 ontmanteld zijn (zie ook Fig. B4). 
 
Het geproduceerde gas wordt op de locatie met behulp van permanente behandelingsinstallaties op 
afleveringsspecificatie gebracht en vervolgens in een ringpijpleiding gevoed. De ringpijpleiding is via 
8 overslagstations verbonden met het gastransportnetwerk van Gasunie Transport Services (GTS). 
 
De geproduceerde vloeistoffen worden vervoerd naar NAM’s Tankenpark in Delfzijl via een water-
/aardgascondensaat transportleiding. In Delfzijl worden water en aardgascondensaat gescheiden. 
Het aardgascondensaat wordt voornamelijk verscheept naar raffinaderijen in het Botlek gebied, het 
water wordt op locatie Borgsweer in de formatie teruggeïnjecteerd. 
 

Mb 24 lid 1a 
Mb 24 lid 1c 

B2) Geologische beschrijving van het Groningen-veld 
 
Het oorspronkelijke gas in het Groningen-veld is gevormd in de koollagen van het geologische 
tijdperk Carboon. Nadien is het gas gemigreerd naar de bovenliggende poreuze aeolische en 
fluviatiele zandsteen- en conglomeraatlagen van het Rotliegend (Perm tijdperk). 
 
In het zuiden van het veld bevindt ook het bovenste gedeelte van het Carboon zich in de 
gasvoerende zone (Fig. B1). De reservoirs worden aan de bovenkant afgesloten door het zout van 
de Zechstein formatie (Laat-Perm tijdperk). Het Groningen veld wordt hoofdzakelijk begrensd door 
breuken en op een beperkt aantal plaatsen is er sprake van een ‘dip closure’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Mb 24 lid 1a 
Mb 24 lid 1b 

B2.1) Geologische doorsnede van het Groningen veld 
 

De onderstaande tekening geeft de geologische doorsnede weer van het Groningen veld in een 
noordwest-zuidoost orientatie (zie Figuur B2 voor structuur kaart).  
 
A                                                                                                                                                   A’

 
Figuur B1:  Geologische doorsnede van het Groningen veld. Zie sectie A-A’ in Figuur B2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

NB: Verticale schaal = ongeveer 7x horizontale schaal 
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Mw 35 lid 1a 
Mb 24 lid 1d 

B3) Overzicht ligging van het Groningen-veld en mijnbouwwerken  

 
Figuur B2: Top Rotliegend structuur kaart Groningen veld. Sectie A-A’ geeft de locatie van de geologische 

doorsnede in Figuur B1 weer 
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Overzicht geboorde putten in het Groningen veld 
 

Locatie Voorkomen Putnaam Status: 

Amsweer Rotliegend AMR-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10,-11,-12 Productie put 

Bierum Rotliegend BIR-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10,-11,-12,-13 Productie put 

Eemskanaal Rotliegend EKL-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10,-11,-12,-13 Productie put 

De Eeker 1 Rotliegend EKR-101,-102,-103,-104,-105,-107,-108,-109,-110,-111,-112 Productie put 

De Eeker 2 Rotliegend EKR-201,-202,-203,-204,-205,-206,-207,-208,-209, -210 Productie put 

Froombosch Rotliegend FRB-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8 Productie put 

Kooipolder Rotliegend KPD-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10,-11,-12 Productie put 

Leermens Rotliegend LRM-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10,-11 Productie put 

Midwolda*** Rotliegend MWD-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9 Productie put 

Noordbroek*** Rotliegend NBR-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9 Productie put 

Nw. Scheemda*** Rotliegend NWS-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9 Productie put 

Overschild Rotliegend OVS-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10,-11 Productie put 

Oudeweg Rotliegend OWG-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10,-11 Productie put 

De Paauwen Rotliegend PAU-2,-3,-4,-5,-6 Productie put 

Ten Post Rotliegend POS-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10,-11 Productie put 

Sappemeer Rotliegend SAP-6,-7,-8,-9,-10,-11,-12,-13,-15 Productie put 

Schaapbulten Rotliegend SCB-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10,-11 Productie put 

Siddeburen Rotliegend SDB-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10,-11 Productie put 

Slochteren Rotliegend SLO-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9 Productie put 

Spitsbergen 1 Rotliegend SPI-101,-102,-103,-104,-105,-106,-107,-108,-109,-110 Productie put 

Spitsbergen 2 Rotliegend SPI-201,-202,-203,-204,-205,-206,-207,-208,-209 Productie put 

Scheemderzwaag 1 Rotliegend SZW-101,-102,-103,-104,-105,-106,-107,-108,-109, -110 Productie put 

Scheemderzwaag 2 Rotliegend SZW-201,-202,-203,-204,-205,-206,-207,-208,-209, -210 Productie put 

Tjuchem Rotliegend TJM-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10,-11 Productie put 

Uiterburen*** Rotliegend UTB-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10 Productie put 

‘t Zandt Rotliegend ZND-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-9,-10,-12 Productie put 

Tusschenklappen Rotliegend TUS-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10 Productie put 

Zuiderpolder Rotliegend ZDP-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10,-11,-12 Productie put 

Zuiderveen Rotliegend ZVN-2,-3,-4,-5,-7,-8,-9,-10,-11,-12,-13 Productie put 

    

Bolderij Rotliegend BOL-1 Observatie put 

Barnheem Rotliegend BRH-1 Observatie put 

Beerta Rotliegend BTA-1 Observatie put 

Delfzijl Rotliegend DZL-1 Observatie put 

Farmsum Rotliegend FRM-1 Observatie put 

Heiligerlee Rotliegend HGL-1 Observatie put 

De Hond Rotliegend HND-1 Observatie put 

Hoogezand Rotliegend HGZ-1 Observatie put 

Harkstede Rotliegend HRS-2 Observatie put 

Kolham Rotliegend KHM-1 Observatie put 

Meeden Rotliegend MDN-1 Observatie put 

Midlaren Rotliegend MLA-1 Observatie put 

Oldorp Rotliegend ODP-1 Observatie put 

Oostwold Rotliegend OLD-1 Observatie put 

Roode til Rotliegend ROT-1 Observatie put 

Stedum Rotliegend SDM-1 Observatie put 

Schildmeer Rotliegend SMR-1 Observatie put 

Schaaphok Rotliegend SPH-1 Observatie put 

Schildwolde Rotliegend SWO-1 Observatie put 

Ten Boer Rotliegend TBR-2**,-3**, -4 Observatie put 

Uithuizermeeden Rotliegend UHM-1 Observatie put 

Uithuizen Rotliegend UHZ-1 Observatie put 

Zuidbroek Rotliegend ZBR-1 Observatie put 

Zeerijp Rotliegend ZRP-1 Observatie put 

Zuidwending Rotliegend ZWD-1,-2 Observatie put 

Borgsweer Rotliegend BRW-2,-4, -5 Injectie put 

    

Borgsweer Rotliegend BRW-1,-3 Verlaten put* 

De Eeker Rotliegend EKR-106 Verlaten put* 

Goldhoorn Rotliegend GLH-1 Verlaten put* 

Harkstede Rotliegend HRS-1 Verlaten put* 

De Paauwen Rotliegend PAU-1 Verlaten put* 

Sappemeer Rotliegend SAP-1,2,-3,-4,-5,-14 Verlaten put* 

Scheemderzwaag Rotliegend SZW-211 Verlaten put* 

Slochteren Rotliegend SLO-1 Verlaten put* 

Ten Boer shallow TBR-1 Verlaten put* 

Tusschenklappen Rotliegend TUS-1 Verlaten put* 

Uithuizermeeden Rotliegend UHM-2 Verlaten put* 

Veelerveen Rotliegend VLV-1 Verlaten put* 

Woudbloem Rotliegend WBL-1 Verlaten put* 

‘t Zandt Rotliegend ZND-1, -8,-11, -11B Verlaten put* 

Zuiderveen Rotliegend ZVN-1,-6 Verlaten put* 

 
 *  Verlaten putten zijn gesuspendeerd of volledig geabandonneerd. 
**  Ondiepe calibratieputten voor wireline tools (~1000m). 
*** Wells not in production, safeguarded with an E-plug 
 

 
Tabel B1:  Geboorde putten in het Groningen-veld 
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Mb 24 lid 1e 
Mb 24 lid 1g 

B3.1) Situering mijnbouwwerken 
 

De mijnbouwwerken zijn verspreid over 52 operationele locaties volgens het overzicht in voorgaande 
tabel B1. 
 
De luchtfoto hieronder (afbeelding B3) laat een voorbeeld van een productiecluster zien. 
 
  

 

 
Afbeelding B3:  Productie locatie Bierum (GLT gerenoveerd) 
 
 

Coördinaten van de Groningen locaties 
Tabel B2 geeft een overzicht van alle bestaande locaties die onder het Groningen veld vallen, zowel 
productie-, observatie-, injectie- als afgesloten putten. Coördinaten zijn volgens het Rijks 
Driehoekstelsel (RD) coördinatensysteem.  
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Naam Locatie X Y  Naam Locatie X Y 

 [RD, m.] [RD, m.]   [RD, m.] [RD, m.] 

Amsweer 256264 591481  Ten Post 245635 591366 

Bierum  254744 599407  Roode Til 258009 579594 

Bolderij 257785 582651  Sappemeer 249530 575385 

Barnheem 241070 592308  Schaapbulten 257329 588412 

Borgsweer 263667 590544  Siddeburen 253054 587461 

Delfzijl 260662 591977  Stedum 242519 594969 

Eemskanaal 241539 584421  Slochteren 246416 579285 

De Eeker 1 259467 577265  Schildmeer 253551 589480 

De Eeker 2 259944 577398  Schaaphok 244144 582943 

Froombosch 248233 578952  Spitsbergen 1 252380 577234 

Farmsum 258300 594217  Spitsbergen 2 252590 577235 

Heiligerlee 261865 575625  Schildwolde 250332 584845 

De Hond 256854 602470  Scheemderzwaag 1 257063 578196 

Harkstede (*) 239780 582640  Scheemderzwaag 2 257344 578130 

Kolham (*) 244434 577802  Ten Boer 238916 586699 

Kooipolder 246529 580964  Tjuchem 254927 588194 

Leermens 250213 597054  Tusschenklappen 254433 575176 

Meeden 258257 574769  Uithuizermeeden 249319 607902 

Midwolda 264339 578667  Uithuizen 242643 605801 

Noordbroek 255035 579624  Uiterburen 255385 577360 

Nieuwscheemda 258995 580208  Zuidbroek 255056 576034 

Oldorp 238605 601801  ‘t Zandt 247918 600637 

Oostwold 265208 582820  Zuiderpolder 261840 581024 

Overschild 250484 590777  Zeerijp 244993 596411 

Oudeweg 256115 585671  Zuiderveen 252967 579304 

De Paauwen 246052 588368  Zuidwending 259621 571446 

*  Zie sectie B4 referentie perifere velden 

Tabel B2:  Coördinaten van de Groningen locaties 
 
 

Mb 24 lid 1e 
Mb 24 lid 1f 

B4) Overzicht boringen in het Groningen-veld 
 
Van de productieclusters die momenteel nog in gebruik zijn (figuur B4), werden de meeste putten 
geboord in de jaren ’60 en ’70 van de vorige eeuw (zie tabel B3). Initieel werd aangenomen dat het 
Groningen-veld volledig vanuit het zuiden van het veld geproduceerd zou kunnen worden. Het 
merendeel van de putten in de zuidelijke clusters is geboord tussen 1965 en 1970. Productie via 
uitsluitend het zuiden leidde echter al snel tot drukverschillen binnen het veld, waarna ook in het 
noorden op grotere schaal boringen zijn uitgevoerd. Het merendeel van de putten in de noordelijke 
clusters is geboord tussen 1970 en 1975. 
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Locatie Merendeel 
boringen  

Slochteren 1960-1965 

Sappemeer 1965-1971 

Tusschenklappen 1966-1974 

De Eeker 1 1965-1974 

Spitsbergen 1 1966-1972 
Scheemderzwaag 1 1966-1972 

De Eeker 2 1967-1972 

Spitsbergen 2 1968-1972 

Scheemderzwaag 2 1968-1972 

Froombosch 1966-1975 
Kooipolder 1970-1971 

Zuiderpolder 1970-1971 
Eemskanaal 1970-1971 

Zuiderveen 1971-1972 

Oudeweg 1970-1972 
Tjuchem 1971-1972 

Siddeburen 1971-1972 
Schaapbulten 1971-1972 

Amsweer 1972-1973 
Overschild 1972-1973 

Ten Post 1972-1974 

Leermens 1974-1975 
Bierum 1975 

‘t Zandt 1974-1976 
De Paauwen 1985 

 
Tabel B3: Overzicht van het merendeel van de boringen in huidige productieclusters. Uitzonderingen hierop 

vormen putten die initieel als exploratieput gediend hebben en enkele additionele putten.   

 
Na 1975 zijn in enkele clusters zogenaamde ‘outstep’ putten geboord, om meer te weten te komen 
over het drukverloop in het reservoir net buiten de productieclusters. Deze outstep putten zijn 
vervolgens ook in productie genomen. 
 
In de periode 2007-2013 (sinds het vorige winningsplan) zijn drie nieuwe putten geboord, 
Hoogezand-1 (HGZ-1), ’t Zand-11B (ZND-11B) en injectieput Borgsweer-5 (BRW-5). HGZ-1 in de 
zuidwestelijke periferie van het Groningen veld heeft gas van Groningen kwaliteit aangeboord met 
een druk die depletie via het hoofdveld suggereert. Om die reden is de put niet in productie genomen.  
 
ZND-11B in het noorden van het veld had als belangrijkste doelstellling om informatie over reservoir 
druk en veranderingen in het gas-water contact te verkrijgen. De acquisitie van data was succesvol, 
maar door technische problemen kon de put niet in productie worden genomen. 
 
BRW-5 is geboord ter vervanging van de bestaande injectieput BRW-4 die door corrosie eveneens 
technische problemen ondervond. BRW-5 wordt gebruikt voor voor waterinjectie onder de 
gasvoerende laag. Daarnaast is van de gelegenheid gebruik gemaakt om in deze put een uitgebreid 
data acquisitie programma uit te voeren ten behoeve van onderzoek naar aardbevingen. Volgens 
planning wordt BRW-5 operationeel in december 2013. 
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Figuur B4:  Groningen veld met locaties van bestaande productieclusters (sterren) en een aanduiding van 

de noord- en zuidwestelijke periferie (activiteiten beschreven in sectie B5.2.3) 
 

Mb 24 lid 1g B4.1) Schematische voorstelling putverbuizing(en) 
 
De 258 productieputten van het Groningen-veld zijn uitgerust met 5”, 6”, 7 5/8” en 9 5/8” opvoer-
series. 
 
Figuur B5 toont een schematische voorstelling van een typische productieput in het Groningen veld 
en de geassocieerde lithologie:  
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Figuur B5:  Schematische voorstelling van een Groningen produkt
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Mb 24 lid 1ic B5) Productieontwikkelingsstrategie
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Schematische voorstelling van een Groningen produktie put met een 6” opvoerbuis

 
putten Eemskanaal-2, Zuiderveen-5 en -12 uitgerust met een ‘Solid Expandable 

Tubular’ (SET), waarbij de 7 5/8” verbuizing niet zoals in conventionele putten tot aan het maaiveld 
loopt (zie ook sectie B5.1). De SET is bekleed met een expandeerbare Cr-13 bui
circa 900 meter, overgaand in een conventionele 7 5/8” opvoerserie.  

De recentelijk geboorde injectieput Borgsweer-5 is om corrosie te voorkomen afgewerkt met een Cr
25 opvoerserie. Daarnaast is een verlengde tail pijp gebruikt over de productie liner, om corrosie van 
de productie liner in het gashoudende deel van het reservoir te voorkomen. 

B4.2) Plaats en wijze waarop koolwaterstoffen in de verbuizing treden 

De producerende intervallen van het Rotliegend reservoir staan in communicatie met de verbuizing 
door middel van perforaties in de ‘liner’ of in het laagste gedeelte van productieverbuizing. Het 
totaal geperforeerde interval varieert tussen de 40 en 160 meter. Dit resulteert in een netto 
perforatielengte variërend van 20 tot 90 meter. De top van de perforaties ligt
TVNAP en de laagste perforaties gemiddeld op 2.900 m TVNAP (verticale diepte ten opzichte van 
Normaal Amsterdams Peil). De koolwaterstoffen worden op natuurlijke wijze onder invloed v
reservoirdruk en door middel van compressie (zie sectie B5) omhoog gevoerd.

B5) Productieontwikkelingsstrategie 

De omvang van de productie uit het Groningen veld wordt vooral bepaald door de afnamevraag van 
GasTerra op basis van de fluctuerende marktvraag en binnen de grenzen van de vas

plafonds, zie ook sectie B5.3. Tot op heden was de capaciteit van het veld ruim 
voldoende om aan die fluctuerende vraag te voldoen. Hier zal in de toekomst verandering in komen 

lg van de geleidelijk dalende druk in het veld en de daarmee gepaarde geleidelijke afname 
van de productiecapaciteit. De wijze waarop ook in de toekomst een efficiënte en verantwoorde 
gasproductie gewaarborgd kan worden is vastgelegd in een productiefilosofie (sectie B.5.1).

aangepaste productiestrategie is de beheersing van de door de 
veroorzaakte seismische ‘hazard’, om de effecten op de bovengrond te beperken. De 
productiestrategie is gebaseerd op een risico-analyse met betrekking tot de veiligheid van de 
bewoners en is gekoppeld aan het Borgingsprotocol “Seismisch Risico Groningen”
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De praktische uitvoering van die filosofie via uitgebreide monitoring, data-aquisitie en ontwikkeling 
in de vorm van putprojecten en compressie projecten zijn onderdeel van de 
productieontwikkelingsstrategie voor het Groningen veld (sectie B.5.2 en verder). 
 

Mb 24 lid 1ic B5.1) Productiefilosofie 
 
Het door de NAM beheerde Groningen Systeem is het grootste van NAM’s 14 productiesystemen. 
Het bestaat uit het Groningen veld, Underground Gas Storages (UGS) Norg en Grijpskerk, en het 
WACO systeem. De Alkmaar UGS maakt ook deel uit van het Groningen Systeem, maar wordt 
beheerd door TAQA. De maximale capaciteit van het systeem (inclusief UGS Alkmaar) is eind 2013 
bij benadering 400 mln Nm

3
/d. Het Groningen Systeem werkt momenteel nog als ‘swing producer’ 

(zie ook sectie B.1).  
 
De productiefilosofie van het Groningen systeem is gebaseerd op maximalisatie van de waarde 
binnen de grenzen van verantwoord opereren van het veld: 
 

• Het leveren van gas volume en capaciteit  

• Het maximaliseren van de beschikbaarheid van de gas productie capaciteit, het 
maximaliseren van het winbare gasvolume en de levensduur van het Groningen veld 

• Het beperken van de effecten van bodembeweging die door de gaswinning wordt 
veroorzaakt  

 
Deze tweedeling in planmatig beheer en verantwoord opereren zoals die voortvloeit uit de 
Mijnbouwwet is navolgend uitgewerkt. 
 
Efficiënte gasproductie 
Het leveren van volume en capaciteit, in combinatie met het garanderen van een minimum 
capaciteit over langere tijd, is het doel van het kleine velden beleid (zie sectie B1). In de zomer is 
de gasvraag relatief laag, waardoor minder productieclusters ingezet worden dan in de winter. 
 
Het maximaliseren van het winbare gasvolume en de levensduur van de productiefaciliteiten heeft 
als doel om optimaal te voldoen aan de energievraag in Nederland en Noordwest Europa, op een 
economisch verantwoorde manier. 
 
Het minimaliseren van drukverschillen over het veld is een algemeen aanvaarde’ best practice’ 
binnen de industrie, die leidt tot een hogere productiecapaciteit en een efficiëntere winning van de 
totale volumes.  
 
Verantwoorde gas productie 
Bijna elke industriële activiteit brengt risico met zich mee. Dit risico staat tegenover de toegevoegde 
waarde die deze activiteit brengt voor de samenleving. Risico en toegevoegde waarde zullen 
proportioneel moeten worden beoordeeld.   
 
Ten behoeve van verantwoorde gaswinning heeft de NAM in het afgelopen jaar een uitgebreid 
onderzoeksprogramma uitgevoerd om de door gasproductie geïnduceerde aardbevingen in het veld 
beter te begrijpen.  Het onderzoeksprogramma heeft geleid tot verbeterde inzichten en vormt de 
basis voor het inschatten van het seismische risico. Dit onderzoek is samenvattend beschreven in de 
“Technische Bijlage Groningen Winningsplan 2013” (Bijlage A). Mede door het statistische gezien 
onvoldoende aantal betrouwbaar geregistreerde bevingen (er zijn sinds 1994 ca 250 aardbevingen 
met een magnitude M>1.5 geregistreerd) is er sprake van een aanzienlijke onzekerheidsband. De 
voortzetting van het seismische studie- en metingenplan om deze onzekerheden te verkleinen, kent 
een plaats in het “Borgingsprotocol Seismisch Risico Groningen” (Bijlage C).  
 
Sectie C3 beschrijft de verwachte bevingszwaarten over de komende 3, 5 en 10 jaar. Kortheidshalve 
wordt daarnaar verwezen. Het Borgingsprotocol “Seismisch Risico Groningen” en bijbehorende Meet- 
en Monitoringsplan zullen de monitoring en de beheersing van de seismische activiteit waarborgen 
om te voorkomen dat het risico de acceptabele grenzen gaat overschrijden. 
 
Om de grootste risico-elementen weg te nemen en anticiperend op een mogelijke toename in 
seismische activiteit heeft de NAM een programma in uitvoering om het huidige huizenbestand en 
infrastuctuur te inspecteren en waar nodig tijdig te versterken in overeenstemming met de voorspelde 
risico’s (Sectie C 6.2). Ook de voortgang van dit programmaonderdeel zal een borging vinden in  het 
genoemde Borgingsprotocol en Meet- en Monitoringsplan. 
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Mb 24 lid 1ic B5.2) Reservoirmanagement 

 
Reservoirmanagement richt zich op de praktische uitvoering van de hierboven genoemde 
productiefilosofie. De activiteiten kunnen onderverdeeld worden in vier groepen: 
 

• Het monitoren en onderhouden van de productieputten. 

• Het verkrijgen van aanvullende meetgegevens, zoals bijvoorbeeld metingen in nieuwe putten, 
bodemdalings- en aardbevingsmonitoring en meetgegevens die gebruikt worden voor het 
calibreren en optimaliseren van reservoir modellen. 

• Het boren van nieuwe productieputten in die delen van het veld waar een hogere mate van druk 
egalisatie gerealiseerd kan worden. Dit kan mogelijk tot een reductie van het seismische risico 
leiden. De mate van risico reduktie zal ingeschat worden met behulp van geomechanische 
modellen 

• Het installeren van tweedetraps- en derdetrapscompressie in het licht van doelmatige winning. 
 
B5.2.1) Monitoring en onderhoud 
 
In de brief aan de minister en SodM van 21 januari 2013 (EP201301221641) wordt onder B uitleg 
gegeven over het versnelde data acquisitie- en studieprogramma voor geïnduceerde aardbevingen 
dat is uitgevoerd in 2013.  
 
De voortzetting van dit programma is in onderdeel B5.1 beschreven. Verder wordt in het “Well, 
Reservoir and Facilities Management Plan 2013” (bijlage B) een gedetailleerde beschrijving van de 
monitoringsstrategie voor met name de productieputten verstrekt. Daarnaast wordt voor alle putten 
bepaald of er onderhouds- of hestelwerkzaamheden plaats moeten vinden in jaarlijkse review 
sessies. Ook kansen om de productiecapaciteit van een put of cluster te vergroten (bijvoorbeeld 
herperforaties of het schoonmaken van een compressorkoeler) worden in deze sessies 
geïdentificeerd en geprioriseerd. Aan de hand van de monitoringsstrategie en de review sessies 
wordt vervolgens jaarlijks een activiteitenplan opgesteld met hierin de volgende activiteiten: 
 

• Capaciteits- en productiemetingen vanaf productieclusters: 
Op productieclusters worden op regelmatige basis capaciteits- en productiemetingen 
uitgevoerd.  De verkregen data worden gebruikt om het model van het Groningen veld te 
actualiseren, waardoor capaciteitsvoorspellingen op zowel korte als lange termijn verbeterd 
worden. 

• Druk- en temperatuurmetingen in productieclusters en observatieputten: 
Sinds de ontdekking van het Groningen veld worden op regelmatige basis druk- en 
temperatuurdata in productie- en observatieputten verzameld. Deze gegevens worden gebruikt 
voor het calibreren van de history match van het Groningen veld en zijn daarom belangrijke 
input voor de jaarlijkse bepaling van de capaciteit en gasreserves.  Dit is ook van belang voor 
de modellering van bodemdaling.   

• Karakterisatie van het reservoir: 
Om meer te weten te komen over de eigenschappen van het reservoir in de nabijheid van 
putten worden testen uitgevoerd waarbij de invloed van productie op het reservoir alsmede de 
drukopbouw na productie worden gemonitord. Historisch gezien zijn om en nabij 400 van dit 
soort testen uitgevoerd. Daarom worden deze testen nu enkel op een ad-hoc basis uitgevoerd 
en wanneer een nieuwe put is geboord. 

• Metingen van het gedrag van de aquifer: 
Het gedrag van de aquifer onder het Groningen veld wordt gemonitoord in de delen van het 
veld waar de aquifer actief is. Deze data worden gebruikt voor zowel de history match als het 
voorspellen van capaciteit. 

• Metingen in putten met een Solid Expandable Tubular: 
Putten met een Solid Expandable Tubular worden nauwlettend gemonitord en waar nodig 
worden metingen gedaan om de integriteit van de put te controleren. 

• Monitoring van gassamenstelling: 
Op alle productieclusters wordt de samenstelling van het gas gemonitord op clusterniveau. Op 
clusters die gevoelig zijn voor beperkte instroom van gas met een afwijkende samenstelling 
worden ook regelmatig gasmonsters genomen van individuele putten. 

• Compactiemetingen:  
In verschillende observatieputten worden op regelmatige basis compactiemetingen uitgevoerd. 
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• Het meten van (micro-)seismische activiteit in ondiepe en diepe boorgaten: 
Het monitoren van seismische activiteit vindt plaats via het seismische meetnetwerk beheerd 
door het KNMI, zowel in ondiepe putten als bovengronds (Zie verder sectie C en het Meet- en 
Monitoringsplan). 

 
B5.2.2) Data-acquisitie 
 
Om meer informatie in te winnen over de aardbevingen in het Groningen veld wordt additionele data 
vergaard (Zie verder Sectie C en het Meet- en Monitoringsplan), zoals:  
 

• Bodemdalingsmetingen 

• Het meten van (micro-)seismische activiteit in ondiepe en diepe boorgaten met geophonen 
Het monitoren van seismische activiteit vindt plaats via het seismische meetnetwerk van het 
KNMI, zowel in putten (geophonen) als bovengronds (accelerometers) 

• Het meten van (micro-)seismische activiteit middels accelerometers die in/aan bebouwing is 
bevestigd 

• Een uitgebreid programma van boorgatmetingen in nieuw te boren putten. 

• Het meten van bodemdaling met behulp van INSAR satelliettechnologie. 
 
B5.2.3) Ontwikkeling: putprojecten 
 
Deze paragraaf geeft een nadere invulling aan de actualisatie zoals deze op 21 december 2012 
aan de minister is gerapporteerd (EP201212205148).��
�

In de periode 2012 – 2017 worden diverse putprojecten opgestart die tot doel hebben om de 
productiecapaciteit, en mogelijk ook de winbare reserves te vergroten. Daarnaast bevorderen deze 
putprojecten een zo gelijkmatig mogelijke drukafname over de gehele omvang van het veld hetgeen 
mogelijk een gunstig effect kan hebben op het reduceren van het seismische risico. In vervolg op 
een grote Groningen veldstudie, afgerond in 2012, is een inventarisatie gemaakt van mogelijke 
nieuwe putlocaties. Deze locaties bevinden zich vooral in de perifere delen (randen) van het 
Groningen veld, met name in die delen waarvan aangetoond is, of verwacht wordt, dat de druk 
achterblijft in vergelijking met de centrale delen van het veld (waar zich de productieclusters 
bevinden). Twee gebieden, de Zuid-Westelijke en de Noord-Westelijke periferie (zie figuur B4), 
hebben een hoge prioriteit op basis van de productiefilosofie. Zoals vermeld in de doelen voor 
productiefilosifie en reservoir management is van belang het veld zo te produceren dat eventuele 
negatieve gevolgen van de winning voor bevolking en infrastructuur worden geminimaliseerd. Elk 
ontwikkelingsplan zal daarom gecombineerd worden met een gedetailleerd data acquisitie- en 
monitoringsplan zoals omschreven in sectie B5.2.1 en B5.2.2  
 
De ontwikkelingsplannen die overwogen worden, worden hieronder kort toegelicht: 
 

• Ontwikkeling van de Noord-Westelijke periferie. Dit betreft het gebied met bestaande 
observatielocatie’s Barheem, Stedum en Zeerijp. Het ontwikkelingsplan omvat voor deze 
locaties: 
� Een productiepijpleiding naar een bestaand productiecluster (Leermens of ’t Zandt of Ten 

Post). 
� Het boren van een aantal nieuwe putten. 
� Aanpassing en uitbreiding van de bestaande installaties. 
� Het mogelijk inrichten van een nieuwe locatie.  

• Verdere ontwikkeling van de Zuid-Westelijke periferie. Dit betreft het gebied met de bestaande 
productieclusters Eemskanaal, Kooipolder en Froombosch, en de observatielocaties Kolham, 
Harkstede en Ten Boer. Het ontwikkelingsplan omvat voor dit gebied: 
� Het boren van van een aantal nieuwe putten. 
� Het in gebruik nemen van een nieuwe boorlocatie, inclusief het aanleggen van een 

productiepijpleiding naar een bestaand productiecluster 
� Het boren van additionele putten in bestaande productieclusters (Eemskanaal, 

Kooipolder, Froombosch) 
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• Ontwikkeling van mogelijke gasvoorkomens in het Carboon onder het Groningen veld en in de 
Ten Boer. 
� Recente studies hebben aangetoond dat de ontwikkeling van het Carboonmet grote 

technische en financiële risico’s gepaard gaat, en daarom tot nader order is uitgesteld. De 
inzichten kunnen veranderen wanneer nieuwe kennis en technologie beschikbaar komt. 
Zo kunnen ervaringen die opgedaan worden in Carboon velden in oostelijk Nederland 
nieuwe inzichten verschaffen. 

 
 
B5.2.4) Ontwikkeling: compressie 
 
Om capaciteit en leveringszekerheid in de toekomst te waarborgen zijn de 29 oorspronkelijke 
Groningen productieclusters als onderdeel van het ‘Groningen Long Term’ (GLT) project (afgerond 
in 2009) als volgt gerenoveerd: 
 

- Modernisering van 17 productieclusters en installatie van compressie. 
- Modernisering en (2 aan 2) samenvoeging van 6 productieclusters tot 3 productieclusters 

en installatie van 3 compressoren op deze samengevoegde productieclusters. 
- Transformatie van 2 productieclusters tot 2 satellietclusters, elk door middel van een natgas 

pijpleiding verbonden met een naburig productiecluster. 
- Ontmantelen van 4 productieclusters waarbij alleen de putten behouden zijn. Deze zullen 

later mogelijk tot satellietcluster worden omgebouwd. 
 

Naast het werk aan de productieclusters zijn ook enkele Overslagen (OV’s) gerenoveerd. 
 
Op alle gemoderniseerde productieclusters wordt het gas van de putten verzameld in één 
verzamelleiding, samen met de natgas pijpleiding van de eventuele satellietclusters. Vanuit deze 
verzamelleiding stroomt het gas via inlaatkoelers en separatoren naar de compressor.  
 
De compressor brengt het gas op druk voor het behandelingsproces, dat net als vóór de 
modernisering bestaat uit (per behandelingstrein) een luchtkoeler, gas/gaskoelers, een 
expansieklep en separatoren.  De expansieklep zorgt voor de koeling van het gas middels het 
Joule-Thompson effect. Water en zwaardere koolwaterstoffen condenseren en worden 
afgescheiden in de separatoren achter de expansieklep.  Op 15 van de 20 productieclusters zijn 5 
behandelingstreinen geinstalleerd. Op de samengevoegde productieclusters en op de 
productieclusters met een aangesloten satelliet cluster zijn 3 behandelingstreinen geinstalleerd.  
Het gedroogde gas uit de behandelingstreinen wordt via een verzamelleiding naar het 
gastransportsysteem geleid.  
 
Op enkele productieclusters hebben de putten nog voldoende druk om ook zonder compressor te 
kunnen produceren, en is de compressor voorzien van een ‘free flow’ bypass. Over enkele jaren is 
op geen enkele cluster nog ‘free flow’ mogelijk. 
 
 
Een schematische voorstelling van het gasbehandelingsproces is gegeven in de navolgende figuren 
6. 
 
 
 
 
 



Figuur B6a: Schematische voorstelling gasbehandelingsproces voo

Figuur B6b: Schematische voorstelling gasbehandelingsproces voo
waar een tweede compressie stap is geïnstalleerd.  
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Schematische voorstelling gasbehandelingsproces voor productieclusters

Schematische voorstelling gasbehandelingsproces voor productiecluster
waar een tweede compressie stap is geïnstalleerd.  

Vanwege steeds verder dalende reservoirdrukken zullen er in de toekomst additionele c
nstalleerd, voorzien van interstage koelers. Het technische concept voor een 

tweede traps compressie wordt momenteel uitgetest op productiecluster Schaapbulten. Bij geb
geschikheid wordt het concept vervolgens toegepast op (een deel van) de overige productieclusters. 
Een uitgebreide modelleerstudie naar de optimale fasering en implementatie van installatie van 
tweede traps compressie en later ook derde traps compressie zal worden afgerond in 2014.
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Mw 35 lid 1a 
Mw 35 lid 1d 
Mb 24 lid 1a 
 

B5.3) Omvang van de winning 
 
De omvang van de winning uit het Groningen veld is afhankelijk van de productievraag welke wordt 
bepaald door GasTerra in het kader van de rol van het Groningen Systeem (inclusief UGS) als 
‘swingproducer’ in de Noordwest Europese gasmarkt. De totale hoeveelheid gas die over een 
bepaalde periode door GasTerra afgenomen mag worden (art 55 Gaswet), wordt vastgelegd bij 
ministerieel besluit. In de planning is er van uitgegaan dat de totale hoeveelheid gas die onder dit 
besluit aan GasTerra geleverd gaat worden 425 mrd m

3
 (GE) is voor de periode 2006 – 2015 (1e 

vaststelling Groningenplafond) en 42,5 bcm (GE) per jaar gemiddeld voor de periode 2006 – 2020 
(combinatie van 1

e
 vaststelling en 2

e
 vaststelling). De hoeveelheid per dag is afhankelijk van de 

door GasTerra binnen het kader van het technische Leveringscontract gevraagde hoeveelheid. 
Deze volumevraag van GasTerra wordt beïnvloed door factoren zoals: de marktvraag, het weer, de 
productie uit andere velden, de import van gas uit het buitenland, en het gebruik van 
kwaliteitconversie en UGS (voor zover beschikbaar voor gebruik door derden). 
 
Jaarlijks ontvangt NAM van GasTerra de capaciteit- en volumebehoefte middels het Groningen 
Bestel Capaciteit (GBC) document waarin de Groningen productiecapaciteitprognose voor de 
volgende 5 jaar wordt vastgelegd. De maandelijkse capaciteitsvraag in het lopende jaar wordt door 
GasTerra bepaald middels de Maand Bestelbrief Groningen (MBG).  
 
Prognoses voor de langere termijn (een periode van 25 jaar) worden vastgelegd in de zogenaamde 
“Prisma” studie. De PRISMA studie betreft een studie waarin vraag en aanbod voor het Groningen 
veld worden afgestemd. Het model op basis waarvan deze studie wordt uitgevoerd wordt 
regelmatig geactualiseerd. 
 
Als gevolg van het doorlopen van de beheerscyclus voor het seismische risico zoals beschreven in 
het Borgingsprotocol, kan het productieprofiel van het veld worden bijgesteld.   
 
 
Op basis van de verwachtingen zal het Groningen veld vanaf 2020 de eindfase ingaan en de 
productie jaarlijks snel verder afnemen vanwege de teruglopende productiecapaciteit. Het te 
verwachten productieprofiel is te zien in figuur B7. 
 

 
Figuur B7:       Groningen volumes in Bcm/jaar.  Vanaf 2020 zal de productie van het Groningen veld snel 

afnemen vanwege teruglopende productiecapaciteit. 
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Mw 35 lid 1b  B5.4) Duur van de winning 
 
Het einde van de winning zal primair door economische factoren bepaald worden.. Daarnaast 
kunnen onvoorziene niet-technische, technische, of andere omstandigheden de duur van de 
winning beïnvloeden.   
 
Het huidige lange-termijn veldontwikkelingsplan voorziet er in dat de productiefaciliteiten zo 
optimaal mogelijk blijven functioneren. Het onderhoudsprogramma is gericht op zowel preventief als 
buitengewoon onderhoud en vervanging van de bestaande infrastructuur.   
 
Gebaseerd op de huidige economische en technische parameters is de verwachting dat het 
Groningen veld tot 2080 in productie blijft.  Voortdurende uitgaven als gevolg van 
aardbevingsschade kunnen de economische levensduur van het veld verkorten en abandonnering 
vervroegen.   
 

Mb 24 lid 1i B6) Stoffen die jaarlijks worden meegeproduceerd 
 
Met de gasproductie worden gecondenseerd water en aardgascondensaat meegeproduceerd en 
gescheiden van de gasstroom:  de water-gas ratio bedraagt 6-12 m

3
/10

6
 Nm

3 
en de 

aardgascondensaat-gas ratio 0.3-0.8 m
3
/10

6
 Nm

3
. Als gevolg van de drukafname in het veld zal de 

water-gas ratio geleidelijk toenemen. 
 
In het Groningen veld is doorbraak van formatiewater momenteel niet significant, met uitzondering 
van de put Eemskanaal-13. In enkele andere putten wordt de aanwezigheid van formatiewater 
gesuggereerd door een verhoogde concentratie chloriden. Het kan niet worden uitgesloten dat de 
doorbraak van formatiewater in de toekomst een grotere rol zal spelen op de flanken van het 
Groningen-veld. De monitoring van waterproductie wordt beschreven in het “Well, Reservoir and 
Facilities Management Plan for Asset Groningen” (bijlage B). 
 
 

Mb 24 lid 1i B7) Jaarlijks eigen gebruik bij winning 
 
De hoeveelheid gas voor eigen gebruik in het Groningen-veld was in 2013 ongeveer 19 mln Nm

3
. Dit 

gas wordt hoofdzakelijk gebruikt voor het gasbehandelingsproces (afblazen, fakkelen en fornuizen). 
Voor het comprimeren van het gas is in 2013 zo’n 90 mln m

3
 gebruikt. Over de resterende levensduur 

van het veld (tot 2080) wordt het eigen gebruik geschat op circa 240 mln m
3
 en het gas benodigd 

voor compressie op circa 15 mrd m
3
. 

 
De hoeveelheid gas voor eigen gebruik varieert afhankelijk van de jaarlijkse productie. De totaal 
verbruikte hoeveelheid gas in de afgelopen 40 jaar bedroeg 291 mln Nm

3
 (totaal verbruik sinds het 

begin van produktie is 562 mln Nm
3
). Daarnaast is bij het in installeren van de Ondergrondse Gas 

Opslagen 440 mln Nm
3
 door NAM gebruikt. In de komende jaren zal het eigen verbruik toenemen ten 

gevolge van de dalende reservoirdruk en de hiermee samenhangende toename van 
compressiegebruik. 
 
Naast het eigen verbruik voor het opereren van het Groningen veld wordt ook het gas voor het 
opereren van het Schoonebeek veld uit het Groningen veld betrokken. 
 

Mb 24 lid 1j 
 

B8) Jaarlijks bij winning afgefakkelde koolwaterstoffen 
 
Met het gereedkomen van de renovatie van de clusters als onderdeel van het GLT project zijn 
nagenoeg alle fakkels verdwenen.  (Er staan nog een aantal van de oorspronkelijke fakkels op 
sommige lokaties, die door GasUnie kunnen worden gebruikt om gas uit hun pijpleidingnet af te 
fakkelen als er onderhoud of reparaties worden gepleegd). Het jaarlijks door NAM afgefakkelde 
volume is dan ook substantieel afgenomen. Hierbij dient te worden aangetekend dat jaarlijkse 
schommelingen kunnen voorkomen, als gevolg van buitengewone putactiviteiten, 
ringleidingactiviteiten en onderhoudswerkzaamheden, en cluster-onderhoudswerkzaamheden.  
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Mb 24 lid 1k B9) Jaarlijks bij winning in de ondergrond terug te brengen delfstoffen en andere 
stoffen 
 
Twee beschikbare injectieputten te Borgsweer worden gebruikt om formatiewater en niet 
afscheidbare delen (hulpstoffen) te injecteren in het Rotliegend zandsteen reservoir. In 2013 is vanaf 
de Borgsweer locatie een nieuwe injectieput BRW-5 geboord, ter vervanging van de bestaande put 
BRW-4 die technische problemen ondervond.  
 
Het geïnjecteerde water is afkomstig van productielocaties in ondermeer Groningen, Friesland en 
Drenthe. Tevens wordt het van de Den Helder ontvangst installatie en van de locatie-hoekbakwater 
van gasproductielocaties in Noord-Nederland en de waterstroom van de Reststoffen 
Bewerkingsinstallatie (RBI) geïnjecteerd in Borgsweer.  
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 C) Gegevens inzake bodembeweging 
 

Mw 35 lid 1f C1) Aard van de bodembeweging 
 
�  bodemdaling 
 
Door de winning van koolwaterstoffen uit olie- en gasvoerende gesteentelagen zal de druk in de 
poriën van het gesteente verminderen waardoor compactie van de olie- en gasvoerende lagen 
optreedt. Dit manifesteert zich aan de oppervlakte in de vorm van bodemdaling. Zie voor een 
uitgebreide beschrijving van het bodemdalingsproces “Bodemdaling door Aardgaswinning –NAM-
velden in Groningen, Friesland en het Noorden van Drenthe– Status Rapport 2010 en Prognose tot 
het jaar 2070” (EP201006302236). 
 
�  bodemtrilling 
 
Compactie van de olie- en gasvoerende lagen kan onderlinge beweging tussen gesteentemassa’s 
veroorzaken. Dit kan zich soms aan de oppervlakte manifesteren in de vorm van aardbevingen. 
 
 

Mb 24 lid 1m C2) Bodemdalingscontouren (uiteindelijk verwachte mate van bodemdaling) 
 
Gebaseerd op beschikbare gegevens over de ondergrond (B2) en het productiescenario zoals 
geschetst in B5.3, is een prognose opgesteld voor de bodemdaling ten gevolge van gaswinning uit 
het Groningen voorkomen.  
 
Geactualiseerde geologische en reservoir dynamische modellen liggen ten grondslag aan dit 
geomechanische model. 
De belangrijkste aanpassingen ten opzichte van het vigerende winningsplan Groningen 2007 zijn:  
 

• Actualisering van het geologische en dynamische reservoirmodel van het gebied. 

• Het toepassen van een op diffusie gebaseerd compactiemodel voor het reservoir.  
 

 
Diffusie mechanisme in het reservoir 
De resultaten van bodemdalingsmetingen op Ameland en in de Waddenzee laten zien dat de 
bodemdaling in de beginfase van de productie een zekere vertraging heeft ten opzichte van de 
drukdaling in het veld. Dit effect speelt ook een rol aan het einde van de productie: de bodemdaling 
stopt niet direct bij beëindiging van de productie. Een mogelijke verklaring voor deze observatie is dat 
er een diffusieproces optreedt in het reservoir. Dit wordt ook waargenomen in de 
bodemdalingsmetingen boven Groningen.  
 
Het exacte fysische proces (of combinatie van processen) dat de waargenomen tijdsafhankelijke 
daling veroorzaakt is onbekend. Er zijn echter een aantal mogelijke hypotheses:  

• De waarnemingen zijn een artefact dat veroorzaakt wordt door de mogelijk slecht 
gemodelleerde ruis in de bodemdalingsdata,  

• Het vaste korrelskelet van het reservoirgesteente compacteert op een (lange termijn) 
tijdsafhankelijke manier 

• De huidige reservoirmodellen ondervangen niet voldoende de mogelijke drukveranderingen 
in de onderliggende watervoerende pakketten 

• Het gekoppeld poromechanisch gedrag in een materiaal met 'long-tail' distributie van de 
permeabiliteit. 

 
Al deze mogelijkheden afzonderlijk kunnen het waargenomen anomale gedrag verklaren, waarbij het 
ook mogelijk is dat combinaties van hypothesen voorkomen. In eerdere compactiemodelleringen 
werd een lineair compactiemodel gebruikt. Dit model past goed met de bodemdaling in de beginfase 
van de productie, maar minder goed met de langer doorgaande bodemdaling aan het einde van de 
productie. Door toepassing van het diffusiemechanisme past het model voor gasvelden als Ameland 
en Anjum beter met de metingen voor zowel de beginfase als de eindfase. De diffusie komt 
uiteindelijk tot uitdrukking in de volumerek van het reservoirgesteente, die vervolgens de 
bodemdaling veroorzaakt. 
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Time-decay model 
De volumerek, ���, op een punt, �, en tijdstip,��, in het reservoir kan dan worden beschreven door het 
product van de drukverandering, ��, en de uniaxiale compactiecoefficient, �	, geconvolueerd in 

tijd,�
�, met een “time decay” functie: 
�
 ��� ���

 � met t in jaren  en � de “time decay” constante. 

 

������ �� � ����� �������� � 
� ��� ���  !�
� "�

 
Op basis van de meest optimale kalibratie (Technische bijlage: NAM, 2013, Groningen Field 
Subsidence Modelling EP201310211283) met de beschikbare bodemdalingsmetingen in het gebied 
dat het Groningen veld beslaat volgt voor dit voorkomen een waarde van circa 7 jaar voor de “time 
decay” constante .  
 
Bovenstaand compactiemodel wordt als meest waarschijnlijk beschouwd vanwege de goede passing 
met de metingen in Ameland en Anjum (Winningsplan Ameland 2011, Winningsplan Anjum 2011) en 
het beperkte aantal (2) vrije parameters. Deze velden zijn verder in hun ontwikkeling en als analoog 
aangenomen, onder andere omdat het reservoir uit hetzelfde type zandsteen bestaat als het 
Groningen reservoir. Op grond van de beschikbare bodemdalingsmetingen voor Groningen kunnen 
andere compactiemodellen echter niet worden uitgesloten. Twee alternatieve compactiemodellen 
worden hieronder beschreven. 
 
Bi-lineair model 
Dit model was het geaccepteerde compactiemodel tot 2011. Het model voorzag in het meest 
eenvoudige antwoord op de versnelde bodemdaling die was waargenomen boven een aantal 
Nederlandse gasvelden. Het model bestaat uit twee lineaire compactie ‘takken’ waarbij een eerste tak 
met een lagere compressibiliteit bij een bepaalde druk overgaat in een tak met een hogere 
compressibiliteit. Dit model geeft echter geen verklaring voor de doorgaande bodemdaling die wordt 
geobserveerd boven het Ameland veld. Deze observatie was de belangrijkste reden om over te gaan 
op bovenstaande time-decay model. 
 
Isotachen model 
Dit model wordt veel gebruikt binnen de grondmechanica om zettingen te berekenen in slappe grond 
(E.J. den Haan, Het a,b,c –Isotachenmodel: hoeksteen van een nieuwe aanpak van 
zettingsberekeningen, Geotechniek, oktober 2003). TNO heeft de toepasbaarheid van dit model op 
compactiegedrag van gecementeerde zandsteen verder onderzocht waarbij 
laboratoriumexperimenten als uitgangspunt zijn genomen (De Waal, J.A. (1986), On the rate type 
compaction behavior of sandstone reservoir rock. PhD Thesis TU-Delft 1483). Een aanpassing van 
het a,b,c-isotachen model heeft geleid tot de definitie van het lineaire isotachen model (J.P. 
Pruiksma, J.N. Breunese, K. van Thienen-Visser, A general framework for rate dependent 
compaction models for reservoir rock, (TNO 2013 R11405), 2013). Hoewel de lange termijn 
voorspellende toepasbaarheid van dit model in een werkelijk gecementeerd gas reservoir niet is 
bewezen, is dit model meegenomen als een mogelijk compactie model. 
 
Voor het lineaire isotachen model zijn twee parametervarianten doorgerekend: één waarbij de Cm 
waarden uit laboratoriummetingen aan kernmateriaal als randvoorwaarde zijn gebruikt en een andere 
waarbij dezelfde porositeit-compressibiliteitsrelatie als bij het time-decay model is aangenomen. 
Beide varianten geven een goede passing met de historische bodemdaling (zie figuur C6).   
 
In het kader van het winningsplan Moddergat, Lauwersoog en Vierhuizen (2011) voert de NAM, in 
samenwerking met enkele kennisinstituten, een meerjarig onderzoeksprogramma uit met als 
doelstelling het tijdsafhankelijk compactiegedrag beter te begrijpen. 
 
Prognose 
 
Enkele algemene (gemiddelde) kentallen van het in dit plan beschreven Groningen veld zijn 
samengevat in tabel C1. De omvang van het veld wordt weergegeven in figuur C1, waarbij in groen 
het gasvoerend gedeelte van het reservoir is aangegeven. In blauw is het watervoerende deel van 
het reservoir aangegeven dat expliciet wordt gemodelleerd in het reservoir model. Dit reservoirmodel 
ligt ten grondslag aan de bodemdalingsberekeningen zoals gepresenteerd in dit winningsplan. 
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Tabel C1. 
Enkele kentallen ter indicatie van 
het in dit winningsplan 
beschreven Groningen veld 
 
 
 
 
 

 
De nog te verwachten additionele bodemdaling door gaswinning uit het Groningen veld, die zal 
worden bereikt in het jaar 2080 op basis van het time decay model, is op het maximale punt ca 
18 cm. Deze daling wordt weergegeven in figuur C1.  

Figuur C1.  Nog te verwachten additionele bodemdaling (2013-2080) veroorzaakt door de 
gasproduktie uit het Groningen veld op basis van het time decay compactiemodel (de 
contouren geven de bodemdaling in cm aan).  

 
Alternatieve modellen laten andere incrementele waarden zien (16 cm voor het bi-lineaire model en 
34 cm voor de variant van het isotachen model met gebruik van laboratorium gemeten Cm , zie ook 
Figuur C7). Eventuele toekomstige verandering van de productie volumes, bijvoorbeeld door 
productie uit nieuwe putten en/of additionele compressie, zou kunnen leiden tot een andere 
voorspelling. Ook wordt geprobeerd om de onzekerheid in het voorspellen van bodemdaling zoveel 
mogelijk te verkleinen door het verder verbeteren van de compactie modellen en het uitvoeren van 
metingen in het veld. 
 

Diepte veld (m) 2800 

Dikte reservoir (m) Bereik: 110 m (zuidoostelijk 
deel) tot  300m in noorwestelijk 
deel (watervoerend) 

Initiële gasdruk (bar) 347 

Gasdruk in 2013 (bar) 105 

Gasdruk in 2080 (bar) 11 

Gemiddelde Cm (10
-5

 bar
-1

) 0,6 
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Mb 24 lid 1n 
Mb 24 lid 1o 

C2.1) Verloop van de bodemdaling in tijd 
 
In deze sectie wordt aandacht besteed aan de huidige status en het verwachte verloop in tijd van de 
bodemdaling ten gevolge van gaswinning uit het beschreven Groningen veld, gecombineerd met de 
effecten van andere reeds bestaande winningen uit naburige gasvelden. 
 

De meest recente uitgebreide bodemdalingsmeting in dit gebied heeft plaatsgevonden in 2008 
(Meetregister bij de meetplannen Noord Nederland, Groningen. Rapportage van de 
nauwkeurigheidswaterpassing Noord Nederland 2008. EP200903235982). In figuur C2 wordt de in 
2008 gemeten daling (sinds de nulmeting in 1972) samen met de gemodelleerde bodemdaling sinds 
1964 weergegeven. De nulmeting gedaan in 1964 kan in dit verband niet worden getoond, omdat 
deze slechts over een beperkt gedeelte van het veld is uitgevoerd. De bodemdaling tussen 1964 en 
1972 is echter zeer gering (minder dan 2 cm op het diepste punt), zodat 1972 toch als nulmeting mag 
worden beschouwd. De gemeten daling sinds 1972 kan dus vergeleken worden met de 
gemodelleerde bodemdaling tussen 1964 en 2008. Deze metingen geven aan dat de bodemdaling 
door de gaswinning boven het centrale deel van het Groningen veld minder dan 30 cm bedroeg. 
 
 

Figuur C2: In 2008 gemeten bodemdaling sinds de meting in 1972 als gevolg van gaswinning van 
alle voorkomens in dit gebied, weergegeven op de peilmerken met de contouren van 
de gemodelleerde bodemdaling in cm (1964-2008). De bodemdaling in tijd op peilmerk 
07E0033 (rode punt) is weergegeven in figuur C6 

 
Figuren C3 t/m C5 tonen de totale bodemdaling berekend met het time-decay model als gevolg van 
gaswinning uit het Groningen veld en naburige voorkomens in de jaren 2025, 2050 en na afloop van 
de gaswinning (voorzien in 2080). 
  
Eventuele ontwikkeling van nieuwe velden in de buurt van de hier getoonde voorkomens, en/of 
incrementele produktie door nieuwe putten, en/of toepassen van additionele compressie op 
bestaande voorkomens, en/of een ander afnameprofiel van het Groningen veld, zijn niet 
meegenomen in de huidige prognose en zouden kunnen leiden tot een ander beeld. 
Figuur C6 toont de bodemdaling van peilmerk 07E0033 in de tijd samen met de gemodelleerde 
bodemdaling.  
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Figuur C3:  Bodemdalingprognose voor 2025 volgens het time-decay model van de totale bodemdaling door 
gaswinning uit het Groningen veld in combinatie met naburige voorkomens (de contouren geven 
de bodemdaling in cm aan). 
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Figuur C4:  Bodemdalingprognose voor 2050 volgens het time-decay model van de totale bodemdaling door 

gaswinning uit het Groningen veld in combinatie met naburige voorkomens (de contouren geven 
de bodemdaling in cm aan). 

 

 
 
Figuur C5:  Bodemdalingprognose volgens het time-decay model voor de totale bodemdaling na afloop van 

de gaswinning uit het Groningen veld in combinatie met naburige voorkomens (de contouren 
geven de bodemdaling in cm aan). 
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Figuur C6:  Gemodelleerd verloop in de tijd van de bodemdaling volgens verschillende compactiemodellen, 

en vergeleken met de gemeten daling van het peilmerk 007E0033. Het Time-decay model wordt 
als meest waarschijnlijk compactiemodel beschouwd (zie tekst voor nadere uitleg). 

 
 
Onzekerheid 
Zoals aangegeven in Figuur C6 en C7 is er op langere termijn een aanzienlijke spreiding in de 
volgens verschillende compactiemodellen voorspelde bodemdaling. De Time-decay en Bi-lineare 
modellen leveren op de lange termijn zeer vergelijkbare resultaten op, terwijl het Isotachen model 
(gebaseerd op een hogere gesteente compactie coefficient) een grotere mate van bodemdaling 
voorspelt. In de eerste 10 jaar is echter het verschil tussen de drie modellen, ook in ruimtelijke zin 
relatief klein (zie ook Figuur C7). De invloed van parametervariaties binnen de afzonderlijke modellen 
is niet meegenomen, omdat is aangenomen dat de modelonzekerheid afdoende de 
onzekerheidsruimte aftast. Om deze onzekerheid in de toekomst te verkleinen, zal de bodemdaling 
zeer frequent worden gemonitord, onder andere met behulp van InSAR. Zoals in het 
monitoringsprogramma (Meet- en Monitoringsplan) is vastgelegd, zal in jaarlijkse rapportages de 
waargenomen bodemdaling vergeleken worden met de gemeten bodemdaling. Indien nodig zullen 
parameters van modellen worden bijgesteld. Figuur C7 laat de spatiële en temporele variatie zien 
voor de voorspelde bodemdaling volgens de verschillende compactiemodellen. 
 
Het resultaat van deze variatie is dat de onzekerheid in de verwachte totale bodemdaling (figuur C5) 
gemiddeld ongeveer 45% bedraagt boven het centrum van het Groningen veld en 20% aan de 
randen, met een minimum van 2 cm. 
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� �

2013-2018� 2013-2023� 2013-2080�

 
Figuur C7a:  Contouren van de nog te verwachten bodemdaling veroorzaakt door de gasproductie uit het 

Groningen veld, gemodelleerd met het time-decay model. 

 
 

� �

2013-2018� 2013-2023� 2013-2080�

 
Figuur C7b:  Contouren van de nog te verwachten bodemdaling veroorzaakt door de gasproductie uit het 

Groningen veld, gemodelleerd met het bi-lineare model.  
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� �

2013-2018� 2013-2023� 2013-2080�

 
Figuur C7c:  Contouren van de nog te verwachten bodemdaling veroorzaakt door de gasproductie uit het 

Groningen veld, gemodelleerd met het Isotach model, waarbij de Cm op basis van laboratorium 
metingen is gebruikt.  

 
 

�

2013-2018� 2013-2023� 2013-2080�

 
Figuur C7d:  Contouren van de nog te verwachten bodemdaling veroorzaakt door de gasproductie uit het 

Groningen veld, gemodelleerd met het Isotach model, waarbij dezelfde Cm als in het time-decay 
model is gebruikt.  
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Mb 24 lid 1p C3) Risicoanalyse bodemtrilling 
 
De winning van aardolie en/of aardgas gaat in het algemeen gepaard met een daling van de druk in 
de ondergrond. Deze spanningsverandering kan leiden tot plotselinge bewegingen langs bestaande 
breuken, waardoor aardbevingen plaats kunnen vinden. 
 
Sinds het begin van de jaren negentig hebben verschillende instanties, waaronder de overheid, 
kennisinstituten en mijnbouwmaatschappijen, zich gezamenlijk met deze problematiek bezig 
gehouden. Bevindingen zijn onder andere gedocumenteerd in een aantal rapportages, zoals 
“Eindrapport multidisciplinair onderzoek naar de relatie tussen Gaswinning en Aardbevingen in 
Noord-Nederland; Begeleidingscommissie Onderzoek Aardbevingen, 1993“, “De relatie tussen 
schade aan gebouwen en lichte ondiepe aardbevingen in Nederland; TNO Bouw, 1998” en 
“Seismisch risico in Noord-Nederland; de Crook et al., KNMI, 1998” en “Kalibratiestudie schade door 
aardbevingen” TNO-034-DTM-2009-04435 (2009). 
 
Momenteel zijn bovengenoemde instanties verenigd in het Technisch Platform Aardbevingen (TPA). 
Hiermee is alle in Nederland aanwezige kennis op het gebied van geïnduceerde aardbevingen 
gebundeld en kan deze optimaal worden ingezet met gebruikmaking van de meest actuele stand der 
techniek. 
 
In respons op het in het Mijnbouwbesluit gestelde met betrekking tot het uitvoeren van een 
risicoanalyse omtrent aardbevingen als gevolg van winning van olie of gas zijn onder begeleiding van 
het TPA een aantal studies uitgevoerd, waarvan de bevindingen zijn gedocumenteerd in de volgende 
rapporten: “Seismisch hazard van geïnduceerde aardbevingen; Wassing et al., TNO-NITG rapporten 
03-185-C (2003), 03-186-C (2004), 04-233-C (2004)“, “Seismic hazard due to small shallow induced 
earthquakes; van Eck et al., KNMI 2004” en “Deterministische hazard analyse voor geïnduceerde 
seismiciteit; van Thienen-Visser et al., TNO-rapport 2012”. Tevens is in dit kader een samenvattend 
rapport uitgebracht waarin de resultaten van bovengenoemde studies zijn geïntegreerd (Seismische 
hazard van geïnduceerde aardbevingen. Integratie van deelstudies; NITG 04-244-B / KNMI-publicatie 
208, 2004). 
 
In Nederland wordt uit ruim 100 olie- en gasvelden op het vasteland geproduceerd. Boven een 
beperkt aantal velden (ca. 20%) zijn bevingen geregistreerd. In het kader van de Seismische Risico 
Analyse zijn de velden opgedeeld in drie categorieën: 
 

A.    Groningen, Bergermeer en Roswinkel, waar magnitudes 3,0 en hoger zijn opgetreden. 
B.    Andere velden waar aardbevingen met magnitudes kleiner dan 3,0 zijn opgetreden. 
C.    Velden waar geen bevingen zijn geregistreerd. 

 
De “Huizinge” beving in augustus 2012 met magnitude M = 3,6 was de zwaarste geïnduceerde 
aardbeving die tot nu toe in Nederland gemeten is. Deze gebeurtenis was aanleiding voor de Minister 
van Economische Zaken om de NAM en een aantal overheidsinstellingen te verzoeken om binnen 
een jaar antwoord te geven op een 11-tal door het Ministerie geformuleerde vragen. Eén van de door 
NAM opgestelde rapporten heeft als titel “Report to the Technical Guidance Committee (TBO) on 
Subsurface Aspects of Induced Earthquakes in the Groningen Field, NAM 2013”, en behandelt de 
hazard analyse van geïnduceerde bevingen in het Groningen veld. 
 
Een korte samenvatting van dit rapport is hieronder weergegeven.   
 
De productie van gas uit het Groningen gasveld zorgt ervoor dat de druk van het gas in de 
poriënruimte van het Slochteren zandsteen reservoir daalt. Deze drukdaling leidt tot compactie van 
het reservoir gesteente, wat vervolgens leidt tot opbouw van spanning in het reservoir en tot 
bodemdaling aan het maaiveld. Een fractie van de opgebouwde spanning in het reservoir wordt 
ontlast door bewegingen langs bestaande breukvlakken. Dit is waarschijnlijk de oorzaak van de 
waargenomen bevingen.  
 
Analyse van de verdeling van de tot nu toe waargenomen aardbevingen in plaats en tijd ten opzichte 
van gemeten druk verdelingen/dalingen en compactie in het veld laat zien dat er een overtuigende 
correlatie bestaat tussen het gebied met de grootste compactie en het gebied met de 
meeste/zwaarste bevingen. Dit suggereert dat reservoir compactie naar alle waarschijnlijkheid de 
belangrijkste drijver is voor seismiciteit.(zie ook Technische Bijlage Groningen Winningsplan) 
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Op basis van bovenstaande aanname is een probabilistisch (Monte Carlo) model gebouwd waarin de 
historische en nog voorspelde compactie wordt vertaald naar spanningen die opgebouwd worden in 
het reservoir en (partieel) ontladen worden middels aardbevingen. Deze veroorzaken grondbeweging 
aan het oppervlak. Het op deze manier simuleren van een serie onderling onafhankelijke plaats- en 
tijdsgebonden processen is complex. Het model is een versimpeling van de werkelijkheid 
(bijvoorbeeld zijn breuken niet expliciet gemodelleerd). Deze aanpak is relatief nieuw en speciaal 
voor het Groningen seismische risico vraagstuk ontworpen en zal nog verder ontwikkeld worden.  
 
De belangrijkste bronnen van onzekerheid in het seismische risico kunnen in 5 categorieën 
samengevat worden: 
 
1. de fractie van de compactierek in het reservoir die effectief vrijkomt in de vorm van bevingen (de 

strain partitioning factor) (op dit moment is deze slechts zo’n 0.1 tot 0.01%) 
2. de manier waarop de seismische trillingen doorgegeven worden naar het aardoppervlak en 

omgezet worden in bodembewegingen (Ground Motion Prediction Equation; GMPE). 
Bodembewegingen worden beschreven in termen van snelheid en versnelling. 

3. de mate van compactie als gevolg van productie en drukdaling in het reservoir (zie C2) 
4. de magnitude en frequentie verhouding van bevingen die gegenereerd worden. Dit wordt in een 

Gutenberg-Richter relatie vastgelegd, waarin de b-factor een belangrijke rol speelt in de 
verhouding van grote tot kleinere bevingen. 

5. Hoe deze grondbewegingen doorgegeven worden aan huizen en infrastructuur en hoe die daarop 
reageren (in termen van schade).  Dit wordt gevat in fragility curves (sectie C4).   

 
De bovenstaande categorieën 1 tot en met 4 bepalen de onzekerheid in de hazard en worden 
beschreven in de Technische Bijlage Groningen Winningsplan. Uit onderstaande figuur uit deze 
bijlage blijkt dat de strain partitioning factor veruit de grootste invloed heeft op de onzekerheid in de 
seismische hazard berekening. Als tweede en derde (maar aanzienlijk minder belangrijke) factoren 
komen respectievelijk de GMPE en het gekozen compactie model uit de analyse. 
 

Figuur C8:  Resultaat van de onzekerheidsanalyse van de 4 belangrijkste categorieën van onzekerheid in de 
uiteindelijke seismische hazard bepaling. 

 
Aangezien de onzekerheid varieert in de tijd en de huidige modellen een graduele toename in de 
seismische activiteit voorspellen, is voor wat betreft het seismische risico gekeken naar de volgende 
periodes: 2013-2023 (de eerste 10 jaar), 2013 – 2018 (de eerste 5 jaar) en 2013 – 2016 (de eerste 3 
jaar). 
 
De beste inschatting voor de zwaarste beving die verwacht wordt op te treden in de komende 10 jaar 
is M=3.9 (P50) tot M=4.8 (P90). 
 
De beste inschatting voor de zwaarste beving die verwacht wordt op te treden over de komende 5 
jaar is M=3.6 (P50) tot M=4.4 (P90). 
 
De meest recente modellering geeft aan dat de verwachting voor de komende, leidende 3 jaar is, dat 
de zwaarste beving die verwacht wordt zal vallen binnen de bandbreedten van M=3.4 (P50) tot M=4.1 
(P90).   
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De onzekerheid reflecteert het huidige niveau van begrip en is niet noodzakelijkerwijs de echte 
fysische onzekerheid. Verdere dataverzameling en studies zullen de onzekerheden en de nu 
voorspelde maximale aardbevingskracht verder kunnen verminderen. Als voorbeeld is het op dit 
moment aannemelijk dat gaande geomechanische studies, die de breuken in het reservoir expliciet 
modelleren, zullen aantonen dat de voorspelde maximale kracht lager zal worden. 
 
Om vervolgens het seismische risico te kwantificeren moet vastgesteld worden hoe de ondergrondse 
spanningsontladingen leiden tot het beven (versnelling en snelheid van de seismische golven) van de 
bodem boven het Groningen gasveld. De eenvoudigste en meest gebruikte parameter voor de 
bepaling van het seismische risico is de piek grondversnelling of “peak ground acceleration (PGA)”. 
 
Met behulp van registraties door accelerometers, geplaats boven Groningen veld, kunnen empirische 
relaties worden afgeleid die de PGA koppelen aan variabelen zoals de afstand tot het hypocentrum 
en magnitude. 
 
Deze relaties worden doorgaans aangeduid met zogenaamde “Ground Motion Prediction Equations 
(GMPE)”. De in de literatuur beschreven GMPE’s zijn veelal vastgesteld voor bevingen met een 
magnitude >5,0. Deze zijn door KNMI en externe experts aangepast om een betere passing te krijgen 
met de Groningse accelerometer waarnemingen voor kleinere (M < 3,7) magnitudes. 
 
Om het seismische risico te bepalen voor de toekomst is uitgegaan van een zogenaamde 
“Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA)” waarbij een Monte-Carlo analyse methode wordt 
gebruikt (Bijlage A). 
 
Ontleding van de seismische hazard in de afzonderlijk bijdragen laat zien dat vooral aardbevingen 
met een magnitude tussen 4 en 5 bijdragen aan het PGA resultaat. Aardbevingen met een magnitude 
groter dan 5 komen slechts met zo’n lage waarschijnlijkheid voor dat zij het resultaat niet 
beïnvloeden. 
 
Daar de hazard toeneemt in de komende 10 jaar bij voortdurende gas productie (sectie B5.3), is de 
inschatting voor de gemiddelde hazard voor deze periode groter dan de gemiddelde hazard over de 
eerste jaren.  
 
In 2013 zijn uitgebreide geomechanische studies gestart die specifiek kijken naar de rol van de 
breuken in het Groningen veld. Mogelijkerwijs kunnen deze modellen in de toekomst leiden tot een 
beperking van de onzekerheid. Dit betreft met name de onzekerheid over de fractie van de totale 
compactieenergie die uiteindelijk vrij komt als  aardbevingsenergie. De hoeveelheid beschikbare 
geomechanische velddata is op dit moment nog ontoereikend voor dit doel. 
Een uitbreiding van het data acquisitieprogramma is inmiddels gestart, en nieuwe geomechanische 
data is reeds verkregen in de Borgsweer-5 boring (mei-augustus 2013). Daarnaast zijn in het najaar 
van 2013 twee series diepe geofoons geplaatst in de bestaande observatieputten Zeerijp-1 en 
Stedum-1. In 2014 zal zowel het accelerometernetwerk als het ondiepe geofoon netwerk sterk 
worden uitgebreid naar ongeveer 60 stations. 
 
Met de voortzetting van de gaswinning en verder onderzoek zullen steeds meer gegevens over de 
eigenschappen van het Groningen veld en de mate van seismiciteit worden verkregen. Deze 
informatie zal aanleiding kunnen geven om de risicoanalyse op onderdelen te herzien dan wel op 
enig onderdeel nader onderzoek uit te voeren (Borgingsprotocol). 
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C4) Omvang en aard van de schade 
 

C4.1 Algemeen 
 
Bodemdaling door gaswinning manifesteert zich aan de oppervlakte in de vorm van zeer gelijkmatige 
ovale tot ronde depressie (schotel) met een doorsnede van vele kilometers en een diepte van enkele 
centimeters langs de randen tot tientallen centimeters in het centrum. Deze veroorzaakt een (met het 
blote oog niet waarneembaar) zeer licht hellend vlak in het maaiveld. De nog te verwachten 
bodemdaling in de komende 65-70 jaar door gaswinning uit het Groningen voorkomen bedraagt 
maximaal 18-34 centimeter (afhankelijk van het gekozen compactiemodel, zie sectie C2.1). Een groot 
deel van de totale bodemdaling (maximaal ongeveer 30 cm) heeft reeds in de afgelopen 50 jaar 
(1963-2013) plaatsgevonden. De gevraagde instemming met dit gewijzigde  winningsplan zal dan ook 
geen betrekking kunnen hebben op in het verleden veroorzaakte bodemdaling. Dat geldt ook voor 
eventueel aan de goedkeuring te verbinden voorwaarden.   
Onderzoek en modellen in het afgelopen jaar ontwikkeld voor geïnduceerde aardbevingen in het 
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Groningen gasveld, geven aan dat voor de komende drie jaren de magnitude kansverdeling wordt 
gekarakteriseerd door een P50 van M=3,4 en P90 van M=4,1.  De verwachting is dat de hieraan 
gerelateerde grondbewegingen uitsluitend tot schade aan huizen en gebouwen zullen leiden.   
 

C4.2 Schade aan openbare infrastructuur door bodembeweging 
 
Bodemdaling 
Omdat bodemdaling een geleidelijk en gelijkmatig verloop heeft, wordt geen directe schade aan 
infrastructuur verwacht. Niet uitgesloten is echter dat de bodemdaling gevolgen kan hebben voor het 
normale beheer en het onderhoud van waterkeringen en waterlopen. Voor zover dat beheer 
onvermijdelijk te maken meerkosten met zich meebrengt die, in overeenstemming met het gestelde in 
onderdeel C6, voor vergoeding in aanmerking komen, dan rust op NAM de verplichting die schade 
overeenkomstig de regels van het burgerlijk recht te vergoeden. Voor dergelijkeschade, veroorzaakt 
door bodemdaling, is een bodemdalingsfonds opgezet. Het beheer hiervan wordt overzien door de 
onafhankelijke Commissie Bodemdaling. 
 
Aardbevingen 
Deltares heeft in opdracht van het Ministerie van Economische Zaken een studie ondernomen met 
het doel de risico’s van aardbevingen van het Groningen gasveld op kritische infrastructuur in the 
schatten. Deze ‘Quick Scan naar de sterkte van infrastructuur’ (Deltares-rapport 1208149-000 van 13 
augustus 2013) omvat kritische onderdelen van de infrastructuur; waterkeringen, het 
gastransportnetwerk en het hoogspanningsnetwerk. Er wordt gebruik gemaakt van informatie die 
verstrekt is door de beheerders, alsmede van grondversnellingen die door het KNMI berekend zijn. 
Voor de grondversnellingswaarde is gerekend met een bandbreedte tot 0,5g, waarbij het 
bijbehorende aardbevingssignaal, volgens bekende methodieken, is opgeschaald van het eerder in 
Groningen gemeten bevingssignaal.  
 
De huidige ontwerpberekeningen voor openbare infrastructuur bevatten, over het algemeen, geen 
toetsing voor aardbevingensbelasting. Dit is in lijn met de huidige nationale wetgeving en richtlijnen.  
Naast de directe gevolgen van versnellingen op de constructie zelf, kunnen zwaardere bevingen met 
hogere versnellingen (vanaf ongeveer 0,2 a 0,3g, en vanaf 0,35g voor dichter gepakt zand) leiden tot 
verweking (liquefactie) van zanderige gronden. Dit fenomeen treedt niet of nauwelijks op waar de 
bodem uit klei of veen bestaat.  
Verweking vermindert de sterkte van de bodem wat kan leiden tot verzakking van de fundering van 
gebouwen of infrastructuur, of afschuiving van een talud.  
 
De Quick Scan geeft aan dat: 

• Er kan verlaging van de stabiliteit en kruinhoogte van primaire dijken en schade aan de 
dijkbekleding optreden. Ook bij de regionale waterkeringen kunnen de kruinhoogte en stabiliteit 
afnemen. Uitgaande van de huidige norm kan gesteld worden dat de kans op inundatie voor 
primaire dijken beperkt is doordat het restprofiel voldoende is.  Eemshaven en Vierhuizengat 
moeten verder bekeken worden, met name wat betreft het risico voor mogelijke verweking. Bij 
regionale dijken is het toegestane verschil tussen normpeil en dagelijks peil kleiner en zijn de 
stabiliteitseisen lager, waardoor de kans dat bevingsschade tot inundatie leidt groter is. Toch 
wordt deze kans ook voor regionale dijken beperkt geacht.  Er is wel meer studie nodig, 
bijvoorbeeld naar plekken waar leidingen regionale keringen kruisen. Eventuele gevolgen van 
inundatie en maatregelen om inundatie te beperken zijn onderdeel van eerdere studies van 
rijkswaterstaat. 

• Een algemene studie naar de effecten van een aardbeving op waterkerende kunstwerken 
suggereert dat dit kan leiden tot aanzienlijke zettingsverschillen,. De kunstwerken dienen echter 
per geval nader bestudeerd te worden, met name voor versnellingen waarbij verweking mogelijk 
is.  

• Voor pijpleidingen (bijvoorbeeld voor water of gas) wordt, in deze scan, geen schade verwacht. 

• Door lokale verweking (liquefactie) kan schade optreden aan gebouwen door verzakking en 
daaraan gerelateerde schade aan fundering en metselwerk.  

• Diverse componenten van het hoogspanningsnetwerk zijn ontworpen voor laterale versnellingen 
(zoals te verwachten bij bevingen). Uitval van delen van het netwerk is echter niet uit te sluiten. 
Daarbij moet opgemerkt worden  dat de ring-netwerken een grote mate van redundantie hebben.  
Voor het C2000 netwerk worden geen directe problemen voorzien. 

• De effecten van aardbevingen op electriciteits- en gasbehuizingen op knooppunten in de 
distributie netwerken worden momenteel door Arup nader onderzocht. 
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Samenvattend geeft de studie van Deltares aan dat bij een aardbeving in Groningen zandgrond kan 
verweken, wat kan leiden tot verlaging van de stabiliteit en kruinhoogte van dijken en ongelijke 
zettingen van constructies. De inschatting is dat de mogelijke dijkverlaging en zettingen niet tot direct 
overstromingsgevaar leiden, maar dat bij zwaardere bevingen met name door lokale verweking de 
risico’s toenemen.  
 
Het is in deze relevant dat de huidige integriteit van de openbare infrastructuur bevestigd wordt en 
indien nodig hersteld, door reparatie van dijkbekleding, conformatie van de kruinhoogte, herstel van 
bestaande scheuren in kunstwerken, etcetera..  
 
Verder moet worden opgemerkt dat de aardbevingskans in Groningen en de kans op abnormaal 
hoog water niet gecorreleerd zijn (dat wil zeggen: hoog water leidt niet tot een aardbeving en vice 
versa). Dat betekent dat schade aan de dijk door een aardbeving niet onmiddellijk ernstige gevolgen 
hoeft te hebben en er dus waarschijnlijk tijd is om herstelwerkzaamheden uit te voeren.   
 
Naast de openbare infrastructuur is er industriële infrastructuur en gaswinningsinfrastructuur 
geconcentreerd in de Eemsmond.  De effecten van aardbevingen op electriciteits-en gasbehuizingen 
op knooppunten in de distributienetwerken zijn geen onderdeel van de quick scan, maar worden 
momenteel door Arup nader onderzocht. 
 
In juni 2013 is onder leiding van experts (ARUP) een onderzoek uitgevoerd naar de robuustheid van 
de gasproductiefaciliteiten in het veld ten aanzien van aardbevingen (zie paragraaf C6.2.2). Ook gaat 
er onderzoek plaatsvinden in de Eemsmond regio om de gevoeligheid van de industriele installaties 
voor seismische activiteit in kaart te brengen.  
 

C4.3 Schade aan bouwwerken door bodembeweging 
 
Bodemdaling 
Omdat bodemdaling door gaswinning een geleidelijk en gelijkmatig verloop heeft en de resulterende 
vervorming (zoals scheefstand, kromming en horizontale rek) van de bovengrond zeer klein is, wordt 
geen directe schade aan bebouwing verwacht. Hierbij wordt verwezen naar “Studieresultaten 
betreffende ongelijkmatige zakkingen in verband met aardgaswinning in de provincie Groningen; een 
uitgave van de Commissie Bodemdaling door Aardgaswinning; maart 1987”. 
 
Aardbevingen  
Daarnaast zijn er aardbevingen ten gevolge van de gasproductie. Tot het moment van de beving in 
Huizinge met een magnitude van 3,6 in Augustus 2012, ging de industrie uit van de KNMI  
berekeningen die aangaven dat aardbevingen niet zwaarder zullen zijn dan magnitude 3,9 op de 
schaal van Richter (van Eck, 2004) en dat in het ernstigste geval matige schade aan enkele 
gebouwen kan optreden (de Crook, 1998).   
 
C4.3.1 Schade aan bouwwerken derden 
 
Op termijn zijn bevingen mogelijk met een magnitude, waarbij gebouwen zwaar beschadigd zouden 
kunnen raken (Damage State 4 - DS4, volgens de HAZUS methodiek) of zelfs zouden kunnen 
instorten (Damage State 5 - DS5) indien deze gebouwen niet verstevigd zouden worden. Scenarios 
voor bevingen met een kracht 3.6, 4.0, 4.5 en 5.0 op de schaal van Richter zijn doorgerekend voor de 
gemiddelde verwachte piek grondversnelling (peak ground acceleration, PGA). Hierbij is gebruik 
gemaakt van empirische relaties waarmee de seismische weerstand van gebouwen wordt ingeschat 
met behulp van zogenaamde ‘fragility curves’. Deze curves zijn gekalibreerd op basis van observaties 
van schade veroorzaakt door natuurlijke aardbevingen in landen zoals Amerika, Italie en Nieuw 
Zeeland. De curves zijn gebaseerd op types gebouwen die het meest representatief zijn voor veel 
voorkomende huizen in de Groningen regio . 
 
Op basis van de huidige modellen en zonder verdere aanvullende versterkende maatregelen, wordt 
voorspeld, dat bij bevingen met een magnitude van 4,5 of hoger een aantal gebouwen zwaar 
beschadigd wordt (DS4) of in stort (DS5), waarbij slachtoffers niet volledig uitgesloten kunnen 
worden.  
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Er is nog onzekerheid rond de mate van resistentie van gebouwen in de provincie Groningen tegen 
aardbevingen. Deze onzekerheid heeft twee aspecten: 
 

•  Naast de piek grondversnelling is vooral de duur van een beving maatgevend voor de mogelijke 
schade (hoe langer een beving aanhoudt des te groter is de kans op schade). Beschikbare 
fragility curves zijn allemaal gebaseerd op het effect van natuurlijke aardbevingen en het is niet 
duidelijk of geïnduceerde aardbevingen met een magnitude >4 zoals in het geval van Groningen 
eenzelfde frequentie, veroorzaakte grondversnelling en duur zullen hebben (Technische Bijlage 
Groningen Winningsplan). Een kortere duur zou minder zware schade tot gevolg hebben. 

 

•  De fragility curves zijn gebaseerd op huizentypes, constructiemethodes en 
bodemsamenstellingen die niet volledig vergelijkbaar zijn met de situatie in Groningen. 

 
Meet- en rekenprogramma’s zijn opgesteld om deze onzekerheden verder te analyseren en te 
verkleinen. Daarnaast kan door gerichte versteviging van gebouwen, de resistentie tegen 
bevingsschade vergroot worden en daardoor het risico op zware schade aan gebouwen (schade 
categorieën DS4 of DS5) aanzienlijk verkleind worden (Zie hoofdstuk C5). 
 
C4.3.2 Schade aan productiefaciliteiten NAM 
 
Tot op heden is er als gevolg van bodembewegingen (aardbevingen) in het Groningen-veld geen 
uitval van of schade aan de productie-installaties vastgesteld in het gebied. Niettemin is er in het licht 
van de oplopende frequentie en zwaarte van de bevingen in het Groningen-veld, in juni 2013 onder 
leiding van experts (ARUP) een onderzoek uitgevoerd naar de robuustheid van de 
productiefaciliteiten. Zie hiertoe paragraaf C6.2.2. 
 
Er zijn geen gevallen bekend van schade in Groningen putten als gevolg van compactie of 
seismische activiteit. Daarnaast is de gemeten en gemodelleerde compactie en bodemdaling beperkt, 
evenals de geschatte beweging van gesteentemassa’s langs breuken. Wanneer putschade optreedt 
zijn voldoende mitigerende maatregelen voorhanden om de veiligheid te garanderen.   
 
De beweging van de gesteentemassa’s treedt waarschijnlijk op binnen de reservoirsectie. Schade 
aan de verbuizing binnen deze sectie zal geen gevolgen hebben aangezien de verbuizing hier al is 
geperforeerd. Metingen om de precieze locatie van de bewegingen te bepalen worden in de komende 
tijd uitgevoerd.   
 
Het huidige systeem om integriteit van productieputten te monitoren is afdoende, maar zal voor de 
observatieputten worden aangepast.   
 

C4.4 Schade aan natuur en milieu door bodemdaling 
 
De bodemdalingschotel van het veld omvat gebieden met een sterk verschillende ecologie: De west- 
en zuidzijde bestaat voornamelijk uit agrarisch gebied (weide en akkers), aan de noordzijde ligt de 
Waddenzee met kwelders en platen, aan de oostzijde ligt het Eems-Dollard gebied met kwelders, 
platen en havens. Het centrale deel bevat een aaneenschakeling van landschappen variërend van 
stedelijk tot landelijk gebied en in hoogte ligging variërend van 1.70 meter beneden N.A.P. tot enige 
meters daarboven (op oude kreekruggen, de uitloper van de Hondsrug en terpen). 
 
De getijdengebieden in het noorden en oosten vormen daarbij een aandachtsgebied, bestaande uit 
kwelders, platen en geulen die onder invloed staan van getijden en deel uitmaken van de 
Waddenzee. Deze gebieden vormen een belangrijk foerageer- en broedgebied voor verschillende 
vogelsoorten. De gevolgen van bodemdaling zullen gezien de complexiteit per deelgebied worden 
besproken. 
 
Binnendijkse gebieden 
De belangrijkste gevolgen van bodemdaling voor natuur en milieu die binnendijks kunnen worden 
onderscheiden, zijn: 
 
1) Relatieve stijging van het waterpeil in dalingsgebieden bij gelijkblijvend waterpeil t.o.v. NAP.  
2) Afname van de drempelhoogte van waterinlaten, stuwen, duikers en riooloverstorten. 
3) Verdroging in de randgebieden van de bodemdalingkom. 
4) Wijzigingen in de waterafvoer (stroomsnelheden, -richting, afvoer/lozingsfrequentie, -duur en -  

methode). 
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Vernatting 
Vernatting van natuurgebieden leidt in eerste instantie tot een stijging van het grondwaterpeil. Waar 
het grondwaterpeil stijgt tot aan het maaiveld vindt verminderde afbraak van organisch materiaal 
plaats. Hierdoor komen er minder nutriënten vrij en treedt accumulatie van organisch materiaal op, 
wat tot soms tot een lichte mate van verzuring kan leiden, met als gevolg dat kalk in de bodem meer 
wordt opgelost. Zo kan bijvoorbeeld een kalkrijke, voedselrijke bodem gradueel veranderen in een 
licht zure en wat voedselarmere bodem. Waar een kalk- en voedselrijke bodem gekenmerkt wordt 
door grassen en snelgroeiende kruiden wordt op een lichtzure bodem een andere vegetatie 
aangetroffen. Deze wordt vaak gekenmerkt door een hogere biodiversiteit en soorten die kenmerkend 
zijn voor natuurontwikkelingprojecten in Nederland. 
 
Dichtbij de kust In noordelijke richting is sprake van opwaarts gerichte grondwaterstroming, en neemt 
de invloed van zoutwater intrusie vanaf de Waddenzee toe. Hierdoor is het brak/zout grensvlak aan 
de oppervlakte of zeer ondiep. kan Bbodemdaling kan ertoe leiden dat brak  grondwater ook verder 
landinwaarts aan het oppervlak komt. Brakke condities bepalen in sterke mate welke planten wel en 
niet in het gebied kunnen groeien. 
 
Natuurbeheer 
Omdat in drassige natuurgebieden vaak verlanding optreedt en struweel uiteindelijk de overhand 
krijgt leidt bodemdaling in natuurgebieden niet direct tot verandering maar juist tot een langere 
continuering van de gewenste ecologische situatie. Verhoging van de waterstand onder deze 
omstandigheden is gunstig voor weide- en moerasvogels. 
 
Oeverzones 
Bodemdaling onder meren of beken kan leiden tot inkrimping of uitbreiding van oeverzones. Dit hangt 
af van de morfologie van het gebied. In gebieden waarin de natuur de vrij hand heeft zullen de 
verlanding of de opslibbing van de oeverzone meestal sneller verlopen dan de daling van het 
maaivled als gevolg van bodemdaling. Alleen in gebieden waar de ruimte beperkt wordt door dijken 
en andere waterkeringen kan lokaal inkrimping van de oeverzone optreden. 
 
Waterbeweging 
Omdat door bodemdaling de kerende hoogte van waterinlaten en stuwen e.d. verminderd, kunnen 
verandering optreden in stromingpatronen. Dit kan leiden tot veranderingen in de wateraanvoer naar 
en wateruitwisseling tussen gebieden. Locaal kunnen hierdoor blokkades ontstaan in de 
migratieroutes van bijvoorbeeld vissen. 
 
Verdroging 
Aan de randen van de bodemdalingschotel kan de schotel tot een toegenomen drainage leiden in 
randgebieden. Dit kan in theorie leiden tot verdroging. Tot dusver is er geen verdroging door 
bodemdaling vastgesteld. 
 
Agrarische productie 
Vernatting tot een grondwaterstand van 120 cm beneden het maaiveld is positief voor agrarische 
productie (vermindering droogte-schade). Bij een vernatting waarbij de grondwaterstand stijgt tot 
minder dan 120 cm beneden het  maaiveld kan sprake zijn van agrarisch produktieverlies. De 
berijdbaarheid van het land vermindert, het groeiseizoen verkort, oogstbaarheid neemt af en kans op 
bepaalde ziekten neemt toe.  
 
Buitendijkse gebieden 
De belangrijkste theoretische gevolgen van bodemdaling voor natuur en milieu die buitendijks kunnen 
optreden, zijn: 
 
1) Afname van het areaal droogvallende platen.  
2) Erosie van de kwelder. 
3) Toename van het overstromingrisico van de kwelder. 
 
De potentiële gevolgen van bodemdaling in de Waddenzee zijn onderzocht en onder meer 
beschreven in de rapporten “Integrale Bodemdalingstudie Waddenzee, 1998”, Oost et al. 1998, 
“Bodemdalingstudie Waddenzee 2004; Vragen en onzekerheden opnieuw beschouwd”, RIKZ, 2004, 
RIKZ-rapport 2004.025, 14 juni 2004 en “Aardgaswinning Waddenzeegebied vanaf locaties 
Moddergat, Lauwersoog en Vierhuizen.” NAM, Assen, NAM 2013. Onderzocht zijn de gevolgen van 
cumulatie met andere voorkomens en met zeespiegelrijzing. 
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Op deze wijze is een robuuste inschatting gemaakt van de gevolgen voor kwelders, platen en geulen. 
Uit de onderzoeken is gebleken dat bodemdaling door gaswinning in eerste instantie een effect op 
het abiotische systeem (morfologie, sedimentatie- en erosieprocessen) heeft, maar dat deze effecten 
niet als significant kunnen worden aangemerkt. Dit houdt in dat de wezenlijke kenmerken van het 
systeem niet worden aangetast. Dit hangt samen met de grote natuurlijke variatie in het abiotische 
systeem onder invloed van wisselende weersomstandigheden en astronomische cycli en het feit dat 
de biota in deze gebieden zich aan deze omstandigheden is aangepast. 
 
Wadplaten 
De bodemdaling van de lokale wadplaten in de Waddenzee en Eems Dollard wordt volledig 
gecompenseerd door sedimentatie die van nature optreedt. Deze sedimentatie is het gevolg van een 
overwegend hogere hydrodynamiek in de Noordzeekustzone in verhouding met de Waddenzee. Hier 
vindt re-suspensie van zand en slib plaats die met de vloedstroom de rustigere Waddenzee binnen 
komt en daar sedimenteert. Op deze wijze groeien de wadplaten gedurende de zomermaanden. 
Vaak zorgen najaar- en winterstormen weer voor erosie. De effecten van bodemdaling op de 
wadplaten vallen weg in de natuurlijke dynamiek van de hoogteligging. Hoeveel sediment er netto in 
de Waddenzee achter blijft wordt bepaald door het boven beschreven proces. Ten opzichte van de 
natuurlijke erosie/sedimentatie snelheden, die gemeten worden in centimeters tot decimeters per 
jaar, heeft de bodemdaling ten gevolge van gasproductie, die gemeten wordt in millimeters per jaar, 
geen significante invloed op het areaal droogvallende platen. Belangrijker in deze is het effect van 
versnelde zeespiegelrijzing die mogelijk gaat optreden. 
 
Voor de geulen geldt in grote lijnen hetzelfde als voor de wadplaten, met als verschil dat deze sneller 
lateraal migreren dan de platen en er in theorie tijdelijk een toename van geuloppervlak kan ontstaan. 
Deze dynamiek zal in de stromingsgaten tussen de waddeneilanden het meest uitgesproken zijn.. 
 
De bodemdieren die in en op de wadplaten leven komen ook beneden de getijdenzone en in de 
permanent onderwater staande delen van de Waddenzee voor. Ze zijn aangepast aan sedimentatie 
en erosieprocessen. Zo kennen de meeste van deze dieren een korte generatietijd en een grote 
capaciteit om gebieden te koloniseren. Bodemdaling zal daardoor niet leiden tot daling van populaties 
bodemdieren.  
 
Kwelders 
De hoogteligging en ecologie van de kwelders wordt al vele jaren gevolgd. De prognose voor 
bodemdaling in de kwelder blijft ruim onder de natuurlijke lokale aanslibbingsnelheid, hetgeen 
betekent dat de opslibbingsbalans positief blijft. Wel blijken de steunpalen van de rijsdammen sneller 
onder het slib te verdwijnen. Veroudering (successie van de vegetatie met een ecologische 
waardevermindering) wordt tevens afgeremd. Daling wordt wel meetbaar op de hoger gelegen delen 
van de kwelder die niet frequent genoeg overstroomt. Omdat op de lager gelegen kwelder wel 
opslibbing plaatsvindt komt de ‘hoge kwelder’ uiteindelijk lager te liggen waardoor deze bij incidentele 
overstroming vol loopt. Hierdoor zal regressie van de vegetatie optreden. In principe is dit een proces 
dat ook van nature optreedt maar door bodemdaling kan worden versneld. 
 
Vogels 
Bodemdaling door gaswinning kan alleen via het abiotische systeem een effect hebben op het 
biologische systeem. Op basis van uitgebreid onderzoek op het Friesche en Groningse wad in de 
context van gaswinning in de waddengebied is geconcludeerd dat de effecten op het abiotische 
systeem als niet significant aangemerkt kunnen worden, waarmee er ook geen effecten op het 
biologische systeem mogen worden verwacht. Meer nog dan voor het abiotische systeem geldt dat 
de tijdelijke gevolgen van bodemdaling wegvallen in de natuurlijke dynamiek van vogelbestanden. 
 

Mb 24 lid 1r C5) Maatregelen om bodembeweging te voorkomen / te beperken 
 
Bodemdaling 
 
Gezien de te verwachten effecten door bodemdaling als gevolg van de nog resterende 
gasproductie en omdat het hierbij gaat om productie met behulp van bestaande faciliteiten uit al 
producerende voorkomens worden in het bestaande productieproces zelf geen extra maatregelen 
voorzien. Voornoemde maatregelen zullen bij voorkeur bij het ontwerp van nieuwe plannen voor 
nieuwe winning in overweging worden genomen, zodat daarover al in een vroeg stadium kan 
worden beslist.  
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Compactie van het reservoirgesteente veroorzaakt naast bodemdaling ook aardbevingen. Mogelijke  
maatregelen om deze te voorkomen, kunnen daarom gebaseerd zijn op de vermindering van de 
reservoircompactie. Daarmee wordt ook de bodemdaling beperkt.   
 
 
Aardbevingen 
 
Een aantal maatregelen zijn geëvalueerd die geacht worden de potentie te hebben om seismische 
activiteit als gevolg van gasproductie te verminderen. Deze maatregelen hebben als doel om: 
 
1. Drukverschillen tussen het noorden en het zuiden van het veld zo klein mogelijk te houden; 
2. De gasafname van het veld zo te optimaliseren dat die voornamelijk in het zuiden van het veld 

plaatsvindt, om zo het noordelijk deel van het veld, waar tot nu toe de meeste bevingen 
hebben plaatsgevonden, te ontzien; 

3. Het verlagen van de druk in de randblokken om die zo op gelijke druk met het hoofdgedeelte 
van het veld te brengen; 

4. Verminderen van de maximale jaarlijkse gasafname van het veld.  Dit zal de productie van gas 
uitstellen, maar het uiteindelijk te produceren volume niet verminderen.   

5. Het handhaven van de druk in het veld door het injecteren van een volume dat gelijk is aan de 
gasproductievolume.  De optie waarbij stikstof gebruikt wordt als injectiegas is nader 
uitgewerkt in een veldontwikkelingsplan (zie verderop).  

 
Naast deze (mogelijke) maatregelen gebaseerd op depletie (1-4) en drukhandhaving (5) is ook nog 
een volledige productiestop als variant doorgerekend. Dit is vanuit leveringszekerheid niet 
realistisch, maar een theoretisch scenario dat aangeeft hoe snel het systeem reageert en het vangt 
daarmee de tijdsvertraging in de hazard. 
 
De effectiviteit van de verschillende maatregelen om de seismische activiteit te verminderen is 
geanalyseerd in termen van invloed van de betreffende maatregel op de te verwachten 
grondversnelling (PGA) voor de periode 2013 tot 2023.  Deze analyse laat zien dat de verschillende 
maatregelen, met uitzondering van het drukhandhavings-scenario of een volledige productiestop, 
slechts zullen leiden tot beperkte effecten op de grondversnelling (PGA, met een 
overschrijdingskans van 2%) voor de periode 2013 tot 2023. 
 
Voor de productiemaatregelen gebaseerd op verdere depletie van het veld is de variatie in de 
verwachte grondversnelling (bij een overschrijdingskans van 2%) voor de komende 10 jaar minder 
dan 5%.  Bij een productiestop daalt de seismische activiteit.  De grondversnelling (PGA) daalt 
daarbij in de komende tien jaar met zo’n 40%. Het effect van de verschillende depletiemaatregelen 
is dus zeer beperkt en valt binnen de nauwkeurigheid van de berekeningen.  
 
Er is een studie uitgevoerd die de contouren schetst van de verdere ontwikkeling van het 
Groningen veld waarbij de druk op peil wordt gehouden door injectie van stikstof. Dit betreft 
ingrijpende aanpassingen en de bouw van verschillende industriële complexen.  Vooral de fabriek 
om stikstof te produceren is van een schaal die wereldwijd niet eerder is vertoond.  Afgezien van de 
technische haalbaarheid is de mogelijkheid om deze ontwikkeling te implementeren dan ook nog 
niet bewezen. De verwachting is dat bij drukhandhaving in het algemeen de seismische activiteit 
over het veld na een bepaalde periode zal afnemen, maar de lokale effecten rond de injectieputten 
moeten verder worden onderzocht.  De effectiviteit in het reduceren van de totale seismisch 
activiteit moet dus ook nog nader worden bepaald.  Daarnaast is te verwachten dat de invloed van 
het project op de omgeving zeer groot zal zijn, met name wat betreft het gebruik van land, het 
milieu en het elektriciteitsgebruik.   
 
Een voorlopig tijdsschema van een dergelijk project laat zien dat wanneer onmiddellijk zou worden 
begonnen met de voorbereidingen en de bouw, de injectie op zijn vroegst in 2018 kan starten. 
Fabrieken en putten kunnen waarschijnlijk pas op volle capaciteit werken vanaf 2023.  
Stikstofinjectie is volgens de voorlopige analyse dus mogelijk wel effectief in het reduceren van de 
seismisch activiteit, maar heeft ook een grote invloed op de omgeving en vraagt een relatief lange 
tijd voor implementatie.   
 
Door de verminderde productie na 2020 (als het veld van plateau af gaat) zal ook in een 
productiescenario gebaseerd op continuatie van depletie, de seismische activiteit na 2030 
afnemen.  Door de lange voorbereidingstijd en het na-ijl effect zal een drukhandhavingsproces 
relatief laat tot resultaten leiden.    
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De volgende maatregelen zullen worden uitgevoerd: 
1. Er wordt naar gestreefd om drukgradiënten over het veld zo klein mogelijk te maken door 

optimalisatie van de productie inzetstrategie van de clusters in het Groningen veld. 
2. Studie naar en het overwegen van versnelde ontwikkeling van de randblokken om de 

drukverschillen met het hoofdveld te verminderen.  De effecten hiervan op de seismiciteit 
zullen worden ingeschat met behulp van het geomechanische model van het veld.   

3. Gebaseerd op de aanname dat drukhandhaving een substantiële vermindering van de 
seismisch activiteit tot gevolg heeft, zal de studie worden voortgezet om de effectiviteit en 
haalbaarheid van een dergelijke toegevoegde ontwikkelingsactiviteit te onderzoeken.  
Vanwege de waarschijnlijk zeer ingrijpende gevolgen voor de omgeving zal deze optie alleen 
in het uiterste geval en indien proportioneel met de te vermijden hazard (bijvoorbeeld wanneer 
preventief versterken niet het gewenste resultaat heeft) voor uitvoer in overweging genomen 
worden.  Deze studie wordt nu al opgestart zodat indien nodig tijdig met injectie kan worden 
begonnen.   

 
Voortgang van deze maatregelen en studies zullen worden gevolgd als onderdeel van de 
genoemde Borgingsprotocol “Seismisch Risico Groningen”, het Meet- en Monitoringsplan en het 
“Well, Reservoir and Facilities Management Plan for Asset Groningen”. 
 

Mb 24 lid 1s C6) Maatregelen die gevolgen van schade door bodembeweging beperken of 
voorkomen 
 
C6.1 Maatregelen die gevolgen van schade door bodemdaling beperken of voorkomen  
 
Teneinde schade door bodembeweging te beperken of te voorkomen wordt de winning uitgevoerd 
overeenkomstig de in het winningsplan aangegeven productieprofielen, vindt meting van de bodem-
beweging plaats volgens een goedgekeurd meetplan en zijn er diverse regelingen opgesteld zoals 
hieronder beschreven. 
 
Om een regeling te treffen voor de vergoeding van kosten die teruggevoerd kunnen worden op 
bodemdaling ten gevolge van gaswinning in de provincie Groningen, werd op 31 augustus 1983 de 
overeenkomst Groningen - NAM inzake de regeling vergoeding kosten bodemdaling aardgaswinning 
aangegaan. Deze overeenkomst gaf aanleiding tot de installatie op 9 maart 1984 van de Commissie 
Bodemdaling door Aardgaswinning (www.commissiebodemdaling.nl).  
 
De Commissie heeft tot taak vast te stellen welke maatregelen aan te merken zijn als redelijkerwijs 
mogelijk of noodzakelijk om nadelige effecten van bodemdaling door aardgaswinning te voorkomen, 
te beperken of anderszins tegen te gaan. Tevens beoordeelt de Commissie welke kosten NAM, op 
grond van de overeenkomst dient te vergoeden. Ook particulieren kunnen van deze regeling 
gebruikmaken. Uitgangspunt bij de besluitvorming over te nemen maatregelen is onder meer de ter 
zake opgestelde bodemdalingprognose. Het Groningenveld valt binnen de grenzen van het 
winningsgebied Groningen en valt derhalve onder de werkingssfeer van de overeenkomst die met de 
provincie Groningen is aangegaan.  
 
Maatregelen binnendijks 
Het binnendijkse gebied kent een kunstmatig waterbeheer en de meeste effecten van bodemdaling 
door gaswinning kunnen dan ook opgevangen worden binnen dat beheer. Ter voorkoming of 
beperking van de effecten zijn de volgende maatregelen denkbaar: peilverlaging, 
dijk/kade/oeververhoging, verstuwing en/of inpoldering, verstuwing in de randgebieden en 
aanpassingen in het afwateringssysteem. Op dit moment zijn tal van bouwkundige en civiele 
maatregelen genomen voor de aanpassing en uitvoering van met name waterstaatkundige werken 
die schade door bodemdaling als gevolg van gaswinning willen beperken, voorkomen of herstellen. In 
het gebied zijn diverse werken uitgevoerd zoals de bouw en aanpassing van gemalen, sluizen, 
stuwen, waterkeringen en andere voorzieningen die de waterhuishouding reguleren. Eventuele 
knelpunten in de waterhuishouding en andere waterstaatkundige werken worden nader gesignaleerd 
en onderzocht door de beheerders en  onderhoudsplichtigen van die werken. 
 
Met het nemen van maatregelen die de veranderingen in de waterhuishouding tegengaan, worden 
ook potentiële nadelige effecten tegengegaan. Dit proces en deze werkwijze zullen ook in de 
toekomst worden voortgezet.  
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Maatregelen buitendijks 
Bodemdaling heeft, tezamen met zeespiegelrijzing, gevolgen voor de instandhouding van kwelders 
en kwelderwerken langs de noordkust van Groningen. Het beleid van het Rijk is erop gericht de 
ongeveer 1.250 ha kwelders in stand te houden. Deze kwelderwerken (voorheen 
landaanwinningswerken) bestaan uit diverse maatregelen waaronder te plaatsen, te verhogen of te 
handhaven palen en rijshouten dammen en andere vooroeverbeschermingsmaatregelen. Hiermee 
wordt de verwachte schade aan kwelders en kwelderwerken voorkomen en loopt het kwelderareaal 
niet terug. 
 
De maatregelen worden getroffen door of in opdracht van Rijkswaterstaat. De hiervoor te maken 
kosten worden aangemerkt als kosten van maatregelen die voortvloeien uit door gaswinning 
veroorzaakte bodemdaling. De genoemde Commissie Bodemdaling heeft hierover in 1995 reeds een 
beslissing genomen en fondsen beschikbaar gesteld. Tevens is hiervoor een afzonderlijke 
begeleidingscommissie ingesteld.  
 
Het volgen van de hoogten van kwelders en platen, alsmede de ecologische ontwikkeling van 
kwelders wordt uitgevoerd door Rijkswaterstaat i.s.m. Deltares en IMARES. Extra ecologische 
controle ten behoeve van de bodemdaling is daarom niet nodig. Ten aanzien van volumevergroting 
van de Waddenzee door bodemdaling en eventuele zandsuppleties worden geen (extra) maatregelen 
voorzien. 
 
Voor zover van belang wordt er nog op gewezen dat los van het hiervoor gaande, op de exploitant 
van een mijnbouwwerk een risico-aansprakelijkheid rust voor schade die ontstaat door beweging van 
de bodem als gevolg van de exploitatie van dat werk. 
 
C6.2 Maatregelen die gevolgen van schade door aardbevingen beperken of voorkomen  
 
C6.2.1 Maatregelen aan bouwwerken derden 
 
NAM heeft haar schadeafhandelingsproces voor lichtere schades het afgelopen jaar verbeterd. De 
wijze waarop dit proces is ingericht en hoe de afhandeling verloopt is te volgen via 
www.namplatform.nl. 
 
 de gebieden met een hoger seismisch risico zullen maatregelen genomen worden om de weerstand 
van gebouwen tegen seismische belasting preventief te verbeteren. Het doel van preventief 
gebouwen verstevigen is om het risico op persoonlijk letsel te verminderen. Versteviging zal echter 
lichte schade aan gebouwen niet kunnen voorkomen. Deze schades zullen worden blijvend 
afgehandeld onder bovengenoemde proces. 
 
. Drie niveaus worden onderkend voor het verbeteren van de seismische weerstand van gebouwen 
teneinde persoonlijk letsel te verminderen: 
 

1. Vastzetten van loszittende delen. Dit geldt met name voor schoorstenen en uitstekende delen 
op hoogte, welke bij een seismische activiteit zouden kunnen loskomen en letsel veroorzaken 
bij het vallen. 

2. Verbeteren van de samenhang. Verbindingen in de structuur kunnen loskomen, waarbij 
bijvoorbeeld muren de bovenliggende delen mogelijk niet meer steunen waardoor en 
instorting dreigt. In de provincie Groningen zijn vloeren in metselwerkvaak los opgelegd, en 
daardoor gevoelig voor zijwaartse versnellingen. 

3. Verbeteren van de seismische weerstand van bouwkundige elementen. Hierbij moet gedacht 
worden aan het eventueel verstevigen of vervangen van muren en/of funderingen. 

 
Onder verwijzing naar figuur C9 is het voorgestelde plan van aanpak om beginnen met inspectie van 
gebouwen in het gebied met het hoogste seismisch risico, en van daaruit in fases naar de lagere 
risico gebieden toe te werken. Het uiteindelijk aantal gebouwen dat geinspecteerd gaat worden zal 
jaarlijks bijgesteld worden op basis van de laatste inzichten in de voorspellingen van bodembeweging 
als gevolg van aardbevingen.  
 
Voor het plan van aanpak is gebruik gemaakt van de ‘importance class’ zoals gegeven in de 
Eurocode 8. Gebouwen die vitaal zijn voor het verlenen van hulp in geval van een beving, zoals 
ziekenhuizen, brandweer en politie posten, zijn Class IV. 
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Gebouwen waarbij de gevolgen potentieel groter zijn dan gemiddeld, zoals scholen, dagverblijven 
gemeenschapsgebouwen en kerken, zijn Class III. Deze hebben een hogere prioriteit dan 
woonhuizen (Class II) en agrarische gebouwen en bijgebouwen (Class I).  
 
In de aanpak vormen Class IV & III en de Class II & I gebouwen aparte werkstromen. 
 
Voor de Class IV & III gebouwen is begonnen met het opvragen van de bouwtekeningen ter 
voorbereiding van een gedetailleerde bouwinspectie. 
 
Voor Class II & I is begonnen met een straatinspectie, waarbij eerst de 1700 gebouwen in Loppersum 
in kaart worden gebracht. Met de straatinspecties worden karakteristieke kenmerken geregistreerd 
waarna een prioriteitsscore aan individuele gebouwen kan worden toegekend. 
 
Het verstevigingsprogramma volgt het inspectieprogramma en de prioriteiten die daar uit voortkomen. 
Voor de Class IV & III gebouwen zal een specifieke bouwkundige analyse gedaan worden en 
preventieve verstevigingmaatregelen op een individuele basis worden afgesproken. Voor de Class II 
& I gebouwen wordt als eerste stap de loszittende delen zoals schoorstenen vastgezet (level 1 
maatregelen) . Gebouwen waarbij de huidige sterkte ver beneden de ontwerpnorm ligt en die al een 
veiligheidsrisico vormen bij lage aardbevingsbelastingen zullen ook op korte termijn verstevigd 
worden. Hierbij worden eerst tijdelijke maatregelen toegepast, op een later tijdstip gevolgd door 
permanente maatregelen. Daar waar de kosten voor preventief verstevigen de economische en/of 
culturele waarde van een gebouw overschrijden, moet op individuele basis een alternatieve aanpak 
besproken worden. 
 
In 2014 zal een pilot zal gedaan worden met 5 woningen om level 2 verstevigingsmaatregelen te 
testen zoals bijvoorbeeld het verbeteren van de samenhang tussen muren en plafonds  
 
Het aantal gebouwen dat verstevigd gaat worden en het benodigde niveau van versteviging zal 
jaarlijks bijgesteld worden op basis van voortschrijdend inzicht (en is daarmee een onderdeel van het 
Meet- en Monitoringsplan).  
 
De statistische trends die waargenomen worden in de frequentie en magnitude van het optreden van 
aardbevigen geven aan dat er over de tijd een graduele toename is te verwachten van het aantal 
bevingen en de maximale magnitude. Dit graduele verloop (een van de elementen die in het kader 
van het monitoringsprotocol nauwkeuring gevolgd zullen worden) geeft aan dat het zeer 
onwaarschijnlijk is dat op korte termijn een beving is te verwachten met zware tot zeer zware schade 
(DS4 of 5) verwacht kan worden. Het preventieve verstevigingsprogramma is zodanig opgezet dat de 
hoogste risicosituaties al in 2014 en 2015 aangepakt zullen worden.  
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Figuur C9: Indicatieve tijdslijn hoofdactiviteiten.  

 
C6.2.2. Maatregelen aan productiefaciliteiten NAM 
 
In juni 2013 is onder leiding van externe specialisten (ARUP) door de relevante engineering 
disciplines binnen NAM een onderzoek (“quick scan”) uitgevoerd naar de robuustheid van de 
productiefaciliteiten in het veld ten aanzien van aardbevingen. Hierbij zijn alle systemen en 
bouwwerken die voorkomen op een standaard productiefaciliteit (“cluster”) qua ontwerp en opstelling 
getoetst wat betreft hun robuustheid tegen aardbevingen met een magnitude met een orde van 
grootte zwaarder dan 3,6 (de Huizing beving). De kwalitatieve toetsing heeft geresulteerd in een lijst 
van 14 aandachtsgebieden, onderdelen of systemen op de installaties die in meer of mindere mate 
beschadigd kunnen raken bij een beving. De uitkomsten zullen begin 2014 verder worden uitgewerkt 
en worden gekwantificeerd. Hierbij zullen de effecten van een dynamische belasting (referentie 
beving) op de inherente sterkte van het installatieonderdeel worden bepaald. Vervolgens kunnen 
medio 2014 concepten worden ontwikkeld die de basis zullen vormen voor de uiteindelijk te treffen 
mitigerende maatregelen. Er wordt naar gestreefd om alle maatregelen voor het einde van 2015 te 
hebben doorgevoerd op alle productiefaciliteiten in het risicogebied, maar dit is afhankelijk van aard 
en omvang van de maatregelen.  
 
De productiefaciliteiten in het Groningen veld zijn ontworpen voor onbemand opereren. Veiligstellen, 
opstarten en sturen van de productie vindt onder normale omstandigheden plaats vanuit de centrale 
controle kamer in Hoogezand. Het insluiten van de installatie gebeurt automatisch bij overschrijden 
van vooraf gedefinieerde proces condities. De installaties worden daarbij omgezet naar een inherent 
veilige modus. Verder zijn de locaties voorzien van een gasdetectiesysteem. Dit systeem zal bij 
ongepland vrijkomen van gas, bijvoorbeeld als gevolg van een lekkage aan een flensverbinding, een 
alarm genereren. Vervolgens zal de centrale controlekamer de locatie en omvang van de lekkage 
proberen vast te stellen, en vervolgens het betreffende installatiedeel, of de gehele faciliteit naar een 
veilige modus sturen (CESD).  
 
Bij het ontwerp van de faciliteiten is geen rekening gehouden met de mogelijkheid van schade en 
ongepland vrijkomen van gas als gevolg van een beving. Hierdoor is het mogelijk dat de installaties 
bij een bodembeweging niet direct naar de veilige modus gaan, maar mogelijk pas nadat als gevolg 
van secundaire effecten bepaalde procescondities worden overschreden. Daarom zullen, om de 
installaties directer te beveiligen tegen grote aardbevingen, in 2014 trillingsopnemers op alle 
productielocaties in het risicogebied worden geïnstalleerd die insluiten van de installatie initiëren 
zodra de grondversnelling boven de ingestelde waarde komt.  
 
Wanneer een installatie zal worden ingesloten door het aardbevingsbeveiligingssysteem, zal, voordat 
deze weer kan worden vrijgegeven voor productie, eerst een controle en inspectie plaatsvinden op 
alle systemen volgens een nog nader te bepalen protocol. 
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0 Executive Summary 

0.1 Background 

This report provides technical support for the update of the Groningen Winningsplan of 1st December 2013 
and contains details of the analysis of subsidence and earthquakes induced by gas production from the 
Groningen field.  This report presents the significant study progress on: 

 Results of geomechanical and seismological studies into induced earthquakes in the Groningen field 
based on the historical earthquake record with forecasts of future seismicity 

 Results of the analysis of compaction of the reservoir rock and subsidence with forecasts of future 
subsidence 

 Impact of different depletion scenarios and the application of pressure maintenance on the seismic 
hazard  

In a letter to Parliament (11th February 2013 reference TK 2012-2013 33529, no. 2), the Minister of 
Economic Affairs initiated a number of studies on induced earthquakes in the Groningen area. Study 
number 5 addresses “research into the maximum strength of earthquakes associated with the Groningen 
gas field”. Study number 6 addresses “research into different production methods to reduce the number 
and magnitude of earthquakes”. A Technische Begeleidingscommissie Ondergrond (TBO; Technical 
Guidance Committee Sub-surface) and Steering Committee were set up by the Minister of Economic Affairs 
to oversee this study work and ensure quality and independence.  The results of these studies 5 and 6 have 
been summarised in this report.  

0.2 Introduction 

Although considerable progress was made in the understanding of the seismic hazard, uncertainty remains 
at present. Note that the uncertainty range around the seismic hazard (and hence predictions around the 
maximum) is not constant but instead grows in the future (even in the next 5 to 10 years). This increasing 
uncertainty, however, is intended to be balanced by an overall programme to further calibrate and validate 
assumptions and to take appropriate preventive measures, where acceptable limits may be exceeded.  

The scientific knowledge and uncertainty range described in this report reflects the current level of 
understanding, but not necessarily the true physical uncertainty. Consequently, predictions of the seismic 
hazard range are believed to be conservative. To reduce the uncertainty NAM has initiated a further data 
acquisition programme to obtain additional field data, as well as a studies programme. Once the 
uncertainty is reduced, the conservatism and related preventive measures may be scaled down accordingly. 
The execution of the field data acquisition plan and the integration of data in the studies program will be 
secured in the monitoring protocol as addendum to the Winningsplan (the “Beheersprotocol voor Borging 
van het Seismisch Risico binnen grenzen”, (Ref. 1)). This protocol and associated monitoringsplan contain a 
proposal on how to validate, update and report the risk assessment and related key assumptions on an 
annual basis. This is expected to result in a continuous improvement and more constrained assessment of 
the seismic hazard over the coming years.  

0.3 Historical Seismicity in the Groningen field 

Since the early nineties, relatively small earthquakes have occurred in the vicinity of the Groningen gas 
field. It is recognized that these events are induced by the production of gas from the field. In 1993, a 
geophone monitoring network, operated by KNMI, was installed in the field. This was extended several 
times and has a detection limit of ML=1.5 since 1996. Several cases of earthquakes induced by gas 
production have been recorded in literature. A possible analogue for larger earthquakes in the Groningen 
area is the 2004 earthquake of magnitude ML =4.4 in the Rotenburg gas field (Germany), which also 
produces from the Rotliegend. 

The earthquake in the Huizinge area on the August 16th, 2012 was the strongest event recorded to date in 
the Groningen Province with magnitude ML =3.6 and caused damage to buildings and raised significant 
public concerns and subsequent feelings of fear.   
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Following this event the minister of EZ initiated an extensive study program to better understand the 
occurrence and magnitude of the earthquakes induced by the production of gas from the field and to 
assess the hazard these impose. NAM’s study and data acquisition plan at that stage was merged into this 
program. Early 2013, the Minister of Economic Affairs installed the Technische Begeleidingscommissie 
Ondergrond (Technical Guidance Committee Sub-Surface) and the Steering Committee to oversee, advise 
on and assure these studies. The results and insights gained with the sub-surface studies are presented by 
NAM in two reports, which have been issued to the TBO.   

0.4 Results of Seismological Studies based on the historical seismic record 

The Groningen gas field is one of the largest gas fields in the world and has been producing since late 
1963. Currently, the gas is produced through 20 processing locations (clusters), consisting of 8 to 12 wells 
each, gas treatment facilities and compressors. The production from the field causes the reservoir pressure 
to decline. This results in compaction of the reservoir rock, which leads to subsidence at surface and strain 
build-up in the reservoir rock. It is believed that accommodation of (a fraction of) this compaction strain by 
seismogenic fault slip is the source of the observed seismicity. If this fraction were invariant with production, 
the maximum magnitude of a future event is expected to be ML =4.5 with a 95% upper bound of ML =5.5. 
However, the fraction of induced strain accommodated by earthquakes is likely to be increasing with on-
going reservoir compaction and this explains the observed distribution of earthquakes in time and over the 
Groningen area. Table 0.1 shows the modeling results based on a statistical analysis of the current 
earthquake ‘catalogue’, combined with first-order geomechanical assumptions, i.e. de-emphasizing the 
role of individual faults in the reservoir.  

Period Maximum Magnitude Maximum PGA 

 P50 P10 P2 P50 P10 P2 

2013 - 2016 3.4 4.1 4.6 0.02g 0.12g 0.30g 

2013 - 2018 3.6 4.4 4.9 0.03g 0.18g 0.42g 

2013 - 2023 3.9 4.8 5.3 0.06g 0.33g 0.67g 

Table 0.1:  Summary of the maximum magnitude and maximum PGA values with 50%, 10% and 2% chances of 
exceedance over three different time periods of assessment according to the current production plan, the 
time-decay compaction model and the modified Akkar et al. (2013) GMPE. 

0.5 Assessment of the Hazard 

To characterise the seismic hazard in a manner that is relevant to the potential impact of the earthquake on 
the built environment, it is necessary to quantify the hazard in terms of the nature of the ground shaking 
produced at any given surface location. The simplest and most widely-used of these parameters is the 
maximum amplitude on the acceleration time series, the peak ground acceleration (PGA). Using collections 
of ground-motion recordings, empirical equations have been developed, relating PGA to variables like the 
magnitude and the distance between the earthquake and the site of recording. These relationships are 
generally called ground-motion prediction equations, or GMPEs. Existing appropriate GMPEs derived from 
recordings of tectonic earthquakes in Europe and the Middle East, adjusted to provide a good fit to the 
Groningen data at smaller magnitude levels, were adopted for the prediction of PGA. 

A Monte-Carlo approach to Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment (PSHA) was identified as being best 
suited to the analysis of the Groningen field’s induced seismicity. Guided by Eurocode 8 interpreted for 
non-stationary seismicity, maps of ground motion equivalent to the 475 year return period have been 
calculated.  

0.6 Uncertainty in the Hazard Assessment 

The most prominent uncertainty affecting the calculated hazard is the large uncertainty in the coupling 
coefficient relating seismic moment budget to the volumetric strain due to compaction (the partitioning 
factor).  
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Also, the choice of model relating reservoir pressure decline to compaction introduces significant 
uncertainty in the longer term. The uncertainty range in the compaction was estimated by using three 
different compaction models. These were the bi-linear model, the time-decay model and the linear isotach 
model. For the bi-linear and time-decay models a reduced rock compressibility was used, while for the 
isotach model both the rock compressibility measured on core material and the reduced compressibility 
were used to obtain a fit with historically measured subsidence data.  

Sensitivity tests showed that the selection of a suitable ground motion prediction equation (GMPE) and the 
future production period chosen for calculating the annualised hazard had a considerable influence on the 
resulting hazard estimates. Comparing these results with those for tectonic earthquakes is problematic, also 
because tectonic earthquakes typically have a longer duration and occur at greater depth. 

More detailed geomechanical modeling with an emphasis on the role of faults is in progress, and utilizes 
explicit modeling of faults within a multi-scale geomechanical modeling framework. This work has the 
potential to physically constrain the partitioning factor, thereby reducing uncertainty of model predictions.  
Currently, applications of all geomechanical models are hampered by the paucity of relevant field data, 
leaving room for multiple geomechanical explanations. A higher resolution of more field parameters is 
required to make a step forward in a better understanding of geomechanical behavior. A further data 
acquisition campaign is in progress, including logging of geomechanical rock properties and installation of 
geophones in two deep observation wells. The data obtained with the geophones in the deep wells will be 
shared as stipulated in the borgingsprotocol (Ref. 1).  Additionally, the existing monitoring network of 
shallow geophones and accelerometers will be extended.   

Advances in geomechanical modeling combined with the new field data will be used to improve the 
understanding of the fault slip behavior and when validated by the observed seismicity, this has the 
potential to reduce the currently large uncertainties. Explicit geomechanical / fault movement modeling is 
showing insightful results. This should lead to a more robust geomechanical workflow for use in seismic 
hazard analysis to enable subsurface stress management as a tool to reduce the hazard. An important 
example are the ongoing geomechanical studies, that explicitly model  faults in the reservoir, of which it is 
expected that it will be able to demonstrate an absolute upper bound to the maximum magnitude.    

0.7 Alternative Production Strategies 

0.7.1 Depletion 

The Groningen field is currently produced by a depletion mechanism. Effort is made to maintain, given the 
production level, the pressure differences in the main area of the field as small as possible. Several 
measures have been investigated that could potentially reduce induced seismicity:   

 An alternative production philosophy is to preferentially produce the southern part of the field, which 
(up till now) is less earthquake prone, in an attempt to keep the reservoir pressure in the area around 
Loppersum relatively high. This would reduce compaction around Loppersum, which potentially has a 
temporary beneficial impact on local seismicity. As a negative consequence the pressure difference 
between northern and southern part of the field will increase.   

 Reduction of the production level of the field is another potential measure to reduce seismicity. Lower 
production levels will lead to longer production times to produce the reserves and will therefore reduce 
the number of earthquakes over a time period (e.g. during a year), but not necessarily the total number 
of earthquakes during the production life of the field.   

 In the western periphery of the field, the reservoir pressure in a number of poorly drained blocks 
remains higher than in the main area of the field. Depletion of these blocks to reduce the pressure 
difference with the main area of the field has the potential to reduce seismicity. 

 Maintaining the reservoir pressure by injecting fluid/gas volumes to balance the gas withdrawal also 
has the potential to reduce seismicity. This requires extensive and costly redevelopment of the field, 
including the construction of large new facilities on a substantial industrial scale, which will have a 
large impact on the surroundings (Ref. 3).   
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To investigate the impact of the different measures on the seismicity and the hazard, production forecasts 
and the corresponding reservoir pressure development for different production scenarios have been 
prepared. For these different production scenarios the resulting compaction (contour maps and associated 
volumes) was estimated as input into the seismic hazard analysis. This analysis showed that the difference 
in compaction, resulting from the different depletion scenarios over the period 2013 – 2023 is smaller than 
the spread from using the different compaction models.  For the different production scenarios the 
incremental compaction volume over this 10 year period ranges from 50 to 58 mln m3 using the time 
decay model.  However, for the base case production scenario the incremental compaction volume over 
this 10 year period ranges from 58 to 76 mln m3 for different compaction models.  This illustrates that the 
uncertainty introduced by the different compaction models is larger than the spread introduced by the 
different production scenarios.   

0.7.2 Pressure Maintenance 

Currently, the Groningen field is planned to be produced under a depletion drive mechanism.  Low 
abandonment pressures are required to reach the highest ultimate gas recovery from the field, which is part 
of effective recovery (as included as a principle in the Dutch mining regulations). Consequently, this also 
leads to highest compaction, subsidence and the resulting seismic activity. Maintaining the reservoir 
pressure in the Groningen field at a level above the abandonment pressure will, after a certain delay 
period, halt depletion-induced compaction and subsidence.  Therefore, it has the potential to reduce 
induced seismicity in the field.   

A study was carried out to establish the feasibility and contours of pressure maintenance projects in the 
context of Groningen, and to assess the impact on seismicity.  Initially, different injection media were 
screened (nitrogen carbon dioxide, flue gas, water).  Based on its abundant presence, relatively inert 
behaviour and tolerance for presence in the sales gas, nitrogen was chosen as the optimal injection 
medium to conduct a screening study.  Use was made of the reservoir model of the Groningen field, the 
experience with gas-gas displacement and gas-mixing from the Grijpskerk and Norg underground gas 
storage projects, and the nitrogen injection project in De Wijk. 

This study aims to provide a first: 
 outline of the project scope, and 
 assessment of the effectiveness to reduce the frequency and magnitude of earthquakes.   

Reservoir processes for nitrogen injection are more complex and fundamentally different from the current 
depletion drive process.  Breakthrough of nitrogen in producer wells is expected to materially reduce 
Groningen gas reserves.  The large electricity consumption required for the production of nitrogen further 
reduces the gas volume available for sales.   

The scope of the project is beyond current global experience (estimated to be 5 – 7 times larger than the 
largest similar nitrogen injection project ever installed).  Although the scope and dimensions of a pressure 
maintenance project have been defined, feasibility of the project has not yet been established. 

Nitrogen injection takes at least 5 years to first injection and some 10 years to ramp up to full capacity.  
The total cost of the project is estimated to be between 6 and 10 bln €.  The project will carry a material 
environmental footprint, with extensive land use and electricity consumption.  Societal support for a large-
scale nitrogen injection project is therefore considered a key determining factor.  Alternative approaches 
for reducing the magnitude and frequency of earthquakes will have to be assessed.   

Results presented herein reflect an early stage assessment of the nitrogen injection gas recovery concept. 
Scope has been identified for optimization in a number of areas.   

Pressure maintenance is expected to arrest reservoir compaction, and hence to reduce the seismic hazard. 
However, to what extent is yet to be established through further geomechanical modelling.  Especially, the 
impact on seismicity when injecting into or close to a fault needs to be addressed.   
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0.8 Hazard Analysis of Alternative Production Strategies 

Using a Monte Carlo method (NAM, 2013), the Akkar et al (2013) ground motion prediction equation 
modified to be consistent with ground motion data from the Groningen Field and the earthquake record of 
at least magnitude 1.5 events for Groningen, the following PSHA results were obtained for the base 
production scenario:  

 For the 10 years from 2013 to 2023 based on the time-decay reservoir compaction model the PSHA 
indicates a 50%, 10% and 2% probability of peak ground acceleration, PGA, exceeding 0.06g, 0.33g 
and 0.67g respectively, where g is the standard acceleration of gravity (9.81 m/s2).  

 For a 5-year assessment period from 2013 to 2018 the corresponding results are a 50%, 10% and 2% 
probability of PGA exceeding 0.03g, 0.18g and 0.42g respectively. Similarly for a three year 
assessment period from 2013 to 2016, there is a 50%, 10% and 2% chance of PGA exceeding 0.02g, 
0.12g and 0.30g respectively.  

It is important to point out that the 2% over 10 years hazard results listed above should not be considered 
equivalent to the 10% chance over 50 years stipulated by Eurocode 8, because induced seismicity within 
the Groningen Field varies with time and is not modelled as a Poisson process.  

Epistemic uncertainty characterises uncertainty in the values of parameters which are fixed but either 
unknown or known only to within a certain precision. Significant epistemic uncertainties exist in the seismic 
hazard assessment for the Groningen Field; these are primarily associated with strain partitioning, the 
GMPE and reservoir compaction. A logic-tree approach, in which each branch of the logic-tree represents 
a distinct scenario of a particular model and associated parameter values, was used to explore the impact 
of the key epistemic uncertainties on the estimated hazard. It was found that the strain partitioning 
uncertainty has the largest impact of those considered. The epistemic uncertainty attributed to strain 
partitioning will in some part be due to random (aleatory) variability, representing the stochastic nature of 
the earthquake process. The relative contribution of epistemic and aleatory uncertainties to the overall 
uncertainty in strain partitioning is still unknown. Further earthquake, surface acceleration, and subsidence 
monitoring within the Groningen Field in combination with additional geomechanical studies will provide 
more information that may help to better constrain these uncertainties and therefore reduce conservatism in 
the assessment of their consequences.  .   

Probabilistic seismic hazard assessments from 2013 to 2023 were conducted for 19 distinct scenarios that 
form a representative sample of the different geological, compaction, development, and production 
scenario elements. The results obtained indicate all these depletion scenarios yield similar seismic hazard 
estimates with the exception of the emergency stop scenario, which reduces the maximum PGA with a 2% 
chance of exceedance to 0.41g. This represents a 38% reduction compared to 0.67g for the current case 
(SN STD).  

In the emergency stop scenario, the linear isotach compaction model predicts significant rates of 
compaction will persist until long after 2080. There is no analogue field evidence to support such 
behaviour. Equally, laboratory measurements are unable to constrain the isotach model behaviour on the 
multi-decadal time-scale exhibited here. For these reasons, the reliability of this particular isotach model 
with a high compressibility coefficient is doubtful.  Using a lower compressibility coefficient gives 
compaction results comparable to the results of the time decay model and is considered to be a more 
realistic representation.  

0.9 Results of Geomechanical Studies 

Geomechanical studies to increase our understanding of the physical fault slip process have also been 
extended. A first series of analyses has been carried out aimed at identifying potential fault slip 
mechanisms and the impact of various modelling options and their associated parameters on the simulated 
geomechanical response. A two-dimensional modelling environment is chosen to allow a wide range of 
modelling options and parameters to be evaluated relatively quickly.  

Geomechanical models cannot directly predict radiated seismic energy; however, more detailed models 
that explicitly capture fault slip behavior could provide an advanced methodology to better predict the 
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evolution of seismic fault slip and related radiated energy.  Advanced multi-scale mechanical modeling 
combined with a geomechanics-seismicity relationship might provide a suitable framework to better 
understand seismic fault slip behavior and assess future seismicity via a physically-constrained strain 
partitioning (i.e., partition factor). This will be the subject of future study work, which will aim to establish a 
workflow leading to a robust integration between 3D explicit fault modelling and the existing Seismological 
Modeling to reduce seismic uncertainty. This work may help to constrain the uncertainty in the partitioning 
factor.   

Some relevant insights have been gained into the potential fault slip mechanisms that might be responsible 
for the recorded seismic events in the Groningen field. Three different responses have been found based on 
the formation offset along an existing fault plane, namely for down-thrown formations with an offset 
smaller and larger than the thickness of the depleting reservoir and for up-thrown reservoir formations. The 
difference in response is expressed in term of the depletion level at the onset of fault slip, the number of slip 
sections, the total length of the slip sections, the maximum Relative Shear Displacement and the dissipated 
energy by slip along the fault plane. The reported values for the mentioned response parameters are not 
representative for the Groningen field conditions at this stage. 

These new insights open the opportunity to look for seismic fingerprints to 1) determine if slip along existing 
faults is indeed the root cause of the recorded seismic events, and 2) to discriminate between different slip 
mechanisms, constrained by available structural information. Further studies are underway to evaluate the 
impact of other modelling options.   

The geomechanical / fault movement Finite Element Analysis (FEA) models may provide the capability to 
reduce the uncertainty in partitioning factor calculations.  A number of these models have shown good 
agreement with field measurements and because they explicitly account for faults (a subset of faults 
interpreted from seismic data was included in the model), this is a promising approach to provide a 
physically meaningful basis for relating compaction strain energy with energy exerted during fault slip 
(dissipated energy). 

Results illustrate the potential advantages of this approach: 
 Temporal evolution of fault energy dissipation from geomechanical models correlates reasonably well 

with observed radiated energy from seismic events 
 As a first step the partitioning or scaling factor that relates radiated energy with dissipated energy was 

assumed to stay constant within the analyzed period (1996-2012).   
 Predicted energy dissipation is significantly different in different regions of the field in agreement with 

observed seismicity 

While the comparison is encouraging, further improvement may be established by enhancing the 
representation in the FEA models of the faults, fault behaviors (e.g., slip / velocity weakening), compaction 
physics (e.g. non-linear, rate-dependent compaction), etc. Also the full range of models consistent with the 
historic seismicity data accounting for the stochastic variability due to finite sample effects within the 
earthquake catalogue should be assessed. By providing a “physics-based” constraint on the relationship 
between compaction strain energy and fault dissipated energy, these models could reduce the variability in 
partitioning factors that had previously been calculated based on models without explicit consideration of 
faults. 

0.10 Studies Programme 

The logic tree analysis showed that the uncertainty in the partitioning factor is the largest epistemic 
contribution to the uncertainty in the hazard.  Reducing this uncertainty is the prime objective of continued 
data gathering in the field in combination with continued geomechanical studies.  The geomechanical 
modelling in combination with additional data from geophones in deep wells and near surface is expected 
to be able to reduce the uncertainty in the partitioning factor and therefore also the uncertainty in the 
hazard.  A continuation of the study program is therefore planned.  The main elements of the study and 
data acquisition plan continuing in 2014 include: investigations to improve subsidence prediction, 
extensive geomechanical modelling, monitoring of earthquakes in the Loppersum area with geophones 
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located in deep wells, field-wide monitoring of earthquakes with geophones and ground accelerations with 
accelerometers.   

References: 
1 Beheersprotocol voor Borging van het Seismisch Risico binnen grenzen, NAM, November 2013.  
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0.11 Independent Review 

The technical work presented in this report has been assured using internal assurance processes.  The 
Internal assurance is supplemented by independent (external) assurance.  For the petroleum engineering 
work SGS Horizon has been contracted to perform an independent review of the sub-surface models 
(Geology and Reservoir Engineering).   

The geomechanical and seismological studies have been reviewed by Professor of Seismology and Rock 
Physics, Ian Main of the University of Edinburgh.  Professor Main’s areas of expertise are: processes that 
lead up to failure events, from earthquakes, rock fracture, and volcanic eruptions to failure of building 
materials and bridges, and in quantifying the resulting hazard. 

The study work documented in this report was presented to Prof Main in two sections.  These correspond to 
the two TBO report (studies 5 and 6).  He prepared two separate reviews, which have been included in this 
report.   

0.12 Independent review of ‘Report to the Technical Guidance Committee (TBO) on Subsurface 
Aspects of Induced Earthquakes in the Groningen Field’ (part 1) 

Review by Ian Main, University of Edinburgh, Oct 7 2013.  

Recommendations by the reviewer are given in italics below. 

This is a comprehensive and very well written report which comes to some clear conclusions on (a) 
characterising the current level of seismic hazard associated with future production of gas from the 
Groningen field, and (b) making projections for future levels of hazard associated with the planned 
production scenario, both using best practice as far as possible at this stage.  All of the major conclusions 
and caveats listed are reasonable in the light of current knowledge (see e.g. Ellsworth, 2013), as are the 
plans in going forward with outstanding work to reduce the remaining uncertainties further.   

As an external reviewer I was really impressed by the speed of assimilation of my previous suggestions into 
the document in terms of new work additional work done, the effect these changes have already made in 
the knock-on conclusions, and in conditioning the plans for future work, the most important of which are 
the planned borehole passive seismic monitoring, the characterisation of the ground motion site response 
and the full 3D geo-mechanical simulation characterisation and validation.    

All of the authors and project managers should be commended for completing such a comprehensive and 
professional piece of work to get to such a point in such a short time frame.  I was also impressed by the 
use of competing hypotheses, both in fitting current data and in making forecasts for future behaviour, in 
addition to applying the formal error analysis provided.  

The report squarely addresses the major question 5: “What is the largest induced earthquake that can be 
expected in the Groningen area?”, but does this as part of a more comprehensive and appropriate 
analysis of events of all sizes and probabilities.   From this is clear that the main hazard is likely to come 
from intermediate-sized events, and I agree with the authors that maximum magnitude itself is not the best 
way to characterise the overall hazard.  However, the analysis has not yet so far been coupled with an 
analysis of vulnerability and hence it is not yet known what likely magnitude range constitutes the biggest 
risk or impact to society.  

Further work outside the scope of the current document will be needed to quantify and calibrate the site 
response and its variability, and to assess the exposure, vulnerability and  risk per se, for example along 
the lines of the ‘Cat’ modelling community in the Insurance industry, using GIS data bases likely accessible 
to the regulators.  Perhaps this is better addressed in the report summarising the response to question 6, 
although I note this question also focuses explicitly on hazard.    
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It was good finally to see all of the various studies aimed at addressing question 5 brought together for the 
first time, and especially the geo-mechanical modelling now made explicit in chapter 9.  I also liked the 
explicit section on ‘what we don’t know’ – always a good question.  As acknowledged by the report:   

The initial geo-mechanical model needs to be developed further, especially by more characterisation of the 
constitutive rules for laboratory samples as well as field-scale or well tests and then to integrate the 3D 
model into the seismic hazard analysis.  

In addition I recommend in future work plotting the actual and geo-dynamically modelled stress state 
positions relative to the strength envelope at the present time and the start of production, as well as any 
other available snapshot times, to get an idea both of the current stress state and the trajectory for different 
parts of the reservoir. It will be interesting to see if there is a correlation between the seismic to aseismic 
partition coefficient and the proximity to the critical state curve along this stress trajectory, for example 
illustrated as contours of the partition coefficient on the critical state diagram. Looking forward this may 
provide a simple visual ‘dashboard’ for stress state monitoring and management.  

While it is good to see finite size effects used as a constraint on maximum magnitude, the very high aspect 
ratio of 60km by 300 m (200:1) is way above the average of 2:1 for rupture dimensions of small and 
intermediate-magnitude events, though some large strike slip earthquakes that break the surface can have 
larger ratios of ~10:1.    

More work will be needed in future to determine the actual aspect ratio of the source ruptures, e.g. using 
the aftershock area, and to determine the extent to which the overlying salt layer might resist the 
propagation of dynamic slip. This is important because it will place constraints on the likelihood of surface 
rupture.  The new borehole seismic network will help greatly with this, in particular by reducing uncertainty 
in source depth estimation.   

Finally, it is clear from the report that understanding and constraining the partitioning coefficient between 
seismic and total deformation and its evolution is still an issue.  I have separately made some technical 
suggestions on how to address this source of uncertainty as part of the on-going study, and note Shell have 
already organised a much broader workshop on the issue.   

Reference:  

1 Ellsworth, W. (2013) Injection-induced earthquakes, Science 341, no. 6142, DOI: 
10.1126/science.1225942) 

0.13 Independent review of ‘Report to the Technical Guidance Committee (TBO) on alternative 
production measures and hazard analysis’ (part 2) 

Review by Ian Main, University of Edinburgh, 14 November 2013. 

This report addresses the question of how the stress state in the subsurface may be managed to reduce the 
hazard from future seismicity induced by gas production from the Groningen field.  It is written at quite a 
high level and is also quite dense, so it is not possible to check all of the details leading to a particular 
conclusion.  Nevertheless the conclusions are based on a large body of previous work, and there are many 
significant new findings and recommendations.   The report acknowledges many remaining sources of 
uncertainty in calculating the future hazard, as well as summarising strategies to reduce the uncertainty in 
terms of passive monitoring of the field and in better characterisation of the material properties in going 
forward.  Some of this uncertainty will reduce with additional data from the planned monitoring 
programme, but a significant amount will remain.   

The report explicitly considers the likely response of the reservoir to several potential scenarios aimed at 
reducing the hazard by planned stress state management, including an ‘emergency stop’ and full pressure 
support by injection of nitrogen as end-member strategies.  The likely response of the reservoir and 
associated hazard is complex and hard to predict exactly, as clearly acknowledged in the report.   It may 
depend on structural detail that cannot be resolved at present within the seismic resolution, or on model 
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parameter uncertainty that can be addressed by more work on the materials concerned, conditioned on a 
large programme of monitoring of the field, including new seismic data to be acquired from borehole sites.  
One of the biggest sources of uncertainty is the strong effect of different models for compaction, which has 
a greater effect than the differences in the different mitigation strategies.  

The predicted hazard is expressed sensibly by a range of measures rather than a single number, enabling 
risk management to be done with a sensible spread of possible outcomes.  This is done by assuming a non-
stationary Poisson process with a hazard rate that increases in time, conditioned on past behaviour.   The 
effect of different sources of uncertainty in hazard forecasting is estimated using a logic tree analysis of the 
outcome of work conducted earlier in the programme.  Overwhelmingly the main source of uncertainty that 
emerges is the partition coefficient between seismic and aseismic (elastic and plastic) strain, and the degree 
to which this may change in time.  This is very sensibly identified as a priority in planning future work. 

Two major new studies have been carried out using 2D and 3D geo-mechanical models, conditioned on 
the structural and mechanical properties of the field, supported by a technical appendix.   This is a 
necessary and impressive contribution to stress state management for hazard mitigation.  The appendix 
shows that a good body of field-specific data is available to condition the geo-mechanical models, though 
more needs to be done as acknowledged, including better characterisation of materials outside the 
reservoir horizon, and a study of the scaling properties of the relevant parameters.  Despite this the models 
already provide a good history match to past data, albeit likely with a large number of parameters that are 
to some extent tuneable, and falsifiable forecasts of reservoir response are made for different model 
parameters within the reasonable range.  The forecasts will in time help discriminate between the 
competing models as new data are collected.  

The 2D modelling study predicts a maximum displacement within the reservoir of 0.5 m or so. This is 
consistent with a maximum possible magnitude of around 6.5 in TBO report 5, based on the assumption 
there of a 100% partition coefficient. Typically a magnitude 6 will produce 1m or so of slip, and the 
modelled slip on a single fault in the present report is less than this. This may indicate the main hazard is 
from smaller but more common events, consistent with the conclusion reported in TBO report addressing 
question 5.  By having such slip on many faults, and considering the potential for reactivated slip to 
propagate or indeed nucleate in the surrounding layers this may resolve the problem of unrealistic aspect 
ratios in the previous report (see also Table 6.1). 

The report points out that even the ‘emergency stop’ scenario is not without risk – as demonstrated recently 
in a real case in a geothermal energy context in Basel, Switzerland, showing that transient or time-
dependent effects do need to be taken into account, as considered explicitly here.  Similarly maintaining 
100% pressure in the reservoir may also require intrusive surface installations and workflows.  In this case it 
is important to acknowledge the possibility of hysteresis, i.e. recovering pressure fully will not be an 
absolute guarantee of zero risk. 

The executive summary presents a very good overview of the outcomes of the work programme so far, 
given such a dense and technical report.  It is also a fair summary of the state of knowledge at present and 
presents sensible ways of moving forward, when taken in conjunction with the comprehensive list of 
recommended further work in Table 6.1.  This work in progress highlights the operational fact that risk 
management will be a learning process, informed by feedback in the light of new data and the actual 
outcomes.    

My main general comments are as follows. 

1. It might have been useful to provide a more extended discussion of the rationale for the production 
scenarios considered in the part 1 report.  (The petroleum engineering aspects are considered 
separately in part 2, but a brief summary of the broad rationale and explicit cross-reference to the 
relevant sections might also be useful in part 1). 

 

2. All of the scenarios are long-term ‘smoothed’ scenarios for the population of induced events.  It may 
be useful also to examine and plan for adjustments to production as individual felt events occur, and 
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to develop protocols in advance for hazard mitigation during such transients. Even at this stage it 
seems quite plausible that a temporary ‘emergency stop’ might turn out to be sub-optimal. 

 

3. This and previous reports highlight a structural problem in the regulatory framework for seismic 
hazard in Europe as a whole, not just in the Netherlands, i.e. its current basis in a stationary Poisson 
model as a basis for probabilistic seismic hazard assessment. Here the hazard is both non-
stationary and probably non-linear in time. As such the current report is very much placed at the 
research frontier in terms of seismic hazard forecasting.   

Non-stationary models are being developed in other contexts, and some new techniques may emerge from 
the literature as time goes on (for natural as well as induced seismicity).  For now the approach taken is 
reasonable given the state of the art and the lack of clear guidelines on time-dependent hazard in Europe.  
It is particularly strong both in identification and assessment of uncertainties, and in making specific plans 
for reducing these.  Much more work needs to be done of course, and there is likely an irreducible element 
to the uncertainty which will need to be considered in risk management and communication, but many of 
the key building blocks for stress state management to underpin this future effort are now in place.   
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1 Introduction 
This report provides technical support for the update of the Groningen Winningsplan of 1st December 2013 
and contains additional details of the analysis of subsidence and earthquakes induced by gas production 
from the Groningen field.  This report presents study progress on: 

 Results of geomechanical and seismological studies into induced earthquakes in the Groningen field 
based on the historical earthquake record with forecasts of future seismicity 

 Results of the analysis of compaction of the reservoir rock and subsidence with forecasts of future 
subsidence 

 Impact of different depletion scenarios and the application of pressure maintenance on the seismic 
hazard  

In a letter to parliament (11 February 2013 reference TK 2012-2013 33529, no. 2), the Minister of 
Economic Affairs initiated a number of studies on induced earthquakes in the Groningen area. Study 
number 5 addresses “research into the maximum strength of earthquakes associated with the Groningen 
gas field”. Study number 6 addresses “research into different production methods to reduce the number 
and magnitude of earthquakes”. A Technische Begeleidingscommissie (TBO; Technical Guidance 
Committee Sub-surface) and steering committee were set up to oversee this study work and ensure quality 
and independence.  The results of these studies have been incorporated in this report.  

The research was carried out by experts from NAM, Shell Research Centre in Rijswijk and the ExxonMobil 
Upstream Research Centre in Houston with support from external experts with relevant knowledge.  The 
report is contains 12 chapters (including this introductory chapter), which are briefly introduced below: 

2. This introduction to the document (1) is followed by an introduction into the geology of the 
Groningen field. This section also contains historical background information relevant to induced 
earthquakes, which will be referred to in later sections.  The section concludes with a history of 
induced seismicity in the Groningen field and a description of the current (2012) seismic network. 

3. This section includes a discussion of the depletion philosophy for the Groningen field.  An alternative 
philosophy aiming to reduce earthquakes in the Loppersum area is introduced.  The impact of 
production curtailment and depletion philosophy on the reservoir pressure is considered.   

4. Compaction of the reservoir rock in response to gas production plays a crucial role in the process of 
inducing earthquakes. Section four explains the process and future trends expected in the 
compaction and subsidence. 

5. Induced earthquakes are not only experienced in the Groningen field, but in several other fields in 
the world. Section five gives an overview of other fields, where earthquakes induced by gas 
production earthquakes have been reported. 

6. Section six on the release of energy by earthquakes is the core of this document. Starting with the 
historical earthquake record, a statistical and geomechanical analysis is given of the frequency of 
occurrence and magnitude of induced earthquakes and the expected future trend of the seismicity. 

7. Once the earthquake has occurred, the released energy moves to the surface and causes movement 
of the ground. This constitutes the hazard.  Section seven describes this process and methods to 
assess the ground movement based on the released energy. 

8. In section eight, the insights into the induction of earthquake are combined with the method to assess 
ground motions to provide hazard maps. It starts with a discussion of the hazard for limited time 
periods (3, 5 and 10 years in the future) and an analysis of the uncertainty in the hazard analysis 
using a logic tree approach.  Based on compaction forecasts using different compaction models, the 
seismic hazard for the current production plan and different production scenarios is estimated.   

9. A review of the geomechanical studies into the role of faults is given in section nine. Geomechanical 
modelling based on 2D fault geometries to gain fundamental insights into potential fault slip 
mechanisms and of 3D full field and sub-models for regions of the field is described in this section of 
the report.   

10. Based on the current data the substantial uncertainties remain. Plans for additional data acquisition 
activities to reduce the uncertainty in the earthquake parameters are laid out in section ten.  A study 
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and data acquisition plan to reduce the remaining uncertainty in the hazard is summarized in this 
section. 

11. The methodology used in the 3D geomechanical modelling of the sub-models is summarized in this 
appendix.   

12. This appendix describes the option for pressure maintenance.  In this selection of the injection 
medium for pressure maintenance, several fluids are considered.  Nitrogen is selected as the most 
suitable option.  The modelling of the displacement and mixing of the injected nitrogen and the 
indigenous natural gas is described.  Production forecasts and reserves estimates are prepared for a 
base case development concept.  The surface facilities required for a field development on the basis 
of pressure maintenance through nitrogen injection is also sketched.   

13. Conclusions and final Insights have been included in Section 13. 
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2 Introduction to the Geology and Seismicity in the 
Groningen field 

2.1 Regional Geology and Conceptual Structural Model 

2.1.1 Structural setting 

The reservoir rocks of the Groningen field are dissected by a large number of natural faults. Some of these 
natural faults are thought to play an important role in the creation of earthquakes. They represent zones of 
weakness along which movement of volumes of reservoir rock can take place. Hence, it is key to 
understand the distribution and character of the natural faults in the subject area. More detailed accounts 
on the relation between earthquakes and natural faults are given elsewhere in this document. This section 
describes the development of the fault system through time and its main geometrical characteristics. 

The Groningen field is located on the Groningen High that has been a tectonically stable block since the 
late Kimmerian uplift. The current depth of the Rotliegend reservoir, around 2600-3200 mTVD (true vertical 
depth), reflects the maximum burial depth. The Groningen High is surrounded in the east by the Ems 
Graben and Lower Saxony Basin and in the west by the Lauwerszee Trough (Figure 2.1). The Groningen 
field is mainly fault-closed in all directions with dip closures present only locally. Top seal of the Groningen 
field is provided by the overlying Zechstein salt. Figure 2.2 shows a seismic line from NW to SE illustrating 
these features. 

 
Figure 2.1 Main structural elements in the northern Netherlands 
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Figure 2.2 Seismic cross-section through the Groningen field (see Figure 2.4 for detailed interpretation) 

The Ems Graben and Lauwerzee Trough are results of a Late Carboniferous / Early Permian rifting phase 
(extensional). The Groningen High was formed by the development of large North to West trending faults. 
Initiation of these faults started prior to the Saalian erosional event which marks the Carboniferous-Permian 
boundary across the region.  

Most of these faults have been reactivated by two major tectonic events. The first was a period of SE-NW 
extension which began during the Triassic and continued into the Late Jurassic. An inversion stage followed 
during the late Jurassic-early Cretaceous (Kimmerian). Movement of the Zechstein salt also took place in 
Cretaceous times. With the onset of the Alpine orogeny the area underwent a period of N-S compression, 
lasting into the early Tertiary. This resulted in a second period of reactivation, evidenced in some areas by 
transpressive skinny grabens and pop-up structures. 

Detailed analysis of fault orientations, timing and kinematics has enabled to subdivide different structural 
domains (SD1 to SD9 in Figure 2.3). Note that only a selection of the most important faults is included in 
the structural model. Moreover, not all faults present in the subsurface are necessarily identified in the 
seismic interpretation. SD1 in the South-Western periphery of the Groningen field is the most complex and 
intensely faulted domain. It has experienced the most pronounced shortening and inversion, mainly along 
NW- and E-trending faults, and manifested by pop-up structures. 

SD5 in the Zeerijp area is another structurally complex domain. It is interpreted to be a depressed graben 
feature bounded by two NNW-oriented oblique slip faults, which originated from a deep-seated older fault 
zone. The difference in orientation between this fault zone and the Triassic-Jurassic stress field led to strike-
slip movement along the graben boundary faults, and to rotation of fault blocks within the graben. 

SD6 in the North-East is an example of a structurally quiet domain. E-W trending faults are branching from 
a deeper-seated fault system, probably as a result of Jurassic extension and without evidence for later-stage 
inversion. 
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Triassic

Zechstein

Rotliegend

Carboniferous
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Figure 2.3 Structural domains in the Groningen field (total area ~ 40 x 40 km); faults shown are at Top_Rotliegend 

level 

2.1.2 Stratigraphy and depositional setting 

A second important factor in the study of induced earthquakes, next to the structural model described 
above, is the distribution of rock properties in the reservoir. For example: the higher its porosity, the higher 
is the potential for the rock to compact as a result of gas production (the key role of compaction induced 
seismicity is described in section 4). Porosity is high in sandstone rock and low in claystones. The 
depositional processes that formed the sandstones are also important in the sense that rocks formed by 
wind action (aeolian sediments) generally have higher porosities than those formed by river currents (fluvial 
sediments). In the following, an overview is given of the important rock formations present in the subsurface 
of Groningen. 

The gas-bearing interval in the Groningen field comprises both Upper Rotliegend Group (Permian) and 
Limburg Group (Carboniferous) sediments, separated by the Saalian Unconformity.  

The Carboniferous sediments range in age from Westphalian-A to Westphalian-D. They represent lower to 
middle delta plain deposition under humid, subtropical conditions. The Carboniferous strata have been 
tilted and eroded during the Variscan orogeny (Figure 2.4). This created a depositional relief that was 
gradually filled by the Rotliegend. 

N 
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Figure 2.4 Schematic cross-section through the Groningen field indicating the main stratigraphic intervals. FWL 
indicates the free water level. 

The Upper Rotliegend Group comprises the Silverpit and Slochteren Formations. These are subdivided into 
the following lithostratigrahic members (top to bottom): Ten Boer Claystone (ROCLT, heterolithic 
shale/silt/sand), Upper Slochteren Sandstone (ROSLU, mainly sand), Ameland Claystone (ROCLA, 
heterolithic shale/silt/sand) and the Lower Slochteren Sandstone (ROSLL, mainly sand). 

 

Table 2.1 Lithostratigraphic Subdivision 

Time Group Formation Member REGEO CODE 

Permian Zechstein   ZE 

Permian Upper 
Rotliegend 

Silverpit Ten Boer 
Claystone 

ROCLT 

Slochteren Upper Slochteren 
Sandstone 

ROSLU 

Silverpit Ameland 
Claystone 

ROCLA  

 

Slochteren Lower Slochteren 
Sandstone 

ROSLL 

Carboniferous Limburg   DC 

 

The Silverpit- and Slochteren Formations form a wedge of continental sediments that is onlapping 
southwards onto the Carboniferous relief, and thickening towards the northwest (Figure 2.5). Rotliegend 
sediments were deposited under arid, desert climate conditions. In the south of the Groningen area, along 
the basin margin, the sediments consist of mixed alluvial/braided river deposits. These grade northwards 
into mixed fluvial-aeolian deposits (Lower and Upper Slochteren Sandstone Members) and ultimately into 
lake margin and desert lake fines (the Ten Boer and Ameland Claystone Members. 
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Figure 2.5 Lithostratigraphic subdivision of the Rotliegend in the Groningen area 

The Ameland and Ten Boer Claystone Members are characterized by silty to shaly wet sandflat deposits, 
representing lake level highstands of regional scale as a response to climatic variations. The Ameland 
Claystone can be clearly distinguished as a separate lithological unit in the northern half of the field, but 
pinches out towards the South. Total thickness of Rotliegend sediments ranges from 140 m in the SSE to 
300 m in NNW. 

The Rotliegend is overlain by the sediments of the Zechstein interval. The Zechstein is dominated by 
evaporate deposits, mainly halite, which forms a perfect seal for Rotliegend reservoirs. The lowermost part 
of the Zechstein comprises a very competent and high-density carbonate/anhydrite interval which is 
referred to as the Basal Zechstein. It is present throughout the greater Groningen area with a remarkably 
constant thickness (~50 m in average). The large acoustic impedance contrast between the Basal Zechstein 
and the overlying halite package creates a very strong seismic reflector, which is well-suited for mapping 
the structural features described in section 2.1.1. The interval may also play an important role in the 
transmission of seismic signals from a deeper source area to the surface. This is treated elsewhere in this 
document. 

2.1.3 Reservoir model and rock properties 

The Rotliegend interval has been subdivided into the five Slochteren reservoir zones, four Slochteren 
heterolithic zones, and three Ten Boer zones. A further vertical refinement was made by dividing the zones 
into thinner layers. The resulting static framework consists of 12 reservoir zones, 203 layers and a total of 
nearly 6 million grid cells. Approximately 90% of all grid cells have a thickness between 1 and 2 m. 

Models to describe the distribution of reservoir properties in the Groningen field are based on the extensive 
database of wireline log and core data. The modeling methodology applied is Sequential Gaussian 
Simulation (SGS), supported by trend maps that reflect the regional depositional trends.  

The mean Net-to-Gross for the Ten Boer Claystone ranges between 8 and 15%, but is typically larger than 
95% for the Slochteren reservoir zones. The thin heterolithic zones separating the reservoir zones still have 
mean NtG values as high as 75 - 80%. The distribution of porosity shows comparable trends, with mean 
values of 6 – 10% for sandy interbeds in the Ten Boer Claystone, 15 - 18% for the reservoir zones, and 
only slightly lower mean values for the sandy parts of the heterolithic intervals. 

Best reservoir quality is seen in the central parts of the field where aeolian processes have played an 
important role. Properties decrease towards the southern margin of the field, and towards the north. This is 
in line with depositional trends of becoming more clay-rich towards the north, and more fluvial-dominated 
or conglomeratic towards the south. as an example gives the porosity distribution of one of the reservoir 
zones. 

The mean permeability of the reservoir zones ranges from tens to hundreds of milliDarcies, gas saturation 
ranges from 60 to 80%.  

  

SE NW
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Figure 2.6 Average porosity of one of the Upper Slochteren Sst reservoir zones 
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2.2 Current Monitoring Network and Historical Seismicity in the Groningen Field 

Since 1986 relatively small earthquakes have occurred in the vicinity of producing gas fields in the 
northern Netherlands. These events occasionally caused feelings of unease amongst residents. Some of 
these earthquakes in excess of a certain magnitude and intensity also caused damage to buildings, be it 
mostly non-structural. 

A multidisciplinary study, initiated by the Ministry of EZ and guided by a Supervisory Committee (BOA, 
1993), analyzed the relationship between gas production and earthquakes, concluding that based on the 
seismic pattern, the hypocenter locations, difference with historical seismicity and the frequency-magnitude 
distribution, the earthquakes were of non-tectonic origin and most likely induced by reservoir depletion (i.e. 
gas production). Following an agreement with the Royal Dutch Metereological Institute, KNMI, a borehole 
seismometer network was installed in 1995 in Groningen to detect earthquakes, measure their epicenters 
and quantify their magnitude. Accelerometers were also installed to measure ground motions in areas 
where earthquakes frequently occurred. 

The earthquake near Huizinge (16/8/2012) with magnitude ML=3.6 was experienced by witnesses as 
more intense and with a longer duration of ground motion than previous earthquakes in the same area, 
and certainly led to more emotions. Significantly more incidents of building damage were reported than for 
previous earthquake events. Together with the general observation that seismicity in the Groningen area 
seems to be increasing over the last years, and on instigation by SodM, the issue of gas production 
induced seismicity in Groningen has become the subject of new studies and data acquisition. 

2.2.1 Previous Work  

After the BOA study, multiple studies were published on the mechanisms of induced seismicity (TNO, TU-
Delft) and statistics and analysis of recorded events (KNMI). Studies using numerical computer models 
showed that pressure depletion resulting from gas production lead to a stress change on existing faults, 
resulting in reactivation of these faults and consequently the occurrence of earthquakes. This is currently 
accepted by both operators and governmental bodies as the mechanism that best explains the earthquakes. 
Based on the recorded events, KNMI developed peak ground acceleration / peak ground velocity 
(PGA/PGV) maps for a certain return period assuming a stationary model. 

2.2.2 Seismic Monitoring Network 

Prior to 1989, the lower detection limit for earthquakes was a magnitude of 2.5. Extension of the network 
in Assen lowered this limit to 2.3, while the installation of a borehole seismometer station in Finsterwolde 
further reduced the detection limit in the Groningen Field to 1.5 (De Crook et.al, 1998). In 1995, the KNMI 
network was extended with 8 shallow boreholes all equipped with 3 component geophones at 4 levels (50 
– 100 – 150 – 200 mTV depth). This monitoring network has been extended since;  

1. in 2006, an accelerometer network with 8 accelerometers was installed,  
2. in 2010 an additional 6 boreholes spread over the Northern Netherlands were added  
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Figure 2.7 Left: an overview of the KNMI network, triangles indicate locations of the borehole stations; squares the 
locations of the accelerometers. Right: Detections limits of earthquake magnitude (Dost et. al., 2012). 

The detection limit of the present network is magnitude M=1, with a number of limitations described in Eck 
et al (2004) and Dost et al (2012). The uncertainty in the location of the hypocenters is relatively large; 
laterally 500m and vertically several kilometers. Additional to the borehole seismometers 12 
accelerometers are in place. This network is being upgraded with replacement of 5 older accelerometers 
and the installation of additional 6 accelerometers. This will improve measurement of lateral movement at 
surface and the location of earthquake hypocenters. Further extension of the seismometer network is 
planned for 2014, for details see section 10.2.3. 

2.3 Earthquake Statistics 

Around 220 earthquakes with magnitude ≥ 1.5 were registered in the period from 1991 till July 2013 in 
the Groningen area. Before 1991, no earthquakes were reported from the Groningen area, but 
earthquakes did occur in areas around Assen and Purmerend. It therefore seems plausible to assume that 
no humanly perceptible events in the Groningen area occurred before 1991. Figure 2.8 shows the surface 
projections (epicenters) of the recorded earthquakes, with in red the M=3.6 Huizinge event. More 
information about this event can be found in Dost and Kraaijpoel (2013).  
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Figure 2.8 Epicenters of the registered earthquakes by the KNMI (till July 2013) 

The earthquake data published by KNMI are filtered using a threshold Ml ≥ 1.5 to avoid interference from 
network changes. This threshold is valid since August 1995, making 1996 the first year with a complete 
dataset. Figure 2.9 shows the yearly number of earthquakes categorized by magnitude intervals. From this 
we conclude that on average the annual number of earthquakes has been increasing since 2003. 

A comparison can also be made between gas production (variation) and the number of earthquakes. Due 
to the relatively small amount of earthquakes with Ml ≥ 1.5 in Groningen, only correlations between annual 
production (or production over a larger time interval) and earthquakes are relevant.  
Figure 2.10 shows the relationship between the cumulative energy released by the earthquakes and the 
amount of produced gas. The seismic energy can be calculated with the equation used by the KNMI (Van 
Eck et al. 2004). It is based on the relation published by Ahorner & Pelzing (1985) between released 
seismic energy (Es in Joule) and local magnitude (Ml): 
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Figure 2.9 yearly amount of earthquakes since 1996, grouped by magnitude class 

 

The production of gas leads to a decrease of the pressure in the reservoir, which is regarded to be the 
largest driving force behind the earthquakes. The first earthquake (Ml ≥ 1.5) was observed at a cumulative 
production of around 1300 billion Nm3. A slight increase of the slope is visible at a production of around 
1700 billion Nm3. This is further discussed in section 6.2. 

 
Figure 2.10 Cumulative square root of seismic energy versus cumulative production of gas in the Groningen field 

2.4 Compaction and Seismicity 

An initial review of the location of highest seismicity with various reservoir parameters was carried out.  
The distribution of earthquake epicenters was compared to incremental stress, bulk reservoir volume 
change density (compaction) and fault density (Figure 2.11).  The observed epicenters conformance is most 
closely with the volume change density.   
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Figure 2.11 Observed seismicity concentrates around the center of the field.  This is also the area of largest volume 

change density.  Pressure depletion is largest in the south of the field away from this area of high 
observed seismicity, while fault density is also high in areas with less observed seismicity.   

Conformance between the observed seismicity and reservoir compaction is also apparent when the 
observed earthquakes are plotted against the compaction at the epicenter and origin time of each 
earthquake (Figure 2.12).  Most earthquakes occurred after local compaction exceeded 18 cm (90%).  The 
same effect is apparent again by plotting maps of cumulative earthquake epicenters and the 18 cm 
reservoir compaction contour as they develop through time (Figure 2.13).  Seismicity is mostly observed 
inside this compaction contour, while outside this contour, compaction appears to be almost aseismic.   

 

 

 

Critical stress necessary but insufficient for observable seismicity

Observed earthquakes conform with reservoir volume changes

Fault reactivation is a likely mechanism1 - but which faults?
1 E.g. Lacq, Yibal, Ekofisk, Valhall, Fashing

Incremental stress Volume change density Fault density
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Figure 2.12  The observed earthquakes plotted for reservoir compaction against time.  The size and color of the 

marker indicate the magnitude of the earthquake.   

 
Figure 2.13 The observed earthquakes plotted on the map of the field together with the 18 cm compaction contour 

for four years (1991, 1997, 2003 and 2011).  
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3 Gas production from the Groningen field 

3.1 Historical production 

The Groningen field was discovered by well SLO-1 in 1959. After this discovery, a public-private 
partnership - between the NAM, its shareholders, DSM (now EBN) and the Dutch government - was set up. 
Its objective was, and is, to pursue a joint policy in order to explore and exploit the gas accumulations 
within the boundaries of the Groningen concession to maximize economic reserves. 

The partners in this venture had a sense of urgency in the development and marketing of the Groningen 
gas, as it was estimated that there was only a limited window of opportunity for the selling of this resource. 
It was generally thought that nuclear energy would replace fossil fuel within the near future. 

The field was developed by several production clusters in the Southern part of the field. At the time, the full 
extent of the field was not known and it was thought that the entire field could be produced through these 
Southern clusters. However, additional appraisal drilling in the Northern part of the field proved that the 
Groningen gas volumes were larger than previously assumed. Furthermore, pressure measurement in these 
appraisal wells indicated that, as the Northern part was declining in pressure with a significant delay 
(Figure 3.1), additional production clusters in the North were required. A detailed description of the 
facilities in the Groningen field can be found in the Groningen winningsplan. 

In the early seventies, rapid development of the field continued with several production clusters in the 
Northern part of the field.   

 
Figure 3.1 Phased development of Groningen field and historical pressures 

After the first oil crisis in 1973, it became clear to the Dutch government that nuclear energy would not 
replace fossil fuels and the rapid development of the Groningen field was not considered desirable any 
longer. Therefore, the Small Field Policy was introduced. The Small Field Policy is intended to stimulate the 
exploration and development of smaller gas reservoirs onshore and offshore in The Netherlands. Any gas 
found can be offered to GasTerra, who has the obligation to purchase the gas at reasonable terms and 
conditions. For oil and gas companies this means that small fields can be developed attractively, no 
separate commercial development is required in case of small finds, and these fields can be operated 
without disruptions due to fluctuations in gas demand. 

The overcapacity of the Groningen field made the Small Field Policy possible; the Groningen field would be 
the swing provider (‘sluitpost’) between small fields’ production and customer demand. This role demanded 
good co-operation between NAM and GasTerra in order to ensure market demand and supply were 
matched and that NAM made its investment on the Groningen field in an optimum manner. The success of 
the Small Fields Policy is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 

South
Centre
North
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Figure 3.2 Annual gas demand and relative gas production of the Groningen field and small gas fields (“kleine 

velden”) 

With the introduction of the Small Fields Policy, a production philosophy has been introduced that balances 
the production from the field to keep pressure differences between the North and South of the field at low 
levels. In practice, this means that the clusters in the North of the field, where the cluster density is lower 
and therefore in-place volumes per cluster are larger, are produced preferentially. The clusters in the South 
of the field are only produced when required (i.e. mostly in winter). Exceptions to this are the relatively 
small peripheral blocks in the South-Western part of the field. In these blocks, the reservoir pressure lags 
behind the pressure in the main area of the Groningen field. Dedicated production wells are planned in 
these areas (see section 2.2.2). 

At the end of the 1980’s, with the continuous production of the Groningen field, it became clear that 
compression at production clusters was required in order to reduce the suction pressure at the wells.  
In addition, the predictions at the time indicated that in the summer months the small fields’ gas production 
would be larger than the market demand, even with Groningen at its minimum flow. 

This resulted in a decision to delay the installation of compression on the Groningen clusters and to develop 
three Under Ground Storages: two by NAM - Norg and Grijpskerk, and one by BP (currently TAQA) in 
Alkmaar. These UGSs are considered part of the Groningen system and are an extension of the Groningen 
main field. They were built with the following requirements: high production capacity (security of supply in 
winter) and large volume shifting capacity (i.e. increased demand in summer). This is illustrated in Figure 
3.3. 

In recent years, the gas demand has increased whilst the contribution of the small gas fields is steadily 
declining (also Figure 3.3). As a result, Groningen production has increased and the UGS fields have been 
used more frequently. Therefore, in 2012 the decision was made to expand the Norg UGS. This will be 
followed by the installation of 2nd stage compression later this decade. Future development plans for 
meeting the gas demand in the Groningen field are described in section 2.2.2. 
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Figure 3.3 Intra-year production of NAM, 2003 versus 2010. (Small gas fields in green, Groningen main field in 
blue and the UGSs in yellow)  

 

3.2 Pressure development in the field over time 

The current production philosophy aims to balance the production from the field and keeps pressure 
differences low between the North and South. In some peripheral parts of the field, where the reservoir 
pressure is lagging behind, there are opportunities for further development (see section 2.2.2 for more 
detail). Figure 3.4 shows that the measured pressure lag in the gas in North West is relatively small (i.e. 
maximum of some 20 bar). The measured pressure lag in the gas in the South West is larger (i.e. close to 
100 bar). Note: The Harkstede block has been put in production through the Eemskanaal-13 well and is 
preferentially produced as a result of the implemented production philosophy.  

 
Figure 3.4 Pressure difference in the field (in bar) 

Due to declining reservoir pressure and subsequently a reduction in production capacity, the current 
production philosophy will become more difficult to maintain. In other words: in order to meet demand, all 
production locations in the field need to produce more frequently. As a result it is expected that the 
pressure difference between North and South under the current production scenario will start to increase 
again to some 20-25 bar. Figure 3.5 shows the forecasted pressure decline based on current estimated 
market demand. Two production clusters are shown, ’t Zandt (ZND) in the North and Zuiderveen (ZVN) in 
the South. The pressure in ZVN clearly shows the pressure response of preferential production during the 
winter. These fluctuations, of as much as 10 bar, cannot be seen at Zeerijp where a steady and constant 
yearly pressure decline is observed and forecasted (i.e. a pressure pulse originating from the South of the 
field has no noticeable pressure effect in the North of the field). The annual pressure depletion of the field in 
the period 2005-2015 and 2010-2020 is slightly less than 5 bar/year based on the imposed maximum 
production cap of 425 bcm per decade (ignoring yearly fluctuations). This translates to 1 bar pressure 
depletion for every 8 to 9 bcm produced. 
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Figure 3.5 North-South Pressure differential (left pane) and forecasted pressure decline (right pane) based on 

current estimated market demand. (pink = Zuiderveen, blue = ‘t Zandt, Brown = Zeerijp, red = Ten Boer)  

The reservoir model (Section 3.2) which is used for forecasting, is calibrated with more than 50 years of 
production and pressure data. The model was history matched against more than 1700 down hole 
pressure measurements. A good quality history match has been obtained with a relative small root-mean-
square error of only 1.77 bar. Figure 3.6 illustrates the quality of the match by showing four production 
clusters in different parts of the field as an example. 

 
Figure 3.6 Historical production/pressure measurement (markers) versus simulated pressure (lines) for four 

production clusters. Pressure is shown in Bar. 
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3.3 Development projects 

With the increasing level of pressure depletion in the Groningen field, it becomes increasingly more 
difficult to provide the contractually agreed capacity and gas volumes. A number of projects have been 
initiated (Figure 3.7) in order to mitigate the decline in production capacity. These projects can be put 
into two different categories; installation of additional compression capacity and drilling new 
development wells. 

3.3.1 Compression 

With continued depletion and reduction of reservoir pressure, additional compression stages will need to 
be applied together with inter-stage cooling in order to reduce the tubing head pressure (THP) at the 
wellhead and subsequently the pressure in the reservoir (Pres). Note that each bar of pressure depletion 
relates to about 8 to 9 bcm of additional recovery for the Groningen field. 

At present the first stage compressors in the field are being modified for lower suction pressure and lower 
production rates. Also currently, the technical concept for second stage compression is being tested on 
the Schaapbulten cluster. If technically successful, the concept will be applied to most of the other clusters. 
A modeling study on the optimal phasing and implementation of second stage, and also later third stage 
compression will be completed early 2014. This will determine at which clusters, and at what point in 
time, installation of additional compression stages will be most optimal. 

 
Figure 3.7 Production forecast for the main development projects (as used for 2012 reserves submission). Stages 

refer to compression stages. 

3.3.2 New development wells 

Based on the results of a major model refinement and update in 2012, an inventory has been made of 
remaining infill opportunities in the Groningen field. These opportunities are mainly located in the 
peripheral parts of the field where the reservoir pressure is known or expected to be lagging behind with 
respect to the central parts. 
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3.3.3 Development of the North-Western periphery 

This is the area of the existing observation wells Barnheem-1, Stedum-1 and Zeerijp-1 (see Figure 3.8). 
The expected additional recovery in the area is estimated around 5 bcm of gas. The notional 
development plan for this area consists of the following elements: 

 Construction of a production pipeline to an existing cluster (either Leermens, ’t Zandt or Ten Post). 
 Drilling additional wells. 
 Modification and extension of existing installations. 
 Potential construction of a new drilling site and production satellite. 

 
Figure 3.8 Notional lay-out of NW development project.Notional future wells indicated by red (surface)and blue 

(reservoir level) dots. Black lines indicate the gas evacuation route to the Leermens cluster. 

3.3.4 Development of the South-Western periphery 

This is the area of the existing production clusters Eemskanaal, Kooipolder and Froombosch, and the 
observation wells Kolham-1, Harkstede-2A and Ten Boer-4 (see Figure 3.9). The expected additional 
recovery in the area is about 4 bcm. The development plan for this area include the following elements: 

 Drilling wells from the existing Ten Boer and Kolham locations. 
 Construction of a new drilling location, including a pipeline to a nearby production cluster. 
 Drilling of new wells from this new location. 
 Drilling of additional wells from the existing production clusters (Eemskanaal, Kooipolder, 

Froombosch). 

 
Figure 3.9 Notional lay-out of SW development project 
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3.3.5 Development of gas from the Carboniferous below the Groningen field 

Recent studies have demonstrated that the development of gas-bearing Carboniferous sandstone 
reservoirs faces serious technical and economic challenges, for instance drilling through the already 
depleted Rotliegend formation into potentially undepleted Carboniferous sands. Its feasibility will depend 
on the availability of new drilling and completion technologies in the future. Experiences in the coming 
years from Carboniferous fields in other parts of the country may lead to new insights. 

3.4 Depletion of the Groningen Field 

This section of the report described the current depletion plan for the Groningen field and introduces an 
alternative depletion philosophy.  Apart from production to satisfy market demand, curtailment is 
considered.  In a separate report (Ref. 1) production based on a pressure maintenance philosophy is 
described.  Based on the different development options and off take policies a number of scenarios are 
presented.  In section 3 the compaction volumes for these scenarios will be assessed and in section 4 the 
seismic hazard.   

3.4.1 Depletion behaviour under the current production philosophy 

Since the introduction of the Small Fields Policy in the seventies, a production philosophy has been 
introduced that balances the production from the Groningen field to minimise the pressure differences 
between the North and South of the field.  In practice, this means that the clusters in the North of the field, 
where the cluster density is lower and therefore in-place volumes per cluster are larger, are produced 
preferentially.  The clusters in the South of the field are only produced when required (i.e. mostly in winter).  
The effectiveness of the introduced production philosophy is shown in Figure 3.10, by the narrow pressure 
band-width of some 10-25 bar for the majority of pressure measurements, after 1,000 Bcm was produced.  
Exceptions to this are the relatively small peripheral blocks in the South-Western peripheral part of the 
field. 

 
Figure 3.10 The P/Z plot for the Groningen field shows he decline in reservoir pressure with decreasing production. 

GIIP South~1/3 GIIP North ~2/3

Peripheral wells 
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In Figure 3.11 the results of several production curtailment scenarios and the impact on the Groningen 2nd 
and 3rd stage projects is shown. With a lower production limit, the timing at which Groningen drops of 
plateau is delayed and subsequently the installation of compression is also delayed. This figure shows the 
technical optimal timing for the base case model. For different sub-surface realisations this timing can be 
slightly different.   

 
Figure 3.11 The impact of curtailment scenarios on gas production in Bcm/year and on the timing of the 

compression projects.  The reference scenario is based on expected market demand.   

Figure 3.12 shows for different curtailment scenarios the forecasted pressure of two production clusters, ’t 
Zandt (ZND) in the North and Zuiderveen (ZVN) in the South. From the figure the following observations 
can be made: 

 Depletion in 2012-2014 was some 6 bar/year. 
 Under the current implemented production philosophy, curtailment has the largest impact on clusters in 

the South of the field.  The pressure decline for clusters in the North of the field is less affected.  This 
effect is most noticeable before 2025.  After 2030, the pressure decline rates for the various 
curtailment scenarios converge.   

 30 Bcm/year curtailment reduces depletion in the South to almost 2 bar/yr and in the North to 4 
bar/yr in the period 2014-2020. These numbers are very consistent with the earlier discussed general 
depletion trends per region based on P over Z plot (4*6+2*3=30 Bcm/yr). 

Curtailment 
scenario

First 2nd-phase 
renovation

First 3rd-phase 
renovation

Reference 2016 2021

40 2016 2021

30 2018 2023
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Figure 3.12 Effect of curtailment on pressure depletion with the current production philosophy. 

Under a production philosophy based on equalisation of pressure over the field, curtailment has its largest 
impact on the pressure in the South of the field.  Under reduced offtake scenarios the pressure is higher in 
the South of the field.   

3.4.2 Depletion behaviour under an alternative production philosophy 

An alternative objective of curtailment could be the reduction of the annual depletion in areas where 
earthquakes occur more frequently.  In Figure 3.13, the field is divided in three areas with different 
seismicity.  The alternative production philosophy could be implemented by preferentially producing the 
clusters in the area with no or only infrequent earthquakes (Area 1). In periods with increased demand, 
also clusters in the area with occasional earthquakes are taken into production (Area 2).  The clusters in the 
area with frequent earthquakes (Area 3) are only taken into production during periods with high demand.  
As a negative consequence the pressure difference between northern and southern part of the field will 
increase.   

The Eemskanaal-cluster is an exception, as it produces gas of a different quality.  This gas is blended with 
normal Groningen gas and hence the amount of gas produced from the Eemskanaal cluster is determined 
by how much the other clusters produce.  In practice, the Eemskanaal cluster produces at a below average 
rate (<40%).  

ZNDZVN

Market            40 bcm/year   30 bcm/year    Market            40 bcm/year   30 bcm/year    
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Figure 3.13 Three areas of the Groningen field with different levels of seismicity.  The alternative production 

philosophy aims to reduce the pressure drop (and therefore compaction) in the earthquake prone areas 
of the field (area 3) and preferentially produce the areas which are less susceptible to earthquakes (area 
1).   

The forecasted pressure response to the alternative production philosophy for different curtailment scenarios 
is shown in Figure 3.14.  The two production clusters, ’t Zandt (ZND) in the North and Zuiderveen (ZVN) in 
the South respond very differently. From the figure the following observations can be made: 

 Depletion in 2012-2014 was some 6 bar/year. 
 Under the implementation of the alternative production philosophy, curtailment has the largest impact 

on clusters in the North of the field, while the pressure decline for clusters in the South of the field is less 
affected.  This effect is most noticeable before 2025.  After 2030, the various pressure decline rates 
converge.   

 A 30 Bcm/year curtailment reduces depletion in the North to some 2 bar/yr and in the South to some 
4 bar/yr in the period 2014-2020.  The reduction in the depletion in the North of the field is only 
temporary as beyond 2020 the depletion stabilises to some 4 bar/yr.  

 The pressure difference between North and South will increase to some 30-35 bar (see Figure 3.15).   

1

3

2
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Figure 3.14 Effect of curtailment on pressure depletion under the alternative production philosophy.   

 
Figure 3.15 Pressure difference in the field for the 30 Bcm/year curtailment scenario assuming the current (left) and 

the alternative production philosophy (right).   

The alternative production philosophy will also impact the timing of the future development projects, more 
specifically the installation of additional compressors. In Figure 3.11 the results of several production 
curtailment scenarios and the impact on the Groningen 2nd and 3rd stage compression projects are shown. 
A consequence of the alternative production philosophy is that compression is required earlier in the South. 
However, in the North the requirement for compression is delayed.  In practise, this means that instead of 
an implementation schedule based on 3 clusters per year an implementation schedule of 2 clusters per year 
is required.  

The effect of the different production philosophies under a 30 Bcm/year curtailment scenario is most clearly 
demonstrated by Figure 3.18.  With the current production philosophy the pressure difference between the 
North and the South of the field is reduced.  The initial excess capacity in this scenario makes the pressure 
difference drop to close to zero.  After 2023 the pressure difference increases again due to the reduced 
production flexibility, when the capacity has declined to the curtailment level.    

The alternative production philosophy shows the opposite effect.  Following from this philosophy, the 
pressure in the North is maintained high while the pressure difference with the South increases to some 30 
bar.  The pressure difference remains at this level for about ten years and then declines as the field off take 
declines.   

ZNDZVN

Market            40 bcm/year   30 bcm/year    Market            40 bcm/year   30 bcm/year    

30 bcm/year

alternative production philosophycurrent production philosophy
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Figure 3.16 Development of the pressure difference between the north and the South of the Groningen field for 
different production philosophy’s with a 30 Bcm/year curtailment.  The market scenario (green), 
30Bcm/year curtailment using the current depletion philosophy (yellow) and the 30Bcm/year 
curtailment using the alternative depletion philosophy (red) are shown.    

3.4.3 Effect of subsurface uncertainty on depletion behaviour 

In general with stronger aquifer support of the gas reservoir, the pressure decline in the aquifer will be less, 
but felt in a larger area of the area of the aquifer. This will impact the compaction of the aquifer rock.  The 
uncertainty in the aquifer behaviour therefore impacts compaction and subsidence predictions.      

In the history matching process the reservoir model is conditioned to reproduce the measured pressure data 
throughout the production history.  A very extensive data set of more than 1700 pressure measurements in 
the gas column is available. The history matching process results in a well-conditioned model, which can 
serve to predict future reservoir pressure with confidence.  The ability to reproduce the measured pressure 
data is expressed in the RMS (Root Mean Square) of the difference between measured and simulated 
pressure data.  For the best model realisation this is some 1.7 bar, while in practise models with a RMS< 3 
bar are considered to be acceptable matches.  Thanks to the large pressure data set, the pressure match 
and pressure prediction in the gas column of the field is reliable over the larger part of the field.   

The reservoir pressure in the gas column is well understood, but the pressure in the water leg is poorly 
constrained. This is mainly due to the lack of data from the water leg. Such data (e.g. from repeat 
formation tests) can only be acquired immediately after drilling of the reservoir section of a well. As over 
the last decennia only a few wells have been drilled, most of the available RFT data is from the seventies 
and eighties. In Figure 3.17 an example of available RFT data is shown. 
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Figure 3.17 Example of RFT data from well Uithuizen-1 showing a pressure difference between the gas- and water 

leg.  

The uncertainty in the pressure behaviour of the aquifer is particularly large in the North-West periphery 
where only a few observation wells are located (see Figure 3.18).  

A good pressure match with historical pressure data in this area can be obtained with different levels of 
pressure support from the aquifer. This can have a significant influence on the future pressure prediction in 
this area (Figure 3.19). In other parts of the field, the well density is larger and hence the uncertainty is 
smaller. 

 
Figure 3.18 Pressure prediction based on market demand assuming different NW aquifer strengths for a well in the 

NW (ZRP) and a well in the South (ZVN4) of the field. 
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Figure 3.19 East-West Cross section through well Zeerijp showing different pressure realisations. The colours 

indicate reservoir pressure in bar(red 350 bar and light blue 95 bar).  With a moderate aquifer the 
reservoir pressure in the water leg is higher by some 20 bar.   

3.5 Pressure Maintenance  

Pressure maintenance as a general concept is based on reinjection of a volume equal to the gas volume 
production from the reservoir.  By balancing the injected and produced volume, the pressure in the gas 
reservoir can be stabilised.  Since compaction is thought to be a key factor in the creation of seismicity, this 
would also reduce seismic activity in the Groningen area.  Pressure maintenance is expected to arrest 
reservoir compaction, and hence to reduce the seismic hazard. However, to what extent is yet to be 
established through further geomechanical modelling.  Especially the impact on seismicity of injection into 
or close to a fault is a concern.  The current insights have mainly been obtained with the geomechanical 
sub-models and are described in section 9.   

A description of a base case re-development of the field for pressure maintenance is included in this report 
as appendix 12.  This shows the dimensions and impact of such a re-development of the Groningen field.  
Here we include only a short summary.   

Based on its abundant presence, relatively inert behaviour and tolerance for presence in the sales gas, 
nitrogen was chosen as the optimal injection medium.  Pressure maintenance using injection of nitrogen 
has been studied, supported by a base case development concept and production forecast.  Analyses have 
been based on the Groningen reservoir model, and on the experience in modelling of gas–gas 
displacement and mixing in the reservoir in the underground storage projects of Norg and Grijpskerk, but 
the remaining uncertainty in the production forecasts and recovery is large.   
Breakthrough of nitrogen in producer wells as a consequence of pressure maintenance is expected to 
significantly reduce Groningen gas reserves compared to continued depletion of the reservoir.  Large 
electricity consumption further reduces the gas volume available for sales.   
The scope of the project is far beyond the scale of current global experience (5 – 7 times larger than the 
largest similar project ever installed). Although the contours and main dimensions of a Pressure 
Maintenance Project have been sketched, technical feasibility of the project has not yet been established.  
Installation of nitrogen injection takes at least 5 years to first injection and some 9 years to ramp up to full 
capacity.  Cost of the project is estimated at 6 to 10 bln EUR.   
The project carries a material environmental footprint, with significant land use and electricity consumption.  
Societal support for a large-scale nitrogen injection project is expected to be a key risk.   
This study is in an early stage assessment of the pressure maintenance recovery concept. Optimization is 
still possible for a number of aspects.  Injection of water is not considered a feasible and reliable pressure 
maintenance option to reduce seismic activity. 

3.6 Scenarios 

A number of scenarios have been investigated, combining different geological realizations, development 
plans and production options (Table 3.1).   

FWL

Weak Aquifer Moderate Aquifer
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Two geological models were used, i.e. the best history matched model based on reservoir pressure (G1) 
and a model with additional changes in the porosity and aquifer strength in the northwest of the field to 
improve the match of the modelled subsidence with the measured subsidence data (G2).   

The development scenarios are based in incrementally adding well drilling projects.  The base development 
includes the compression projects and the hook-up of a single well in the Kolham area of the field (D1).  In 
the next two cases the development of the north western area of the field (D2) and the south western area 
of the field (D3) are successively added.   

The curtailment scenarios investigated are the market driven production scenario (C1) and curtailment of 
gas production to 40 Bcm/year (C2) and 30 Bcm/year (C3).  A production case where the production is 
ceased (C4) is also included.  This case is sometime referred to as the “emergency stop scenario”.    

Within the curtailment levels the different production philosophies are implemented.  The current philosophy 
is based on maintaining the reservoir pressure differences in the main area of the field as small as possible 
(A1).  The alternative philosophy to keep reservoir pressure preferentially higher in the north than in the 
south by managing the gas offtake from these areas (A2) is also included.  The development of the field for 
implementation of pressure maintenance based on injection of nitrogen (A3) is described in a separate 
report (Ref. 1).   

For the modelling of compaction and subsidence three compaction models were used: the time-decay 
model (S1), the isotach (1st cycle) model (S2) and the bi-linear model (S3).  This is further described in 
section three of this report.   
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Table 3.1 Different geological, development and production cases used in the preparation of the different 
scenarios for assessment of subsidence and seismic hazard.   

 Geological Realisations 

G1 Model realization with Moderate NW aquifer 

G2 Model realization with Weak NW aquifer 

 Development Scenarios 

D1 KHM1 hook-up, 2nd & 3rd stage compression 

D2 D1 + North Western Periphery development 

D3 D2 + South Western Periphery development 

 Curtailment Scenarios 

C1 Market Demand 

C2 40 bcm/year 

C3 30 bcm/year 

C4 No production 

 Alternative Philosophy 

A1 Current Production Philosophy 

A2 Alternative Production Philosophy 

A3 Pressure Maintenance 

 Subsidence Model 

S1 Time decay  

S2 Isotach (1st cycle) 

S3 Bi-linear 

Table 3.2 Scenarios for which pressure development in the reservoir, compaction at reservoir level and seismic 
hazard has been assessed.   

 Petroleum Engineering Subsidence 
Nr Geo R Dev Sc Curt Alt Phil Compaction Models 

1 G1 D1 C3 A1 S1/S2/S3 

2 G1 D1 C2 A1 S1/S2 

3 G1 D1 C1 A1 S1/S2/S3 

4 G1 D2 C1 A1 S1/S2 

5 G1 D3 C1 A1 S1/S2 

6 G1 D1 C3 A2 S1/S2 

7 G1 D1 C2 A2 S1/S2 

8 G1 D1 C1 A2 S1/S2 

9 G1 None C2 A3 S1/S2  

10 G1 No C4 None S1/S2 

Based on the different cases in terms of geology, development, production and subsidence model, a 
number of scenarios were prepared (Table 3.2).  For each of these scenarios the pressure development in 
the reservoir, the compaction at reservoir level (Section 4) and seismic hazard (Section 8) are assessed.   
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3.7 Conclusion 

 Two different production philosophies lead to different pressure distributions over the field.  The effects 
on seismicity will be addressed in Section 4. 

 Reservoir pressure predictions in the gas column are well constrained by the historical pressure data 
and the reservoir model.  Closer to the water leg the uncertainty in the reservoir pressure is generally 
larger.  This is expressed in larger local uncertainty in the reservoir compaction and seismicity. 
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4 Historical compaction / subsidence and future trends 

4.1 Summary 

For the Groningen subsidence calculations three compaction models were investigated: the bi-linear, time 
decay and isotach model. The bi-linear model was the preferred compaction model in NAM until 2011 
and has been used in subsidence forecasts to calculate the subsidence for the Groningen winningsplan of 
2007. When updating the Ameland winningsplan in 2010 it became apparent that the bi-linear model 
could not describe the ongoing subsidence observed above this field (Winningsplan Ameland, 2011) with 
decreasing depletion rates. This ongoing subsidence was the reason to develop the time decay 
model,which showed a good fit between measured and modelled subsidence, with only a small number of 
reasonably well constrained parameters. The time-decay model for Ameland gives a good fit with the 
subsidence measurements whilst applying a Cm-porosity trend line based on the Cm values from 
laboratory data (Cm-lab) taken from the Slochteren Formation. 

The same approach was followed to match the subsidence above the Groningen field. In this case, 
however, the same Cm-porosity trend line could not be used directly. To match the subsidence above 
Groningen, a multiplication factor of about 0.5 to this trend line had to be applied. 

A third model was adopted from TNO (Pruiksma et al. 2013) called the linear isotach model. This model 
provides a good match with the historical subsidence data but contains more degrees of freedom. It also 
allows for a history matched scenario with implementation of the laboratory base Cm-porosity trend line. 
This scenario leads to an even more extensive continuation of subsidence and is considered at the moment 
as a worst case scenario.  

Reservoir pressures from the Groningen MoReS model have been used as input for the compaction model. 
The distribution of reservoir porosity and thickness were taken from the static Petrel model and upscaled 
with the condition that the upscaled compaction is equal to the sum of the compaction of the individual 
layers. 

A RMS method was used to check the “goodness-of-fit” between modelled and measured historic 
subsidence. 

4.2 Introduction 

The Groningen field was discovered in 1959 and gas production started in 1963. Globally, the field 
belongs to the top-ten largest gas fields. Subsidence was recognised as a risk before production and from 
the start, subsidence data was collected regularly through levelling surveys. Since 1993 also satellite based 
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) measurements are available.  

Over the years the subsidence models have been revised and refined as more data became available. 
Compaction models have to meet two basic criteria: they have to closely match the subsidence 
measurements  and they should be based on plausible physical mechanisms. Section 4.3 will describe the 
availability of data, both laboratory compaction data and geodetic data. Section 4.4 outlines the 
geomechanics of the Groningen field describing the compaction models and the importance of overburden 
behaviour. The next sections (4.5, 4.6 and 4.7) describe model calibrations and the subsidence forecasts. 

4.3 Geodetic and geomechanical data 

In this section two sources of data relevant for model calibration are described. First an overview will be 
presented of the geodetic data, followed by a description of the geomechanical data (Cm measurements). 
Other data such as geological data and pressure data have been described in Sections 2 and 3. 

4.3.1 Survey protocol 

According to regulations in the Dutch mining law (of 2002), a survey plan is required for all onshore 
gas/oil production activities. 
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The State Supervision of Mines (Staatstoezicht op de Mijnen, SodM) has to be informed every year on the 
status of the survey plan, whether or not changes have been made and which geodetic surveys have been 
planned for the coming year. 

The frequency at which the surveys will be carried out is contained in the Survey plans. 

For Groningen the frequency for a full levelling survey is once every 5 years.  
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The initial survey for Groningen was carried out in 1964 but covered only the southern part of the field. 
The first full levelling survey for the entire area was in 1972. 

Levelling surveys are executed according to the procedure as defined by SodM and Rijkswaterstaat Data-
ICT Dienst (RWS-DID) per 18 August 2005. 

Levelling networks are designed such, that the benchmarks at the edges of the network are just outside the 
subsiding area. 

Results of the survey are reported in the official and publicly available Survey Register. The Survey register 
consists of a free network adjustment (1st phase) as a QC on the observations, a state of differences with 
relative heights (relative to the chosen reference benchmark) and height differences of the benchmarks 
between epochs and a map with the survey network and benchmarks, labelled with the height differences 
between the last and previous epoch. The presented height differences are not corrected for possible 
autonomous movement. They present the total displacement at surface. Identifying the cause (deformation 
due to gas extraction, autonomous movement or otherwise) can only be carried out by expert analysis and 
is not part of the survey register. 

4.3.2 Surveying techniques 

Current surveying techniques are: 

- Spirit levelling 
- PS-InSAR (Satellite Radar Interferometry) 
- GPS (as part of GNSS: Global Navigation Satellite System) 
 

Spirit Levelling 
This technique has been used for Groningen since 1964. 
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Surveys are executed according to regulations defined by RWS-DID as stated in ‘Productspecificaties 
Beheer NAP, Secundaire waterpassingen t.b.v. de bijhouding van het NAP, versie 1.1 van januari 2008’. 

The equipment used includes certified, self registering, optical levelling instruments and barcode level staffs. 
Measurements are registered fully automatic in a registration and validation system defined by RWS-DID. 

PS-InSAR 
Since 2010, deformation based on PS-InSAR technique is reported, in conjunction with a number of 
levelling trajectories for validation. 

Deformation is estimated from phase differences between the acquisitions and persistent scatterers 
(Hanssen, 2001). The spatial resolution depends on the presence of natural reflectors, such as buildings.  
To obtain a precision comparable to levelling, error sources (like atmospheric disturbance, orbital 
inaccuracies) need to be estimated and removed. To support this, a time series of satellite images is 
required (>20-25 images) and ample resolution of scatterers. The estimated deformation velocity from 
InSAR observations is 0.5-2 mm/year (see Ketelaar, 2009). 

The big advantages of the InSAR technique are its high temporal resolution (> 10x per year) and the dense 
spatial resolution. No survey crew is required in the field, hence no disturbance of the area and no security 
risks. Moreover, the accuracy of PS-InSAR is comparable to levelling. 

4.3.3 Survey design 

Levelling network 
The Groningen levelling network is part of the bigger Northern Netherlands network. Figure 4.1 displays 
the levelling network, as surveyed in 2008. 

 
Figure 4.1 Levelling network Groningen field 

PS-InSAR 
The persistent scatterers (PS) have a constant reflection in time and space and correspond merely with 
buildings in the terrain. Below Figure 4.2 shows in green dots the persistent scatterers as detected in the 
descending Radarsat-2 track. 
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Figure 4.2 Spatial coverage with Persistent Scatterers in North-East Netherlands on the basis of images from 

descending Radarsat-2 track 

4.3.4 Levelling and Insar data used for the calibration 

The calibration is done on the “differentiestaten”, a list of differential heights between the benchmarks per 
epoch of the levelling campaigns. The measured height differences of the levelling surveys are referenced 
with the geodetic program Move3 using the reference point A2080 nearby Gasselte (Drenthe). Data from 
the latest levelling survey in 2013 came in too late (November 2013) to be included in the calibration 
procedure described in this report. 

The benchmarks within the area bounded by a purple square indicated in Figure 4.8 are used. RMS values 
were calculated for each benchmark as described in section 4.6.1. 8 out of 1000 benchmarks were 
excluded from the dataset as they were showing a very high RMS (higher than 7) value and showing a 
temporal subsidence pattern that is in disagreement with the subsidence behaviour observed in 
neighbouring points. 

Two sets of levelling data have been used to calibrate the model. The first set only contains data that were 
recorded in the full levelling campaigns. These datasets are: H_04_1964, H_09_1972, H_09_1975, 
H_09_1985, H_08_1987, H_05_1990, H_05_1991, H_06_1993, _06_1997, H_06_1998, H_06_2003, 
H_08_2008. 

Next to the levelling surveys also Insar surveys were used. Instead of using the Insar data as a separate 
dataset the Insar data was integrated with the levelling data (Figure 4.3). These combined datasets used in 
the calibration are: D_16_12_1993, D_16_12_1994, D_16_12_1995, D_16_12_1996, D_16_12_1997, 
D_16_12_1998, D_16_12_1999, D_16_12_2000, D_16_12_2001, D_16_12_2002, D_16_12_2003, 
D_16_12_2004, D_16_12_2005, D_16_12_2006, D_16_12_2007, D_16_12_2008, D_16_12_2009, 
D_16_12_2010, D_16_12_2011. 
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Figure 4.3  Integration of the Insar data (black squares) with the levelling data (red points) 

Two datasets became available too late to be used for the calibration. These surveys are: H_07_1978, 
H_07_1981.  They are shown for completeness in Figure 4.30 together with the 2013 survey. 

4.3.5 Data from uniaxial compaction experiments  

Subsidence measurements are the primary data source used in calibrating the geomechanical models. In 
addition, compaction experiments on plugs taken from reservoir core samples can also provide insights into 
the constitutive behaviour of the reservoir rock.  

However, conclusions should be drawn with care. The sparse sampling density of core material cannot fully 
constrain the spatial variability of the reservoir compressibility. Similarly, the total compaction of the 
reservoir formation is a function of the reservoir thickness and the changes in pore fluid pressure, and these 
are not always known very accurately. In recent years much consideration has been given to the unloading 
of the core confining stress during exhumation, which can lead to the possible development of micro-
cracks, thus making the samples more compressible. The expectation is that such ‘softening’ would be 
especially marked during the first cycle of a multi-cycle compression test. But there are many other sources 
of uncertainty. Therefore, the models should first match the subsidence data, while the reservoir 
compressibility should fall within the range of measured plug data. 

ROSL samples 
The Groningen Cm-values [*10-5bar-1] compare well with all other available data on ROSL plugs. Figure  
4.4 plots these values as a function of porosity.. A best-fit cubic polynomial trend line with porosity fraction 
[-], using a least-squared regression based on all data (L2 norm), is also plotted in the graph. Based on the 
good agreement between Groningen data and the overall ROSL data, it was decided to use this regression 
fit as a starting point for the calibration of the geomechanical model to the subsidence measurements: 
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Figure  4.4 Comparison of the Groningen data to all available ROSL Cm values as a function of atmospheric 

porosity 

Also, raw stress-strain curves are available for some of the Groningen plug tests. These measurements were 
used to determine values for the elastic parameters where a linear relation was observed during the test. In 
the case of linear elasticity, the M modulus is the inverse of the Cm. In the dynamic domain the M modulus 
(also called P-wave modulus) is determined by:  

       
  

with ρ the bulk density and Vp the P-wave velocity. As the log porosity is also closely related to the sonic 
velocity it is physically sound to investigate the relationship between the M-modulus determined from lab 
Cm measurements and the measured atmospheric porosity and use a possible trend line from this domain 
to compare it with other trend lines. The Young’s modulus was calculated for the selected tests where the 
raw stress-strain curves were still available and where a linear relation was observed during the test. A 
numeric inversion module in the finite element simulator Geomec was used to invert for the Young’s 
modulus and Poisson’s ratio. 

Figure 4.5 shows the Young’s modulus and M modulus as a function of porosity with a linear trend line 
based on an L2 norm. 

Figure 4.6 shows in blue the curve for the Cm-porosity relation based on the linear M-por trend line in 
Figure 4.5. This curve is close to the Cm-porosity calibrated curve based on the subsidence data. These 
different trend lines actually indicate the scatter of the data and the difficulty in concluding whether or not a 
model fits to the Cm dataset. 
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Figure 4.5 Elasticity and M modulus as function of porosity 

 
Figure 4.6 Comparison of Cm derived from M linear trend line compared to data and other trend lines  

4.4 The Groningen Geomechanical model 

The Groningen geomechanical model calculates the compaction at reservoir level and transfers the derived 
strains to surface subsidence by using a semi-analytic approach (Geertsma 1973 and Geertsma and van 
Opstal, 1973), incorporated in Shell’s ‘SubCal’ software.  

The compaction model has the same dimensions as the MoReS reservoir simulation model. The extent of 
this compaction model is shown in Figure 4.7. The areas in blue indicate the location of the aquifers which 
were explicitly modelled in Mores. 
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Figure 4.7 Outline of the geomechanical model; green indicates the gas-bearing part, and blue the water-bearing 

part included in the Mores model. 

The geomechanical model uses the top reservoir map, the reservoir thickness, the reservoir pressure and the 
porosity as an input for the calculations. The model consists of one single reservoir layer instead of the 40 
Mores layers and therefore an upscaling method is applied that is documented in section 4.4.4. 

In the calibration to the measured subsidence, the effect of subsidence caused by neighbouring fields is 
accounted for by modelling these fields with a separate subsidence model. Only the subsidence 
measurements above the Groningen field (Figure 4.8) are used to compare with the calculated results. 
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Figure 4.8  Area definition used for benchmarks used in the calibration (within the purple square). The red 

benchmark indicates benchmark 007E033 which is referred to in section 4.4.1. 

The compaction at reservoir level is calculated with three different compaction models, the bi-linear, time-
decay and isotach model, which are outlined in the next paragraphs. Calibration of the models to the 
subsidence data is described in sections 4.5 and 4.6 

4.4.1 Linear and Bi-linear Compaction Models 

The laboratory compaction measurements of Rotliegend rock consistently show a linear pore pressure - 
strain relationship, for conditions appropriate to gas fields in the Netherlands. This in turn, should lead to a 
linear relationship between pressure depletion and subsidence, assuming that the surrounding formations 
behave in a predominantly linear elastic manner. However, when plotting the subsidence of a benchmark 
near the centre of the field versus the reservoir pressure (Figure 4.9) two straights lines can be 
distinguished, suggesting a bi-linear shape compaction curve. This bi-linearity has also been observed in 
other fields, like Ameland and Roswinkel.  These observations are the basis of the bi-linear compaction 
model.  

file:///F:/Supporting%20Documentation%20for%20the%20Winningsplan%20Groningen%202013/Groningen%20winningsplan%202013%20technical%20report.docx%23_Hlk372540057
file:///F:/Supporting%20Documentation%20for%20the%20Winningsplan%20Groningen%202013/Groningen%20winningsplan%202013%20technical%20report.docx%23_Hlk372540057
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of subsidence measurements (blue dots) with reservoir pressure for Benchmark 007E0033 . 

The lines show a bi-linear compaction when starting linear compaction for start and one from the end. 

In Figure 4.9 the pressure at which the two compaction lines meet is called the Transition pressure (Ptrans). 
The Cm value used for pressures between the initial and transition pressure is called Cmpre and the Cm value 
used for reservoir pressures smaller than the transition pressure is Cmpost.  

In general the Cm [*10-5 bar-1] value is a function of porosity [-]. In the bi-linear model the following 
porosity Cm relations are used: 

 

              

                

 

The Cmpre and Cmpost values found by calibration of the subsidence model to the measured subsidence are 
not related directly to the core measurements, but their values are in the range of the laboratory 
measurements of the 2nd and 1st cycle compaction experiments. The bi-linear compaction model was used 
for subsidence forecasts in the Statusreport 2010 (NAM, 2010) and in the winningsplannen of the North 
Netherlands fields. 

A supporting hypothesis was developed in which the bilinear behaviour was explained by geological 
burial and subsequent partial exhumation. Formation damage of the core during drilling and extraction 
was invoked as an explanation of why the laboratory samples failed to display the bilinear behaviour and 
as a justification for using second cycle compressibility measurements for the initial reservoir stiffness (it 
should be realised that the ‘initially stiff’ reservoir compressibility was only very poorly constrained by 
subsidence data). However, further research studies, designed to test and characterise this bilinear law 
have been unconvincing.  

Later in 2011 it appeared that calibration of Ameland subsidence measurements to the bi-linear model 
parameters returned in very high post transition pressure Cm values, higher than the laboratory ones. Close 
examinations of the measurements made apparent that this misfit was caused by ongoing subsidence whilst 
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the depletion had almost ceased. To solve this, a more physics based explanation was sought and found in 
the Time decay model. 

4.4.2 Time Decay Compaction Model 

The observation of a delayed, slowly accelerating subsidence, at the onset of pressure depletion, in 
combination with continuing subsidence after depletion has ceased, is consistent with a time lag (time 
decay) process; where the subsidence response to reservoir compaction is asymptotic, with a characteristic 
time decay constant. Processes of this type are fundamental and commonplace throughout the natural 
world; they are the signature of non-equilibrium dynamical systems. The archetype of processes in this class 
is the familiar diffusion or heat equation. 

The fundamental nature of time decay processes makes it highly likely that this is the underlying physical 
mechanism. Indeed, one is already integrated into the subsidence modeling workflow; the main task of the 
reservoir simulation and history match is to solve a pressure diffusion problem, a fact that makes 
deficiencies in the reservoir modeling stage a very tenable explanation. 

Time decay type models have been proposed as explanations for subsidence delay in the past. 
Houtenbos [pers. comm., 2006] proposed a simple empirical time decay relationship between ‘subsidence 
volume’ and the mass of gas produced. A number of errors in the physical reasoning led to a rejection of 
this proposal by NAM and SodM. It was observed at the time though, that transfer functions of this type did 
appear to provide a satisfactory temporal match to subsidence data and that they are characteristic of a 
diffusive, and therefore physically reasonable, process. A distantly related time dependent process was 
contained within the Rate Type Compaction Model [RTCM] [de Waal, 1986], which also sought to explain 
observed subsidence delay above a number of reservoirs. This was adopted for a number of years by 
NAM, although subsequently rejected on the basis of divergence from observed data and subsequent 
critical internal review. 

The resultant of a combination of independent time decay processes is itself a time decay process. This fact 
and the very universality of non-equilibrium dynamics makes it difficult to precisely identify the part or parts 
of the system that govern the decay time scale. The most obvious and likely is that pressure diffusion effects 
are not properly captured in the reservoir and aquifer modelling step. Salt creep is also a time dependent 
non-equilibrium process that has long been considered potentially significant in subsidence modelling and 
could also provide a possible explanation, given the sparseness of subsidence data coverage. There is also 
evidence of time dependent compaction processes in consolidated rock, these seem too small to be 
significant, but they are poorly understood and might scale with size in some non-linear manner. A rather 
more esoteric mechanism based on the more highly structured pressure depletion patterns that would result 
from more realistic conductivity distributions and a reinterpretation of poroelastic volume strain is 
promising. There are doubtless others not yet considered. 

However, it is perfectly possible to accurately characterise the governing parameters of a time decay 
process and make reliable predictions, without having to know the exact causative origins. Based on this 
reasoning, the difficulty of identifying the exact contributory mechanism or mechanisms, and the paucity of 
in-situ data, NAM proposed to use a simple first order diffusive time decay function, and apply inversion to 
find the single time constant this required. 

Volumetric Time Decay 
While it cannot be claimed that the precise cause of the volumetric time decay process has been identified, 
it seems highly likely that it is associated with volume strain in the reservoir rather than elsewhere in the 
subsurface. The constrained volume strain, eii, at a point, x, in the reservoir is then the usual instantaneous 
product of pressure change, Δp, and constrained uniaxial compressibility, cm, but now convolved with a 
time decay function.  

                          
 

 
    

  

 
  

Here, t, is time, *t, is the convolution operator with respect to time and, τ, is a time decay constant. The best 
fitting time decay constants for the Groningen field were found by inversion using a semi-analytic 
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geomechanical model and have values of some 3 to 8 years. More sophisticated modelling would not have 
any significant impact on this result. 

It should be realised that it is quite possible that the observed time decay is not a material property of the 
reservoir rock, but could be due to particularities of the reservoir geometry, pore fluids or some other 
factor. Therefore it cannot be assumed that the time decay constant appropriate for one reservoir can be 
applied to another based simply on rock type. 

As has already been emphasised, the observation of a time decay effect and the ability to characterise and 
build predictions using it, are not dependent on precisely identifying the causative mechanism. However, 
for the sake of the record, a brief description will be made of one of the proposed mechanisms.  

4.4.3 Linear Isotach Compaction model 

In the Netherlands, this model is the most accepted model for settlement calculations in soft soil. The model 
is also known as the a,b,c isotachen model (den Haan, 2003). TNO (Pruiksma et al., 2013) studied the 
application of this model on cemented rock using the laboratory experiments from de Waal as a starting 
point (De Waal, 1986). Adjustments of this a, b, c istoachen model led to the definition of the linear isotach 
model which was also implemented by NAM and used to calibrate the compaction model and estimate 
future subsidence. 
Figure 4.10 shows the isotach model as a spring-dashpot system (Pruiksma et al., 2013) 

 
Figure 4.10  Representation of the isotach model 

The total strain in the isotach model is calculated by the sum of the direct and elastic strain (   ) and the 
secular strain (  ) with    the effective stress: 

        

Where: 

          and                

 

Pruiksma et al. 2013 proposed to linearize this model as it was demonstrated that this provided a better fit 
to the laboratory experiments: 

This implies that: 

         
    

     

and  

         
    

          
       

   
  

The term       
     can be derived from the depletion, leaving four other parameters that need to be 

solved for: 

    ,     ,   and         

 

  is coupled to the viscosity  : 
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4.4.4 Upscaling of input data 

The reservoir modelling has been performed using Shell’s reservoir simulator MoReS. It uses a 3-
dimensional gridded reservoir structure, which includes porosity and permeability information and attempts 
to solve for the fluid flow and pressure changes as constrained by  historic production and pressure data 
taken from wells. The reservoir model therefore contains self consistent porosity and pressure change 
information that should be used in the geomechanical modeling. However, the reservoir model tends to use 
a finer grid size than is needed for the geomechanical model so ‘upscaling’ is required. 

For the Groningen field, a MoReS reservoir model was built consisting of 40 vertically stacked layers and 
with grid dimensions of 250 m by 250 m, or less. The reservoir formation in the Geomechanical model is 
made up of one single layer with a lateral element size of around 500 m by 500 m. It is therefore 
necessary to up-scale the MoRes parameters for the geomechanical model. This is achieved by post-
processing of the MoRes output file using routines coded in the general purpose mathematics package, 
Scilab. Figure 4.11 shows an example of a MoReS output file. The files contain the grid pressures for a 
single time step and a separate file is generated for each time step. 

 
Figure 4.11 Example of a Mores output file, la indicates the layer number. 

Upscaling of the reservoir pressure has to take into account the the variability in the porosity and pressure 
depletion between the vertically stacked reservoir layers, and weigh them accordingly. This is achieved by 
summation of the reservoir layer compaction as a function of the layer pressure depletion and 
compressibility, the latter being a function of porosity.  This upscaled compaction has to be equal to the 
compaction derived for the upscaled layer. The porosity of this upscaled layer is: 

 

    
        

    

 

Where    and    are the porosity and thickness for each reservoir model layer, respectively. Summation is 
over the appropriate number of grid layers. 

Upscaling the pressure change is less straightforward. The objective is that the up-scaled compaction using 
a Δpavg is the same as the compaction from the non up-scaled model. The effect of compaction in the 
individual layers should therefore be included in the upscaling procedure.  

The change in thickness of each reservoir model layer is given by: 

 

                

 

Where        is the compaction coefficient as a function of the layer porosity and Δpi is the pressure 
change in layer, i. The aggregate change in reservoir thickness across the vertically stacked layers is given 
by: 
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where H indicates the stacked layer thickness. The upscaled pressure across the stacked thickness,       , is 
then given by:  

 

       
  

         
  

 

This upscaled pressure was found to be insensitive to the detailed functional form of the compressibility-
porosity relationship.  

4.5 Comparing the finite element model with Geertsma and van Opstal, the possible influence 
of rock salt creep   

In this section, the subsidence calculation results from two different models are compared: a finite element 
model (FEM) and the analytical Geertsma and van Opstal model. The objective of this comparison is to 
illustrate the impact of viscous salt deformation on the subsidence. If the effect on the subsidence is small, 
the analytical model can be used for further predictions.  

4.5.1 Zechstein salt creep  

Rock salt behaves like a highly viscous non-Newtonian fluid. Many investigators have proposed constitutive 
models where strain rate is a function of differential stress (usually a power law) and absolute temperature 
(usually exponential). Power law equations of the type presented below are widely accepted and used to 
calculate deformation for a wide range of geotechnical problems such as cavern closure [e.g. Weertman, 
1955; Heard, 1972; Munson and Dawson, 1979]. 

       
 

  

 
  

    
   

   
 

 

 

Here the shear strain rate,   , is a function of: absolute temperature, T, shear stress, σ, a shear stress 
normalisation term, σ0, and the gas constant, R. Values for the scaling parameters, Ai, the activation 
energies, Qi, and the power law terms, ni, are then determined from fits to experimental data. 

These constitutive equations can be simplified by realising that different creep mechanisms are dominant 
for different stress and temperature domains [Munson, 1979]. Of particular importance for this study is the 
observation that a pressure solution creep mechanism becomes the dominant flow law at low values of 
differential stress and moderate temperatures [Spiers et al., 1986; Spiers and Carter, 1998]. This obeys a 
simple unitary (i.e. linear) power law dependence on shear stress, i.e. it is a Newtonian fluid. 

     
 

  

     
  

   
  

where A =B/Td3 (with d is the effective grain size length scale, and B a material constant). Hence the creep 
constant (A) is highly dependent on the grain size of the salt. 

There is precedent in the application of linear salt creep to geomechanical models in this region. Breunese 
et al. [2003] observed that such linear pressure solution creep could explain the temporal and spatial 
pattern of the subsidence above two deep salt caverns in the northern part of the Netherlands. 
Representative grain sizes, found in cores from the Zechstein, range from 3 mm to 20 mm length scale. The 
stress normalization term, σ0, is set to 1 MPa while Q/R corresponds to 3007 K. The temperature gradient 
is 0.03 K m-1 with a reference temperature of 373.15 K (100⁰C) at 3000 m TVDSS.  
However, the relative insensitivity of the scaling parameter, A, compared to the exponential term, permits 
the use of a constant mean temperature (378.15 K, 105⁰C) in its determination, see Table 4.1. This range 
was then applied to the Zechstein layer elements in a numerical geomechanical model to compare with the 
analytical solution that doesn’t account for salt behaviour (section 4.5).  
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Grain size salt [mm] A [s-1] 
3 3.94E-08 
20 1.39E-10 

Table 4.1 Grain size and associated scaling parameter, A, range used in models. 

The FEM contains, besides the reservoir layer itself, a description of the layers of the over- and 
underburden. Rather than assuming a rigid basement in the analytical approach we explicitly model as 
accurate as possible the stiffness contrasts between reservoir and burden. The finite element model was 
tested for salt creep applying two sets of salt flow parameters. Another run was made using linear-elastic 
behaviour of the salt. Finally, the possible effect of element type (linear hexahedron versus linear 
tetrahedron) was tested for the “medium salt” case. The bottom depth of the finite element model was set to 
7000m. Mechanical parameters for the different layers used in the finite element model are tabulated in 
Table 4.2.   

Unit Young’s 
Modulus 

[GPa]  

Poisson's 
ratio 

Density 

[kg m-3] 

Remarks / non-linear parameters 

North Sea 2 0.3 2150  

Chalk 10 0.25 2350  

Lower 
Cretaceous / 
Triassic 

16 0.25 2300  

Zechstein 30 0.35 2200 Q/R 3007 K 

A 1,69E-09 s-1 (medium salt) 

A             1.39E-10s-1 (slow salt) 

Or linear model 

Ten Boer 
Claystone 

40 0.2 2300  

Rotliegendes  

ROSLU 

ROCLA 

ROSLL 

1.-40 
(base 
case) 

0.2 2300 In drained area  depending on the porosity 
(fraction): 

                                   

E derived from Cm* 

In undrained area: E = 44 GPa 

Carboniferous 40 0.2 2300  

* Cm is uniaxial compaction coefficient [10-5 bar-1]      
 

 

           

   
 

Table 4.2  Used parameters in finite element model for over- and underburden layers. 

The Cm for the analytical model is based on the same relation with porosity as listed in Table 4.2. Both 
models used a time-decay corrected pressure input with an arbitrary time-decay of five years. 

The lateral boundary of the finite element model is set at about one reservoir size (40 km) of the reservoir 
(Figure 4.12) to minimize boundary effects on the displacement. 
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Figure 4.12 Extend of finite element model indicated by the red box. 

The difference between these models is shown in Figure 4.13 to Figure 4.15. Figure 4.13 shows the 
subsidence contours for the analytical and Geomec model for 2008 compared with the subsidence results 
from the FEM using a medium fast salt. The figure shows that the contours are quite close to each other 
meaning that the impact of the salt on the subsidence bowl is very limited. 

 
Figure 4.13 Comparison of the subsidence contours from the analytical model (dashed) and Geomec model(line) for 

the year 2008. 

Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 show the subsidence of the analytical model (line) and the finite element 
models using three salt flow models (dots) near the deepest point of the subsidence bowl and in the North-
West Aquifer respectively. The finite element models are calculated for a limited number of years (dots). 
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Figure 4.14 Subsidence versus time near the deepest point (x=240000 y=591000) for Geomec models and 

analytical model  

 
Figure 4.15 Subsidence versus time in the NW aquifer (x=237000 y=603000) for Geomec models and analytical 

model (Geertsma and van Opstal) 

Finally, Figure 4.16 shows a comparison between the modelled subsidence for the year 2008 of the 
analytical model (Geertsma and van Opstal) and the finite element model (Geomec) using different salt 
parameters.  
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Figure 4.16 Comparison subsidence calculation between Analytical(Geertsma and van Opstal) vs Finite element 

models(Geomec) for 2008 

Conclusion 
As the shape of the subsidence bowl between the analytical and finite element model is very similar and the 
difference in calculated subsidence, also between the different salt realisations, is small, we conclude that 
the subsidence calculation with the analytical model will give sufficiently accurate results. 

4.6 Calibration of the model 

For the purposes of subsidence prediction and preparation of the Winningsplan a representative, or ‘base 
case’, model must be selected. Throughout this document there are references to improved model fits and 
matches to subsidence data. This section describes the method used to make these judgements and the 
results for the different compaction models.  

4.6.1 RMS of all benchmarks using epoch combinations  

A relatively simple comparative measure of model fit was created by determining the residuals between the 
surveyed and modelled subsidence at all benchmarks for a number of different time spans, termed epochs, 
and calculating the total variance weighted root-mean-squared (RMS) value. A trivial sequential set of 
epochs can be envisaged, shown schematically in Figure 4.17(a), where the last survey of a previous epoch 
becomes the first survey of the next epoch. However, the comparatively small subsidence signal between 
subsequent levelling campaigns means that this approach would suffer from low signal-to-noise ratio. A 
comprehensive scheme including all possible epoch combinations could also be considered. Figure 4.17(b) 
schematically represents all the epoch combinations that include the first levelling campaign and similar 
epoch sets can be generated for each campaign, while excluding duplicates. This again though includes a 
large number of epochs with low signal-to-noise ratio while being considerably more computationally 
expensive. Instead a robust metric was created using a standardised subset of epochs that were of sufficient 
duration to provide good signal-to-noise ratio while keeping computation to a moderate level. These are 
shown schematically in Figure 4.17(c).     
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a)          b)    c) 

Figure 4.17 Schematic showing epoch combinations used in the calibration process: a) sequential, b) all possible 
combinations (example shows combinations with survey 1 only)  c) efficient method used in current 
analysis. 

Figure 4.18 shows an example plot where measured and modelled subsidence are plotted against each 
other for a variety of epochs and the calculated RMS value given. 

 
Figure 4.18  Example of ‘RMS’ graph showing the modeled subsidence against the measured subsidence, in cm. 

4.6.2 Basecase model  

For the three compaction models a calibration was made with the levelling data. Starting from the best fit 
(lowest RMS), a Monte Carlo simulation was done to illustrate the sensitivity of the different compaction 
parameters. This simulation showed that for the bilinear and time decay model the Cm value is well 
constrained. The range of Cm values which give acceptable RMS results for the isotach model is large.  

As basis a first cycle Cm [10-5 bar-1]-porosity [-] relation is used, 

                              [10-5 bar-1] 

For the purpose of calibrating the model to the subsidence, a          is introduced that is basically a 
multiplication factor: 

                                        ) [10-5 bar-1] 
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In the next paragraphs the results are discussed in more detail for the various compaction models. 

4.6.3 Results for the Bi-linear model 

The calibration of the bi-linear model resulted in the following parameters for the compaction model 
showing the lowest RMS value according the method explained in section 4.6.1. 

 

                  

                   

                   

A comparison of the measured versus modelled subsidence for the full levelling surveys is shown in Figure 
4.19, using these values for     ,       and  . 

 
Figure 4.19  Measured vs. modeled subsidence for the full levelling and insar surveys (1996-2011) for the bi-linear 

model 

To investigate the uniqueness of this solution a Monte Carlo simulation to the bi-linear compaction 
parameters was done. The parameters investigated were     ,       and         whilst   was kept constant 
at 0.11x10-5 bar-1. 

The results are shown in Figure 4.20. The colours in this figure represent a certain RMS range with in green 
the range for RMS values < 1.4. In the left graph the best      and       values are around 1.5 and 3, 
respectively. In the right graph only the best      and       (RMS < 2) values are plotted. The colours in 
this plot now represent the Transition pressure.  In the area where RMS for      and      are lowest the 
colours for the transition pressure are dominated by red and blue colours indicating an optimal         
value between the 225 and 250 bar. 
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Figure 4.20 Monte Carlo analysis for the bi-linear compaction model. The left graph shows the      versus      , 
the color indicates the Rms value of the combination. The right graph plots the      versus       but 
now the color indicates the transition pressure.  

To show the distribution of possible average Cm values for 20% porosity which resulted in a RMS < 2 in the 
Monte Carlo simulation a histogram was made (Figure 4.21).  The Cm values are calculated for the full 
production period (till the end pressure of 10 bar) 

  
Figure 4.21 Histogram of Cm values calculated at 20% porosity for bi-linear models with an RMS < 2 
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4.6.4 Time decay 

The calibration of the time decay model resulted in the following parameters for the compaction model 
showing the lowest RMS value according to the method explained in section 4.6.1. 

        :  0.45 

decay time  : 7.3 year 

A comparison of the measured versus modelled subsidence for the full levelling surveys is shown in Figure 
4.22. 

 
Figure 4.22 Measured vs modelled subsidence for the full levelling and a insar surveys (1996-2011) for the time 

decay model 

To investigate the uniqueness of these parameters, a Monte Carlo simulation was carried out. The results of 
this analysis are shown in Figure 4.23. In this figure, the Cm factors are plotted against the resulting time 
decay values (in years) where the colours indicate the RMS value. An in Figure 4.24 the resulting Cm 
values at a porosity of 20% from the Monte Carlo combinations of a RMS < 2 are shown. These figures 
show a narrow bandwidth for the Cm but a wider bandwidth for the  . The red dot indicates the 
parameters used for the winningsplan model. The wide bandwidth for the   could be further constrained by 
making a comparison between the measured data in benchmark 7E33 with several time decay models with 
a variable   (Figure 4.25). For this case, the           was adjusted to match the modelled subsidence in 
2013 to the measured subsidence. A   of around 7 years shows the best fit with the measured data.  
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Figure 4.23 Monte Carlo analysis for the Time Decay compaction model. The dot shows the Cm and Time decay 

parameters used in the winningsplan model.  

 
Figure 4.24 Histogram for the Cm values at 20% porosity from the Monte Carlo combinations with a RMS < 2 
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Figure 4.25 Effect of time decay on the subsidence at point 7E33 (the location of this point is indicated as a red dot 

in Figure 4.8 ) 

Conclusion 
With a limited set of parameters that could be reasonably well constrained by the result, the time decay 
model is able to produce a reasonable fit with the observed data. Therefore we treat this model as the base 
case model. 

4.6.5 Isotach model  

The Isotach model, as described in section 4.4.3, has four parameters. To investigate the uniqueness of 
possible parameter combinations a Monte Carlo simulation was done. The results are shown in Figure 
4.26. In these figure the RMS value is plotted on the y-axis, the split between a low (blue) and a higher 
RMS value (yellow) was arbitrarily set at a RMS of 2. The figure shows that, out of the four available 
parameters, only the            is reasonably constrained by the results (top left figure).  The other 
parameters can be regarded as unconstrained. This means that a very broad range of parameter 
combinations is possible that all will give a good fit with the measured subsidence data. This implies that 
the future subsidence forecast will have a wide range as well. Note that for the   and the          the 
logarithm of these values is used, meaning that the distribution of these parameters is even larger. 
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Figure 4.26  Monte Carlo analysis for the Isotach compaction model.  

The resulting Cm factor is the addition of both the Cm1 and Cm2 factors. The large range of possible Cm 
values, at 20% porosity, is shown in Figure 4.27. For comparison the laboratory derived Cm value is  
1.5 *10-5 bar-1 and the calibrated value found with the time decay model is 0.7 *10-5 bar-1. 

 
Figure 4.27 Histogram for Cm values at 20% for RMS < 2 

Two cases were selected out of the wide distribution of possible realizations:  

1. A realization where            +             =1, meaning that the total Cm is based on the Cm-
porosity trend line of the laboratory data. We regard this case to be a “worst case” 

2. A realization where            +             equals the Cm factor of the time decay model 

The realization of the isotach compaction model where the Cm value is fixed to the lab Cm value  
(           +             =1) has resulted in the following model parameters: 

           =  0.32 
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            = 0.68 

  =1.09 108 [bar.yr]  

        = 0.7 10-6
 [year-1] 

  

A comparison of the measured versus modelled subsidence for the full levelling surveys is shown in Figure 
4.28. The calibration with the laboratory Cm returns in a good fit (Figure 4.28) with the measured data. 
Next paragraph shows that also a good fit can be obtained when a Cm value that equals the time decay 
Cm is being used. 

 
Figure 4.28 Measured vs. modeled subsidence for the full levelling and insar surveys(1996-2011) for the isotach 

model 

2. A realization where            +             equals the Cm factor of the time decay model  
(           +             = 0.449) has resulted in the following model parameters. 

 
      factor = 0.23 

      factor = 0.22 

   = 0.34 108 [bar.yr]  

        = 0.9 10-6
 [year-1]  

 

The calibration plot is of this realisation shown in Figure 4.29 and is slightly better than the results of the 
isotach realization using the laboratory Cm value. 
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Figure 4.29 Calibration plot for the isotach model calibrated to the timedecay Cm value 

4.6.6 Comparison 

As shown in previous paragraphs the three compaction models show a good agreement with the measured 
subsidence after a calibration. The time decay model is our base case model because of the limited number 
of input parameters. Using the same Cm value in the various models results in more or less similar values 
for the forecasted subsidence as shown in Figure 4.30. The isotach model with a fit of the Cm to the 
laboratory measurements predicts significantly more subsidence. 
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Figure 4.30 Modeled vs. measured subsidence for the different compaction models in a point near the centre of the 

subsidence bowl (red dot in Figure 4.8). The Isotach model has two realisations, one with the laboratory 
Cm value and the other with the Cm value used in the Time Decay model. 

4.6.7 Conclusion 

The time decay compaction model is chosen as the base case model because of the limited amount of 
reasonably well constrained parameters involved, and because of the good fit with the levelling data. 
Furthermore, the model also gives a good fit to the subsidence observed above the Ameland and Anjum 
Fields (NAM 2011a and NAM 2011b). Especially the better match with the continuing subsidence above 
the Ameland field under decreasing rate of depletion makes this model superior to the bi-linear compaction 
model which cannot reproduce this delayed compaction behavior. 

The isotach model is the most flexible model giving a slightly lower RMS value than the other models. The 
drawback of this model at present is that the four parameters in the model are poorly constrained resulting 
in a wide range of possible subsidence forecasts. 

4.7 Subsidence forecasts 

As discussed in section 4.6, three different compaction models were used for history matching and for 
forecasting the subsidence with ongoing production. The time decay model provides the base case model 
while two alternative realisations are made using the isotach model: one that includes the Cm-porosity 
relation representing the average laboratory observations and another applying the Cm-porosity relation 
adopted from the calibrated time decay model. Section 4.6 and  Figure 4.30 have shown that the three 
compaction models result in a similar value for the subsidence at a point near the centre of the subsidence 
bowl.  

The modelled base case subsidence and the measured subsidence for the year 2008 are compared in 
Figure 4.31. Overall, the match with the observed measurements is reasonable to good. Figure 4.32 shows 
the forecast of the subsidence at the end of the field life using the same base case model. A maximum 
subsidence of some 46 cm is forecasted with this model. 
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Figure 4.31 Measured subsidence (1972 - 2008)  at benchmarks versu modelled subsidence since 1964 (contours) 

for 2008. The red dot indicates the benchmark 07E0033 which is the position for the comparison in 
Figure 4.8. 

 
Figure 4.32 Subsidence prognosis based on the time decay model at the end of field life. This figure shows the 

subsidence due to gas production for the Groningen field in combination with the subsidence predicted 
for neighboring fields (cm). 
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The development of the future subsidence through time for the different compaction models is shown in 
Figure 4.33 to Figure 4.36. As shown in section 4.6 the bi-linear and time decay compaction models lead 
to comparable Cm values, which in turn leads to a comparable subsidence development (Figure 4.33 and 
Figure 4.34). Two variations are run for the isotach model. Figure 4.35 shows the result of the model with 
average laboratory data values for the Cm and Figure 4.36 shows the results with Cm relation adopted 
from the time decay model. 

   

2013-2018 2013-2023 2013-2080 

Figure 4.33 Development of the to be expected subsidence according to the time decay compaction model 

   

2013-2018 2013-2023 2013-2080 

Figure 4.34 Development of the to be expected subsidence according to the bi-linear compaction model 
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2013-2018 2013-2023 2013-2080 

Figure 4.35 Development through time of the  prognosed subsidence based on the isotach compaction model, and 
using the laboratory measured Cm value. 

   

2013-2018 2013-2023 2013-2080 

Figure 4.36 Development through time of the prognosed subsidence based on the isotach compaction model, and 
using the Cm values determined by calibration with the time decay model. 

The future prognosis of the various compaction models leads to similar results when using the same Cm-
porosity relationship. Only the Isotach model using the higher laboratory Cm value results in a much higher 
subsidence. This case his considered to represent a “worst case” prognosis. 
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5 Illustrative examples of induced seismicity from other 
locations 

5.1 Introduction 

The largest earthquakes are associated with tectonic movements but earthquakes of small and intermediate 
magnitude can, in some cases, be induced by human activities. Induced seismicity has been linked to 
mining, the filling of (surface) reservoirs and engineering operations for oil and gas extraction, geothermal 
energy production and waste fluid disposal. Current seismicity observed in the North of the Netherlands is 
generally accepted as being induced by gas production from the Northern gas fields – Groningen and 
others.  
 
In section 6.2 the geomechanics underlying production induced seismicity is discussed. The magnitude of 
the resulting earthquakes will be determined by the size of the slip plane, the amount of slip occurring and 
the rock properties. The amount of seismic energy radiated will also be dependent on the change in stress 
which occurs or, equivalently, the speed of propagation of the earthquake rupture across the fault plane. 
Modern theories of friction (Scholz 1998) explain and distinguish between the unstable so-called stick-slip 
motion on faults characterizing earthquakes and stable sliding or creep motion by which stresses can be 
released without seismicity. 
 
In some cases it is possible that pore pressure changes and compaction or inflation could trigger the 
release of pre-existing stress in the subsurface – this scenario is sometimes referred to as triggered 
seismicity in recognition of the fact that the stresses being released are not solely due to the triggering 
process itself. Triggered seismicity might be expected in tectonically active areas of the world. 
 
Reviews of induced seismicity have been presented in the open literature by (among others) Guha (2000), 
Suckale (2010), Klose (2013) and the Committee on Induced Seismicity Potential in Energy Technologies 
(2013). These reviews present lists of known cases coming from the oil and gas industry and other energy 
industry sectors such as geothermal and hydroelectric power production. It is clear from these lists that 
although Groningen is one of the better known cases of a gas field exhibiting induced seismicity it is by no 
means the only such field. In the majority of cases however, oil and gas production appears to proceed 
without any observed induced seismicity.  
 
The following paragraphs give a brief summary of some of the more relevant cases of induced seismicity 
documented in the open literature. A similar summary can be found in Dost and Kraaijpoel (2013). The 
cases chosen below are discussed as being illustrative of certain relevant aspects of inducd seismicity. It 
should however be emphasized that none of the known cases is analogous to the Groningen field in every 
respect (geological setting, lithology, size, etc.) and as such there is a limit to the applicable lessons which 
can be learned from the study of analogues. The purpose of this summary of other cases is to place the 
Groningen field example in a broader seismological context and so show that Groningen’s induced 
seismicity is not without precedent. 

5.1.1 Gazli 

The most extreme case known of seismicity associated with gas production is from the Gazli field in 
Uzbekistan: between 1962 and 1984 a number of earthquakes with magnitudes of up to about 7 occurred 
on a large thrust fault complex, to the NE of the field (Simpson and Leith 1985, Grasso 1992 and Amorèse 
et al 1995). Details given in the literature are limited but it is generally quoted as an example of induced 
seismicity. It could however be argued that the earthquakes may have been tectonic in origin, possibly 
triggered by production of the gas field. While the true nature of the Gazli events will probably remain 
open for debate it should be seen as an illustration of the possible scale of induced or triggered seismic 
events.  
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5.1.2 Lorca 

In 2011 a shallow (about 3km) magnitude 5.1 earthquake occurred close to the Spanish town of Lorca, 
apparently triggered by prolonged ground water extraction (Avouac 2012). Much damage was done to 
buildings and there were 9 deaths. Although not an example associated with extraction of hydrocarbons, 
this case does show that moderate magnitude induced or triggered earthquakes can cause significant 
damage at surface if sufficiently shallow.  

5.1.3 Rotenburg 

In 2004 a magnitude 4.4 event occurred at a depth between 5 and 7 km, probably induced by gas 
production from the nearby Söhlingen or Rotenburg gas fields in Germany where the depth of the 
Rotliegend reservoir is 4.5 – 5 km (Dahm et al. 2007). Also being Rotliegend gas fields, Rotenburg and 
Söhlingen are particularly relevant examples, but their sizes are not comparable to the Groningen field. 

5.1.4 Lacq 

At the Lacq gas field in Southern France more than 2000 local events with magnitudes of up to 4.2 were 
detected using two permanent local seismic networks between 1974 and 1997 (Bardainne et al 2008). 
Larger events with magnitude up to 5.7 sometimes attributed to the field (Klose 2013) are more likely 
natural seismicity associated with the tectonics of the Pyrenees, some 20 – 30km farther to the South (Dost 
and Kraaijpoel 2013, Segall et al 1994 and Bardainne et al 2008 but see also Grasso 1992; Klose 2013 
does not distinguish between induced and triggered events). Although Lacq is another gas field exhibiting 
significant levels of induced seismicity it is not a good analogue for Groningen given the differences in 
tectonic setting (close to a mountain range) and lithology (the reservoir is a carbonate).  

5.1.5 Yibal 

This field in Oman comprises a producing gas reservoir undergoing significant pressure depletion and 
compaction (surface subsidence rates up to 50 mm per year are observed), and a deeper producing oil 
reservoir under water flood. Integrated interpretation of geodetic data (InSAR and GPS) and passive 
seismic data (from both deep down-hole and shallow buried arrays) has lead to the recognition that major 
fault systems crossing the field are being reactivated by depletion of the gas reservoir leading to differential 
compaction across faults (Bourne et al 2006). Large numbers of induced microseismic events have been 
detected with relatively high magnitudes (two-thirds of all located microseismic events are larger than 
magnitude -1.5) and some of the largest events have been felt at surface. The data shows that fault slip is 
not limited to the depleting gas reservoir interval but extends significantly above and below below this.  

5.1.6 Ekofisk 

Ekofisk is a Norwegian North Sea oil field which has experienced significant sea bed subsidence (more 
than 8m at the crest of the structure – see Ottemöller et al 2005) due to production from the initially over-
pressured chalk reservoir. A magnitude 4.4 earthquake occurred on 7th May 2001 and was strongly felt on 
platforms in the area but did not cause damage to facilities or wells. Detailed analysis revealed (Ottemöller 
et al 2005) that the event appears to have been induced by accidental fluid injection into the overburden, 
rather than directly by the reservoir compaction itself.  

5.1.7 Fashing 

Observed events in the Fashing field in Texas of up to magnitude 4.3 are considered to be induced by oil 
and gas production from the Edwards Limestone formation (Keahey 1968) reservoir at a depth of about 
3400m (Klose 2013, Davis et al 1995 and Frohlich 2012). On 20th October 2011 a larger, magnitude 4.8 
earthquake occurred near Fashing. This event’s possible origins are complicated by the fact that there are 
fluid disposal wells within a few km of the reported event location. 

5.1.8 Other hydrocarbon fields in the Netherlands 

Of the approximately125 producing hydrocarbon fields in the Netherlands only 23 are known to be 
seismically active (van Thienen-Visser et al., 2012). Besides Groningen, only in two other fields, i.e. 
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Bergermeer and Roswinkel, events with magnitude of 3.0 and above (up to M=3.5) have ocurred. Van Eijs 
et al (2006) argue that fault density, pressure depletion and stiffness contrast between the reservoir and 
seal rocks are the key parameters which correlate with the occurrence of observed seismicity in the 
hydrocarbon fields in the Netherlands.  

5.2 Concluding remarks  

Referring to tables 5.1 and 5.2 in section 5.4 which summarize the known cases of induced seismicity in 
the Shell Group, it can be seen that felt seismicity induced by oil or gas extraction is rare, at least in the 
Shell Group’s portfolio. Detailed analysis of the many apparently aseismic cases would be required to 
understand this in terms of the rock and fault properties and production histories. The potential for induced 
seismicity, particularly in and around the gas fields in the North of the Netherlands, is however properly 
recognized. 
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5.4 Tables 

The following tables summarize the known cases of induced seismicity in the Shell Group. Table 5.1 lists the 
cases in which felt seismicity is known (or, in the case of Belridge, considered likely) to be induced by oil or 
gas extraction from fields in the Shell portfolio. 

Table 5.1 Cases of felt induced seismicity in the Shell portfolio 

Region/location/OU Field Largest recorded 
event (M) 

Type Comments 
(Mitigation etc.) 

Netherlands (NAM) Groningen 3.6 (Huizinge) Induced by gas 
production 

Seismic 
monitoring 

Other gas fields 
(20% of all Dutch 
gas fields, 
particularly 
Annerveen, 
Eleveld & 
Roswinkel)  

3.4 (Roswinkel) Induced by gas 
production 

Roswinkel Field 
abandoned 

Gas production leads to compaction inducing earthquakes with normal fault mechanisms  

Oman (PDO) Yibal 2.24 

 

Induced by oil & 
gas production 

Seismic 
monitoring 

Gas & oil production cause differential compaction reactivating Graben faults crossing field  

Germany Rotenburg 
(partners via BEB) 

4.4 Induced by gas 
production 

Seismic 
monitoring 

Normal faulting events at or below reservoir level, considered to be induced by gas production 

California Belridge (AERA) 

 

No 
seismic/earthquake 
data available 

 

Water flooding & 
cyclic steaming 
for production 
from diatomite 

InSAR & 
microseismic 
monitoring 

Production from diatomite results in significant subsidence – (felt) induced seismicity is to be expected  

 

Table 5.2 lists the geothermal cases in which Shell was involved and in which felt induced seismicity 
occurred – these were JVs of which we are no longer a part but which have been well-documented in the 
literature. 
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Table 5.2 Historic Shell involvement in geothermal joint ventures with well documented felt induced seismicity 

Region/location/OU Field(s) Largest recorded 
event (M) 

Type Mitigation 

El Salvador Berlín >3 Fluid 
injection/fraccing  

Seismic 
monitoring and 
traffic light system 

France (Alsace) Soultz-sous-Forêts >3 Fluid 
injection/fraccing 

Seismic 
monitoring 
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6 Release of energy by Earthquakes 

6.1 Analysis of the induced earthquake record 

6.1.1 Frequency-magnitude distribution  

Since the first earthquake recorded in the north of the Netherlands in December 1986, KNMI has compiled 
a steadily growing catalogue of earthquakes. At the time of writing their report, Dost et al. (2012) 
commented that the catalogue for the north of the Netherlands contained 640 events. The following 
analysis is restricted to the 187 events with a magnitude of at least 1.5 recorded between 1st April 1995 
and 30th October 2012. This start date corresponds to the earliest date for which the monitoring network 
was capable of locating all earthquakes of at least magnitude 1.5. This end date reflects the data available 
when technical studies commenced following the magnitude 3.6 Huizinge earthquake in August 2012.  
Throughout this report we will refer to moment magnitude and local magnitude interchangeably because 
KNMI asserts the local magnitude scale is essentially indistinguishable from the moment magnitude over the 
observed magnitude range within a 95% confidence interval of ±0.2. However, this correspondence is 
subject to an ongoing further investigation by KNMI (Dost & Kraaijpoel 2013) and may be revised in the 
near future. 

The number of observed earthquakes, N of at least magnitude, M, within a given region and period of time 
follows the log-linear frequency-magnitude relationship known as the Gutenberg-Richter law (Gutenberg & 
Richter 1954): 

               (6.1) 

The b parameter, known as the b-value, describes the relative decline in abundance of larger magnitude 
earthquakes relative to smaller ones and is therefore central to estimating the probability of larger 
earthquakes occurring from an observed population of smaller earthquakes. Consider a monitoring system 
that reliably observes all earthquakes within a given region of at least magnitude Mc (known as the 
magnitude of completeness). If the b-value and Mmin remain unchanged, the probability, p1, that the next 
independent observable earthquake exceeds magnitude M is: 

              (6.2) 

For a future sequence of n independent observable earthquakes, it follows that the probability, pn, of at 
least one exceeding magnitude M is: 

           
  (6.3) 

This probability depends on the b-value. Various different methods for estimating the b-value from the 187 
earthquakes within the Groningen Field all agree that b = 1.0 (Bourne & Oates 2012). Figure 6.1 
compares this frequency-magnitude model with its 95% confidence interval to the observed frequency-
magnitude distribution. Notice how the confidence interval is disproportionately larger for the rarer and 
larger magnitude events that are the least well sampled within the catalogue. Consequently, although the 
differences between this model and the observations are greatest for the larger magnitude events, none of 
these differences is statistically significant given the small number of such events within the catalogue. 

Monte Carlo analysis to investigate the range of different b-values consistent with these data indicate a 
68% chance of 0.85 < b < 1.26 and a 95% chance of 0.68 < b < 1.5. Dividing these earthquakes into 
subsets corresponding to different time intervals shows there was no statistically significant variations in b-
value with time. 
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Figure 6.1 The frequency-magnitude distribution of earthquakes observed in the Groningen Field. Circles denote 

the number of earthquakes within the magnitude interval M-0.05 to M+0.05. The thick black line 
denotes the frequency-magnitude model of b=1.0. Grey shading denotes the 95% confidence region 
associated with this model. 

Earthquake populations are generally observed to follow the Gutenberg-Richter frequency-magnitude 
distribution between lower and upper magnitude limits. The lower magnitude limit is typically the 
magnitude of completeness, Mc. An upper bound, Mmax, on the frequency-magnitude distribution must also 
occur since arbitrarily large events are physically impossible. Determination of such an upper bound from 
an earthquake catalogue is however challenging because of the invariably poor statistics at the high 
magnitude end of the distribution. Figure 6.2 shows an example of a truncated frequency-magnitude model 
estimated from the observed frequency-magnitude distribution. This model is consistent with the data but so 
are all other truncated models for Mmax > 3.9 including the initial model without any truncation. 
Consequently, given the available data, frequency-magnitude analysis cannot establish a reliable upper 
magnitude limit. This remains true even for all earthquakes within all gas fields in the north of the 
Netherlands (Bourne & Oates 2012). 

The maximum magnitude estimates of 3.2 to 3.9 from de Crook et al. (1995) and the subsequent KNMI 
reports (de Crook et al., 1998; van Eck et al., 2006; Dost et al., 2012) obtained by fitting a truncated 
frequency-magnitude model to the observed frequency-magnitude distribution all appear to share a similar 
statistical error of over-fitting the model to the observed number of larger magnitude events by ignoring the 
wider confidence interval of the models, as illustrated in Figure 6.2.  

 
Figure 6.2 The cumulative frequency-magnitude distribution of earthquakes observed in the Groningen Field. 

Circles denote the number of earthquakes of at least magnitude M. The thick black line denotes the 
frequency-magnitude model of b=1.0. Grey shading denotes the 95% confidence region associated with 
this model. The dashed line denotes an alternative frequency-magnitude model with b=1.0 and zero 
probability of earthquakes above magnitude 3.9. 

Table 6.1 and Figure 6.3 show that the probability of at least one earthquake exceeding magnitude 4 or 5 
increases as the number of independent events of at least magnitude 1.5 increases in the future. These 
estimates are subject to three conditions. First, the b-value remaining invariant with time so that the present 
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range estimated from the historic data remains valid for future earthquakes. Second, minimum magnitude 
of reliable earthquake monitoring does not exceed magnitude 1.5 for any reason over time. Third, the 
probabilities only apply to the number of independent future earthquakes and these should not include any 
dependent earthquakes such as aftershocks. Under these assumptions, the probability of at least one 
earthquake exceeding local magnitude 4 during the next 30 locatable earthquakes within the Groningen 
Field is 0.09 with a 68% confidence limit of 0.02 to 0.20. 

There is no reliable empirical evidence to support a maximum magnitude as low as 3.9 from the 
earthquake catalogue for the Groningen Field. Consequently, larger earthquakes are possible rather than 
impossible as recognized by earlier studies (de Crook et al., 1998; Wassing et al., 2004; van Eck et al., 
2004; van Eck et al., 2006; Dost et al., 2012). This does not mean that there is no physical limit to the 
maximum possible magnitude (see section 6.1.2), but rather the seismological data under consideration 
here fail to provide any such constraint. 
 

 

Table 6.1 Probability estimates for the occurrence of at least one earthquake of at least magnitude M within the 
next n events of at least magnitude 1.5. The probability, p, is based on a b-value of 1.0. The 68% and 
95% confidence intervals for these probabilities reflect the corresponding confidence intervals in the b-
value estimate of 0.85 to 1.26 and 0.68 to 1.50 respectively. 

(a) (c)  

(b) (d)  

Figure 6.3 (a, b) Estimates for the probability of the occurrence of at least one earthquake within the Groningen 
Field with a magnitude of at least 4 and 5 respectively. (c, d) The same as (a, b) except probabilities are 
shown on a log-scale. These are based on Table 6.1. 
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6.1.2 Physical limits on the maximum magnitude 

In the analysis presented herein, it is assumed that all past and future earthquakes in the Groningen Field 
are induced, by which it is understood that they are caused directly and entirely by anthropogenic activity 
(i.e., gas extraction). The possibility of triggered earthquakes is not currently envisaged in the model. 
Triggered earthquakes require that there are faults close to being critically stressed on which seismic slip is 
imminent. For the seismicity model developed for the Groningen field, triggered seismicity is excluded on 
the basis of the apparently very low natural seismicity, as revealed by both the instrumental and historical 
records for the region. Houtgast’s (1992) catalogue of historical earthquakes in the Netherlands lists only 
one event – on 28th January 1262 – in the north of the Netherlands. The historical record is however 
unclear about the true nature of this event which may in fact have been a meteorological event rather than 
an earthquake. The currently very low levels of natural seismicity in the northern Netherlands makes it 
reasonable to assume that the field is free from incipient natural earthquakes caused by significant fault 
ruptures. 

There will be an upper bound to the maximum magnitude of earthquakes that can be induced by gas 
production from the Groningen Field due to the finite elastic energy or strain associated with reservoir 
compaction or the finite size of pre-existing faults. Estimates of these limits for the Groningen Field indicate 
a maximum magnitude of M=6.5 if all strain accumulated over the life cycle of the field were released in a 
single event at the very end of field life. Although an event of this size may be physically possible, the 
probability of this to happen is essentially zero. Therefore, this magnitude represents an absolute physical 
upper limit.    

6.1.3 Finite strain limit 

An earthquake is an abrupt slip on a fault surface as one side of the fault moves relative to the other. This 
process releases elastic strain energy stored in the region surrounding the fault by transferring strain from 
that region and localizing it along the fault. The largest possible induced earthquake corresponds to 
releasing all the elastic strain associated with the ultimate reservoir compaction in a single event that 
involves simultaneous slip on many faults. 

One measure of the size of an earthquake is seismic moment. This is simply the product of the average slip 
on the fault, the area that slipped, and the shear modulus which is a material constant describing the shear 
stiffness of the surrounding medium. A mathematical consequence of this definition is that the average 
strain due to slip on faults within a given volume is simply proportional to the total seismic moment per unit 
volume (Kostrov 1974). In the particular case of reservoir compaction, this means the total seismic moment 
is equal to the product of the bulk reservoir volume decrease and the shear modulus (McGarr 1976). Given 
the current linear elastic model for ultimate reservoir compaction, the expected ultimate bulk reservoir 
volume decrease is about 3.3 x 108 m3. For a representative shear modulus of 1010 Nm-2 (10 GPa) the 
maximum total seismic moment that could be mobilized is 7.7 x 1018 Nm. 

The relationship between the magnitude, M, and the seismic moment, Mo, takes the form  

 

             (6.4) 

 

where typically c = 9.1 and d = 1.5 (Hanks & Kanamori 1979). So if the maximum seismic moment were 
released during a single earthquake, this would be equivalent to a magnitude 6.5. Alternatively, if this total 
seismic moment were released by a population of individual earthquakes with a b-value of 1, then the 
expected largest earthquake would still be about magnitude 6.3 as the largest event is expected to release 
about half the total seismic moment (Bourne & Oates, 2013).  

6.1.4 Finite fault size limit 

If future earthquakes are required to fit within the existing size of known faults then the largest of these 
faults would limit the maximum magnitude. This approach was previously used to yield estimates for the 
maximum magnitude of 3.9 for gas fields in the north of the Netherlands (Crook et al. 1998; Muntendam-
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Bos et al. 2008). In reviewing this second study, Hager & Toksöz (2009) concluded the maximum 
magnitude estimate depended entirely on an uncertain choice for the maximum fault slip area, although the 
result of magnitude 3.9 was considered acceptable given its exact agreement with the maximum magnitude 
obtained from frequency-magnitude analysis of the historic earthquakes (van Eck et al., 2006). However, 
this result subsequently proved unreliable for the reasons described in section 6.1.1. 
 
A magnitude 4 event may occur on an equi-dimensional fault surface of no more than 1.1 km by 1.1 km 
for a 1 MPa stress drop and a fault slip of 90 mm (Bourne & Oates 2013). The fault height is poorly 
constrained in the Groningen field. Nevertheless, there are numerous pre-existing faults substantially larger 
than this mapped within the Groningen Field that could be associated with a fault slip area larger than 
1.21 km2 (see Fig. 2.3). Consequently any argument based on the lack of sufficiently large pre-existing fault 
surfaces cannot reliably constrain the maximum magnitude to be as low as M=4. 
 
An alternative method is to infer the maximum slip area from estimates of the maximum slip and the 
minimum stress drop (Bourne & Oates 2013). Although the maximum displacement is bound not to exceed 
the maximum reservoir compaction, the minimum stress drop assumption of 1 MPa remains somewhat 
uncertain. The resulting maximum magnitude estimate of 5.8 corresponds to a mean fault slip of 0.3 m on 
a 60 km long fault spanning the long-axis of the field with a dip extent of 3000 m. The aspect ratio of this 
slip surface is 20:1 which is large but not impossible given the range of aspect ratios observed for normal 
dip-slip earthquakes (e.g. Leonard, 2010).  There is no geomechanical requirement for the slip area to 
remain inside the reservoir, although the Zechstein salt formation located directly above the reservoir may 
prevent fault slip initiating above the reservoir. Uncertainty about the minimum stress drop means this 
maximum magnitude estimate is less reliable than the previous estimate based on finite strain. 

6.1.5 Finite mass limit 

Using a world-wide catalogue, Klose (2012) obtained a statistical correlation between the observed 
maximum magnitude of induced earthquakes and human-made mass shifts on the Earth's upper crust. For 
normal faulting regimes such as within the northern Netherlands the regression between observed 
magnitude and mass-shift obtained by Klose indicates an expected magnitude of 4.7 to 5 for a mass shift 
of 2 to 2.5 Gt corresponding to an ultimate gas production of 2800 x 109 m3.  

However, there is still substantial variation within the catalogue about this expected value so the upper 
bound for this mass-shift will be somewhat larger. Although Klose did not estimate an upper bound, based 
on the variation within the catalogue, a reasonable upper bound for the magnitude of an earthquake 
induced by a 2.5 Gt mass-shift within a normal faulting regime is about M= 6. Further restricting the 
catalogue to just those events due to gas extraction within a normal faulting regime the largest earthquake 
in Klose's catalogue is the 1967 M=5.7 Arette (Lacq gas field) event in France (Segall et al. 1994). 
However, it remains unclear if this event was induced by gas production or is part of natural seismicity 
associated with the Pyrenees. 

6.2 The earthquake strain model 

Reservoir pressure depletion induces reservoir compaction, and together they induce poro-elastic stress 
changes within and around the reservoir (Segall 1989). In some places the changes in the shear stress and 
the effective normal stress acting on a pre-existing fault may be sufficient to equal its resistance to slip due 
to its internal friction, cohesion, and initial stress state. Under these conditions the fault is critically stressed 
and destabilized with no further resistance to slip (see section 9 for further details). These places are then 
vulnerable to experiencing earthquakes. Within the reservoir normal faulting may be induced e.g. the Lacq 
field (Segall et al. 1994) and the Ekofisk field (Zoback & Zinke 2002). Outside the reservoir reverse faulting 
may be induced (Segall 1989). Within and outside the reservoir induced fault slip may localize along faults 
subject to differential compaction, i.e. more compaction on one side of the fault relative to the other side of 
the fault, e.g. the Eleveld field (Roest & Kuilman, 1994) and the Yibal field (Bourne et al. 2006). 

By definition, critical stress is a necessary condition for induced seismicity but it is insufficient for two 
reasons. First, knowledge of the internal friction, cohesion, and initial stress state of each fault is uncertain 
and may vary considerably among individual faults. Second, even if a critical stress state is known it does 
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not determine the amount and area of slip on the fault which governs the magnitude of any induced 
earthquake. 

The amount and area of slip on a critically-stressed fault depends on the average elastic strain within the 
surrounding medium. Slip on a fault may be viewed as a mechanism for accommodating strain. During 
fault slip some elastic strain within the surrounding medium is transferred to and localized along the fault 
as a displacement discontinuity. Consequently, the average strain accommodated by a population of faults 
that slipped is simply proportional to their total seismic moment per unit volume (Kostrov 1974). Knowledge 
of the strain field therefore places an upper bound on the total seismic moment of earthquakes induced 
under that strain field. 

In the case of a compacting reservoir, the maximum total seismic moment scales with the bulk reservoir 
volume change (McGarr 1976) under conditions where lateral gradients in the vertical strain are negligibly 
small. This model represents the physical limit where slip on faults accommodates all induced strain. 
Equivalently the gravitational potential energy released by reservoir compaction and subsidence also scales 
with the bulk reservoir volume change and represents the physical limit where the mechanical work done 
by slip on faults cannot exceed the released gravitational potential energy that was stored by elastic 
deformations within and around the reservoir. The fault strain and the fault work descriptions are 
fundamentally equivalent. For convenience, let us continue to describe the earthquake model in terms of 
strain. 

The observed total seismic moment may be significantly less than the maximum total seismic moment 
because not all strain may be accommodated by fault slip and not all fault slip may be seismogenic. For 
instance, elastic strains may remain in places where faults are not critically-stressed, ductile strains may 
occur depending on the rheology and the strain rate of the medium, and faults may creep without radiating 
seismic energy.  

In the case of a compacting reservoir, subsidence measurements are able to reliably constrain a 
geomechanical model for reservoir compaction with a lateral resolution comparable to the reservoir depth. 
This means that sufficiently dense subsidence measurements are at best able to constrain the distribution of 
average reservoir compaction on a length-scale of about 3 km. Knowledge of the strain field provided by 
this geomechanical model places an upper bound on the total seismic moment of earthquakes induced by 
reservoir compaction. 

The fraction of strain accommodated by seismogenic fault slip cannot yet be predicted by geomechanical 
models – but it can be measured in the field by comparing historic seismicity and subsidence observations.  

6.2.1 Stress, compaction, faults and earthquakes 

The current earthquake monitoring network is able to measure the epicenter of all earthquakes of at least 
magnitude 1.5 with a standard error of 500 m (Kraaijpoel et al. 2008). Due to the geometry of this 
network earthquake depths cannot in general be determined reliably and so event depth is routinely 
assigned to a reservoir depth of 3 km (Kraaijpoel et al. 2008).  

Earthquake epicenters during the period 1995 to 2012 (Figure 6.4) were preferentially located within the 
central part of the field and were rare or absent elsewhere notably including the 100 km2 south-east corner 
of the field. Let us now consider how this observed distribution of earthquake epicenters relates to the 
distribution of critical stress, reservoir compaction, and pre-existing faults within and around the reservoir. 

 

Critical stress 
The stress state inside the reservoir is the sum of the initial stress state and the stress change induced by gas 
production which essentially varies linearly with local reservoir pressure depletion. Pressure depletion is 
essentially uniform through most of the reservoir (Figure 6.4, left panel). Despite equivalent levels of 
pressure depletion in the central and south-east regions of the Groningen field, only the central region 
experienced seismicity. Both regions experienced similar stress changes, but only one experienced 
observed seismicity. One possibility is that the initial shear stress was less or the faults in the south-east are 
stronger and therefore still able to resist slip. These are unlikely given the geological history, fault density 
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and fault orientations are indistinguishable from the central region. Alternatively it seems generally more 
plausible that some faults within the south-east were destabilized and seismogenic too. However, given the 
relatively low levels of reservoir compaction in this area, the amount of slip on these faults is so small that 
the associated earthquakes remain below the earthquake monitoring threshold of magnitude 1.5 and so 
remained undetected. Critically stressed faults are then a necessary but insufficient condition for observable 
seismicity within the Groningen Field.  

Compaction and differential compaction 
At any location within the reservoir, the average shear strains induced by reservoir compaction are 
primarily dependent on the average local reservoir volume change. Lateral gradients in vertical strain may 
also contribute, particularly the larger gradients that might exist due to differential compaction on either 
side of pre-existing faults (e.g. Rest & Kuilman 1994).  

Figure 6.4 compares the reservoir volume change per unit area (i.e. average reservoir compaction) and 
lateral compaction gradients present with the current reservoir compaction model with the observed 
earthquakes. Earthquake epicenters preferentially occurred within the places of greater reservoir 
compaction (Figure 6.4, centre panel), but there is no evidence of similar clustering along the fault bound 
lineaments associated with the greatest compaction gradients in the model or indeed any particular 
mapped faults (Figure 6.4, right panel). Given the standard error of 500 m in epicenter locations 
(Kraaijpoel et al., 2008) it remains uncertain if all true epicenters are located on mapped faults. Equally, 
because the subsidence data are not sensitive to compaction gradients localized across faults, the true 
distribution of compaction gradients remains uncertain. 

The amount and sense of induced slip depends on the detailed geometry of the intersection between the 
fault and the reservoir (e.g. Mulders 2003) but scales with reservoir compaction. Given the detailed 
geometries of reservoir-fault intersections are largely uncertain it is reasonable to assume any variability in 
these geometries is uniformly distributed throughout the reservoir. Under these circumstances, the faults 
most likely to experience greatest differential compaction are those located in the region of greatest 
reservoir compaction. Consequently, without additional detailed information about the distribution and 
geometry of reservoir-fault intersections, the differential compaction model is equivalent to the earlier strain 
model (Kostrov 1974; McGarr 1976). The upgraded earthquake monitoring network may yield better 
information about the relationship between induced seismicity, mapped faults, and differential reservoir 
compaction. 

 
Figure 6.4 The locations of M ≥ 1.5 earthquakes between 1995 and 2012 in relation to reservoir pressure 

depletion, reservoir compaction, and compaction gradients from 1957 to 2012. 
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6.2.2  Earthquakes and gas production 

Total seismic moment and gas production 
The fraction of induced strain accommodated by seismogenic fault slip within the Groningen Field is central 
to assessing future seismicity on the basis of future gas production and reservoir compaction. Let us call this 
the fault strain partition fraction, or . The behavior of this partition fraction may be appreciated by 
comparing the total observed seismic moment with that expected from the strain model as a function of 
cumulative gas production since April 1995 (Figure 6.5). The observed total seismic moment at the end of 
this period is about 1015 Nm. However given the change in reservoir compaction over the same period, the 
total seismic moment expected if all this strain had been accommodated by seismogenic slip on faults, i.e. 
= 1, is about 2 x 1018 Nm. Clearly, most of the strain was not accommodated by earthquakes and the 
observed partition fraction is extremely small at  = 5 x 10-4, or 1 part in 2000. However, Figure 6.5 also 
indicates that this partition factor may have increased with production over the period by a factor of 5 from 
an initial value of about  = 2 x 1013/2 x 1017 = 10-4. If this trend is real and sustained then it represents 
an escalation in the expected total seismic moment released per unit gas production.  

Due to the stochastic nature of earthquakes, the observed total seismic moment of 187 events with a b-
value of 1 might equally have taken a different value. The probability distribution of these different values is 
a Pareto sum distribution (Zaliapin et al. 2005). A notable feature of this distribution is the extremely 
skewed distribution of confidence bounds around the median, for example the 95% confidence interval 
shown in Figure 6.5 extends from just below the median to a factor of 100 above. Consequently this 
apparent trend of increasing total seismic moment per unit gas production is not yet statistically significant 
as a strain model with constant partitioning ( = 5 x 10-4) does not yet fall outside the 95% confidence 
interval. Nonetheless, it is appropriate to be conservative about this uncertainty and to recognize the 
possibility that the partitioning factor may continue increasing with production. 

 
Figure 6.5 Total observed seismic moment from M≥1.5 events since April 1995 as a function of total gas 

production since April 1995. The observed trend suggests the expected total seismic moment per unit 
production increased. However, given the limited duration of this trend relative to the uncertainty, the 
significance of this trend is not yet clear. 

Activity rate and cumulative production 
The number of M>1.5 events within a given interval of gas production, known as the activity rate, appears 
to have increased with cumulative production (Figure 6.6). A constant activity rate would appear as a 
straight line, but the data clearly indicate an increasing slope with cumulative production suggesting an 
increasing activity rate with cumulative production. However, the statistical significance of this apparent 
trend needs careful consideration. Due to the stochastic nature of earthquakes the appropriate statistical test 
is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for a homogeneous Poisson point process. This test is represented in Figure 
6.6 by the 95% and 99% confidence intervals (solid grey lines) around the constant activity rate model 
(dashed grey line). If the data are not contained within these confidence bound then the model may be 
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rejected with that same confidence level. Figure 6.6 a clearly shows the data continuously outside the 99% 
confidence bound over the interval of normalized production from 0.3 to 0.6. 

However, this analysis is based on all the events being statistically independent of each other. One 
standard test for event independence is that the distribution of waiting times between events should reflect 
random chance. However, the observed distribution of waiting times indicates an over-abundance of 
waiting times of less than three days (Bourne & Oates 2013). Repeating the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test after 
excluding these potentially correlated events yields a marginal result (Figure 6.6 b). The possible inter-
dependence between some events clearly confuses the assessment of activity rates escalating with 
cumulative production. 

In summary, the number of M≥1.5 events per unit gas production increased with cumulative production, but 
the number of independent events per unit gas production may have remained constant. 

(a) (b)  

Figure 6.6 The evidence for any increase in the number of earthquakes per unit gas production is weak due to 
uncertainty about event clustering. (a) The observed cumulative distribution of M≥1.5 event numbers 
with respect to production. The dashed grey line denotes the homogeneous Poisson process model, i.e. 
the expected number of events per unit production is constant. Solid grey lines denote the 95% and 99% 
confidence interval for this model according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic. (b) As (a) except 
excluding events within 3 days of the previous event that are likely not independent. 

Activity rate and production rate 
The The volume of gas produced between successive events, the inter-event gas volume, is simply the 
inverse of the activity rate. The inter-event gas volumes measured for the M ≥ 1.5 events from April 1995 to 
October 2012 when plotted against the rate at which those gas volumes were produced (Figure 6.7) do not 
show significant sensitivity to the historic variation in production rate, even allowing for the possibility of a 
12 month delay between gas production and earthquake occurrence. 

(a)  
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(b)  
Figure 6.7 Inter-event gas production exhibits little sensitivity to the rate of gas production. To avoid any bias of 

event clustering, all events within 3 days of the previous event were excluded. Dots and grey bars 
denote the average and the range of inter-event production rates respectively; in some instances the 
grey bar is so small as to be covered by the black dot; (a) and (b) represent 0- and 12-months lag 
times, respectively. 

Muntendam-Bos & de Waal (2013) used the same historic data to show one instance of a fit to these data 
with a preliminary model for the activity rate based on the cumulative gas production and the annual rate 
of gas production with a delay of a year. Though the authors did not assess uncertainties in the estimated 
model parameters, they did conclude that if production rates were lowered to12 bcm/year there would be 
“almost no earthquakes with magnitudes ≥1.5 would occur after a number of years”. Figure 6.7 shows the 
actual variability in the historic data and so offers a simple means of assessing the validity of this 
conclusion. For historic gas production rates of about 12 bcm/year (1 bcm/month), Figure 6.7 indicates 
historic inter-event volumes of gas production in the range of 0.1 to 1 bcm. This is equivalent to 
instantaneous activity rates of 12 to 120 M≥1.5 events per year which clearly contradicts the conclusion of 
almost no earthquakes. This contradiction arises because Muntendam-Bos & de Waal did not assess 
uncertainty in their estimated model parameters despite the large observed variability between activity rates 
and production rates. 

6.2.3 Earthquakes and compaction 

Seismic moment and compaction 
Let us now consider how the strain partitioning factor, , may vary with reservoir compaction. To measure 
this effect, each M ≥ 1.5 event between April 1995 and October 2012 was compared to the 2012 
reservoir compaction map (Figure 6.4). This compaction map was divided into discrete regions bounded 
by a set of compaction contours. Within each region, the total observed seismic moment may then be 
compared to the reservoir moment (Figure 6.8a). The reservoir moment is simply the maximum seismic 
moment if all strain is accommodated by slip on faults, i.e.  = 1. The fraction of the total seismic moment 
to the reservoir moment is then a measure of the partitioning factor for each region that corresponds to a 
narrow range of reservoir compaction values. These results (Figure 6.8b) clearly indicate the partitioning 
fraction increases significantly with compaction in an approximately log-linear fashion. 

Doubling the reservoir compaction from 0.15 m to 0.3 m increased the partitioning fraction by a factor of 
100. An exponential functional form was therefore chosen for the strain partitioning model. The uncertainty 
bounds on the data follow Pareto sum distributions that were approximated by a log-normal distribution 
where the standard deviation was set equal to the approximation for Pareto sums, as obtained by Zaliapin 
et al. (2005). This reduced model parameter estimation to a standard least-squares regression. The 
maximum likelihood model is shown in Figure 6.8b. Uncertainties in this model were estimated using the 
Monte Carlo bootstrap sample-resample method to obtain the probability distribution of all models 
consistent with the data. The 95% confidence interval for this distribution of models is indicated in Figure 
6.8(b). 
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(a) (b)  
Figure 6.8 (a) The distribution of reservoir moment and earthquake moment with reservoir compaction.  

(b) The ratio of earthquake moment to reservoir moment (total seismic moment fraction) significantly 
increases with reservoir compaction. An exponential model fit to the observed total seismic moment 
fractions (solid line) and the associated 68% and 95% confidence intervals found by Monte Carlo 
analysis. 

Activity rate and compaction 
Repeating the process described in the previous section but for the number of events and the reservoir 
volume reduction similarly indicates a significant increase in the number of events per unit reservoir volume 
reduction (Figure 6.9). 

(a) (b)  

Figure 6.9 (a) The distribution of reservoir volume change and M ≥ 1.5 event numbers with reservoir compaction.  
(b) The number of events per unit reservoir volume change significantly increases with reservoir 
compaction. 

6.2.4 Seismological model 

A seismological model is required to explain the observed seismicity and provide a framework for 
assessing future seismicity. Such a model cannot and will not predict individual earthquakes but it should 
provide a reliable means of characterizing the statistical properties of future earthquakes; such as the 
probability of exceeding a given earthquake magnitude over some given time interval. The seismological 
model developed for this purpose is based on the concept of induced earthquakes accommodating induced 
strain. Information about the induced strain field is available within the existing linear elastic 
geomechanical model. This geomechanical model for reservoir compaction is based on past and planned 
future gas production and calibrated to match the observed subsidence measurements. Information about 
the fraction of this strain released as earthquakes is based on a statistical model for fault strain partitioning 
as a function of reservoir compaction calibrated to the observed relationship between earthquakes and 
reservoir compaction between 1995 and 2012.  
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For a given time interval the median total seismic moment is simply the product of the incremental volume 
change per unit area and the median strain partition factor integrated over the entire reservoir. Repeating 
this process over the full statistical distribution of partitioning models yields a probability distribution for 
total seismic moment (Figure 6.10).  

Repeating this entire process for the set of multiple time intervals that all begin at the start of production and 
end on one of the subsequent years up until the end of production, yields a model for the expected total 
seismic moment as a function of past and future gas production (Figure 6.11). This seismological model 
was constructed based on the map distribution of earthquakes and reservoir compaction in 2012. By 
means of cross-validation, the model-based prediction for the cumulative total seismic moment with 
cumulative gas production should agree with the observed cumulative total seismic moment between 1995 
and 2012. The agreement between the two shown in Figure 6.11 indicates that the seismological model 
provides a good description of both the areal and temporal development of seismicity in the Groningen 
Field. Note that the uncertainty range around the seismic moment and the magnitude is not constant but 
instead grows significantly in the future. Further data gathering is required to shift this growth of the 
uncertainty further towards the future. 

Based on this seismological model, Figure 6.12 shows the probability of exceeding a given earthquake 
magnitude over the 10-year interval from 2013 to 2023 and over the expected remaining lifetime of 
production. These estimates are contingent on the validity of the compaction model, gas production 
continuing according to the current production plan and the historic fault strain partitioning trend being a 
guide to the future fault strain partitioning. In this context it is important to note that alternative 
geomechanical models do exist and are also calibrated to the historic subsidence but differ in their 
predictions of future reservoir compaction. These represent epistemic uncertainties about future reservoir 
compaction. Also, the seismological model represents the case of no time delay between reservoir 
compaction and the associated induced earthquakes. This is consistent with the limited evidence available 
so far for little or no time delay between changes in production rate and changes in earthquake activity 
rates (Bourne & Oates 2013). However given the uncertainties associated with the limited number of 
historic earthquakes it remains possible that new information will reveal the need revise the seismological 
model to include a distribution of earthquake waiting times. 

 
Figure 6.10 The cumulative probability distribution of total seismic moment predicted for the 10-year period from 

2013 to 2023 and for the remaining lifetime of production based on the current production plan and 
the current reservoir compaction model. 
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Figure 6.11 Model for the expected total seismic moment released as a function of cumulative gas production since 

the start of gas production. Dashed lines denote the 95% confidence interval for this model. This model 
is only applicable if the past and future seismicity follow the same trend as the observed seismicity 
between 1995 and 2012. The grey line denotes the maximum magnitude if all the previously 
accumulated reservoir moment were to be released in a single event at that moment. Note that the left 
axis denotes the cumulative total seismic moment of all earthquakes, whereas the right axis is the 
magnitude of a single event that releases the same seismic moment.  

 
Figure 6.12 Probability of exceeding a given magnitude over the period up to 2023 and over the remaining lifetime 

of gas production. These are contingent on future induced earthquakes following the same trend of 
increasing fault strain partitioning observed within the historic earthquake catalogue and a constant b-
value of 1. 

6.3 Potential influence of Time-Dependent and Rate-dependent Effects on future Seismicity 

The seismological model used to explain historic seismicity and to predict future seismic hazards depends 
on reservoir compaction.  Gas production causes reservoir pore pressure depletion. Pressure depletion 
causes reservoir compaction. Reservoir compaction induces strains in and around the reservoir. Most of this 
strain is accommodated by elastic deformations. As gas production continues, these induced strains 
increase and so do the mechanical loads acting on pre-existing faults located in and around the reservoir.  
On occasion these loads exceed the local frictional strength of a particular fault segment. This fault segment 
will then slip, relaxing the mechanical load acting on the fault until frictional resistance prevents further slip. 
This process transfers strain from the surrounding medium and localises it along the fault. 

Once initiated, fault slip may occur steadily and slowly in a stable creeping process that generates no 
earthquakes. Alternative, fault slip may occur abruptly with the fault then stuck until the cycle repeats. This 
stick-slip behaviour generates an earthquake with every cycle of fault slip. The amount and area of abrupt 
slip on the fault determines the magnitude of the earthquake. By slipping, a population of faults may 
accommodate some of the induced strains. Induced seismicity depends on the amount of induced strain, the 
fraction of induced strain accommodated by fault slip, and the fraction of fault slip that is seismogenic.  All 
three factors are likely increasing with the ongoing gas production. Alternative production plans may 
reduce future seismicity relative to the current production plan by reducing the rate of increase in one or 
more of these three factors. 
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The influence of different future production rate scenarios on the seismic hazard over the next 3, 5 and 10 
years is described in Section 8.9. Their influence depends on time-dependent and rate-dependent effects. 
Some of these effects are included in the seismic hazard assessment based on evidence from the observed 
historic behaviour of the Groningen Field. Others are currently excluded given the absence of evidence 
from past field behaviour, or the absence of any influence on the hazard during model sensitivity tests. 

6.3.1 Time-dependent effects 

Three possible time-delays exist between gas production and induced seismicity. First, there is a time-delay 
between gas production at the wells and pressure depletion within the area of seismicity due to the time 
required for pressure diffusion within the gas reservoir. This is well-measured by reservoir pressure gauges 
over the production history of the field and well-modelled by the current reservoir simulation model. 
Currently, this represents a time-delay of about 3-5 years between any reduction in production rates from 
the southern well clusters and a corresponding reduction in the rate of pressure depletion. This time-delay is 
included in the seismic hazard assessment. 

Second, there is a potential time-delay between reservoir pressure depletion and reservoir compaction due 
to wide range of potential non-equilibrium processes such as compaction creep. This time-delay should be 
evident as a delay between reservoir depletion and surface subsidence. Analysis of these data indicates a 
characteristic time-delay between depletion and compaction of 0 to 10 years. The linear and bi-linear 
reservoir compaction models included in the hazard assessment represent the case of a zero time-delay. 
The time-decay reservoir compaction model included in the hazard assessment represents the case of a 5-
year characteristic delay. Further studies are ongoing to investigate time-dependent compaction behaviour. 

Third, there is a possibility of a time-delay between reservoir compaction and induced seismicity. This is 
currently excluded from the hazard assessment because a zero time-delay model is sufficient to explain the 
historic seismicity as a function of compaction. Nonetheless, there remains a possibility of some continued 
seismicity after reservoir compaction ends. 

6.3.2 Rate-dependent effects 

Lower strain rates associated with lower gas production rates might, in principle, offer opportunities to 
lower the seismic hazard in one of three ways. First, lower strain rates might also lower the induced strain 
per unit depletion. There is some experimental evidence for this effect from rate-dependent compaction tests 
on sandstone reservoir rocks. This possibility is represented by two different varieties of Isotach reservoir 
compaction models that are included in the seismic hazard assessment.   

Second, lower strain rates might lower the fraction of strain accommodated by slip on faults. Lower strain 
rates might lower the loads acting on faults, thereby reducing the number of slipping faults. Third, lower 
strain rates might lower the fraction of seismogenic slip on faults. If either of these two possible effects were 
significant during the period of observed historic seismicity then some variation in seismicity with varying 
production rate might be present.  

Using these data, Muntendam-Bos & Waal (2013) show one instance of a fit with a preliminary rate-
dependent model for the activity rate based on the cumulative gas production and the annual rate of gas 
production with a delay of a year. Though the authors did not assess uncertainties in the estimated model 
parameters, they did conclude that if production rates were lowered to 12 bcm/year there would be 
“almost no earthquakes with magnitudes ≥1.5 would occur after a number of years”. Figure 6.7 shows that 
at this production rate M≥1.5 events occurred at instantaneous activity rates of 12 to 120 per year which 
clearly contradicts the conclusion of almost no earthquakes. Given this absence of field evidence these 
mechanisms are not currently included in the hazard assessment. 

Some experimental data do appear to suggest the possibility of rate-dependent effects that might limit stress 
development in granular materials (e.g. Hartley & Behringer 2003). However, these results are more 
applicable to loose sands rather than sandstones and the measured effects were for strain rates 
substantially greater than those within the Groningen reservoir. Lahaie & Grasso (1999) analysis seismicity 
induced by gas production from the Lacq reservoir in France to conclude the b-value depends on the rate 
of gas production. They conclude that lower production rates might be beneficial as they yield higher b-
values meaning the relative contribution of larger magnitude earthquakes to the total seismicity is less. This 
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possible benefit was assessed for the Groningen field by testing the influence of b-value on the seismic 
hazard. The results indicate even substantial variability in b-value has almost no influence on the seismic 
hazard. This is due to stochastic variability in the ground motion prediction equation counter-acting the 
variability in seismicity due to changes in the b-value. 

6.4 Conclusions 

 According to current model-based predictions for the areal distribution of reservoir compaction at the 
end of field life, an induced earthquake of M>6.5 is physically impossible. This limit, however, 
provides no information about the likelihood of an induced M ≤ 6.5 earthquake. 

 The location, frequency and magnitude of observed earthquakes in the Groningen field are consistent 
with bulk reservoir volume changes (compaction), being the main source of seismicity. 

 The fraction of bulk reservoir volume changes accommodated by seismogenic fault slip is about 0.1%. 
If this fraction were invariant with production, the maximum magnitude of a future event is expected to 
be M=4.5 with a 95% upper bound of M=5.5. 

 There is evidence that the release of seismic moment per unit production escalated with increasing 
production volume. If this trend continues with future production, an increasingly large fraction of the 
induced strain may be accommodated by seismogenic fault slip. 

 The fraction of induced strain accommodated by earthquakes is likely increasing with increasing 
reservoir compaction. This explains the observed temporal and areal distribution of earthquakes.  

 If this escalation trend continues with future production the footprint of earthquakes is expected to 
continue extending from the centre towards the edges of the field, but the relative abundance of 
earthquakes will continue to be localized within the regions of largest reservoir compaction in the 
centre of the field. 

 If future seismicity follows the same trend of increasing fault strain partitioning observed in the historic 
earthquake catalogue, then based on the current analysis there is a 1 in 2 chance of M>4.2, a 1 in 10 
chance of M>4.9, and a 1 in 100 chance of M>5.4 before the end of 2023. These estimates include 
known uncertainties associated with the trend of seismogenic fault slip accommodating an increasing 
fraction of the induced strain but currently exclude the possible trend of the b-value decreasing with 
compaction that may increase the likelihoods stated. These estimates also exclude the possibility of 
triggered earthquakes that may increase these likelihoods. 

6.5 Recommendations for further work 

The recommendations below will address the main remaining uncertainties and aim to provide a better 
description of the seismicity and hazard. 
 Use the improved earthquake monitoring results expected to become available from the enhanced 

earthquake monitoring network to characterize the depth distribution of earthquakes and their spatial 
relationship to mapped faults subjected to differential compaction. If appropriate, update the 
seismological model according to this new information. 

 Assess epistemic and aleatory uncertainty associated with the reservoir compaction model and include 
this in the estimates for the fault strain partition and future total seismic moment release. 

 Complete a full 3D poro-elastic simulation of the geomechanical response of the field calibrated by the 
historical subsidence, gas production, and reservoir pressure depletion data. 

 Investigate different options for obtaining a robust bias-free estimate for fault strain partitioning based 
on historic seismicity and compaction to validate or improve the current method. Consider extending 
the strain partitioning analysis to explicitly allow for differential compaction inducing slip on specific 
known faults and also the possibility of anelastic strains within the reservoir. 

 Re-assess the characterization of correlated earthquakes to ensure these do not bias the hazard 
assessment. 

 Further investigate the possibility of any weak but statistically significant evidence for the effect of gas 
production rate on the lifetime earthquake hazard. 
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 Further investigate evidence for any statistically significant time delay between pressure depletion and 
reservoir compaction and between reservoir compaction and seismicity.  

 Re-assess the seismological model at regular intervals in relation to future earthquakes and subsidence. 
Assess the continuing validity of model assumptions and the influence of uncertainties on this 
seismological model. 
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7 Movement at surface 

7.1 Ground-Motion Prediction Equations (GMPEs) 

Earthquake hazard is sometimes discussed in terms of magnitude, which only defines the amount of seismic 
energy released at the source of an earthquake. To characterize the hazard in a manner that is relevant to 
the potential impact of the earthquake on the built environment (houses, infrastructure, etc.), it is necessary 
to quantify the hazard in terms of the nature of the ground shaking produced at any given surface location. 
Strong shaking produced by earthquakes is recorded on accelerographs, which register the particle 
acceleration experienced at the instrument location as a function of time. There are many different 
parameters that are used to characterize the shaking recorded in such accelerograms, each of which 
conveys only some features of the ground motion. The simplest and most widely-used of these parameters is 
the maximum amplitude on the acceleration time series, the peak ground acceleration (PGA). Integration of 
the accelerogram over time yields the velocity time-series, the maximum amplitude of which is another 
commonly used parameter, PGV (peak ground velocity). Both of these parameters are illustrated in Figure 
7.1. 

 
Figure 7.1 Example of acceleration and velocity time-series of strong earthquake shaking, with PGA and PGV 

indicated (not based on Groningen) 

In order to estimate the expected values of parameters such as PGA and PGV at a given location as a result 
of a specific earthquake scenario, equations are required that relate the parameter of interest to variables 
that characterize the earthquake, its location with respect to the site of interest, and the nature of the site 
itself. The earthquake itself is generally characterized by its magnitude, M, and the style-of-faulting, SoF 
(i.e., normal, reverse or strike-slip rupture); the relative locations of the earthquake and the site by the 
distance, R, that separates them; and the site itself by a classification of its stiffness, most commonly now 
using the average shear-wave velocity over the uppermost 30 meters, Vs30. Using larger collections of 
ground-motion recordings, empirical equations are obtained fitting a suitable functional form, relating PGA 
or PGV to the variables listed above. Such equations have often been referred to as ‘attenuation 
relationships’ but this is now considered a misnomer since they describe both how the peak motions decay 
with distance and how they scale with magnitude and other parameters. For this reason, these relationships 
are now generally called ground-motion prediction equations, or GMPEs.  

A very important feature to note with such equations is that the data always show a large scatter around 
the best fit obtained through regression analyses. Residuals are calculated as the difference between 
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recorded and predicted values of PGA or PGV, and the distribution of these residuals represents the scatter 
in the predictions. This scatter exists for several reasons, including the influence of variables that are not 
included in the equations (e.g., stress drop, fault rupture directivity effects, azimuthal variations in energy 
propagation from the source, differences in the deeper geological structure) and the fact that the 
explanatory variables employed, such as Vs30, can yield identical values for very different sites with 
markedly distinct dynamic response characteristics (e.g., Papaspiliou et al., 2012). Several studies have 
shown that when the equations are derived in terms of the logarithmic value of PGA or PGV, the residuals 
conform to a standard normal (Gaussian) distribution, which is fully characterized by the standard 
deviation,  (sigma). 

The consequence of the scatter in the residuals is that GMPEs cannot be considered to predict unique values 
of PGA or PGV for a given combination of magnitude, style-of-faulting, distance and site classification, but 
rather a probabilistic distribution of values of peak acceleration or velocity. The general form of a GMPE is 
therefore expressed as: 

 ),,,()log( 30sVRSoFMfPGA  (7.1) 

In this expression, the term  is simply the normalized residual, or in other words the number of logarithmic 
standard deviations above or below the median (or logarithmic mean) value of the predicted peak motion. 
Figure 7.2 illustrates these concepts with examples of a GMPE from California and recorded PGA values 
from a single earthquake in that region. 

If the scatter in the distribution of residuals is used when GMPEs are deployed to estimate PGA and PGV 
values, the median values of the peak motion that will be obtained will have a 50% chance of being 
exceeded at each location in the event of the earthquake scenario taking place. If calculations of the impact 
of a hypothetical earthquake scenario (in terms of damage to buildings, for example, through the use of 
fragility functions relating expected levels of damage in different building types to PGA or PGV) are made 
using only predicted median levels of motion, the result will be severe underestimation. The reason for this 
is that the lognormal distribution is strongly asymmetrical hence correct sampling of the full distribution 
would produce several very high values of PGA or PGV, leading to greater damage. 

 
Figure 7.2 PGA values (blue triangles) recorded on soil sites during the magnitude 6.0 earthquake that occurred in 

Parkfield, California, in September 2004, plotted as a function of distance, and compared with 
predictions from the Californian GMPE of Boore et al. (1997). The predicted PGA values are shown for 
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the median values and for one and two standard deviation above and below the logarithmic mean. 
Figure adapted from Bommer & Abrahamson (2006). 

In passing, it is worth noting that in regions of less frequent seismic activity, where there are generally very 
few, if any, recordings of stronger shaking from moderate-to-large earthquakes, it is common practice to 
analyse recordings of smaller earthquakes to infer stochastic source, path and site parameters that can be 
related to the Fourier spectra of the motions. These parameter suites can then be used to simulate ground 
motions from larger earthquakes (e.g., Boore, 2003). Such simulations can then be used to either directly 
derive so-called stochastic GMPEs (e.g., Rietbrock et al., 2013) or to apply adjustments to empirical GMPEs 
from other regions to render them more appropriate to the target region for their application (e.g., 
Campbell, 2003). Although such approaches provide a convenient option for developing GMPEs in the 
absence of extensive strong-motion databases, their use is not straightforward.  

The most fundamental challenge in using the stochastic approach is that there are significant trade-offs 
between the different source, path and site parameters obtained through the inversions, with the result that 
there are many combinations of these parameters that are consistent with the Fourier amplitude spectra of 
the recordings from small-magnitude earthquakes. The problem then arises when these suites of parameters 
are used to estimate PGA and PGV from larger earthquakes since the different parameter values can lead 
to widely divergent results. Additionally, for certain parameters, such as the stress drop associated with the 
fault rupture, assumptions need to be made regarding whether or not the value should remain constant 
over all magnitude, an issue on which there are divergent views within the seismological community. 
Moreover, without running very large numbers of simulations that sample the full ranges of all the 
stochastic source, path and site parameters (considering their correlations), it is difficult to obtain 
meaningful estimates of the aleatory variability associated with stochastic GMPEs. In view of these 
challenges, and the absence of an available study performing stochastic inversions for weak motions in the 
Netherlands, the focus in this application is entirely on the use of empirical GMPEs.  

7.2 Development of GMPEs for Groningen  

This section describes the development of appropriate GMPEs for use in the seismic hazard and risk 
assessments for the Groningen gas field. The uncertainty associated with the proposed models, as well as 
some important aspects of characterizing the ground shaking hazard that are not covered by these 
equations but which need careful consideration, are also briefly discussed.  

7.2.1 Criteria for Groningen GMPEs 

The first step was to establish the requirements for the ground-motion prediction equations for application 
to the assessment of seismic hazard (probability of different levels of ground shaking) and seismic risk 
(probability of different degrees of consequences in terms of damage to buildings) due to induced 
earthquakes in the Groningen gas field. These requirements are as follows:  

1. Compatible equations to predict both PGA and PGV. This is required because many of the available 
fragility functions that could be adopted or adapted for the risk analysis are characterized in terms of 
PGA (e.g., Bothara et al., 2010), whilst PGV is widely recognized to be a more robust indicator of the 
damage potential of ground shaking by virtue of its relation to the energy content of the motion (e.g., 
Bommer & Alarcón, 2006). PGV has also been found to perform better than PGA as a basis for 
estimating Modified Mercalli intensities from ground-motion parameters (Wald et al., 1999; Dangkua & 
Cramer, 2011; Worden et al., 2012).  

2. The equations need to be applied to earthquakes from magnitude Mw 1.5 to Mw 6.5, which is the range 
considered in the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA). This is an important consideration since 
most current GMPEs are derived for application to earthquakes of Mw 5 and greater. Several recent 
studies have shown that when such equations are extrapolated for application to smaller earthquakes, 
they lead to gross overestimation of the ground motions (Bommer et al., 2007; Atkinson & Morrison, 
2009; Chiou et al., 2010).  

3. Since the individual earthquake events in the seismicity model are represented as points (hypocenters, 
which are defined by an epicentral location and a constant focal depth of 3 km), it is important to use a 
GMPE that is also based either on hypocentral distance, Rhyp, or else on epicentral distance, Repi, but 
derived from data with a similarly shallow depth distribution. This criterion is important because most 
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modern GMPEs use distances measured relative to the finite fault rupture, but employing such equations 
in PSHA in which earthquakes are represented as hypocenters will lead to underestimation of the 
hazard contributions from larger magnitude earthquakes (Bommer & Akkar, 2012).  

4. The ground surface conditions in much of the Groningen field have been classified as being soft soils, 
typically with a time-average shear-wave velocity over the top 30 meters, Vs30, on the order of 200 
m/s. The GMPE therefore needs to be calibrated to such soft soil sites or include Vs30 as an explicit 
predictor variable that can take such a small value.  

5. As well as reporting the standard deviation (sigma) to characterize the distribution of logarithmic 
residuals, the decomposition of sigma into between-earthquake and between-station components is 
required. The first component represents how different is the average level of shaking from average 
earthquakes of the same magnitude and style-of-faulting (which may reflect, for example, the stress 
drop), whereas the second represents how the motion at individual locations during one earthquake 
differ from average predictions for sites on similar geology at the same distances (which is effectively 
the spatial variability of the motion). When calculations are performed using Monte Carlo simulations to 
estimate ground shaking at many locations and the consequent impact on the built environment, it is 
necessary to correctly sample these two components of variability for each earthquake and then for all 
the sites at which the shaking is calculated (see Crowley & Bommer, 2006). 

Ideally, the equation would also be applicable to the region under study, which would arise from being 
derived from local recordings or else using data from a clearly analogous region. 

The first criterion alone greatly reduced the number of published equations under consideration since 
although there are many GMPEs available for PGA (Douglas, 2011), the number that also provide PGV 
predictions is considerably smaller (Douglas, 2012). None of the equations in contention automatically 
satisfy all of the other requirements, so the search focused instead of identifying GMPEs which satisfied 
some of these criteria and for which it would be relatively straightforward to make adjustments for the non-
compliance with other criteria. This excludes, for example, the equations of Douglas et al. (2013) derived 
from recordings of induced earthquakes from geothermal fields and other areas worldwide, since although 
they satisfy several of the requirements, they are calibrated to a unique value of Vs30 (1,100 m/s). The 
application of these equations to the Groningen field would therefore require site response analyses to 
transform the predicted motions at a horizon within the underlying bedrock to the ground surface, which 
would impose a significant computational penalty on the hazard calculations. Moreover, without extensive 
and detailed field and laboratory tests to determine the dynamic characteristics of the overlying soils, such 
a step could introduce considerable additional uncertainty into the estimates of surface motions. 

After consideration of some 17 equations derived using data down to smaller magnitude (Mw < 3.5), the 
choice was made to select the equations of Dost et al. (2004) as these were derived for shallow 
earthquakes in the Netherlands (section 7.2.2). Although derived in terms of local magnitude, ML, rather 
than moment magnitude, Mw, in the range of application it may be assumed that the two scales are 
equivalent (e.g., Deichmann, 2006). The equations are derived in terms of Rhyp from recordings of shallow, 
mostly induced (from the Roswinkel field), earthquakes in the Netherlands, with most of the recordings 
coming from relatively soft soil sites. The two criteria that the Dost et al. (2004) equations do not fully satisfy 
relate to the magnitude range and to the decomposition of sigma. The problem with the former is that the 
equations only model linear scaling of PGA and PGV with magnitude, which leads to unrealistically high 
motions from larger earthquakes. However, a non-linear modification to the magnitude scaling at higher 
values was made using the scaling from the Rhyp-based model of Akkar et al. (2013). Similarly, a 
separation of the total standard deviation into between-event and within-event sigmas was made on the 
basis of ratios inferred from other GMPEs. 

7.2.2 The Groningen Ground-Motion Database 

In essence the Dost et al. (2004) equations for PGA and PGV were chosen on the basis of having been 
derived from recordings of small-magnitude, shallow earthquakes in the Netherlands, which at face value 
would make them obvious candidates that are likely to be applicable to the Groningen hazard and risk 
studies. Shortly after these equations were chosen, the opportunity to test this assumption arose when 40 
pairs of PGA and PGV values from recordings of 8 earthquakes with magnitude in the range 2.7 to 3.6 in 
the Groningen field were made available by Bernard Dost of KNMI. Figure 7.3 shows the peak motions 
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plotted against hypocentral distance to the recording station, after adjustment to a common magnitude of 
Mw 3.6 using the scaling terms in Dost et al. (2004). Shown on the same plot are the median predicted 
values of PGA and PGV from the Dost et al. (2004) equations for an earthquake of this size, together with 
the predictions at the plus-and-minus-one-standard deviation levels. 

 
Figure 7.3 PGA and PGV values from induced earthquakes in the Groningen field (normalized to Mw 3.6) plotted 

against distance and compared to the predicted values from the Dost et al. (2004) equations. 

It is immediately apparent from the plots in Figure 7.3 that the Dost et al. (2004) equations over-predict the 
recorded peaks, on average by a factor of about 3 (the standard deviation on the log10 peaks in. Given 
that the equation is derived from recordings of small-magnitude shallow earthquakes, this raises questions 
as to what causes the surface motions in the Groningen field to be of such low amplitude. The issue of over-
estimation by GMPEs derived from recordings of larger magnitude earthquakes is not relevant since the 
Dost et al. (2004) model is based on recordings from earthquakes of comparable magnitudes. 

Another possibility that might be considered is that the Groningen earthquakes are associated with 
exceptionally low stress drops, which could be supported by the observation of positive correlation between 
focal depth and stress drop (e.g., EPRI, 2006). If this were the explanation invoked for the low amplitudes 
of the Groningen recordings, it would be difficult to explain why a similar effect was not observed in the 
Roswinkel recordings that dominate the Dost et al. (2004) database. Moreover, unpublished studies of the 
Groningen earthquakes at KNMI do not indicate that the earthquakes were of particularly low stress drop 
(Dr Bernard Dost, personal communication, 2013). 
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Before considering other potential mechanisms that could lead to the low amplitudes of acceleration and 
velocity observed in the Groningen field recordings, it may be useful to look at another characteristic of the 
recordings, namely the ratios of peak velocity to peak acceleration (PGV/PGA). This ratio is considered to 
be an indication of the frequency content of the ground motion (e.g., Pavel & Lungu, 2013), with higher 
values of the ratio corresponding to motions dominated by lower frequencies of motion. Figure 7.4 shows 
the ratios from the Groningen recordings, compared with the ratios inferred from median predicted values 
of PGV and PGA from the GMPEs of Dost et al. (2004) and Akkar et al. (2013). The strong dependence of 
the ratio on earthquake magnitude is immediately apparent, and is entirely consistent with the expectation 
from both seismological theory and empirical data that larger earthquakes produce ground motions with 
relatively lower frequency contents. The surprising feature of the plot, however, is that the ratios calculated 
from the Groningen recordings are very large compared to what would be expected from earthquakes in 
this magnitude range. The implication would be that the mechanism leading to diminished amplitudes of 
the motion preferentially suppresses high-frequency motions. This might suggest the influence of the soft 
soils at the ground surface, which include peat layers in some locations, since such deposits can effectively 
filter out the higher frequency motion. However, soft soil layers that would tend to significantly reduce PGA 
in this way would be expected to have a much lesser effect on PGV and more likely to result in some 
amplification of the peak velocity. Pronounced diminution of both PGA and PGV might result from 
extremely non-linear response of the soil layers, but this would require much more energetic motions than 
those that could be generated by such small-magnitude earthquakes. Therefore, near-surface attenuation 
by soft soil layers is an unlikely reason for the low amplitudes of both PGV and PGA.  

 
Figure 7.4 PGV/PGV ratios from the Groningen field data plotted against earthquake magnitude. The curves are 

ratios calculated from the GMPEs of Dost et al. (2004) and Akkar et al. (2013), the latter plotted for  
Vs30 = 200 m/s.  

The cause for the low amplitudes of the recorded motions in the Groningen field is most probably related to 
the presence of a high-velocity layer directly above the gas reservoir (Figure 7.5). This high-velocity layer is 
the so-called basal anhydrite encountered in the lowest part of the Zechstein salt formation that overlies the 
gas reservoir (section 2.1.2). The influence of this layer in terms of reflecting and refracting upward 
propagating seismic waves is discussed by Kraaijpoel & Dost (2013). The presence of such a strong 
velocity inversion is very likely to inhibit the strength of direct wave arrivals to the ground surface and this is 
therefore the most likely explanation for the low levels of recorded motion in the Groningen gas field. That 
this is the most likely explanation for the over-estimation of the recorded peaks illustrated in Figure 7.3 is 
supported by the fact the Roswinkel gas reservoir is located above the Zechstein formation (e.g., Duin et al., 
2006). 
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The apparently larger impact of the basal anhydrite on high-frequency motions (and hence on PGA) than 
on PGV would be explained by the very limited thickness of the high-velocity layer, which results in its 
presence only having a notable effect on seismic energy with short wavelengths (i.e., high-frequency 
motions). If this is the case, then the beneficial effect would diminish to some extent with increasing 
earthquake magnitude and radiated wave fields with relatively more low-frequency content. Similarly, if the 
fault ruptures for larger earthquakes initiating in the reservoir were to rupture upwards, the radiation from 
the portion of the fault rupture above the basal anhydrite would clearly not be affected by the velocity 
contrast resulting from this stratigraphic feature. 

 
Figure 7.5 Profiles of S-wave and P-wave velocities and mass density at a location in the southern part of the 

Groningen field. The gas reservoir is a little of 3 km below the ground surface, directly below the lower 
high-velocity layer (Oates & Noble, 2011). 

7.2.3 Selection and Modification of the Akkar et al. (2013) GMPE 

The Dost et al. (2004) GMPE was originally chosen on the basis of having been derived from recordings of 
small-magnitude, shallow-focus earthquakes in the Netherlands. In view of some of the shortcomings of the 
model with regards to other selection criteria listed in Section 7.2.1, and the marked overestimation of the 
peaks from the Groningen field recordings (none of which were used in the derivation of the equations), it 
was decided to select another equation as an alternative. 

The models of Akkar et al. (2013) were identified as satisfying nearly all of the selection criteria established 
to fulfill the project requirements. The study presents completely consistent equations for both PGA and 
PGV, and includes equations in which the hypocentral distance metric is used. These equations include Vs30 
as an explanatory variable and are applicable for a range of values that extends to below 200 m/s (and 
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moreover they model the non-linearity in the site response for soft sites and stronger bedrock motions). The 
equations also provide the standard deviation of the aleatory variability decomposed into between-event 
and within-event components. The one criterion that the equations do not satisfy (apart from the obvious 
shortcoming of not being based on data from Groningen or from the Netherlands) is that the range of 
earthquake magnitudes for which they are derived (Mw 4 to 7.6) does not extend as low as required. The 
lower magnitude limit was set at Mw 4 rather than the more common threshold of Mw 5 precisely to avoid 
overestimations at lower magnitudes, but extrapolating the equations to Mw 1.5 would carry very 
considerable uncertainty. Moreover, the extrapolated predictions for the magnitude-distance combinations 
of the Groningen earthquake recordings (and for normal-faulting earthquakes and Vs30=200 m/s) 
overestimate the recorded PGV values as much as the Dost et al. (2004) equation and the recorded PGA 
values by an even greater margin. 

 
Figure 7.6 Residuals of PGA calculated from the Groningen field motions with respect to predictions from the 

adjusted Akkar et al. (2013) equation. The residuals are calculated from the natural logarithm of the 
observed value minus the natural logarithm of the predicted median value. 

In order to develop a model that is simultaneously well-constrained for larger magnitudes and consistent 
with the Groningen field recordings at smaller magnitudes, adjustments were made to the magnitude 
scaling and magnitude-dependent attenuation terms in the Akkar et al. (2013) model such that the 
equation could be fitted to the Groningen data and remain unchanged above a certain magnitude 
threshold, without introducing a discontinuity between the equations for small and large magnitudes. The 
coefficients for these adjustments were found by inspection rather than rigorous statistical fitting, which 
means that there may be other suites of values that produce slightly better fits to the data; however, since 
the adjusted equations are not being extrapolated far beyond the range of the data to which they are 
adjusted, such minor differences are of no importance. The adjusted equations provide a very good fit to 
the Groningen data, as the residual plots for PGA in Figure 7.6 illustrate clearly (the plots for PGV 
residuals look very similar). 
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The final question to be addressed in developing the modified Akkar et al. (2013) equations for hazard 
and risk analyses in the Groningen field is whether it was necessary to make any modifications for the 
standard deviation for the smaller-magnitude portion of the adjusted equations. A number of GMPEs have 
sigma values that increase with decreasing magnitude, although it is still debated whether this is an artefact 
of poorly-determined magnitude and distance values for smaller events (e.g., Strasser et al., 2009). The 
decision was taken to maintain the standard deviations for PGA and PGV—and their decomposition into 
between-event and within-event parts—across the full range of magnitudes, for two reasons. The first of 
these is that the sigma values are already large (and possibly inflated by ‘noisy’ metadata associated with 
the small-magnitude recordings in the original database). The second is that the standard deviations of the 
residuals shown in Figure 7.6 are relatively small, which notwithstanding the small sample size from which 
they are calculated suggests that the variability in the small-magnitude predictions is not particularly large.  

7.2.4 Epistemic Uncertainty in Ground-Motion Predictions 

The modified Akkar et al. (2013) equations for PGA and PGV were developed as a starting model for the 
estimate of peak ground motions from potential induced-earthquakes in the Groningen field, but it is 
important to acknowledge that there is considerable epistemic uncertainty associated with the application 
of these equations. Epistemic uncertainty refers to the uncertainty arising from incomplete knowledge, 
which is distinct from the aleatory variability associated with the ground-motion predictions. Since the 
database of Groningen ground-motion recordings is relatively sparse, and may therefore represent a 
biased sample, there is some degree of epistemic uncertainty even in the range of small-magnitude 
predictions. Even in regions with abundant databases of ground-motion recordings, such as California, it is 
common practice in seismic hazard assessment to combine several locally-derived GMPEs in a logic-tree 
formulation (e.g., Bommer et al., 2005), and moreover to impose additional increments of uncertainty in 
the median predictions to reflect the epistemic uncertainty that may arise from biases in the data and lack 
of data in certain ranges of magnitude and distance (Petersen et al., 2008). For the prediction of ground-
motion amplitudes from earthquakes of Mw 4 and larger in the Groningen field, for which there are no 
data whatsoever, the epistemic uncertainty must, by definition, be even larger. 

For the current hazard model, time constraints have prevented the development of suitable model for the 
range of epistemic uncertainty in the ground-motion predictions, which is a non-trivial undertaking if it is to 
be done properly (Bommer, 2012). However, it should be borne in mind that there is likely to be an 
appreciable level of epistemic uncertainty associated with the application of the proposed preliminary 
equations, and the precision with which the resulting ground motions and hazard levels can be calculated 
should not be interpreted as representing accuracy. 

7.2.5 Spatial Correlations in Ground Motions 

The GMPEs developed for and applied in this hazard study effectively assume complete independence 
between the motions at different locations as a result of a particular earthquake. In practice, analyses of 
recordings from dense strong-motion recording networks have shown that the peak motions at closely-
spaced instruments tend to be correlated (e.g., Boore et al., 2003). The correlation decays rapidly with 
increasing separation of the stations, but can be quite high for distances of less than about 3 km. 

Considering spatial correlation of ground motions in probabilistic seismic risk calculations (using, as in this 
project, Monte Carlo sampling), will tend to lead to higher levels of estimated damage and loss. The reason 
is that the spatial correlation will produce large pockets of elevated levels of motion, and for those 
simulations where these coincide with densely-populated areas of vulnerable building stock, it can be 
expected that particularly high damage levels will result (e.g., Crowley et al., 2008). In the exploratory risk 
calculations run so far, spatial correlation of the ground motions has not been explicitly included, which 
might ordinarily lead to some underestimation of the impact on the building stock. However, the 
calculations have been performed on spatially-aggregated building stock, in which PGA values are 
calculated at the centre points of a 3x3 km grid, and the same level of shaking applied to all building 
locations within that square. This discretization of the exposure (building stock), which is adopted for 
computational efficiency, produces a very similar effect to that which would result from explicit inclusion of 
spatial correlation of ground motions. 
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7.2.6 Duration of Ground Shaking  

Another important feature of the ground motion is the duration of the strong shaking interval, which can 
also be characterized by the effective number of cycles of motion. For structures such as unreinforced 
masonry, which degrade in both strength and stiffness under repeated cycles of loading, the duration of the 
shaking has an important influence on the degree of damage experienced under a given amplitude of 
ground motion (e.g., Bommer et al., 2004). One approach that could be used to incorporate this feature of 
the ground shaking into the seismic hazard analysis would be a vector analysis that simultaneously 
estimating both PGA and duration by using a suitable expression for the correlation between the residuals 
in the prediction of the two parameters. Such functions have been derived by Bradley (2011) who found a 
negative correlation between peak amplitudes and duration, such that when the hazard analysis produces 
relatively high values of PGA, for example, these would correspond to motions with very short durations.  

Since the hazard is currently being characterized only in terms of PGA and PGV, the influence of duration 
must be accounted for in any fragility functions used to estimate damage. This is especially the case if the 
fragility functions adopted are based on field observations following earthquakes of larger magnitude, or 
else from experiments or analyses using recordings of larger magnitude earthquakes, since the Groningen 
hazard study is considering a range of magnitudes that are centered on much smaller values than those 
generally involved in earthquake damage and loss estimations. The duration of ground shaking scales 
strongly with magnitude and small-magnitude earthquakes will generally be expected to produce ground 
motions of very short duration (e.g., Bommer et al., 2009).  

7.3 Conclusions 

This chapter has described how the energy by an earthquake moves to the surface and causes movement of 
the ground. In the next chapter, this is combined with the insights into the induction of earthquakes 
(Chapter 6) motions to provide hazard maps. The following conclusions have been drawn: 

 Recorded peak ground accelerations (PGA) and velocities (PGV) from induced earthquakes in the 
Groningen field show remarkably low amplitudes, even compared to recordings from earthquakes of 
similar magnitude in the Roswinkel field. 

 The most likely explanation for these low amplitudes is the effect of the high-velocity, high-density basal 
anhydrite layer in the Zechstein formation immediately above the Groningen gas reservoir, since this 
creates a strong negative impedance contrast. 

 The beneficial effect of the basal anhydrite is not assumed to hold for motions from larger earthquakes 
(M>4) until verified by other investigations, and for the initial hazard analysis it is assumed that 
ground-motion amplitudes will be comparable to those recorded in tectonic earthquakes. 

 On this basis, ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) derived from recordings of tectonic 
earthquakes in Europe and the Middle East have been adopted for the prediction of PGA and PGV. 
The equations were selected on the basis of using hypocentral distance, which is consistent with the 
way earthquakes are modelled in the hazard analysis, and including a term for site amplification 
effects that is able to model the influence of the soft near-surface conditions encountered in much of the 
Groningen field. 

 The equations have been adopted in their original form for larger earthquakes, but adjusted below a 
threshold magnitude (4.2 for PGA, 3.8 for PGV) in order to provide a good fit to the Groningen data 
at smaller magnitude levels. 

 Additional work is required to refine the local applicability of the selected GMPEs to the Groningen 
field and also to estimate the associated levels of epistemic uncertainty. 

 Since currently only PGA and PGV are being predicted in the hazard analysis, it is important to take 
account of the fact that for most of the earthquakes considered in the hazard analysis, the duration of 
shaking will be short as a result of the small magnitude of these earthquakes. 
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8 Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment 

8.1 Interpretation of Eurocode 8 for the case of production-induced seismicity 

The Eurocodes are the current technical standards for structural design in Europe, and it is now compulsory 
for the 28 countries in the Eurocode zone to adopt these in place of existing national standards. Eurocode 
8 specifically deals with earthquake-resistant design of structures (CEN, 2006). Each country adopting 
Eurocode 8 must develop a National Annex to indicate how the code is implemented; the National Annex 
for the Netherlands has not yet been produced. 

Eurocode 8 is based on a limit state philosophy, specifying structural performance targets associated with 
different levels of seismic loading. The fundamental requirement is for No Collapse (NC), intended to 
ensure life safety; this is referred to as the Ultimate Limit State (ULS), and is associated with ground motions 
having a 10% probability of exceedance during 50 years, or a return period of 475-years. The 
Serviceability Limit State (SLS) targets function of structures, comfort of occupants, and appearance of 
buildings, and is anchored to design ground motions with 50% probability of exceedance in 50 years, or a 
return period of 95 years. The 475-year return period as the basis for defining the basic design motions 
was adopted in most seismic codes around the world after being first introduced in the United States, 
despite being based on a series of rather arbitrary decisions rather than any quantitative risk 
considerations (Bommer & Pinho, 2006). 

Eurocode 8 consists of six parts, with Part 1 defining the basic seismic actions and the other parts deal with 
specific structural applications. Part 3 is entitled “Assessment and Retrofitting of Buildings”, for which three 
limit states and associated return periods are specified. The narration in the code notes that the Significant 
Damage (SD) Limit State, tied to ground shaking with a 475-year return period, is comparable to the NC 
limit state for new buildings. In this regard, Eurocode 8 is unusual in requiring that retrofitted buildings 
should achieve the same levels of seismic performance as new buildings, whereas it is widely accepted in 
earthquake engineering practice around the world that lower levels of seismic capacity can be accepted for 
retrofitted buildings than would be required in new buildings (e.g., Grant et al., 2007; ATC, 1978; NZSEE, 
2006; NEHRP, 2009). 

Notwithstanding the very conservative approach of requiring seismic retrofit to match the earthquake-
resistant capacity of new buildings, the framework of Eurocode 8 was adopted in this report for the 
consideration of assessing the structural capacity of buildings in the Groningen field. This requires that the 
PGA and PGV values corresponding to a 475-year return period, which is equivalent to an annual 
exceedance probability of 0.002, must be calculated. This is done by selecting a production period, 
starting now and continuing for a specified number of years, and then calculating the levels of PGA and 
PGV that would have an average 0.2% probability of being exceeded during that period. Calculating the 
hazard in this way, that is, for a limited time period rather than the total hazard until the end of the field 
life is based on the assumption of no time delay between reservoir compaction and any associated induced 
seismicity. This is consistent with an analysis of changes in earthquake activity rates which indicated little or 
no delay relative to changes in gas production rates [Bourne & Oates 2013, Appendix C]. 

8.2 Hazard assessment: summary of approach and method implemented 

Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) is understood to mean the characterization and estimation of 
the frequency of occurrence of stated levels of earthquake ground motion at specified locations. Estimation 
of predicted levels of ground motion is necessarily a probabilistic calculation but it is also common to carry 
out deterministic calculations (DSHA) to estimate the ground motions due to specific earthquake scenarios 
(Dost, 2013). As Bommer and Abrahamson (2006) point out, the fundamental difference between PSHA 
and DSHA is simply that PSHA integrates over all earthquake scenarios, properly weighted by probability 
density functions, whereas DSHA considers the effects of individual scenarios. Motivated by these 
arguments, the approach that has been followed for the analysis of the Groningen induced seismic hazard 
is PSHA. 

PSHA methods can be divided into two categories: the classic approach in which expected ground motions 
are estimated directly from the underlying probability distributions and Monte Carlo approaches in which 
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distributions of ground motions are generated for synthetic earthquake catalogues by repeated sampling of 
these same probability distributions. Classic PSHA has the advantage of a significant body of literature 
describing the formalism and possibly advantages of speed of calculation compared with the Monte Carlo 
approach. A major disadvantage of the classic PSHA approach is that it is based on the assumption of 
stationary seismicity rates, defined in terms of frequencies of events per unit time, whereas the source model 
that we set out to implement is derived from a time-dependent compaction process. The Monte Carlo 
approach, although less well documented in the literature, has the advantage of conceptual simplicity and 
versatility which enabled the compaction-based source model (Section 6.2.4) to be incorporated. It is also 
more easily integrated with building exposure and fragility data to deliver risk or loss estimates over a 
large urban area (see Bommer and Crowley 2006). Initial internal discussions concluded that it was 
unlikely that we would find a third party PSHA software package that would properly handle the 
compaction-driven induced seismic hazard of the Groningen Field. It was decided therefore to write our 
own PSHA code, tailored to the needs of Groningen and following the Monte Carlo approach for the 
reasons mentioned above. To be better able to identify errors in implementation of the method, it was 
decided to write two independent codes, one in Python (Stephen Bourne) and the other in C (Steve Oates). 
There was minimal sharing of details between the two implementations apart from a general consensus on 
the overall method. This allowed independent cross-checking of the hazard results at any stage and has 
proved to be key in identifying bugs and other inconsistencies. 

The Monte Carlo PSHA codes have been implemented according to the following scheme. (Bourne et al 
2013). Each catalogue of earthquakes is generated by first drawing a seismic moment budget from a 
distribution derived from the Groningen Field compaction model (as detailed in section 6.2.4). Event 
locations are assigned by randomly sampling the expected event density map which itself is derived from 
the predicted compaction map characterizing the chosen production interval. Magnitudes are assigned by 
random sampling of a truncated Gutenberg-Richter type distribution where the catalogue’s total moment is 
constrained to not exceed the moment budget. In this way a specified number of catalogues is generated 
and, for each event, ground motions (PGA and PGV) are calculated at each of the nodes of the surface 
output grid. In calculating the ground motion, the distribution of variations of the chosen ground motion 
prediction equation (GMPE) about its mean is randomly sampled. Hazard curves are generated for each 
surface location by counting the exceedances of specified ground motion thresholds and averaging over 
the number of simulated catalogues. 

8.3 Hazard maps: PGA and PGV for a 475 year return period  

Guided by the interpretation of Eurocode 8 as a standard, described above, maps of ground motion 
equivalent to the 475 year return period are calculated from the set of hazard curves. The PGV and PGA 
hazard maps generated, using the modification of the Akkar et al (2013) GMPE, described in section 7.2 
above, are shown in Figure 8.1. 
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Figure 8.1 Top Row: Predicted ground motion with an average annual 0.2% chance of exceedance, for the next 10 

years from 2013 to 2023. Maximum ground motions are 22 cm/s and 57% of the acceleration due to 
gravity (g), located above the region of greatest reservoir compaction. The black line denotes the field 
outline and the letters D to W denote Delfzijl, Eemshaven, Groningen, Hoogezand, Loppersum and 
Winschoten respectively.  Bottom Row: Predicted ground motion with an average 10% chance of 
exceedance and 50% chance of exceedance during the next 10 years from 2013 to 2023. 
In these hazard calculations the linear compaction model was used.   

The process described for generating ground motion hazard maps aggregates the numbers of exceedances 
at each location and so does not keep track of the combinations of event magnitude, distance and GMPE 
variation giving rise to the ground motion exceedance rates. Disaggregation on the other hand is the 
process of looking at the hazard in terms of the magnitude, hypocentral distance and GMPE variation of 
the events giving rise to it (Bazzurro and Cornell 1999), so that questions such as `What event magnitudes 
and hypocentral distances contribute most to the hazard?' can be answered in a useful way. In practice, 
disaggregation of the hazard requires storing additional arrays during the computation relating the 
magnitude, source-surface location distance and GMPE variation to the resulting surface ground motion. 
The disaggregated hazard is illustrated in Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.3, for PGA and PGV respectively.  
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Figure 8.2 Disaggregation of the PGA hazard (see text for details). 

 
Figure 8.3 Disaggregation of the PGV hazard (see text for details). 

The individual plots show: (in the first rows) the distribution of PGA occurrence rates as a function of 
magnitude, distance, and GMPE variation for a single surface location directly above the region of 
maximum reservoir compaction; (in the second rows) the fractional contribution to the total rate of peak 
ground velocities at this same surface location corresponding to mean annual exceedance probabilities of 
0.2% (thick line) and 1% (thin line), equivalent to the Eurocode 8 performance requirements for a 10% 
chance over 50 and 10 years respectively. 
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Referring to the magnitude disaggregation plots, notice that the hazard is dominated by the intermediate 
magnitudes (e.g. M=4.5-5.0) typically occurring at smaller hypocentral distances. The largest magnitudes 
are so rare that they contribute very little to the hazard for this recurrence rate. One significant 
consequence of this observation is that the maximum magnitude is not an appropriate means of 
characterizing the seismic hazard. Note also that disaggregation of the PGV and PGA hazards leads to 
appreciably different dominant magnitudes reflecting the non-trivial, magnitude- and distance-dependent 
relationship between PGV and PGA implied by the ground motion prediction equations. 

8.4 Sensitivity tests 

Additional simulations were run to explore sensitivity of the calculated hazard to variations in the input. The 
most important of these sensitivities are summarized here. 

The choice of the Ground Motion Prediction Equation (GMPE) has a major impact. Most of the simulations 
described in Bourne et al (2013) were run using the GMPE of Dost et al (2004), this choice having been 
motivated by the fact that this GMPE was the only one available which had been calibrated using data 
from the Netherlands (but not Groningen). Subsequent analysis of strong motion data for Groningen 
events, including the 2012 Huizinge event, showed however that the Dost et al (2004) and Akkar et al 
(2013) GMPEs significantly overestimate surface ground motions. The modification of the Akkar et al 
(2013) GMPE described previously (section 7.2.3) is now favored as it has been calibrated using the 
Groningen strong motion data and is constrained by data from elsewhere at higher magnitudes.  

The production period over which average annualized ground motion exceedance rates are calculated was 
also shown to have a strong impact on the simulated rates. This is due to the variations in the planned 
production rate as the field moves from the current peak levels of off-take to lower levels of production 
towards the end of its intended life (see Figure 8.5). These lower future production rates correspond to 
lower compaction rates and so lower levels of annualized seismic hazard.  

The Gutenburg-Richter b-value characterizing the Groningen earthquake catalogue might be expected to 
have a strong influence on the calculated hazard since the b-value, being the slope of the frequency-
magnitude distribution, expresses the relative abundances of small and large events in an earthquake 
catalogue. Figure 8.4 (Bourne et al 2013) shows a significant variation of the b-value with compaction 
when the Groningen catalogue is divided into sub catalogues defined by compaction bins. Simulations run 
with a compaction-dependent b-value of this form give however very similar results to those obtained with 
a constant b-value of 1. As most of the expected event density corresponds to reservoir compaction in 
excess of 0.25m this function is approximately equivalent to decreasing the b-value from b=1 to b=0.8 for 
the entire earthquake population. The map of peak ground velocities with a mean annual exceedance 
chance of 0.2% shows a slight increase of up to 2cm/s within the central region of greatest reservoir 
compaction and a similar decrease mostly located around the southern edge of the field. It seems that the 
competing influences of increasing event size but reduced event number (for the large events) 
corresponding to the reduced b-value approximately balance each other out, at least in this case. 
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Figure 8.4 Maximum likelihood b-value estimates for subsets of the M1:5 events since April 1995 binned 

according to reservoir compaction. Vertical error bars denote the 67% confidence interval and 
horizontal grey lines indicate the bin sizes. 

The main conclusion to be drawn from the results of the sensitivity tests is that better constraining the GMPE 
for Groningen is a top priority: this is the aim of ongoing work.  

8.5 Assumptions and limitations 

The most important uncertainty is the partitioning coefficient relating seismic moment budget to the 
volumetric strain due to compaction. The source model relies on a fit to the values of this coupling observed 
so far in order to estimate the impact of any future escalation. Ongoing work shows that there are also 
significant uncertainties in the compaction model for the field and these uncertainties translate into 
appreciable uncertainties in the available induced seismic moment budget.  

The source model is based on the production-induced compaction with the tacit assumption that suitably 
located faults, pre-existing or new, will be available for the strain to be expressed as induced seismicity. A 
major fault mapping exercise over the field identified approximately 1700 faults from the 3D seismic data. 
It is assumed that many more faults than this will be undetectable on the 3D data due to having too small 
throws and/or extents. With thousands of faults distributed across the field the above assumption that there 
will be sufficient faults available on which slip can occur does not seem too restrictive. Nevertheless, an 
alternative approach to calculating seismic hazard would be to propose that induced earthquakes will 
occur only on certain major faults in the field. A model of this sort would be more akin to those used in 
global tectonic hazard calculations. Ongoing geomechanical work allows for evaluating the likelihood for 
individual faults to slip (Section 9). However, the lack of detailed information regarding fault properties 
(stress, friction coefficient etc.) will make it difficult to construct compelling source models of this type. 

It is assumed that the seismic moment budget derives entirely from the reservoir compaction process. That is 
we neglect any contribution from other deformation processes such as tectonics and post-glacial rebound 
(see Main et al 1999) that may also contribute to the magnitude of a triggered earthquake, as discussed in 
section 6.1.2. See also Houtgast’s (1992) catalogue of historical seismicity in the Netherlands.  

Calculating the hazard for a limited time period rather than the total hazard until the end of the field life is 
based on the assumption of no time delay between reservoir compaction and any associated induced 
seismicity. This is consistent with an analysis of changes in earthquake activity rates which indicated little or 
no delay relative to changes in gas production rates [Bourne & Oates 2013].  

The depths of the Groningen earthquakes are in almost all cases assumed to be 3000m, that is, the 
approximate reservoir depth, rather than determined from the recorded data. This is due to the fact that the 
monitoring array is too sparse to properly constrain event depths over most of the field. This has potential 
consequences for the hazard analysis in which the same assumed event depth has been used. If event 
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depths are significantly shallower than assumed, this will lead to higher than anticipated surface ground 
motions.  

8.6 Time evolution of seismic hazard: projections based on planned production 

The expected seismic moment release rate depends on two competing effects. First, the seismic moment 
released per unit of gas production increases with reservoir compaction. Second, the rate of gas production 
eventually decreases due to reservoir pressure depletion. Over the next 20 years or so, the first effect is 
expected to dominate and so the annual seismic moment is expected to tend to increase year-on-year. 
Thereafter, the second effect will likely dominate as the annual gas production has naturally declined to 
levels well- below current production rates. Figure 8.5 shows predicted initial escalation and then the long 
decline in annual seismic moment release according to the statistical geomechanics model. This includes a 
wide range of uncertainty between the expected and the upper bound of the 95% confidence interval, but 
the same clear temporal trend with a maximum sometime between 2025 and 2035 based on the current 
production plan. Such time-dependence is intrinsic to induced seismicity that necessarily has a beginning 
and an end. Eurocode 8 building standards were designed with time-independent natural seismicity in 
mind, as discussed above. Adaptation to time-variant induced seismicity needs to be addressed. 

 
Figure 8.5 (a) Expected annual total seismic moment release. This calculation is based on the current gas 

production plan and the current reservoir compaction model, the median seismic strain partitioning 
model, and presumes there is no delay between induced strain and induced earthquakes. (b) As (a), 
except for the upper bound of the 95% confidence interval of the seismic strain partitioning model. 

8.7 PGA hazard assessment 

The seismological model developed recently to support Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessments (PSHA) 
for the Groningen Field (NAM, 2013) depends on future reservoir compaction. Models for reservoir 
compaction are well-constrained by surface subsidence measurements. However, uncertainties in these 
measurements and in the geomechanical relationship between subsidence and compaction means a range 
of different compaction models are consistent with these data. These models all exhibit similar compaction 
histories but predict different future compactions with differences that tend to increase with time. 

Initial seismic hazard assessments were based on the linear-elastic compaction model which depends on a 
single parameter for reservoir compressibility as a function of porosity. An alternative time-decay 
compaction model has two parameters, the same reservoir compressibility parameter and a second 
parameter for the characteristic time-scale of exponentially-distributed delays between pressure depletion 
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and reservoir compaction. Monte Carlo inversion of the Groningen subsidence data indicates the 
characteristic time-scale is 5±5 years. This model yields a slightly better fit to these subsidence data, but this 
was achieved by adjusting two parameters not one, so future compactions predicted by this model may not 
be more reliable than those from the linear model. Nonetheless, the time-decay compaction model does 
offer a credible alternative compaction forecast.  

The PSHA results for 2013 to 2023 based on the current production plan and the time-decay compaction 
model indicate a 2%, 10% and 50% chance of peak ground acceleration, PGA, exceeding 0.67g, 0.33g 
and 0.06g respectively (Figure 8.6), where g is the acceleration due to gravity taken to be 9.81 m/s2. This 
10-year period of assessment and the 2%, 10%, and 50% chances of exceedance are choices and the 
hazard results obtained depend on these choices. The choice of a 2% chance over 10 years is not 
equivalent to the Eurocode 8 (CEN, 2004) choice of 10% over 50 years for two reasons. First, Eurocode 8 
applies to natural seismicity that does not change with time whereas Groningen experiences induced 
seismicity that changes with time. This means the Groningen Field will experience a different seismic 
hazard in each of the five 10-year intervals over the next 50 years. Second, Eurocode 8 is based on 
seismicity composed of independent earthquakes. This means there is a particular equivalence between 
probabilities of exceedance and times of exposure as described by a Poisson process. This allows the 
Eurocode 8 seismic performance requirement for ground motions with a 10% chance of exceedance over 
50 years (often described as a 475-year return period) to be seen as equivalent to a 2% chance of 
exceedance over 10 years. This is not the case for the seismological model of the Groningen Field where 
earthquakes collectively accommodate a fraction of the strain induced by reservoir compaction. This creates 
a degree of inter-dependence between events so they do not exactly follow a Poisson process.  

Whilst accepting there is no formal equivalence between 10% over 50 years and 2% over10 years, the 
results shown in Figure 8.6a are still valid on their own although there is no equivalence with Eurocode 8. 
Figure 8.7 shows results for a 5-year assessment period from 2013 to 2018 with a 2%, 10%, and 50% 
chance of PGA exceeding 0.42g, 0.18g, and 0.03g respectively. These PGA values are lower because 
there is less exposure time, less exposure to the statistical trend of increasing annual seismic moments, and 
less uncertainty in a shorter-term forecast. Similarly for a three year assessment period from 2013 to 2016, 
there is a 2%, 10% and 50% chance of PGA exceeding 0.30g, 0.12g and 0.02g respectively (Figure 8.8). 
Figure 8.9 compares the probabilities of PGA exceedance for the 10-, 5- and 3-year assessments at the 
location of maximum PGA. 

PSHA results previously obtained for the linear-elastic compaction model (NAM, 2013) indicate a 2%, 10% 
and 50% from 2013 to 2023 of PGA exceeding 0.56g, 0.27g, and 0.05g respectively. This is an example 
of epistemic uncertainties due to current lack of knowledge about the mechanisms governing future 
reservoir compaction on the field length-scale and the production time-scale. The following section 
describes a systematic assessment of the key epistemic uncertainties and their influence on 2013 to 2023 
PSHA for the Groningen Field.  

(a) (b) (c)  
Figure 8.6 PGA hazard maps for the 10 years from 2013 to 2023 with a (a) 2%, (b) 10% and (c) 50% chance of 

exceedance. This assessment is based on the current production plan, the time-decay compaction model 
and the Akkar et al. (2013) ground motion prediction equation modified to match accelerometer data 
from the Groningen Field (NAM, 2013). The maximum PGA in each case is (a) 0.67g, (b) 0.33g, and 
(c) 0.06g. The horizontal and vertical scales are Rijksdriehoek (RD) coordinates in km.   
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(a)  

(b)  (c)  (d)  

Figure 8.7 PGA hazard maps for the 5 years from 2013 to 2018 with a (a) 1%, (b) 2%, (c) 10% and (d) 50% 
chance of exceedance. The maximum PGA in each case is (a) 0.54g, (b) 0.42g, (c) 0.18g, and (d) 
0.03g. The horizontal and vertical scales are Rijksdriehoek (RD) coordinates in km.   

(a)  (b)  (c)  
Figure 8.8 PGA hazard maps for the 3 years from 2013 to 2016 with a (a) 2%, (b) 10% and (c) 50% chance of 

exceedance. The maximum PGA in each case is (a) 0.30g, (b) 0.12g, and (c) 0.02g. The horizontal 
and vertical scales are Rijksdriehoek (RD) coordinates in km.   
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Figure 8.9 The probability of exceedance for the maximum peak ground acceleration within the Groningen Field 
for three different assessment intervals: 3, 5, and 10 years. These assessments are based on the time-
decay reservoir compaction model for the current production plan and the Akkar et al. (2013) GMPE 
modified to match accelerometer data from the Groningen Field. 

8.8 Logic-tree to assess epistemic uncertainties 

True statistical variability, known as aleatory uncertainty, represents the stochastic nature of a process and 
is addressed in the approach to hazard assessment described here by random sampling of the appropriate 
distributions in the Monte Carlo simulation process. Epistemic uncertainty, on the other hand, characterises 
uncertainties in the values of parameters which are fixed but either unknown or known only to within a 
certain precision. A logic-tree approach can be used to explore the impact of key epistemic uncertainties 
once these have been identified and their expected ranges estimated. Each branch of the logic-tree 
represents a distinct scenario of a particular model and associated parameter values chosen from the 
spectrum of values considered to be likely. Here we describe a logic-tree approach to the characterisation 
of epistemic uncertainties in the PGA hazard assessment.   

8.8.1 Classification of epistemic uncertainties 

The experience of running the Monte Carlo hazard simulations in the current project and expert judgement, 
informed by previous studies, were used to identify the key epistemic uncertainties. Ranges of likely 
parameter values were estimated based on the recent seismological and hazard studies for the Groningen 
Field (Bourne & Oates 2012; Bourne & Oates 2013; Bourne et al. 2013). The logic-tree was constructed by 
consideration of the main components of the seismic hazard workflow: modelling of the earthquake 
catalogue to give moment release rate, event location and magnitude distributions and ground motion 
predictions for these simulated earthquakes.  

Each of the uncertainties identified was characterised as likely to have appreciable or negligible impact on 
the hazard analysis. The uncertainties labelled as appreciable are explicitly included in the logic-tree by 
having branches expressing variations above and below the trunk. For those labelled as negligible no 
variation of the parameter value from the base case is considered. A third category was reserved for 
uncertainties which were excluded as being beyond the scope of the current work. 

The key epistemic uncertainties – that is those labelled as appreciable – for the hazard analysis are as 
follows: for the source model, reservoir compaction, strain partitioning and the Gutenberg-Richter b-value; 
for the surface motion estimation, the parameterisation of the ground motion prediction equation (GMPE). 
These are summarised in Table 8.1. Only those sources of epistemic uncertainty classified as appreciable 
have been included in the logic tree.  The following paragraphs give justification for the classifications 
chosen for the sources of epistemic uncertainty and the uncertainties included into the logic tree.   

Reservoir Compaction 
The reservoir compaction and the coupling constant which determines the amount of reservoir volume 
change expressed as seismicity, are the fundamental elements in the source model. Future compaction is 
predicted using a range of possible models, constrained by subsidence and compaction measurements. 
These measurements are, however, not sufficient to unambiguously indicate which of the compaction 
models should be used and so several models which lead to significantly different predictions for future 
compaction are carried.  

Strain Partitioning Factor 
Similarly, there is great uncertainty in the future evolution of the value of the factor which determines the 
proportion of strain expressed as earthquakes. The current value is in the range 10-4 – 10-3 but future 
escalation to values close to 1 would have a profound effect on the hazard and cannot be excluded at this 
stage.  

Gutenberg-Richter b-value  
The Gutenberg-Richter b-value determines the relative proportion of low- and high-magnitude earthquakes 
in the catalogue. It is reasonably well constrained for the catalogue as a whole to-date but there are clear 
indications of significant variations of the b-value with compaction and event location. Such variations 
would be expected to impact the calculated hazard and so the b-value uncertainty is also given the label 
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“appreciable” and varied on branches of the logic-tree. Other characteristics of the earthquake catalogue 
to date were considered not to merit separate branches of the logic-tree. Events are currently assumed to be 
in the reservoir as the sparse monitoring array currently in place does not adequately constrain event 
depth. Similarly earthquakes are assumed to occur by normal faulting with ruptures which do not extend 
appreciably above the reservoir. It is felt that these assumptions are fairly robust but will be reassessed 
when data from the upgraded Groningen monitoring array become available in 2014 and beyond. 
Release of stress from tectonic sources is recognised as a possibility but is excluded at this stage given the 
evidence for no historic seismicity in the north of the Netherlands. 

GMPE  
Seismic hazard is dependent not only on the characteristics of the earthquakes themselves but also on the 
propagation of the seismic waves from the source to the surface. Empirical ground motion prediction 
equations (GMPEs) are generally used to estimate PGV and PGA at a given surface location for a source of 
known magnitude and location. Because of the limited history of recorded seismicity over the Groningen 
field there is very little ground motion data available to constrain a Groningen-specific GMPE. This is 
particularly true for events of larger magnitude and so the approach used has been to adapt GMPEs from 
other regions by calibrating with local ground motion data where possible. The form of the GMPE is 
therefore considered an “appreciable” epistemic uncertainty. Scale factors relative to the base-case GMPE 
(the modified form of the Akkar et al 2013 GMPE) are used to represent epistemic uncertainty in the 
GMPE. There is also uncertainty about the extent to which the predicted ground motion varies both from 
location to location for a single event and from event to event, but this uncertainty was considered to be of 
secondary importance and was labelled as “negligible”.  

 

The set of uncertainties listed in Table 8.1 is felt to be exhaustive in that it covers all components of the 
hazard analysis process and considers all parameters which were identified as having appreciable 
associated epistemic uncertainty in previous studies (Bourne & Oates 2012; Bourne & Oates 2013; Bourne 
et al. 2013). Other uncertainties identified were expected to be of too limited impact to justify being 
explored in the logic-tree. 
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Table 8.1 Classification of epistemic uncertainties. Uncertainties labelled as Appreciable are explicitly included in 

the logic-tree. Uncertainties labelled as Negligible are considered to be well constrained or to cause 
relatively small uncertainty in the hazard. These are included in the logic-tree but without any variation. 
Uncertainties labelled as Excluded are not considered at this stage of the assessment. M denotes 
earthquake magnitude,  denotes the total stochastic variability,  denotes the inter-event variability and 
 denotes the intra-event variability. 

8.8.2 Topology of the logic-tree 

Each branch of the logic-tree shown in the figure below represents a scenario defined by a particular set of 
parameter values. The main branch or trunk of the logic-tree is the base case scenario. Each branch from 
the trunk represents an alternative scenario with respect to the base case. For each branch, the hazard 
simulation was run with the specified parameter values and the estimated hazard compared with the base 
case (scenario 0). Figure 8.10 shows the logic-tree representing the set of chosen scenarios for the hazard 
calculation, following the classification of epistemic uncertainties given above. Notice that each scenario 
only varies one parameter relative to the base case; covariance between parameters is not considered at 
this stage.  The base case scenario was taken as the linear compaction model, the P50 strain partitioning, a 
b-value of 1, and the modified Akkar et al. (2013) GMPE. Note that the time-decay model has 
subsequently been adopted as the preferred compaction model.  

 
Figure 8.10 Logic-tree to represent epistemic uncertainty in the seismic hazard assessments for the Groningen Field. 

aBased on an assessment period from 2013 to 2023. bAdjusted to fit magnitude 3 to 3.6 local data by 
(Bommer, 2013). Numbers inside black circles denote individual scenarios within the logic-tree. Each 
scenario takes the base case scenario values (scenario 0) for all parameters with the exception of the 
parameter indicated by each branch of the logic-tree. 
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8.8.3 Elements of the logic-tree 

Reservoir compaction 
Four different compaction models are considered: the linear, bi-linear, time-decay and isotach models. The 
behaviour of the four compaction models is compared in Figure 8.11, which shows the cumulative and 
annual rates of bulk reservoir volume change and the cumulative and annual rates of the median seismic 
moment from 1960 to 2080. Notice that the forecasts of these models agree reasonably well for the 
coming 10-year period but thereafter diverge significantly from each other. In our logic-tree the linear 
compaction model was taken as the base case with the time-decay and isotach models as the branches. 
The corresponding strain partitioning, cumulative probability distributions of total seismic moment and 
event density maps for the interval 2013 to 2023 are given in Figure 8.12, Figure 8.13 and Figure 8.14 
respectively. 

 (a) (b)  

(c)  (d)  
Figure 8.11 Comparison of the four different compaction models according to (a, b) the cumulative and annual rates 

of bulk reservoir volume change and (c, d) the cumulative and annual rates of the median seismic 
moment from 1960 to 2080. Grey shading denotes the 10-year hazard assessment period from 2013 
to 2023. 
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(a) (b)  

(c)  (d)  
Figure 8.12 Results of fitting the exponential strain partitioning model to the historic earthquakes for each of the 

compaction models: (a) linear, (b) bi-linear, (c) time-decay, and (d) Isotach and the current gas 
production plan (BP12).  

 
Figure 8.13 Cumulative probability distributions of total seismic moment over the next 10 years (2013-2023) for 

each of the compaction models.   
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(a) (b)  

(c)  (d)  

Figure 8.14 Event density maps for the interval 2013 to 2023 based on four different models of reservoir 
compaction: (a) linear, (b) bi-linear, (c) time-decay, and (d) Isotach. The horizontal and vertical scales 
are Rijksdriehoek (RD) coordinates in km.   
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Strain partitioning 
Uncertainty in strain partitioning is significant. Moreover, there is uncertainty about this uncertainty in the 
sense that the relative contribution of epistemic and aleatory uncertainties is currently unknown. Within this 
logic-tree, we will treat the uncertainty as if it is entirely epistemic. However, in all the previous PSHA 
calculations it was treated as being purely aleatory by sampling the full distribution. Consequently, logic-
tree hazard simulations do not sample the complete distribution of total seismic moment, but instead use a 
fixed value corresponding to the median or plus or minus one standard deviation from the median, that is 
P50, P16 and P84 (see Figure 8.15). The P50 is the base case and P16 and P84 are the low and high case 
scenarios respectively.   

 
Figure 8.15 Epistemic uncertainty about strain partitioning is represented using the P16, P50, and P84 quantiles of the 

cumulative total seismic moment distribution. 

Variation in b-value with compaction 
The Gutenburg-Richter b-value characterizing the Groningen earthquake catalogue might be expected to 
have a strong influence on the calculated hazard since the b-value, being the slope of the frequency-
magnitude distribution, expresses the relative abundances of small and large events in an earthquake 
catalogue. Figure 8.16 shows a significant variation of the b-value with compaction when the Groningen 
catalogue is divided into sub-catalogues defined by compaction bins. The logic-tree base case scenario 
was taken as a constant value of b=1. The alternative scenarios are defined by two compaction-dependent 
hyperbolic tangent functions, with 0.5  b  1.5 and 0.8  b  1.5 respectively, and both fit the b-value 
data (Figure 8.16). The 0.8  b  1.5 scenario fits the upper envelope of the data. The other scenario fits 
the lower envelope of the data and has been extended to cover what is usually accepted to be the full 
range of physically permissible b-values. 

 
Figure 8.16 Three different models for the variation in b-value with reservoir compaction. Two of these models are 

parameterised as hyperbolic tangent functions to represent two possible fits to the observed b-values. 
The other model represents the possibility that b=1 and this apparent variation with compaction is a bias 
due to the small samples of earthquakes within each compaction interval. This figure is modified from 
Bourne & Oates (2013). 
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Ground motion prediction equation 
The choice of the ground motion prediction equation (GMPE) has a major impact on the calculated hazard. 
Most of the simulations described in Bourne et al. (2013) were run using the GMPE from Dost et al. (2004); 
this choice was made because it was the only available GMPE calibrated to accelerometer data from the 
Netherlands (but not Groningen). Subsequent analysis of accelerometer data for Groningen events, 
including the 2012 Huizinge event, showed however that Dost et al (2004) and Akkar et al (2013) 
significantly overestimate surface ground motions. This motivated a modification of the Akkar et al (2013) 
GMPE to match the Groningen accelerometer data whilst retaining its match to larger magnitude events 
from elsewhere in Europe and the Middle East (NAM, 2013). This modified version of the Akkar et al 
(2013) GMPE is now the base case GMPE for the Groningen Field and this logic-tree. The high- and low-
case scenarios were defined by scaling the PGA values by factors of 1.50 and 0.65 respectively (Figure 
8.17).  

 
Figure 8.17 Representation of epistemic uncertainty in the GMPE for the median ground motion at a hypo-central 

distance of 10 km (solid line). The upper and lower alternatives to this median ground motion (dashed 
lines) were scaled by 1.5 and 0.65 respectively.  

These scaling factors were inferred from ranges of amplification factors applied to GMPEs used in PSHA in 
western North America, which are based on the degree of constraint provided by the data from which they 
are derived – see Petersen et al., (2008) and Bommer (2013). The factors adopted take into account the 
fact that the Akkar et al. (2013) model is very well constrained by its database in the range of moderate 
magnitudes (Mw 4-5.5), which could suggest the use of smaller scaling factors than applied to the 
Californian equations used in the projects in western North America. However, consideration is also given 
to the fact that in those applications the scaling factors are applied to logic trees with multiple GMPE 
branches whereas for the Groningen PSHA, only a single GMPE is used. The factors are adopted for 
application to the unmodified Akkar et al. (2013) equations at larger magnitudes, but conservatively 
applied also to smaller events where the Groningen field data provide greater constraint on the modified 
model.  
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8.8.4 Results of the logic-tree 

The results of the logic-tree analysis are summarised in the tornado plot, Figure 8.18. This shows the 
variations in the maximum PGA found within the Groningen Field area with a 2% chance of exceedance 
over the period 2013 to 2023. Notice that the strain partitioning uncertainty has the greatest impact of all 
those considered – going between the P16 and P84 seismic moment budgets for the period moves the 2% 
probability of exceedance maximum PGA from approximately 0.05g to about 0.6g. The GMPE scaling 
and compaction model choice uncertainties have significant but much smaller impacts, moving the 
maximum PGA by about 0.1g from its base case value. The b-value variations considered have negligible 
impact on the calculated hazard: it seems that the competing influences of increasing event size but 
reduced event number (for the large events) corresponding to reductions in the b-value approximately 
balance each other out, at least in this case. 

 
Figure 8.18 Variation in the maximum PGA found within the Groningen Field with a 2% chance of exceedance over 

the period 2013 to 2023 due to epistemic uncertainties represented in the logic-tree. 
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8.9 Seismic hazard assessments for different pressure depletion scenarios 

8.9.1 Seismological assessments for each scenario 

Pressure depletion scenarios comprise 5 elements: a geological realisation, a compaction model, a 
development scenario, a production curtailment scenario, and a production philosophy (Table 8.2). From 
the 288 possible permutations of these elements, a representative subset of 19 scenarios was selected for 
PSHA (Table 8.3). Each of these scenarios is represented by a dynamic reservoir simulation model that was 
adjusted to match historic gas production and reservoir pressure data and forecasts future pressure 
depletions and a compaction model that was adjusted to match historic subsidence data and forecasts 
future compactions. Based on this compaction model, the seismological model was adjusted to match the 
historical earthquake statistics and forecast future seismicity. Adjustment of the seismological model involves 
a Monte Carlo procedure to fit a strain partitioning model to match, within their uncertainties, the observed 
variation in seismic moment with reservoir compaction. This yields an estimate for the probability 
distribution of the total seismic moment released during any given time interval. 

 

Table 8.2 Summary of the scenario elements considered for PSHA and the labels used to identify them. A complete 
scenario is defined by the choice of one option under each of the different headings. 
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Table 8.3 The individual scenarios selected for PSHA. The Base Case is annotated as 1.   

 

 

Figure 8.19 shows the results of this analysis for all scenarios involving the time-decay compaction model 
(scenarios 1 to 9). The cumulative bulk reservoir volume changes from 1960 until 2080 (Figure 8.19a) and 
their annual rates of change (Figure 8.19b) are the same in all scenarios from 1960 to 2013 due to 
matching the same historic data. After 2013, these start to differ in response to the different development 
and production scenarios. However, on the scale of these plots most of these differences are apparently 
minor with two exceptions.  

 The emergency stop scenario stabilises reservoir volume decrease above 350x106 m3, although volume 
reductions continue until 2040 as reservoir pressures equalise. Thereafter, the aquifer responds and a 
very small amount of the volume reduction is very slowly reversed.  

 The KHM1 development under a production curtailment of 30 bcm/year and the alternative production 
philosophy (scenario 3) exhibits notably lower rates of reservoir volume reduction over the period 
2017 to 2030; thereafter the rates are indistinguishable from the remaining scenarios. 
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(a)  (b)  

(c)  (d)  

(e)  (f)  

Figure 8.19 Comparison of the different production scenarios in combination with the time-decay compaction model 
according to (a, b) the cumulative and annual rates of bulk reservoir volume change and (c, d) the 
cumulative and annual rates of the median seismic moment from 1960 to 2080. Grey shading denotes 
the 10-year hazard assessment period from 2013 to 2023. (e, f) Show the same curves as (c, d) except 
from 2013 to 2023 and on a linear scale.  

 

The cumulative and annual rates of the median seismic moment (Figure 8.19c-f) show similar variability 
with the different scenarios. The cumulative median seismic moment in 2080 is indistinguishable for all 
scenarios other than the emergency stop scenario. Because the seismological model was developed for 
reservoir compaction, the results from the emergency stop scenario are applicable until 2035 but not 
applicable to the subsequent slight reversal of compaction indicated after 2035. The emergency stop 
scenario still shows an increasing annual median seismic moment until about 2017 (Figure 8.19f). This is 
consistent with the current transit time for a pressure transient from the southern clusters of production wells 
to the centre of reservoir compaction of about 5 years. During this period the median annual seismic 
moment from the model increases to about 30% above the 2013 value, and does not reduce below the 
2013 value until about 2021. For all other scenarios, the median annual seismic moment continues to 
increase until about 2035 or later. In 2023, increases above the 2013 value vary from 2.5 (scenario 3) to 
4.5 (scenario 9) times larger. 

There is, of course, a critical difference between the median seismic moment and the actual seismic moment 
which is modelled in PSHA for the Groningen Field as a random sample from the probability distribution of 
total seismic moment. This is a Pareto sum distribution which has strongly asymmetric confidence intervals 
skewed above the median. For example, there is a 10% chance of sampling a moment 10 times larger than 
the median. This means there is a 10% chance of the actual seismicity exceeding 10 times the median 
value. This stochastic variability is significantly larger than the variability between the different scenarios 
under consideration. 
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Figure 8.20 shows results for all the same scenarios, except for the isotach compaction model (scenarios 10 
to 18). This isotach model is significantly different to the linear, bi-linear and time-decay models, due to the 
very significant effective time-delay between changes in depletion rate and corresponding changes in 
compaction rate. This means that even in the emergency stop scenario compaction continues with little sign 
of ever stopping (Figure 8.20a, b). This raises significant concerns about the physical plausibility of this 
particular isotach model. 

(a)  (b)  

(c)  (d)  

(e)  (f)  

Figure 8.20 As Figure 8.19, except for the isotach compaction model. Note that the reservoir simulation for the C30 
STD scenario unexpectedly terminated in 2070, so compaction artificially constant from 2070 to 2080. 
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8.9.2 Ground motion assessments for each scenario 

Combining the seismological model for each scenario with a ground motion prediction equation (GMPE) in 
a Monte Carlo simulation yields estimates for the map distribution of peak ground velocity and acceleration 
with a certain chance of exceedance. These scenario assessments were based on the GMPE developed by 
Akkar et al. (2013) for Europe and the Middle East and its subsequent modification to match accelerometer 
data from the Groningen Field (NAM, 2013). At present this assessment is based on simulations of 104 
earthquake catalogues for the period 2013 to 2023. Results are summarised as the maximum PGA and 
PGV values with a 50%, 10%, and 2% chance of exceedance (Table 8.4). For reference, maps of the PGA 
with a 2% chance of exceedance are shown for all scenarios with the time-decay compaction model (Figure 
8.21) and the isotach compaction model (Figure 8.22).  

 

Table 8.4 Variability in the maximum PGA and PGV with different reservoir compaction models and production 
scenarios. P50, P10, P2 denote 50%, 10% and 2% chances of exceedance respectively over the 10-year 
interval from 2013 to 2023. These results are listed in descending order of the P2 maximum PGA for 
each compaction model. These are preliminary results – still subject to technical assurance and liable to 
change. 
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The estimated maximum PGA with a 2% chance of exceedance is between 0.69g and 0.64g for all 
scenarios involving the time-decay compaction model with just two exceptions: 0.41g for the emergency 
stop scenario and 0.58g for the KHM1 C30 Alternative (Tremor) scenario. Relative to the 0.66g for the 
base case SN STD scenario, these two exceptions represent apparent hazard reductions of 38% and 12% 
respectively over the period 2013 to 2023. 

 

 
Figure 8.21 Influence of the different depletion scenarios on the PGA hazard. PGA hazard maps are shown for a 

2% chance of exceedance over the period 2013 to 2023 based on the time-decay compaction model. 
The horizontal and vertical scales are Rijksdriehoek (RD) coordinates in km.   
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Figure 8.22 As Figure 8.21, except for the isotach compaction model. The horizontal and vertical scales are 

Rijksdriehoek (RD) coordinates in km.   

8.10 Hazard Summary 

Probabilistic seismic hazard assessment for the 10 years from 2013 to 2023 based on the time-decay 
reservoir compaction model indicates a 2% chance of the peak ground acceleration (PGA) exceeding 
0.67g, where g is the acceleration due to gravity taken to be 9.81 m/s2. These results were obtained using 
a Monte Carlo method (NAM, 2013) and the Akkar et al (2013) ground motion prediction equation 
modified to be consistent with ground motion data from the Groningen Field, and by including all 
earthquakes of at least magnitude1.5. This hazard should not be considered equivalent to the 10% chance 
over 50 years stipulated by Eurocode 8 because induced seismicity within the Groningen Field varies with 
time and is not modelled as a Poisson process. Repeating this assessment method for the 5 years from 
2013 to 2018 indicates a 2% chance of PGA exceeding 0.42g. For the three years from 2013 to 2016, 
the same assessment method yields a 2% chance of exceeding 0.30g.  

Significant epistemic uncertainties exist in the seismic hazard assessment for the Groningen Field; these are 
primarily associated with strain partitioning, the GMPE and reservoir compaction. This motivates further 
data acquisition and studies designed to reduce these uncertainties. The epistemic uncertainty attributed to 
strain partitioning will in some part be due to random variability (aleatory). The relative contribution of 
epistemic and aleatory uncertainties to the overall uncertainty in strain partitioning is unknown. Further 
earthquake, surface acceleration, and subsidence monitoring within the Groningen Field will provide more 
information that may help to better constrain these uncertainties. 

Probabilistic seismic hazard assessments from 2013 to 2023 were conducted for 19 distinct scenarios that 
form a representative sample of the different geological, compaction, development, and production 
scenario elements. The results obtained indicate all these depletion scenarios yield similar seismic hazard 
estimates (within 5%) with two exceptions. The emergency stop scenario reduces the maximum PGA with a 
2% chance of exceedance to 0.41g. This represents a 38% reduction compared to 0.66g for the current 
case (SN STD). Alternatively the “30 Bcm/year curtailment combined with the alternative production 
philosophy (KHM1 C30 Tremor) scenario reduces the hazard to 0.58g, 12% below the current case. 
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In the emergency stop scenario, the isotach model predicts significant rates of compaction will persist until 
long after 2080. There is no analogue field evidence to support such unexpected behaviour. Equally, 
laboratory measurements are unable to constrain the isotach model behaviour on the multi-decadal time-
scale exhibited here. For these reasons, it is desirable to conduct an independent validation of the 
applicability of the isotach model to the Groningen case.   

8.11 Conclusions 

The main findings with respect to seismic hazard are summarized below: 

 A Monte-Carlo approach to Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment (PSHA) was identified as being 
best suited to the analysis of the Groningen field’s induced seismicity. 

 Independent PSHA implementations in Python and C gave the opportunity for valuable cross checking 
of hazard estimates. 

 Summary of the maximum magnitude and maximum PGA values with 50%, 10% and 2% chances of 
exceedance over three different time periods of assessment according to the current production plan, 
the time-decay compaction model and the modified Akkar et al. (2013) GMPE is given below: 

Period Maximum Magnitude Maximum PGA 

 P50 P10 P2 P50 P10 P2 

2013 - 2016 3.4 4.1 4.6 0.02g 0.12g 0.30g 

2013 - 2018 3.6 4.4 4.9 0.03g 0.18g 0.42g 

2013 - 2023 3.9 4.8 5.3 0.06g 0.33g 0.67g 

 Eurocode 8 has been adopted as a standard framework for the assessment of the seismic capacity of 
buildings in the Groningen field area. Consideration of PGA and PGV values corresponding to the 
475-year return period specified in Eurocode 8 requires that a specific production period is chosen for 
calculating the annualized hazard due to the planned production and expected compaction. 

 Direct comparisons with published 475-year hazard maps can be very problematic because such 
standard hazard maps generally impose a lower minimum magnitude limit than the M=1.5 used here, 
such as M=5 in California and M=4.5 in Europe. 

 Disaggregation of the hazard showed that the seismic hazard is dominated by events of intermediate 
magnitudes (M = 4 – 5). This contrasts with the maximum possible magnitude, M6.5, implied by the 
compaction-based seismicity model, showing that the induced seismic hazard is not well characterized 
by Mmax. 

 The most important uncertainty affecting the calculated hazard is the very large uncertainty in the 
partioning coefficient relating seismic moment budget to the volumetric strain due to compaction. 

 Sensitivity tests showed that the selection of a suitable ground motion prediction equation (GMPE) and 
the future production period chosen for calculating the annualized hazard had a strong influence on 
the resulting hazard estimates. Changes to the b-value however had limited impact on the calculated 
results. 

 Probabilistic seismic hazard assessment for the 10 years from 2013 to 2023 based on the time-decay 
reservoir compaction model indicates a 2%, 10% and 50% chance of peak ground acceleration, PGA, 
exceeding 0.67g, 0.33g and 0.06g respectively, where g is the acceleration due to gravity taken to be 
9.81 m/s2.  

 For a 5-year assessment period from 2013 to 2018 the corresponding results are a 2%, 10%, and 
50% chance of PGA exceeding 0.42g, 0.18g, and 0.03g respectively. Similarly for a three year 
assessment period from 2013 to 2016, there is a 2%, 10% and 50% chance of PGA exceeding 0.30g, 
0.12g and 0.02g respectively.  

 PSHA results previously obtained for the linear-elastic compaction model (NAM, 2013) indicate a 2%, 
10% and 50% chance from 2013 to 2023 of PGA exceeding 0.56g, 0.27g, and 0.047g respectively. 
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 These PSHA results were obtained using a Monte Carlo method (NAM, 2013) and the Akkar et al 
(2013) ground motion prediction equation modified to be consistent with ground motion data from the 
Groningen Field, and by including all earthquakes of at least magnitude 1.5.  

 It is important to point out that the 2% over 10 years hazard results listed above should not be 
considered equivalent to the 10% chance over 50 years stipulated by Eurocode 8 because induced 
seismicity within the Groningen Field varies with time and is not modelled as a Poisson process.  

 Epistemic uncertainty characterises uncertainty in the values of parameters which are fixed but either 
unknown or known only to within a certain precision. Significant epistemic uncertainties exist in the 
seismic hazard assessment for the Groningen Field; these are primarily associated with strain 
partitioning, the GMPE and reservoir compaction. A logic-tree approach, in which each branch of the 
logic-tree represents a distinct scenario of a particular model and associated parameter values, was 
used to explore the impact of the key epistemic uncertainties on the estimated hazard. It was found that 
the strain partitioning uncertainty has the greatest impact of those considered. The epistemic 
uncertainty attributed to strain partitioning will in some part be due to random (aleatory) variability, 
representing the stochastic nature of the earthquake process. The relative contribution of epistemic and 
aleatory uncertainties to the overall uncertainty in strain partitioning is unknown. Further earthquake, 
surface acceleration, and subsidence monitoring within the Groningen Field will provide more 
information that may help to better constrain these uncertainties. 

 Probabilistic seismic hazard assessments from 2013 to 2023 were conducted for 19 distinct scenarios 
that form a representative sample of the different geological, compaction, development, and 
production scenario elements. The results obtained indicate all these depletion scenarios yield similar 
seismic hazard estimates (within 5%) with two exceptions. The emergency stop scenario reduces the 
maximum PGA with a 2% chance of exceedance to 0.41g. This represents a 38% reduction compared 
to 0.66g for the current case (SN STD). Alternatively the KHM1 C30 Alternative (Tremor) scenario 
reduces the hazard to 0.58g, 12% below the current case. 

 In the emergency stop scenario, the isotach model predicts significant rates of compaction will persist 
until long after 2080. There is no analogue field evidence to support such unexpected behaviour. 
Equally, laboratory measurements are unable to constrain the isotach model behaviour on the multi-
decadal time-scale exhibited here. For these reasons, the reliability of this particular isotach model is 
entirely doubtful. 

8.12 Recommendations for further work 

The following additional work, and subsequent updating of the seismic hazard assessment, should be 
considered to address some of the key uncertainties discussed above. 

 Identify and investigate new avenues which have the potential to better constrain the partitioning 
coefficient relating seismic moment budget to the volumetric strain due to compaction. 

 Investigate and characterize any evidence for time delays between reservoir compaction and induced 
seismicity.  

 Reduce uncertainty about the depth distribution of events using deep geophone arrays in wells near 
Zeerijp and Stedum. 

 Investigate the spatial distribution and correlation length-scale of site specific (intra-event) uncertainty 
within the ground motion prediction equation. If necessary, include this effect in the seismic risk 
assessment. 

 Further reduce uncertainty in the ground motion prediction equation by acquiring more surface strong 
motion measurements within the Groningen Field. 
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9 The Role of Faults 

9.1 Introduction 

Reservoir compaction and subsidence is observed in all producing oil and gas fields that exhibit reservoir 
depletion. However, in many fields this does not lead to seismic events. Various fields in the South China 
Sea exhibit seabed subsidence of more than 4 meter without any reported seismic event [Davison, 2010]. 
Also, most depleting and compacting fields in the Netherlands have not shown seismic events to date [van 
Thienen, 2012]. The occurrence of reservoir depletion or reservoir compaction is therefore not necessarily 
leading to seismic events. 

Seismic events mark the release of stored energy from the subsurface [Kanamori, 1994]. Stored energy is 
available in both the gas phase as well as strain energy in the solid rock structure. In general, production 
operations increase the level of strain energy that is available in the subsurface. The fact that seismic events 
are observed in the Groningen field is an indication that at least part of the strain energy is recoverable. In 
principle, the recoverable strain energy can either be the production-induced energy (induced seismicity) or 
the energy available by tectonic processes (triggered seismicity). 

At least two conditions need to be satisfied to explain the occurrence of seismic events in the Groningen 
field: 

1. The availability of recoverable strain-energy from the subsurface and  
2. A failure mechanism to release (a part of) it. 

Fault slip is a commonly accepted failure mechanism for the release of strain energy in seismic events 
[Kanamori, 1994]. However, the occurrence of fault slip cannot be considered in isolation from the 
behavior of surrounding formations in the subsurface, because in particular the formations in the vicinity of 
a slipping fault are the source of the released energy. It is imperative to understand how and where in the 
subsurface the depletion-induced stress change is accommodated: in reversible or irreversible formation 
deformation.  

In this chapter the role of faults in the occurrence of seismic events is outlined in a geomechanical context. 
The release of energy in seismic events is related to unloading of rock mass in the vicinity of faults. Also, the 
development of irreversible deformations (compaction strain, salt creep or other time-dependent behavior) 
in and around the depleting reservoir plays an important role in the potential development of critical stress 
conditions on fault planes. First, the geomechanical evaluation framework is outlined to introduce the 
requirements for an improved understanding of the geomechanical response during seismic events in the 
Groningen field. Subsequently, the gaps in our knowledge and the status of ongoing modeling studies are 
outlined.  

9.2 Seismicity in a geomechanical evaluation framework 

Geomechanical evaluations take into account: 

A. equilibrium of forces (stress), either statically or dynamically,  
B. the (subsurface) structure that ensures that equilibrium is satisfied,  
C. the material behavior of various components of the subsurface structure 
D. the (depletion) loading on the subsurface structure 

The displacements of and the forces acting on the subsurface structure are the independent parameters 
used to describe external equilibrium (Figure 9.1). The subsurface loading normally takes the form of a 
changing pore pressure. The subsurface structure responds with deformation (strain) in order to mobilize 
the required stress in any material point to ensure internal equilibrium. The stress-strain relationship that 
describes this response is also referred to as material behavior or the constitutive model. The subsurface 
structure, i.e. the layering and dipping of formations, presence of faults and formation offsets etc, is 
relevant in the determination of the stress re-distribution mechanism due to the imposed loading condition. 
In applied mechanics this is referred to as the kinematic relationship between displacements and strain. 
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Figure 9.1 The external force F and internal stress condition  are in equilibrium; the constitutive model describes 

the relationship between stress  and strain , which results in a displacement (elongation) u at location 
where the external force F is applied. Either the force F or the displacement u can be prescribed. The red 
point represents a material point that is at the onset of failure, whereas the green point is assumed in an 
elastic deformation state. 

9.2.1 Stored energy 

Seismic events mark the release of stored energy from the subsurface [e.g. Kanamori, 1994]. From a 
geomechanical point of view, the subsurface moves from one state of equilibrium just before a seismic 
event, to another state of equilibrium with a lower level of stored energy just after the event. The stored 
energy in the subsurface is described by the constitutive behavior of the subsurface formation, while the 
energy difference between the equilibrium states can be released partly as seismic energy and also by 
various other energy sinks, for instance thermal energy. 

The work done by an external force in Figure 9.1 (Work A = F * u ) is stored in material points in the form 
of strain energy. This is the area under the stress-strain relationship as indicated in Figure 9.2. The total 
strain energy is calculated by considering the stress-stain relationship of each material point of the 
specimen in Figure 9.1 or a “control volume” of the subsurface. The stored energy level at the beginning of 
field production is determined by the “virgin” in-situ stress condition (the green point in Figure 9.2). 
Additional energy is stored in material points that undergo an increased effective stress level due to field 
production.  

 
Figure 9.2 Stress-strain relationship showing a material point in an elastic state (green) and one at the onset of 

failure (red). See also Figure 9.1. The strain energy stored in a material point is represented by area 
under the stress-strain relationship. Additional energy is stored for any material point gaining strain (red 
point), whereas energy is released by material points that are unloading (green and orange points). 
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9.2.2 Failure  

Any material has a limit to what stress level can be carried. This limit can be expressed as the tensile 
strength in case of tensile loading (mode 1), or the shear strength in case of shear or mode 2 loading 
(mode 3 failure is ignored). The stress carrying capacity of a material point can also be limited in terms of 
a compressive stress, which may lead to compressive failure (pore collapse) when exceeded. These failure 
mechanisms, which are shown conceptually in Figure 9.3, are all expressed in terms of a limit stress. 
Numerous models have been developed to describe the onset and post-failure behavior of all kind of 
materials under various loading conditions. 

The post-failure behavior of a material point can be classified in so-called hardening and softening 
behavior (Figure 9.2). In the case of hardening behavior the stress carrying capacity still increases after the 
onset of failure, while it decreases in case of softening behavior. The strain energy level increases in both 
cases. 

 
Figure 9.3 Mohr-circle diagram relating the principal stress state to possible tensile, shear and compressive failure 

conditions. 

  

Figure 9.4 Strain energy is released upon unloading of a material point. Part of the strain energy may be 
irrecoverable, which is expressed by a remaining strain after full unloading. 

9.2.3 Release of stored energy 

Strain energy is released by material points that follow an unloading branch as indicated in Figure 9.4. In 
an idealized world, material behavior up to the onset of failure is assumed linear and elastic. This implies 
that no strain remains after removal of the stress (green point). Material failure is often the onset of a 
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nonlinear stress-strain relationship and is associated with the development of irrecoverable (in-elastic) 
strain. The orange point in Figure 9.4 shows the unloading behavior of a material point that has been in a 
post-failure state, in which not all strain energy is released.  

Loading and unloading material points are both present in (subsurface) structures in which failure occurs. In 
case of tensile failure in the sample in Figure 9.1, the red point will show post-failure softening behavior, 
whereas the green material point enters an unloading branch as indicated in Figure 9.4. This is enforced 
by equilibrium of the sample. The green points release strain energy and the red points store strain energy. 
More energy is released if more material points respond like the green point. Unstable fracture 
propagation may occur if the energy released by the green points is larger than the energy stored in the 
red points. 

9.2.4 The role of faults and the release of stored energy in the Groningen field 

Seismic events are not possible without the occurrence of a failure mechanism. Fault slip is a known failure 
mechanism that releases strain energy from the subsurface [Kanamori (1994), Mulders (2003)]. As 
outlined in the previous sections, the released energy originates from formations that undergo stress 
unloading. It is therefore important to understand the stress loading and unloading behavior of formations. 
Energy dissipated by creep and other irrecoverable deformation processes in subsurface formations limits 
the available energy for release during a potential seismic event. The stress carrying capacity of faults at 
the onset of slip and their post-failure behavior determine what equilibrium conditions are possible and 
thereby the associated stored energy levels of adjacent formations. 

At present, it is assumed that the earthquakes in the Groningen field are induced by gas production in the 
depleting reservoir and not by fault slip outside the depletion area. The left-hand side of Figure 9.5 shows 
the principle of seismicity by fault slip away from the depleting reservoir, whereas the right-hand shows 
reservoir depletion-induced seismicity, in which a growing Mohr circle touches the shear failure line. The 
assumption of reservoir depletion-induced seismicity is based on observations from other fields like 
Roswinkel (down-hole geophone trial, ABB, 2001) and the Bergermeer UGS (down hole geophone, pers. 
com. TAQA, KNMI, TNO). Both fields show seismicity mainly at reservoir depth. Also it is observed that a 
producing gas field records the first earthquake only after a certain pressure drop (van Eijs et al. 2006). 
This indicates that the normal faults in the Dutch subsurface are not critically stressed initially.  
Based on currently available data, it cannot be ruled out that the seismic events originate from fault slip 
occurring above or below the depleting reservoir units. 

 
Figure 9.5 Principle of seismicity occurring outside the reservoir (left, taken from Segall, 1989) and depletion-

induced seismicity (right, taken from Mulders, 2003) 

A large number of faults have been interpreted in the Groningen field. The location of 707 major faults 
relative to the recorded seismic events is shown in Figure 9.6. This subset has been used for the construction 
of static, dynamic and geomechanical models. The subset of approximately 1000 minor faults has been 
disregarded for practical reasons. (Note that the extent to which these small faults, and even smaller sub-
seismic faults, play a role in the geomechanical behavior of the reservoir rock is yet to be established).  The 
faults in Figure 9.6 Are color-coded based on the number of seismic events within 500 meter distance. This 
implies that individual seismic events may be assigned to multiple faults. The range of 500 meter is based 
on the approximate accuracy of the current seismic monitoring network. Seismicity by slip along existing 
geological faults is a plausible explanation, although other failure mechanisms cannot be ruled out based 
on available field data. 
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Figure 9.6 Groningen fault map with epicenters of recorded seismic events > 1.5. Color of faults indicates the 
number of events within 500 m distance from each fault. A selection of wells drilled in the area is 
indicated by the blue dots. Faults shown are at Top_Rotliegend level 

9.3 What we know and what we don’t know (yet) 

In this section, an attempt is made to outline what is known and what is not known in terms of the 
geomechanical evaluation framework. Virtually all modeling elements of the framework need substantial 
improvement to make a step forward in the understanding of seismicity. At the same time many of these 
elements are difficult to constrain by field data. In principle the same strategy is followed that has lead in 
the past to successful approaches in the prevention of borehole instability and the management of sand 
production. In each section possible field monitoring options are identified to test modeling assumptions 
and constrain uncertainties. Subsequently, the following topics are discussed: 

A. equilibrium of forces (stress), either statically or dynamically,  
B. the (subsurface) structure that ensures that equilibrium is satisfied,  
C. the material behavior of various components of the subsurface structure 
D. the (depletion) loading on the subsurface structure 

9.3.1 Equilibrium of forces (stress), either statically or dynamically 

Seismic events are characterized by acceleration and deceleration of mass (material points). The 
conventional approach in geomechanical modeling is to assume static equilibrium, which is appropriate to 
simulate the onset of failure (such as fault slip) and even post-failure behavior as long as stable equilibrium 
can be demonstrated. Possibly, also the static stress distribution after a seismic event could be assessed. 
However, the internal stresses induced by acceleration require a vibration (dynamic) analysis. 

Vibration analysis considers the forces associated with mass velocity and accelerations measured during 
seismic events. In theory, vibration analysis can address triggering of fault slip induced by slippage of 
neighboring faults if incorporated in a single dynamic system. However, industry experience in conducting 
this type of evaluation is very limited. Vibration analysis requires validation of additional modeling 
assumptions as well as calibrations of its parameters by dedicated field data, while modeling static 
equilibrium is already challenging. 
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A pilot study is scheduled for late 2013 to investigate how vibration analysis can contribute to a better 
understanding of the seismic events in the Groningen field. The pilot study is conducted on a 2-dimensional 
model and aims to reveal the importance of inertia effects on the stress distribution and the onset of fault 
slip. The pilot study should provide directions for this line of investigation. 

9.3.2 Subsurface structure 

A recently updated static subsurface model is available [Visser, 2012]. The static model determines the 
production-induced stress re-distribution in the subsurface in a geomechanical analysis. Formation layers 
that have a similar constitutive model may be joined together for geomechanical assessment. Up-scaling is 
applied to eliminate geometrical detail that is irrelevant to the risk under consideration, while maintaining 
the geomechanical response at large. More than 1700 faults have been interpreted in the Groningen field, 
of which 707 have been used to construct the static and dynamic reservoir model. Currently, 
geomechanical evaluation of all 707 faults in a single geomechanical model cannot be conducted 
realistically. Therefore, simplifications are incorporated in ongoing 3D modeling efforts, and dedicated 
studies are being conducted to reduce the modeling uncertainties (see section 9.4).  

Key geometrical parameters, such as fault location, dip and azimuth angle are available in 3D. Also depth 
and thickness of adjacent formations and the throw across the fault can be obtained from the static 
subsurface model. These geometrical aspects have been found important in the determination of the onset 
of fault slip [Mulders, 2003], and are being used in detailed 2D analysis (see section 9.4.2). However, the 
available level of detail cannot be satisfied to the same level in 3-dimensional evaluations. 

In general, geometrical detail that is not captured by seismic acquisition is not available. This includes sub-
seismic faults, and formation offset along known and unknown faults. Also, other asperities that may induce 
local stress disturbances, and could trigger the onset of failure, are not captured.  

An important factor in modeling the geomechanical response of the Groningen field is the required level of 
geometrical detail. Fault orientation and other geometrical aspects (asperities) are known to be very 
important in the prediction of slip onset, while the static model accuracy may be too limited due to the 
seismic resolution. On the other hand, computer capacity is also too limited to include all detail required for 
appropriate assessment. In summary, it is assumed that sufficient field detail is available for practically 
geomechanical evaluation, but more detail may improve assessment potential fault slip areas in the future. 
Seismic field monitoring needs to demonstrate the validity of the simplifications made, and whether or not 
the Groningen earthquakes can be associated with the current fault set. The uncertainty in the hypocenter 
locations with the current monitoring network is simply too large to draw that conclusion now. The down 
hole geophones will hopefully reveal whether the present model accuracy is at its right level of detail. The 
fault model can be considered to be appropriate if most earthquakes can be mapped.  

9.3.3 Material behavior 

The pre- and post-failure behavior of all formations is important for estimating the subsurface response to 
pressure depletion resulting from production (see section 9.2). In general, the mechanical contribution to 
the response reduces with the distance from the depletion area. The following models and parameters are 
relevant: 

 Elastic response by Young’s modulus (or compressibility) and Poisson’s ratio. This is relatively well 
established for the Slochteren Sandstone from numerous experiments aimed at predicting compaction 
and subsidence in the field. However, these tests were done at relatively high loading rates. Lower 
loading rates normally lead to more strain (see also the description of the Isotach model in section 4). 
Furthermore, stiffness contrasts are less well understood due to the lack of measurements and the 
complex interaction of fluid dynamics with mechanical behavior (drained versus un-drained) 

 Onset of failure in subsurface formations (the tensile, shear and compressive failure model and their 
associated parameters). Various lab experiments have shown that the onset of (shear) failure in the 
Slochteren Sandstone occurs at a high stress level (Holt, 2011), higher than expected stress paths in the 
Groningen field during the full production cycle. It is realized that there uncertainties related to the 
upscaling of lab test results to field-scale, and the impact of pre-existing defects within the rock mass. 
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 The post-failure behavior of the Slochteren Sandstone and Ten Boer Claystone has not been 
investigated. 

 Unloading and cyclic behavior of the Slochteren Sandstone and Ten Boer Claystone in particular. 
Cyclic loading was studied in detail as part of an investigation to the Norg underground gas storage. 
A total of 70 cyclic loading tests were carried out on 5 core samples. The first cyclic loading resulted in 
a significant reduction of pore compressibility and compaction coefficient. This may partly be attributed 
to core damage. A further slight reduction in pore compressibility was recorded over cycle 2 to 5. A 
very small amount of un-recoverable strain was measured after each cycle, and attributed to creep 
behavior. After the fifth cycle the samples behave near elastic over the full reservoir pressure 
operational range between 33 and 10 MPa with a compaction coefficient of around 6*10-5MPa-1. 

 The shear stress carrying capacity of faults and their post-failure behavior. Some models have been 
proposed in which slip velocity is incorporated, such as rate and state slip models. The conversion of 
strain energy into thermal energy needs further attention. However, this is a fundamental uncertainty 
that depends on details of the dynamic rupture process and might be a limitation to further constitutive 
modelling. 

 The variability of the constitutive behavior of formations and fault properties over the field. It is 
assumed that the behavior varies as a function of lithology and stress history. In particular the shear 
stress carrying capacity of faults is considered an important parameter. The quantification of this 
variability is not possible at this stage. 

The main objective of additional constitutive modeling is to improve the accuracy and distribution of 
production-induced strain energy in the reservoir. The most important improvement step may arise from a 
long term compaction study with a particular focus to time-dependent subsidence behavior conducted by 
NAM and supervised by the “Waddenacademie (KNAW, 2013)”. 

9.3.4 Loading conditions, initial and production-induced 

A distinction is made between initial loading and production-induced loading. The initial loading includes 
the determination of the virgin in-situ stress direction and magnitude in the field, as well as the pore 
pressure. The production-induced loading comprises the change of pore pressure and in-situ stress 
condition. 

Initial Stress field direction and magnitude 
The available stress data in the Netherlands suggest a normal faulting stress regime, with the assumption 
that the maximum principal stress is parallel to the vertical or overburden stress, and the minimum and 
maximum principal stress components are both in a horizontal direction. Principal stress values and their 
directions are key parameters for the analysis of possible reactivation of faults at the reservoir level in the 
Groningen Field. This section describes the interpretation of available data and the recently acquired data 
from the Borgsweer-5 well. 

The vertical total stress is considered well established, and has been derived from the integration of the 
density log with depth. More than ten wells have an almost complete coverage of the density from surface 
to end depth. The variation in stress gradient at the reservoir is limited and mainly caused by thickness 
variations in the overlying Zechstein salt. 

The minimum horizontal stress is not properly established for the Groningen field. The fracture closure 
pressure that can be interpreted from a rock strength test is the closest approximation of the value of the 
total minimum horizontal stress, which in our case is assumed to be the minimum horizontal stress or Sh. 
Stress values from rock strength test data were reported by Bouts (2000) and Hettema et al. (2000). The 
best estimate of the values including uncertainties is given in Hettema (2000). A thorough investigation 
concluded that the three data points that have been used in previous reports and publication are not 
reliable and should not be used in any subsequent study. Consequently, the only reliable information 
available from the Groningen rock strength tests was obtained during depletion. The rejection of the initial 
data points makes an assessment of an initial value of the Sh cumbersome. The extrapolated value from a 
straight line through only two data points yields a value for the initial stress of 1.6 bar/10m at an initial 
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pore pressure of 350 bar with a depletion constant of 0.6 (Figure 9.7). These values were used as the best 
guess values in the subsequent finite element models described further on, but are highly uncertain. 

  
Figure 9.7 Left: Historical rock strength tests from wells in the Groningen field and the trend line used to derive 

values for the initial stress and depletion constant for further studies. Right, same figure with the inclusion 
of the new Borgsweer-5 data point. 

The new rock strength test in Borgsweer-5 adds a new data point to this plot (van der Bas, 2013) visible in 
the right plot in Figure 9.9. It confirms the hypothesis that the stress and/or depletion constant is likely to be 
variable in the field, but makes a proper choice of a general value for the minimum total stress in further 
modeling attempts difficult. Therefore, the future acquisition of more data is an absolute necessity. 

Multiple sources suggest a value for the maximum horizontal stress between 1.05 and 1.15 times the 
minimum horizontal stress. In the previous section the main focus was on the derivation of the magnitude 
and direction of the minimum principal stress. The value for the intermediate stress, which in our case is 
equivalent to the maximum horizontal stress or SH, cannot be measured directly. It can be obtained by 
finding a value for the stress ratios and then, by knowing the value of the minimum stress, calculate a value 
for the intermediate stress. Stress ratios can be derived from Differential Strain Analysis (DSA), breakout 
inversion and circumferential sonic logging tools like the sonic scanner that was run in the recently drilled 
Borgsweer-5 well. The results from these analyses were consistently showing a weak anisotropy where the 
SH is 5 to 15% higher with respect to the Sh. An average value of 10% will be used in subsequent studies. 

The maximum horizontal stress direction is relatively well constrained from image logs. Image logs in a 
near vertical well can reveal information on a possible horizontal anisotropic stress field (e.g. Brudy and 
Kjørholt, 2001) when it is assumed that one of the principal stress directions is aligned parallel to the 
vertical axis. This approach has been pursued in an earlier study by van Eijs and van Dalfsen (2004) 
where stress directions have been mapped for the available data in the Netherlands. Additional data was 
found in the NAM data and interpreted. Six wells in the Groningen area (Wildervank-4, Rysum-Z-1, 
Rodewolt-1, Oude Pekela-2, Kiel Windeweer-1, Bierum-13) have image log data. Only two of them 
(Rodewolt-1 and Kiel Windeweer-1) contain clear expressions of breakouts. Kiel Windeweer -1 has a 
good quality image and shows breakouts over multiple sections (Figure 9.8). 

The average direction for the SH derived from this data is 160°-340°. The Rodewolt-1 well contains poor 
breakout data for only three sections of breakouts. An estimated direction for the SH in this well is 155°-
335°. An overview of the interpreted available data is given Figure 9.9. 
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Figure 9.8 Part of the Kiel Windeer-1 image log showing a consistent pattern of breakouts 

 
Figure 9.9 SH directions for the Groningen area. The new data (with labels and a blue dot in the middle) have 

been combined with information from the world stress map database 

Kiel Windeweer-1 

Rodewolt-1 
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Production induced stress changes 
The rock strength tests illustrated in Figure 9.7 show the dependence of the Sh on the depletion. Usually an 
average value for the depletion constant can be derived from this type of data, but currently the number of 
data points is too limited. For subsequent geomechanical modeling it was suggested to use a best estimate 
value of 0.6 or a stress-depletion relation based on the Poisson’s ratio and Biot- alpha. The latter method is 
followed by Exxon-Mobil in their 3D finite element approach. The impact of the depletion on the Sv has not 
been investigated but is expected to be negligible. The gas production has been history matched to the 
reservoir engineering model by allowing a high transmissibility for the faults, but it cannot be excluded that 
gas or water is trapped within faults. This high pressure in the faults could increase the possibility of fault 
slippage. The same process may also play a role where water from the underlying aquifer preferentially 
flows into highly permeable faults. 

 

 
Figure 9.10 The (minimum) horizontal stress measured in different fields in The Netherlands at various levels of 

reservoir depletion and the derived stress-path coefficient (gradient of the linear trend lines). 

9.3.5 Monitoring activities and further investigations 

To test the hypothesis that seismicity occurs at the reservoir and at the faults as a result of poro-elastic stress 
changes, NAM will install two down hole arrays in the Zeerijp and Stedum monitoring wells (Figure 9.11). 
Based on modeling, these arrays will be able to detect and locate events in the micro-seismic domain M>-3 
with a location accuracy of around 50m for a M=-1.5 event at an occurrence distance of around 500m. 
This is a very critical step in the assessment of the concept of induced seismicity that also forms the 
foundation of our current 2D and 3D finite element (FE) models. 
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Figure 9.11 3D view towards the north of the top reservoir structure map with the subsurface position of the Stedum 

and Zeerijp wells where a temporary seismic array will be installed in autumn 2013. 

 
Figure 9.12 Proposed improved shallow geophone network 

The planned extension of the shallow geophone network (Figure 9.12) also aims to significantly reduce the 
uncertainty in the position of the hypocenter. Moreover, it reduces the monitoring threshold for the whole 
Groningen field to a M=0.5 level. More details on the geophone monitoring are provided in section 10.2. 
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9.4 Geomechanical modeling 

Currently, two types of modeling are on-going. One type has the objective to capture and represent the 3D 
field conditions as good as possible. The other type evaluates the parameters to be incorporated in more 
advanced modeling stages in the future. The first type is covered by the 3D modeling effort discussed in the 
next section. The second type comprises 2D modeling studies that address the impact of the geometrical 
configuration and the constitutive behavior of formations and faults on the onset of fault slip. 

9.4.1 Full 3D modeling 

The objective of the 3D geomechanical modeling approach is twofold: 

 Create a load-and-resistance modeling approach that characterizes Groningen subsurface behavior 
related to production-induced fault reactivation  

 Evaluate how alternative production strategies may help to manage subsurface stresses, in order to 
reduce fault slippage  

The word “may” underlines the complexity of earthquake physics as well as the complexity of the 
subsurface and its relevant parameters. This is discussed more thoroughly in section 9.1. Reactivation of 
faults is linked to the 3D stress evolution in and around the producing field while it is being produced. Both 
Baker Hughes and Exxon Mobil (XoM) were asked to build 3D models for the full field. In addition, XoM 
also builds two zoom-in models that both capture more geological detail and a better mechanical 
description for fault behavior. The location of the two zoom-in models is indicated in Figure 9.13. 

 

 

Figure 9.13 Location (red and grey rectangles) of the zoom-models from XoM. 

The 3D modeling results are described in section 9.16 (3D modeling results).  Figure 9.14 conceptually 
illustrates how the geomechanical modeling may fit into a more comprehensive subsurface stress 
management / risk management framework, also including lab measurements, field measurements and 
surveillance. 
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Figure 9.14 Geomechanical modeling as part of a subsurface stress management / risk management framework. 

9.4.2 2-Dimensional modeling of fault slip 

A 2-dimensional model generator is being developed to address some of the modeling uncertainties 
highlighted in Section 9.2 above. This line of investigation builds on previous work by Roest (1993), 
Mulder (2003) and Orlic (2012) among others. Main difference is the focus on the Groningen field 
conditions. Both static and dynamic equilibrium conditions are being evaluated. 

The main objective of the static evaluations is to develop a better understanding of the impact of 
geometrical and constitutive modeling assumptions on the onset of fault slip for different depletion 
conditions. In particular, the throw of formations with different thickness across a dipping fault is addressed 
(Figure 9.15). The model allows incorporation of a different in-situ stress and pore pressure condition in 
each formation on both sides of the straight fault plane. Also, the formation properties can be assigned 
independently. Initially, the only failure mechanism incorporated is slippage along the fault plane assuming 
no post-failure hardening or softening behavior. Subsequent evaluations will include more complex, non-
linear and time-dependent (creep) behavior for the fault as well as for the formations. 

The dynamic (vibration) analysis is aimed to reveal the importance of inertia effects on the stress 
distribution and the onset of fault slip.  
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Figure 9.15 Example of a 2D finite-element model (left) and the Shear Capacity Utilisation (SCU) along a fault plane 

(right) under increasing pressure depletion conditions. The fault is slipping where SCU=1. 

9.5 2D Geomechanical investigation of the potential causes of fault slip and seismic events 

The objective of the work reported in this section is to identify potential fault slip mechanisms and the 
impact of various modelling options and their associated parameters on the simulated geomechanical 
response. Knowledge of the potential fault slip mechanisms and slip geometries can help to focus the field 
data acquisition programme and possibly test the actual occurrence of particular mechanisms in seismic 
events. Knowledge about the simulated geomechanical response is expected to help selecting the most 
appropriate modelling option for the observed behaviour. A two-dimensional modelling environment is 
chosen to allow for a wide range of modelling options and parameters to be evaluated relatively quickly. 
These modelling options comprise all main elements of the geomechanical evaluation framework as 
outlined in Research study 5 (2013), namely geometrical modelling, constitutive modelling, in-situ stress 
and depletion  modelling, and also dynamic equilibrium modelling aspects.   

This chapter reports the initial results of the 2D studies addressing the impact of formation offset on the 
onset and post-failure behaviour of fault slip. Previous work by Roest & Kuilman (1994), Glab & van Eijs 
(2001), Mulder (2003) and Orlic & Wassing (2012) has revealed that geometrical parameters and in 
particular the offset along faults influences the onset of fault slip. Therefore, this study focuses on this 
specific modelling aspect first. It differs from previous work in its evaluation of the depletion level at the 
onset of fault slip for various offsets, but also the post-failure behaviour in terms of the development of total 
length of the fault slip sections, the maximum Relative Shear Displacement and the dissipated energy level 
as a function of depletion and fault offset. In addition to the fault throw aspect, also other geometrical, 
constitutive and in-situ stress parameters will be investigated. 

The main features of the newly developed 2D model generator are described, followed by a presentation of 
the parameters used in this initial study. The geometrical parameters and in-situ stress conditions reflect the 
Groningen field conditions as good as possible given the limited available data. The formation and fault 
properties have been selected in such a way that fault slip is triggered within the depletion range applied 
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(0-20 MPa), and such that the impact of fault throw is revealed without unnecessary influence of other 
modelling aspects. Consequently, the reported values are not representative for the Groningen field 
conditions at this stage, but are aimed to develop a qualitative insight into the impact of formation throw on 
the onset of fault slip and slip behaviour.   

9.5.1 Model features 

A model generator has been built to evaluate the geometrical configuration outlined in Figure 9.16 using 
finite-element techniques. The configuration comprises a dipping fault plane and 2 sets of horizontal 
formation layers, 4 in the foot wall and 4 in the hanging wall. The most shallow layer (1) on each side of 
the fault represents the overburden, layer 2 is a stiff anhydrite/carbonate interval, layer 3 represents a 
potential reservoir unit that can be assigned a change of pore pressure, and the deepest layer (4) is the 
underburden. Note that layer 2 represents the Basal Zechstein stratigraphic interval, and all Rotliegend 
stratigraphic intervals (Ten Boer, Upper Slochteren, Ameland and Lower Slochteren) are grouped into layer 
3. The thickness of each of the constituent model layers can be specified independently. The vertical throw 
over the fault is defined by the difference in thickness of the overburden layer (1) in the hanging wall and 
the foot wall. Furthermore, the dip angle and dip azimuth of the fault relative to North, as well as the 
maximum horizontal stress azimuth is specified to set the desired initial stress conditions. 

 
Figure 9.16 Outline of the model and its main parameters. 

The material properties, in-situ stress and pore pressure can be specified for each of the 8 layers 
independently. The current model generator supports linear-elastic material behaviour, specified by 
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. The total vertical stress is given by the density of each formation 
layer, whereas both horizontal total stress components are specified through a k0 ratio with the total 
vertical stress. The pore pressure is specified by a depth gradients from a given reference pressure and 
reference depth. An independent change of pore pressure can be specified to 4 formation layers, namely 
layers 2 and 3 on the hanging and foot wall side of the fault. This change of pore pressure is assumed to 
be uniform within the 4 formation layers. The pore pressure in the fault can be assigned equal to the 
formation pore pressure at either the left or right side of the fault. 

The fault behaviour is described by a Mohr-Coulomb slip criterion, which is specified by a cohesion and 
friction angle. The post-failure behaviour is assumed “ideal plastic”, which means that the shear stress 
carrying capacity of the fault remains constant after onset of slip. A dilatancy angle is specified to describe 
the post-failure behaviour in the fault [TNO-DIANA, 2011].  

Fault slip behaviour is evaluated by a 2-dimensional (DIANA) plain strain finite-element model (Figure 
9.17). One-dimensional interface elements simulate the behaviour of fault slip. The size of the interface 
elements is restricted to 1 m in order to appropriately describe the development of critical stress conditions 
in the presence of fault offset. The quadrilateral continuum elements next to the interface elements have a 
similar size and increase towards the boundaries of the model. The fault zone and the four formations on 
each side are recognised by the small element region in the middle of the model in Figure 9.17. 
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Figure 9.17 Example a generated finite-element mesh with down-thrown (positive offset) model layers on the left-

hand side of the fault.  

 
Figure 9.18 Top Rotliegend depth map and the interpreted fault planes [2] in the North-Western part of the 

Groningen field. A selection of faults in the vicinity of the largest recorded seismic events has been 
indicated. 

Geometrical setting 
The analysis results reported in this study have been obtained from a model with a total width of 2000 m 
and a depth between 0 and 6000 m. The thickness of layers 2 and 3 as described above has been derived 
from the Groningen subsurface model. 
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The fault configuration of fault M1 (Figure 9.18) has been used to determine the ranges for various 
geometrical parameters in the current study. The various relevant parameters are summarised in Table 9.1. 
The thicknesses of all model layers have been kept constant in the current study, except for the overburden 
thickness on the left-hand side of the fault (see Figure 9.17). In this way, throw magnitudes between -300 
and +500 meter have been prescribed (Note that only normal faulting - i.e. positive throw - is seen in the 
Groningen field). The fault dip has been set to 65 degree with the horizontal (25 degrees with the vertical). 
This configuration generates a modelling cross-section perpendicular to fault M1 and looking in North-
North-Western direction. 

 Unit Value 

Rotliegend depth [m] 2780 

Basal Zechstein thickness [m] 50 

Rotliegend thickness [m] 215 

Vertical throw [m] Between -300 and +400 

Fault dip with horizontal [deg] 65 

Fault sip azimuth North to East [deg] 240 (60) 

Table 9.1 Formation thickness, throw and other geometrical properties along Fault M1. 

9.5.2 In-situ stress and formation properties 

The in-situ stress has been taken from [Van den Bogert et al., 2013]. The stress gradients have been 
converted into a formation density and a maximum and minimum total horizontal stress ratio to the total 
vertical stress (k0-max and k0-min respectively) to facilitate incorporation into the 2D model. The results of 
the conversion are given in Table 9.2.  

Identical values for Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio have been used for all model layers in order to 
remove any influence of stiffness contrast on the onset of fault slip. The impact of stiffness contrasts is to be 
addressed in further studies to better represent the actual values in the field. 

Table 9.2 Formation thickness, throw and other geometrical properties along Fault M1. 

 Density K0-max K0-min Young’s 
modulus 

Poisson’s 
ratio 

Unit [kg/m3] [-] [-] [GPa] [-] 

Layer 1 – Overburden  2172 0.795 0.748 10 0.25 

Layer 2 – Basal Zechstein  2450 0.795 0.748 10 0.25 

Layer 3 – Rotliegend 2450 0.795 0.748 10 0.25 

Layer 4 – Underburden 2700 0.795 0.748 10 0.25 

 

The initial pore pressure in the overburden layer 1 is hydrostatic with a pressure gradient of 10 kPa/m (1.0 
bar/10m). Also, layer 2 has been assigned this initial pressure gradient. The more saline aquifer in the 
underburden layer (4) causes a somewhat elevated pressure gradient at 11.66 kPa/m. In model layer 3 a 
gas density of 1.8 g/cm3 has been applied. Furthermore, the Gas-Water Contact has been set at 2995 m 
TVD at a pressure 35.2 MPa (352 bar). This pressure regime has been applied to layers 3 and 4. 

Finally, cohesion and friction angle for the interface elements that describe the fault behaviour are set to 7 
MPa and 13 degrees, respectively. These values have been used in a previous study to ensure that onset of 
fault slip is predicted in a wide range of values for Poisson’s ratio that strongly influences the change of the 
horizontal stress in uniaxial compaction conditions under reservoir depletion.  
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Reservoir depletion conditions 
Uniform reservoir depletion has been simulated by lowering the pore pressure in model layer 3 on both 
sides of the fault. That is, the fault has been assumed to transmit and to equilibrate any pressure difference 
that might occur in the course of production. The pore pressure in the fault follows the depletion along those 
parts that are in contact with a depleting layer and maintains the virgin pressure in all other parts. 
Depletion has been increased in 20 steps of 1 MPa (10 bar). This is the depletion level that is encountered 
in large part of the field, and has also been used in a previous assessment [Van den Bogert et al., 2013]. 
No pressure depletion is prescribed in any of the other model layers. 

9.5.3 Model results 

The model described in the section 9.5.1 has been used to evaluate the onset of fault slip and subsequent 
slip behaviour under increasing reservoir depletion conditions for a throw between -300 (up-thrown) and 
+500 m. About 40 analyses have been conducted with throw increments of 20 meter.    

The results of the two-dimensional analyses are discussed in detail for the case with a (downward) throw of 
80 meter. The results include the prescribed pore pressure, the calculated effective normal and shear stress, 
the Shear Capacity Utilisation (SCU) and the Relative Shear Displacement (RSD) along the fault plane as a 
function of depth and depletion level. Furthermore, the strain-energy level in the model is tracked as well as 
the energy dissipated by fault slip. It is emphasised that none of the mentioned results are representative for 
the Groningen field conditions at this stage. The analyses are aimed to develop a qualitative insight into the 
impact of formation throw on the onset of fault slip and slip behaviour. Various modelling parameters have 
been selected such that fault slip would be triggered.  
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Figure 9.19 a) Pore pressure, b) Relative Fault Shear Displacement (RSD), c) Effective normal and shear stress, and 

d) the Fault Shear Capacity Utilisation as a function of the depth for a throw of 80 meter, under virgin 
and 5, 10, 15 and 20 MPa depletion conditions.  
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Figure 9.19a shows the applied pressure profile as a function of depth for 5, 10, 15 and 20 MPa (50, 
100, 150 and 200 bar) reservoir depletions. The location of the interfaces between formation layers 1, 2, 
3 and 4 on both sides of the fault are indicated by horizontal (green and blue) marker lines. The gas 
gradient in the reservoir formations is steeper than the water gradients in over- and underburden. 

Figure 9.19b shows the Relative Shear Displacement (RDS) along the fault plane as a function of depth for 
the same depletion levels. Negative values indicate that the left-hand side of the fault is displaced 
downwards relative to the right-hand side of the fault. For a throw of 80m a maximum RSD of 0.10 meter 
is calculated under 20 MPa depletion, whereas the slip is negligible for a depletion level of 10 MPa and 
lower. 

Figure 9.19c shows the effective normal and shear stress distribution and Figure 9.19d shows the derived 
Shear Capacity Utilisation (SCU) as a function of depth. This is the ratio of the actual shear stress  and the 
shear stress carrying capacity max according to a Coulomb friction law, with a cohesion of 7 MPa and a 
friction angle of 13 degree. An SCU of 1 means that the maximum shear stress has been reached and that 
the fault is slipping. Values larger than 1 are not possible. The total length of the interface elements for 
which SCU=1 is defined as the slip section. Two slip sections are found under 5, 10 and 15 MPa depletion, 
whereas one larger slip section is found under 20 MPa reservoir depletion.  

 

 
Figure 9.20 Onset of fault slip as a function of fault throw in the formation 

The onset of fault slip is determined by the occurrence of an interface element with an SCU of 1, and is 
given as a function of fault throw in Figure 9.20. The depletion level is calculated by interpolation between 
depletion step results. It is seen that a fault with zero throw requires the largest depletion level for the onset 
of fault slip, whereas a fault with a throw that is equal to the reservoir thickness (215 m in this case) starts 
to slip at the smallest depletion level. Furthermore, it is found that extremely large positive or negative 
throws converge to the same depletion level for the onset of slip. These cases describe a model 
configuration with depletion on one side of the fault only. The offset of the depleting reservoir layer is so 
large that peak stresses do not interfere with each other. Finally, it is noted that fault slip is not initiated 
under 20 MPa depletion in the case of 0 m offset. In this case, the maximum SCU is 0.97 under 20 MPa 
depletion. 
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Figure 9.21 Development of the slip section [m] as a function of the depletion level for different throws (offset) along 

the fault plane. 

The development of the slip section with increasing reservoir depletion is plotted in Figure 9.21 for the 
cases of 0, 80, 215 and 300 m throw along the fault. No fault slip is developed with zero throw up to 20 
MPa depletion, while the slip section gradually grows starting after a depletion slightly over 4 MPa in the 
case of 215 m fault throw. This case features only one slip section that initiates at the top of the down-
thrown block. The case of 80 m fault throw, shown in detail in Figure 9.19, features two slip sections up to 
12 MPa depletion when both merge into a single slip section. Figure 9.21 shows that the growth of the two 
slip sections accelerates with depletion, until they merge and continue to grow in a stable rate upon further 
depletion. The same fault slip geometry is found for a fault throw larger than the thickness of the depleting 
reservoir formation, in which case two slip sections merge into a one larger section under increased 
depletion.  

 
Figure 9.22 Total length of slip sections as a function of fault throw and reservoir depletion. 

Figure 9.22 shows the total slip length for all evaluated depletion levels (starting at 3 MPa) and a throw 
between -300 and +500 m. Three fault slip conditions can be identified based on throw and depletion 
level: 

1. Two slip sections are found in case of a positive reservoir offset and under low to moderate depletion 
levels, labelled 1 and 2. 
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2. A single, merged fault slip section is found under in case of a positive reservoir offset and under 
elevated depletion levels, labelled 3 and 4. 

3. Two slip sections that do not merge even under elevated reservoir pressure in case of a negative 
reservoir offset, labelled 5. 

The merging of the two slip sections into one is dependent on the offset along the fault. The transition from 
slip condition 1 with two slip sections to slip condition 3 with one slip section is somewhat different for a 
throw smaller than the depleting formation thickness  (215 m in this case) than the transition from slip 
condition 2 to 4 for larger throws. In the latter case, the slip section length grows more rapidly with 
depletion. This is also seen in Figure 9.21, where the merged slip section for a throw of 300m increases 
faster (after 14 MPa depletion) compared to the case of a throw of 80 m (depletion larger than 12 MPa). 

 
Figure 9.23 Maximum Relative Shear Displacement [m] as a function of throw and reservoir depletion 

The maximum Relative Shear Displacement (RSD, Figure 9.23) shows an extreme value at an offset slightly 
smaller than the depleting formation thickness for all depletion levels. The five different fault slip conditions 
indicated in the figure highlight that the RSD accelerates with depletion after the slip sections have merged. 
This particularly holds for fault throws smaller than the thickness of the depleting reservoir: the maximum 
RSD in slip condition 1 is smaller than in condition 2 under the same depletion level, while the maximum 
RSD in 3 is comparable to, or larger than, in 4. 

In sum, it is seen that fault configurations with an offset smaller than the thickness of the depleting reservoir 
layer develop a larger slip displacement over a shorter slip length than configurations with an offset larger 
than the thickness of the depleting reservoir layer. 

 
Figure 9.24 Formation and fault energy as a function of depletion level for a throw of 80 m. 
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The dissipated energy by fault slip is calculated as the product of the shear stress, the slip displacement and 
the area of each interface element. The dissipated fault energy (Figure 9.24) shows an acceleration with 
increased depletion after the two slip sections have merged. Note that the onset of fault slip, which occurs 
at 7.3 MPa depletion in the case of 80 m throw, is not visible on the scale used in Figure 9.24, while the 
merging of the two slip sections is. The energy dissipated in the fault up to onset of slip is elastic and 
recoverable, whereas the incremental energy after onset of slip is not. However, the dissipated energy level 
remains limited as long as two slip sections exist. 

The strain energy in the formation increases nonlinearly with depletion and is several orders of magnitude 
larger than the energy dissipated by fault slip. The strain energy is calculated by integration of the stress-
strain relationship for all material points in the 2D model. A larger model (volume) will have a larger 
strain-energy level while the dissipated fault energy will remain the same in that case. For the linear-elastic 
stress-strain relation employed here, the incremental strain-energy stored in the model by an incremental 
depletion of the reservoir pressure increases with the depletion level and causes the nonlinear curve in 
Figure 9.24 for the formation energy. 

 
Figure 9.25 Fault energy dissipated by fault slip as a function of throw and depletion level 

The five different fault slip conditions indicated in Figure 9.25 highlight the limited energy dissipation for 
conditions 1, 2 and 5. For slip conditions 1 and 2, the energy dissipation in the latter is substantially larger 
for offsets larger than the thickness of the depleting layer. In both cases 1 and 2, the energy dissipated by 
fault slip becomes more significant when the two slip sections have merged into one slip section, indicated 
by the labels 3 and 4 in the figure. It is seen that most energy is dissipated in slip condition 3, which is in 
general characterised by the larger RSD and smaller slip section length than in slip condition 4. 

9.5.4 Summary of findings 2D modeling 

In the previous section, different fault slip geometries have been identified based on fault throw and 
depletion level under the assumptions given in section 9.5.1. It is found that offset of depleting reservoir 
layers along existing faults highly impacts the geomechanical response in terms of  

 The depletion level at the onset of fault slip 
 The number of slip sections 
 The total length of the slip sections 
 The maximum Relative Shear Displacement  
 The energy dissipated by fault slip. 

The following cases can be identified in terms of throw: 

1. The throw is smaller than the thickness of the depleting reservoir layer 
2. The throw is larger than the thickness of the depleting reservoir layer 
3. Negative throw (reverse faulting). 
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Fault slip generally starts with two slip sections at a relatively low depletion level in all three cases. They 
differ in the merging of the two slip sections at an elevated depletion level for cases 1 and 2, which is not 
found for the evaluated condition in case 3. The merging of the two slip sections has different 
characteristics in Case 1 than in Case 2. Generally, in Case 2 a smaller slip displacement is developed 
over a larger slip length compared to Case 1. Also, the energy dissipation varies. The two slip sections in 
Case 2 dissipate more energy than the two slip sections in Case 1 under the same depletion level, while this 
is the other way around for most throws in Case 1. 

Two exceptions to the above are identified, where a single (merged) slip section occurs directly after the 
onset of fault slip, namely  

1. Zero throw:  
a single slip section is predicted over the entire thickness of the depleting reservoir layer just after 
the onset of fault slip.  

2. The throw is equal to the thickness of the depleting reservoir layer, in which case the slip section 
gradually increases with depletion at the location where the two depleting layers connect.  

These two exceptions also provide the upper and lower limit of depletion at the onset of fault slip. Exception 
case 1 can hold the highest depletion level before the onset of fault slip takes place, while Exception case 2 
starts to slip at the lowest depletion level. Hence, onset of fault slip is found to be strongly dependent on 
throw. 

Under the current modelling assumptions, the development of the slip section after the onset of fault slip 
occurs most gradually with depletion for a fault throw equal to the thickness of the depleting reservoir layer. 
For all other cases with normal faulting, the development of the slip section accelerates with depletion until 
the two sections merge into a single slip section (Figure 9.21). In the extreme case, in the absence of throw, 
the slip section develops abruptly at the onset of fault slip. So, fault slip in the two extreme cases occurs 
either abruptly over the thickness of the depleting layer at an elevated depletion level, or gradually with 
depletion starting at a low depletion level. 

The assumption of ideal plastic fault slip behaviour causes a stable propagation of the slip sections in all 
cases evaluated so far. Faults with zero offset show the most rapid development of the slip section, but also 
in this case a stable equilibrium condition is found. This implies that incremental reservoir depletion is 
required to propagate the slip section and, as a result of the time-scale of this process, that this occurs in an 
a-seismic fashion. So, it is found that an ideal plastic fault slip model in combination with the fault 
configurations evaluated so far, does not lead to seismogenic fault slip.  

The current results are in line with those reported earlier by Mulder (2003) and Orlic & Wassing (2012). 
The calculated Relative Shear Displacement (RSD) shows a similar distribution as a function of depth, 
specific fault throw cases are recognised, and the maximum RSD is in the same range as in Mulder 
(between 0.15 and 0.20 m). A more comprehensive insight is obtained in the development of merged slip 
sections at elevated depletion levels and their dependence on fault throw. Furthermore, a relationship is 
observed between reservoir depletion, fault throw, number of slip sections and the total length of the slip 
section, the maximum RSD, and the dissipated energy. 

Although only one parameter has been evaluated so far, it is clear that the structural geometry is an 
important element in the geomechanical explanation of fault slip. Further analysis of sensitivities to other 
geometrical factors, such as reservoir thickness, fault dip and dip azimuth angle, and formation and fault 
properties should reveal their relative importance. The available structural model [Visser, 2012] provides a 
basis for further constraining the geometrical parameters. More accurate determination of the hypocentre 
location of future seismic events may also help to constrain the modelling parameters for formation and 
fault behaviour.  

9.5.5 Next steps 2D modeling  

Despite the two-dimensional nature of the model, some relevant insights have been gained into the 
potential fault slip geometries that might be responsible for the recorded seismic events in the Groningen 
field. It is expected that the various fault slip responses found in the current study will occur under different 
depletion levels, or may be suppressed or emphasised by other factors not considered here. Also, other 
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responses may be found when considering other modelling options. Nevertheless, the study shows that 
different fault slip geometries are conceivable, and that each of these is characterised by a different 
depletion triggering level, a different slip section length, maximum RSD and different fault slip energy 
dissipation. This opens up the opportunity to look for seismic fingerprints to  

1. Determine if slip along existing faults is indeed the root cause of the recorded seismic events, and 
2. Discriminate between different slip geometries, constrained by available structural information and 

the analysis of focal mechanisms from recorded events. 
 

Further studies will be aimed at developing a more comprehensive overview of potential fault slip 
mechanisms and geometries and their characteristics under various modelling assumptions. Initial focus will 
be on other geometrical aspects, such as reservoir thickness, fault dip angle and dip azimuth angle, 
because these parameters are relatively easy to quantify. Furthermore, the impact of fault slip softening will 
be addressed to investigate under which conditions potentially unstable seismogenic fault slip conditions 
can be developed. Finally, the impact of stiffness and (horizontal) in-situ stress contrasts will be addressed 
using the current 2D-model. 

Based on the results of these additional studies, an attempt could be made to incorporate the 2D 
configurations in the 3D structural model of the Groningen field. Also, an update of the probabilistic 
hazard assessment and the 3D geomechanical field model could be considered. How exactly, and to what 
extent, is best decided after completion of the 2D modelling studies indicated above. 

The current linear-elastic formation behaviour in the 2D model generator can be extended to include 
nonlinear and time-dependent behaviour. This would allow more appropriate modelling of salt behaviour 
and the impact on onset and post-failure behaviour of fault slip.  

In an ideal case, the relevance of identified slip geometries and associated modelling assumptions and 
parameter values will be confirmed by field data. Whether or not future monitoring and data acquisition 
will provide sufficient information to do so will remain uncertain. 
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9.6 Three-dimensional modelling results 

9.6.1 Geomechanical assessment of seismicity with full field geomechanical model (URC) 

Full-field 3D finite element models are utilized to improve the understanding of geomechanical aspects 
during seismic events in the Groningen field and evaluate alternate producing strategies that may help 
manage subsurface stresses to reduce fault slippage. This multi-scale modeling framework includes a 
“global model” to capture full-field phenomena and “sub-models” which honor conditions of the global 
model, but also include explicit modeling of selected faults to understand production-induced fault slippage. 
Two key sub-model regions are considered in this study (Figure 9.26).   

 
Figure 9.26 Site location showing epicenters of registered earthquakes and location of sub-models (dashed 

rectangles); sub-models were developed for regions with varying levels of historical seismicity 

This modeling framework requires the use of state-of-the art computational mechanics implicit algorithms to 
capture fault slip behavior with non-linear contact mechanics. The modeling framework is illustrated in 
Figure 9.27. 

 
Figure 9.27 Multi-scale geomechanical modeling framework. Reservoir pressures from reservoir simulator output are 

mapped into geomechanical models as boundary conditions; deformation of sub-model boundaries is 
driven by deformation of the global model. Global model is 182.8 km x 190.5 km in plan view; 
additional details are discussed in section Error! Reference source not found..    

The geomechanical models integrate geologic, geomechanics, drilling, and production data to simulate 
field deformation from the start of production. These advanced models consider irregular geologic layering 
and fault surfaces, variable rock properties including Biot’s coefficient effects for reservoir layers, a rate-
dependent salt model to capture creep and stress relaxation effects before and during production, poro-
mechanics elements to capture non-uniform pressure changes throughout the field over time, a frictional 
law to model slip behavior along faults, and other input data such as initial stresses to represent the virgin 
in-situ stress condition. Additional information is provided in Section 11 Appendix A. 

Results from the global model provide a reasonably good match to field measurements of surface 
subsidence and downhole strains (De Hond well) as shown in Figure 9.28.   
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Figure 9.28. 

 
Figure 9.28 Validation of geomechanical model: a) 2012 subsidence in meters (m), b) Predicted subsidence vs. field 

measurement; subsidence measured between the year of first leveling measurement (different for 
different locations) and 2012, and c) Strain predictions compared to downhole strain measurements 
derived from radioactive bullets at De Hond well. 

Deformation of the models is driven by reservoir pressure changes and salt creep behavior. Displacements 
from the global model are mapped into the boundaries of the sub-models to enable calculations of stresses 
on faults and resulting slip at different faults and at different points in time (Figure 9.29). 
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Figure 9.29 Example results for global model and sub-models 1 and 2; year 2012. East-West horizontal 

displacement contours (U1) are shown for top of Unit 14 (USS_2_Res). Predicted fault slippage is 
significantly more in sub-model 1 than in sub-model 2. 

Seismicity at Groningen has been linked to production-induced reactivation of existing faults at the 
reservoir level [Dost et al, 2012]. The fault slip predicted in the sub-models, may in reality occur 
aseismically, as a seismic event, or as a combination of the two. Aseismic fault slip does not contribute to 
the generation of seismic waves and therefore to radiated energy. This modeling framework presents 
significant improvements over analytical or numerical models that cannot predict relative displacement 
along fault surface, but they are still limited to a quasi-static setting with the consequence that radiated 
energy cannot be explicitly accounted for. Still, the onset of aseismic and seismic slip can be captured by 
the same frictional slip criterion. For this reason it is critical to understand and manage subsurface stresses 
to reduce fault slippage that may lead to seismic events. 

Different quantities may be used to evaluate subsurface stress conditions and fault activity for different 
production scenarios. The Shear Capacity Utilization (SCU) is a scalar quantity which expresses the 
criticalness of fault stress state relative to the fault strength. This quantity is particularly useful for a quick 
stability analysis in the absence of slip information. However, since it does not contain slip or post-failure 
information, it cannot discriminate between significant and small slip events. Fault slippage, which is 
defined as the relative shear displacement on a fault surface, may provide relevant information. Slip data 
at a single location is of limited use as this information does not indicate whether the slip is restricted to a 
narrow or wide area. Analyzing fault slip at different locations and points in time can become rather 
complex and have limited usefulness. The calculated dissipated energy during frictional sliding is a scalar 
quantity that provides a representative measure of fault activity for a given area of interest and can be used 
to identify production scenarios that reduce fault loading. This quantity integrates key geomechanical 
information: fault shear stress and strength, fault slippage, and the area undergoing frictional sliding.  

While these geomechanical models cannot explicitly predict radiated energy, model results show that a 
fraction of the cumulative dissipated energy correlates well with the cumulative radiated energy from 
observed seismic events for sub-model 1 and 2 regions (Figure 9.30). Hence, the calculated dissipated 
energy from fault slippage appears to be a suitable indicator of overall seismic activity. Sub-model results 
are in agreement with field observations, indicating that total dissipated fault energy in sub-model 1 region 
is significantly greater than the one predicted for sub-model 2 region (Figure 9.30). The Gutenberg and 
Richter (1956) relation log_10E=1.5M+4.8 is used to estimate the radiated or seismic energy E in Joules 
during earthquake events based on the magnitudes M published by KNMI.  
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Figure 9.30 Cumulative dissipated fault energy (sub-model results) vs. cumulative radiated energy (field data) for 

sub-models 1 and 2 (SM1 and SM2) as a function of time. Results are normalized to 1996 representing 
the first year with a complete earthquake catalog. Left vertical axis corresponds to dissipated energy 
and right vertical axis to radiated energy; vertical axes are related through the same scaling factor for 
both plots. 

Moreover, the scaling factor between radiated and dissipated energy considered in Figure 9.30 is the 
same for both, sub-model 1 (SM1) and sub-model 2 (SM2). These results indicate that advanced 
geomechanical models are a powerful tool that can provide valuable insight into the overall trend of 
cumulative radiated energy. It is important to note that it is not possible to translate dissipated energy from 
fault slip into earthquake magnitudes, because of the quasi-static nature of the models. Fault slip may or 
may not be accommodated in a seismic event. Here, it is found that this ratio is similar between two areas 
with a different seismic activity level. Even though there is no reliable predictor for individual earthquake 
events, this full field geomechanical modeling approach should be useful in understanding Groningen 
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seismic activity and to identify production scenarios that reduce fault loading and therefore mitigate seismic 
activity. 

Several depletion scenarios have been developed (see Table 3.2) and are being evaluated with the 
modeling framework discussed herein (Figure 9.31 and Figure 9.32). The production scenarios consider 
two geologic interpretations: i) moderate NW aquifer support (G1), and ii) and weak NW aquifer support 
(G2). Three development scenarios: i) KHM1 hook-up, 2nd and 3rd stage compression (D1), ii) D1 + NW 
periphery development (D2), and iii) D2 + SW periphery development (D3). And the following curtailment 
conditions: i) market demand (C1), ii) 40 bcm/year cap (C2), and iii) 30 bcm/year cap (C3). Depletion 
scenarios considered in this section pertain to geologic interpretation G1. 

 
Figure 9.31 Cumulative dissipated fault energy vs. time for selected production scenarios in SM1 region. Curtailing 

production (C2 and C3) has a limited effect in the total dissipated energy; additional development in the 
SW (C1-D3) has a limited effect in the SM1 region compared to C1-D2; production curtailment to 30 
bcm/yr (C3-D1) reduces dissipated energy, however additional development in the northwest region 
(C3-D3) increases dissipated energy closer to the base case (C1-D1). 

 
Figure 9.32 Cumulative dissipated fault energy vs. time for selected production scenarios in SM2 region. Additional 

development in the NW (C1-D2) has no practical effect in SM2 region. Additional development in the 
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SW (D3) has a moderate effect in SM2 region. Curtailment scenario C2 shows a minor decrease on 
dissipated energy relative to market demand case C1. 

 
Figure 9.33 Cumulative dissipated energy vs. volume for selected production scenarios in SM1 region. Minor 

cumulative dissipated energy differences are observed across the investigated depletion scenarios. Right 
vertical axis corresponds to cumulative radiated energy by year. Results are normalized to 1996. 

 
Figure 9.34 dissipated fault energy vs. volume for selected production scenarios in SM2 region. Dissipated energy is 

greater for depletion scenarios D3 (additional development in the SW periphery) when total production 
is more than 2,500 bcm. Right vertical axis corresponds to cumulative radiated energy by year. Results 
are normalized to 1996. 

Figure 9.33 and Figure 9.34 show dissipated energy evolution as a function of total produced volumes for 
both sub-model regions. The production alternatives investigated so far do not show significant changes in 
the dissipated energy relative to the base case (G1-C1-D1). Model results indicate that curtailment of 
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production is not an effective alternative for mitigating fault energy dissipation and related fault activity in 
sub-model 1 and 2 regions (Figure 9.33 and Figure 9.34).   

So far we have considered creep behavior for the irregular Zechstein salt section located above the 
reservoir. To better understand the effect of salt creep behavior in the reservoir faults, we also model the 
stress-strain response of the salt section with a linear elastic rate-independent constitutive model. This 
sensitivity analysis indicates that salt creep behavior reduces overall fault loading in SM1 and SM2 regions 
(Figure 9.35).  Rate-dependent salt behavior affects nearby stresses and deformation mainly due to two 
mechanisms: i) the inability of creeping salt to sustain deviatoric stresses with time affects the stresses in the 
surrounding sediments according to the global salt geometry and local irregular configuration, and ii) the 
more compliant viscous salt behavior reduces the constraint on the lateral deformation of 
compacting/contracting rocks subjected to depletion.  Note that the constant scaling factor between 
radiated and dissipated energy for the two sub-model regions was developed using the results with salt 
creep included.  This factor may be different if salt creep effects are not considered.   

 

 
Figure 9.35 Cumulative dissipated fault energy as a function of time for SM1 and SM2 showing the effect of creep 

behavior in the Zechstein salt section. Total fault dissipated energy is reduced when salt creep behavior 
is considered. 

Results presented in this section demonstrate that an advanced understanding of fault reactivation and 
related seismicity at Groningen is achieved with an improved modeling framework. At the same time, the 
findings given here leave room for extension, both in analysis and in modeling. Enhancements to the 
Coulomb friction law are required to explain other specific features of faulting mechanics such as slip and 
velocity weakening. However, this potential extension would require additional data that is not currently 
available, and would result in more complex models, making the analysis even more difficult.  Additional 
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geologic and geomechanical information could also be incorporated into the model. Some of these 
improvements may be considered in future work based on Groningen Project needs and feasibility 
constraints imposed by current computational capacity. Finally, our models should be further validated as 
additional seismic field monitoring data becomes available. 

In summary, detailed finite element models provide significant insight into the mechanics of a very complex 
problem. The mechanics of fault behavior considered in the models described above can only be 
investigated by numerical modeling of a complex non-linear boundary-value problem that captures 
discontinuous displacement fields across fault surfaces. Additional sub-models may be developed to cover 
the entire field region to capture the full impact of alternative production scenarios. These models are 
currently being used to test a range of production scenarios that may potentially be implemented to better 
manage subsurface stresses that could lead to fault slippage and seismicity. They may also be used to help 
in optimizing the design of surveillance programs. The expectation is that insight gained from advanced 
geomechanical modeling is used to create alternative production scenarios to effectively reduce fault 
instability, and that the capability to test alternate producing strategies is used to provide an actionable 
dimension to an overall Risk Management Framework for Groningen. 

9.6.2 Geomechanical assessment of seismicity with full field geomechanical model 

Production-induced pore pressure changes are responsible for rock stress variations which can trigger fault 
slip and radiate seismic energy. Pressure maintenance is proposed as an alternative measure to mitigate 
fault reactivation and related seismicity.  The multi-scale geomechanical framework presented in section 
9.6.1 is utilized herein to evaluate the fault energy dissipation of sub-model 1 and 2 regions (NW-central 
and SW central regions respectively) when subjected to a production scenario involving Nitrogen injection.  

The predicted dissipated energy for this injection case is compared to selected production depletion cases 
for SM1 and SM2 regions in Figure 9.36 and Figure 9.37 respectively. This particular injection scenario 
provides enough pressure support in SM1 region to practically stop fault energy dissipation after 2019. 
Fault energy dissipation resulting from this injection test case is slowed in SM2 region but not stopped, 
indicating partial pressure support.  

 
Figure 9.36 Cumulative dissipated fault energy vs. time for selected production scenarios in SM1 region. Depletion 

cases show a monotonic increase in dissipated energy with time. The Nitrogen injection case (triangular 
symbols) considered in this analysis provides sufficient pressure support in SM1 region to stop energy 
dissipation after 2019. 
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Figure 9.37 Cumulative dissipated fault energy vs. time for selected production scenarios in SM2 region. The 

Nitrogen injection case (triangular symbols) reduces fault loading and mitigates fault energy dissipation 
after 2019. Note that pressure support from this injection scenario in SM2 is not as effective as in SM1 
region. 

The dissipated energy plotted vs. cumulative production volumes are shown in Figure 9.39 and Figure 
9.40. Note that the injection-driven pressure support in SM1 region results in a negligible increase in 
surface subsidence (predicted by global model analysis, shown in Figure 9.38 once injection is 
implemented.  This test case, injection for pressure support, once implemented and assuming it’s 
implemented consistently across the field, could arrest compaction and therefore arrest seismicity.  Other 
production strategies short of full injection support may also balance stresses on faults and arrest seismicity, 
even if compaction is not fully arrested.  Such opportunities, represented by the “working space” in Figure 
9.39 and Figure 9.40 wherein the dissipated energy vs. production volume lies between the level in 2012 
and the forecast for case without any curtailment, are being explored via 3D geomechanical modeling.  
Further modeling may help in developing production scenarios with best combination of uncurtailed 
production and seismicity reduction.   
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Figure 9.38 Comparison of surface subsidence (m) for base case G1-C1-D1 with that for nitrogen injection; note 

negligible change in surface subsidence for nitrogen injection case after start of injection compared to 
the subsidence for base case over the same period 

 
Figure 9.39  Cumulative dissipated fault energy vs. cumulative production volume for selected depletion scenarios 

and a Nitrogen injection case (triangular symbols); SM1 region. “Working space” denote region 
bounded by uncurtailed depletion and full pressure support end members. Results correspond to a fault 
friction coefficient of 0.48. Results are normalized to 1996 representing the first year with a complete 
earthquake catalog. 
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Figure 9.40  Cumulative dissipated fault energy vs. cumulative production volume for selected depletion scenarios 

and a Nitrogen injection case (triangular symbols); SM2 region. “Working space” denote region 
bounded by uncurtailed depletion and full pressure support end members. Results correspond to a fault 
friction coefficient of 0.48. Results are normalized to 1996 representing the first year with a complete 
earthquake catalog. 
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9.7 Conclusions 

Our understanding of seismicity and the geomechanical behavior of faults in the Groningen area and their 
relation to seismic events is hampered by the dimensions and complexity of the Groningen structure and the 
scarcity of quantitative data on key geomechanical parameters. A twofold approach is taken to overcome 
these limitations. First, the acquisition of new data has been intensified (see Chapter 10.2). Second, new 
insights will be gained through the application of advanced 2D and 3D geomechanical modeling 
techniques. Both approaches are ongoing, as discussed elsewhere in this document. 

In summary, the following modeling uncertainties need to be further addressed, and associated monitoring 
and measurement activities to be carried out: 

 The minimum horizontal stress is poorly constrained. No reliable data is available from the time before 
production started, while limited data is available under depleted reservoir conditions. Stress 
anisotropy is expected between different formations, but is not well established (except for the 
Zechstein formation). Both initial value and stress development as a consequence of depletion should 
be measured when having the opportunity (drilling of new wells, workovers). 

 Reservoir pore pressure in the Rotliegend reservoir is well established from production and observation 
wells, but there are areas in the field with poor well coverage. The main area of uncertainty is the 
pressure field over time in the underlying aquifer and in the overlying Ten Boer Claystone. Data 
acquisition is needed to reduce these uncertainties. 

 Pore pressure evolution within faults is not known and cannot be measured in the subsurface. However, 
the impact of this process can be evaluated through modeling. This is the objective of the ongoing 
vibration analysis study (2D evaluations). 

 The accuracy of determining hypocenter locations needs to be improved to differentiate between 
possible failure mechanisms. Both the installation of down hole geophones and additional shallow 
geophones fulfill this objective. 

 Time-delayed compaction and other irreversible deformations that could delay or reduce fault slippage 
is the subject of ongoing research (KNAW, 2013). 

 Advanced 3D geomechanical modeling is carried out to investigate the stress evolution in and around 
the producing Groningen field and its relation to the reactivation of faults. The models also serve to 
evaluate the effects of different production scenarios in the framework of TBO research topic 6. 
 

More options for additional data gathering are being reviewed. These include: 
 Post failure behavior and unloading (cyclic) behavior of reservoir and cap rock could be investigated 

by laboratory experiments. Also, monitoring and associated modeling studies in other fields could be 
considered to gain a better understanding of the formation behavior. 

 Onset of fault slip and subsequent post-failure behavior can also be studied through fundamental lab 
experiments. 
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10 Reducing the Remaining Uncertainty in the Hazard 

10.1 Introduction 

This report and the previous report issued to the TBO [Ref. 1], describe the results of the study program into 
induced earthquakes in the Groningen field, coordinated by NAM and carried out in the second half of 
2012 and 2013.  A Study and Data Acquisition Plan was issued October 2012 and has since then been 
regularly updated during 2013 [Ref. 2 and 3].  This study work carried out over 2012 and 2013 forms the 
technical basis for the seismic hazard analysis of the Groningen Winningsplan 2013.  Despite the progress 
made, some technical questions remain unresolved, while uncertainties in the geomechanical parameters 
and in the estimated seismic hazard are large.   

Some of the remaining uncertainty stems from lack of knowledge (epistemic uncertainty) and is therefore 
liable to be further constrained with increasing data acquisition and analysis.   

10.2 Data acquisition activities  

10.2.1 Introduction  

Objectives of the research on induced seismicity in the Groningen Field are to increase our understanding 
of the mechanism inducing the earthquakes and the resulting hazard of damage (e.g. to buildings) and if 
possible to define measures to minimize this hazard. 

High resolution mapping of seismicity and lowering the current detection and location magnitude threshold 
is expected to be essential in a better geomechanical understanding of the earthquake hazard. The 
improved determination of the locations of the hypocenters of the earthquakes will allow better tie-in with 
the structural model of the Groningen Field. 

To improve the resolution over the whole Groningen field an extension of the (existing) passive seismic 
monitoring network will be implemented with installation of additional seismometers and accelerometers 
(Figure 10.1. Installation of two subsurface installed vertical arrays in the Loppersum area will improve the 
determination of earthquake hypocenters. 

10.2.2 Extension passive seismic network 

The current configuration of the Groningen monitoring network has provided field-wide coverage since 
1995 for the detection and location of all events with a magnitude bigger of equal to 1.5 (M>=1.5 events). 
The network consist of 14 borehole stations, 8 installed in 1995 and extended in 2010 with an additional 
6 stations, plus 12 accelerometers. 

This network recorded a catalogue of 188 M>=1.5 events between 1995 and 2012 and is the primary 
basis for current earthquake hazard assessment within the field. The horizontal location uncertainties are 
typically about 0.5 km and the events are assumed to be at a depth of 3km. 

Extension of the monitoring network would have two key advantages over the existing network, more 
sensitivity and more accuracy. 

More sensitive as more reliable detection and locate more of the M<1.5 events within the field to allow 
more robust statistical analysis of the relationship between the number of earthquakes and gas production. 

More accurate as measure earthquake locations with sufficient accuracy to reveal their relationship with 
mapped faults and their depth distribution relative to the reservoir to understand what causes these 
earthquakes. 

To deliver the earthquake data necessary to realize these objectives, the performance criteria for the 
network are considered to be: 

 Detect 10 events for every M>=1.5 event. Given the existing earthquake population has a b-value of 1, 
this means reducing the magnitude of completeness from the current M=1.5 to M=0.5. 
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 Locate all detected events with a standard horizontal error of less than 200 m and a standard vertical 
error of less than 500 m. 

To improve resolution the network will be extended with 60 boreholes, spread in 6x6km grid covering the 
whole Groningen Field (Figure 9.12). Each 200m deep borehole will be equipped with 4 levels of 
geophones, one accelerometer at surface including required electronics for data-transmission, pre-
amplifiers and communication means. 

 

 

 
Figure 10.1 Extension of the shallow borehole geophone network. 

 

Additionally 4 boreholes equipped with strong motion sensors (low frequency geophones) will be realized 
in order to faithfully record the signals for the very largest events without clipping and enable ongoing 
recalibration/updating of the ground motion attenuation relations measure high range earthquakes.  

10.2.3 Subsurface vertical seismic arrays 

Down hole seismic monitoring allows monitoring at substantially reduced noise conditions thereby 
improving signal-to-noise ratio, magnitude detection threshold and precision of the hypocenter 
determination. From the surface installed seismic network the vertical location of earthquakes are assumed 
to be at a depth of 3km. Implementation of a subsurface seismic array would lead to accuracy in horizontal 
and vertical location of events.  

Challenges in borehole seismology are a secure deployment of sensors, safe date transmission to surface, 
formation temperature and pressure and reservoir fluids. Thereby drilling is expensive, risky and logistically 
difficult and requires preparation time. As down hole instruments need to operate at elevated pressure and 
temperature conditions proper engineering is essential. 

Objective is to have two subsurface installed vertical arrays in the Loppersum area with sensors covering 
Zechstein down to Carbonferious. The sensors should be suited to a target event magnitude range of M=-
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2.5 to M=+1 over the distance range 500m to 10 km, and a system minimum sampling frequency 2KHz 
(0.5ms data) or higher. 

10.2.4 Temporary vertical seismic arrays 

With the objective to implement subsurface measurements as soon as feasible two existing observations 
wells in the Loppersum area (Stedum-1 and Zeerijp-1) where selected to be modified into seismic 
observation wells. As these wells have been drilled more than 35 years ago, and not initially designed as 
seismic observations wells it was proposed to temporary install vertical seismic arrays without performing a 
workover. Advantage of this solution would be deployment on short notice, disadvantage vertical coverage 
is limited to the reservoir section only. 

Based on the experience gained over the last 3 years in Bergermeer (Taqa) a system has been designed 
which will be installed in October 2013. Two arrays with respectively 8 and 11 levels, with 30m station 
spacing will be installed. The installation requires well killing, installation of additional pressure control 
equipment, and communication and data collection equipment. Objective is to have the equipments 
operational until the permanent monitoring wells are in place (about a year). Continuous monitoring will 
start immediately after installation; and data will be made available via GSM connection to KNMI and 
Magnitude for further analyze. 

10.2.5 Permanent vertical seismic arrays 

For the permanent vertical seismic arrays it has been advised to realize newly drilled dedicated observation 
wells. In a Request for Information contractors have been invited by NAM to propose their solution for 
permanent seismic monitoring systems. It is the objective to have an operational permanent seismic 
recording system in the fourth quarter of 2014. 

10.3 The 2014 Study and Data Acquisition program on Induced earthquakes in the Groningen 
field 

During 2014 NAM will continue the research program to gain further insights in the processes leading to 
earthquakes and the size of the resulting hazard.  The analysis of the contributions to the epistemic 
uncertainty in the hazard using the logic tree approach, showed four factors to be important: the strain 
partitioning factor describing the coupling between compaction strain and seismicity, the ground motion 
prediction equation, the compaction and to a lesser extent the b-value.   

 
Figure 10.1 Variation in the maximum PGA found within the Groningen Field with a 2% chance of exceedance over 

the period 2013 to 2023, due to epistemic uncertainties represented in the logic tree. 

The partitioning factor has the largest impact on the uncertainty in the seismic hazard.  Insights and limits to 
the partitioning factor will most likely have to come from outside the current hazard framework.  Both 
attempts to gain insights from analogy with tectonic earthquakes and further geomechanical investigations 
are elements of the study program to improve the understanding of process inducing the earthquakes and 
the partitioning factor. Table 10.1 shows the main activities in the research program into induced 
earthquakes in the Groningen field for 2014.   
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10.3.1 Geomechanical discussion to reduce uncertainty in the partitioning factor 

A seismologic model developed to characterize future seismicity (ref Report to the Technical Guidance 
Committee (TBO) on Subsurface Aspects of Induced Earthquakes in the Groningen Field) is based on the 
concept of induced earthquakes accommodating depletion-induced strains.  A relationship developed 
between historical seismicity and reservoir compaction is used as a framework for assessing future 
seismicity based on future compaction induced by planned gas production.  This relationship (partitioning 
factor) has previously been inferred by comparing total seismic moment (from measured data) with 
calculated values of compaction (from geomechanical/compaction models which are well constrained by 
measured subsidence data).  Significant variability has been observed in these comparisons. 

To better understand this variability, it should be considered that the relationship between compaction and 
seismicity should depend on the characteristics of faults in the vicinity of the compacting region(s).  
Geomechanical/compaction models used in current seismological analysis have treated faults only in an 
implicit, statistical manner. At present there is no field evidence that seismicity in the Groningen field is 
governed by regions with different fault characteristics (e.g., presence or absence of faults, fault geometry 
and orientation, stress exerted on faults, etc.) and as such, the model does not distinguish between regions 
that may have similar compaction characteristics, but different fault characteristics. Because the true 
distributions of fault characteristics are unknown, multiple factors are being “lumped together”, resulting in 
variability that may be greater than the true physical uncertainty in partitioning factors. 

The geomechanical / fault movement FEA models described in section 9.6.1 and section 9.6.2 may 
provide the capability to reduce the uncertainty in partitioning factor calculations, even prior to collection of 
additional field data.  A number of these models have shown good agreement with field measurements and 
because they explicitly account for faults (a subset of faults interpreted from seismic data was included in 
the model), this is a promising approach to provide a physically meaningful basis for relating compaction 
strain energy with energy exerted during fault slip (labeled dissipated energy in prior Figures). 

Results shown on Figure 10.2 illustrates the potential advantages of this approach: 
• Temporal evolution of fault energy dissipation from geomechanical models correlates reasonably 

well with observed radiated energy from seismic events 
• As a first step the partitioning or scaling factor that relates radiated energy with dissipated energy 

was assumed to stay constant within the analyzed period (1996-2012).   
• Predicted energy dissipation is significantly greater in SM1 than SM2 regions; in agreement with 

observed seismicity 
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Figure 10.2 Total observed (square symbols) and modeled (blue line) radiated energy since 1996 as a function of 

gas production for sub-model regions 1 and 2.  The modeled radiated energy is determined from the 
fault dissipated energy (calculated from the FEA models) by applying a single valued, constant 
partitioning factor.  Observed radiated energy is calculated from M≥1.5 events. 

 

While the comparisons in Figure 10.2 are encouraging, further improvement may be established by 
enhancing the representation in the FEA models of the faults, fault behaviors (e.g., slip / velocity 
weakening), compaction physics (e.g., non-linear, rate-dependent compaction), etc. Also the full range of 
models consistent with the historic seismicity data accounting for the stochastic variability due to finite 
sample effects within the earthquake catalogue should be assessed. 

By providing a “physics-based” constraint on the relationship between compaction strain energy and fault 
dissipated energy, these models could reduce the variability in partitioning factors that had previously been 
calculated based on models without explicit consideration of faults. 
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10.3.2 Continuation of the Study Program 

Main Uncertainty Study and Data Collection to reduce Uncertainty 

Compaction  Update of the porosity model for the Groningen field in view of new 
measured subsidence data.   

 Geodetic analysis of the measured subsidence data, using SURE (software 
package to derive subsidence from all available geodetic measurements in 
an integrated manner over time and space) to obtain a best estimate of the 
full subsidence field.   

 Improved matching of the models with measurements, based on a formal 
minimum acceptance criteria test to better assess the validity of the 
different compaction models.   

 Rock measurements on core samples and theoretical investigations to 
improve models of the time-dependent compaction behavior.   

 

Partitioning Factor & 
Improved Geomechanical 
understanding of the 
rupture process 

 Review with group of external experts to look for possible avenues of 
research, which may enable us to constrain the value of the partitioning 
factor at the upper end.  These may include a literature search for the 
partitioning factors and the fault aspect ratios seen elsewhere.   

 The pre- and post-failure behaviour of faults and adjacent formations 
determines the energy storage and release prior to and during seismic 
events. The following activities are foreseen:  

 Experimental testing into the dynamic fault friction behavior, failure 
and unloading characteristics of reservoir rock, to better understand 
the physics of fault re-activation and rupture and the conditions 
which determine whether fault slip is seismic or a-seismic.  Also the 
effect of pore fluid needs to be investigated.   

 Modeling studies to evaluate experimental results and the impact of 
various geomechanical modeling options on the physics of fault re-
activation and rupture (geometrical aspects (reservoir thickness, fault 
dip angle and dip azimuth angle), fault slip softening and stiffness 
and stress contrast).  

 Detailed geomechanical modeling to investigate whether a rupture 
initiated in of below the Rotliegend reservoir section will propagate into 
the Zechstein salt or whether the Zechstein salt will limit rupture growth in 
the case of Groningen. 

 Currently, the association of the earthquakes with identified faults in the 
structural model is hampered by the large uncertainty in the hypo-centre 
location of the earthquakes and uncertainty in the characterization of the 
structural model.   
Two initiatives have been initiated to address this issue by improving 
hypocentre location of the earthquake and characterization of the source 
radiation parameters: 

 Extension of the field wide geophone network consisting of some 60 
borehole stations each with a string of geophones with 30 meter 
spacing and a surface accelerometer. In addition, KNMI will install a 
further 4 broadband sensors. 

 Placement of geophones at reservoir level in deep wells located in 
the Loppersum area. Over the limited region covered by these deep 
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arrays the accuracy of measured event depths will be greatly 
enhanced.   

 Accurate imaging of the earthquake hypocenter requires knowledge of the 
3D velocity field.  Measurement of the rock density and P- and S- wave 
velocities in the overburden well sections of Borgsweer-5 well and future 
wells aim to improve our knowledge of the 3D velocity field (see also 
GMPE).   

 Advanced multi-scale mechanical modeling combined with a 
geomechanics-seismicity relationship might provide a suitable framework 
to better understand seismic fault slip behavior and assess future seismicity 
via a physically-constrained strain partitioning (i.e., partition factor). This 
will be the subject of future study work, which will aim to establish a 
workflow leading to a robust integration between 3D explicit fault 
modeling and the existing Seismological Modeling to reduce seismic 
uncertainty.  

 Improvement of the current full field geo-mechanical modeling, to 
investigate the possibility of sub-surface stress management. Results of the 
aforementioned model selection studies are to be incorporated. Further 
calibration is supported by additional field measurements of: 

 The minimum horizontal stress across the field, in particular in and 
around the depleting formations.   

 The pore pressure field over time in the underlying aquifer and the 
overlying Ten Boer claystone.   

 

Ground Motion 
Prediction Equation 

 Surface ground motion data for further calibration of the GMPE on a much 
denser grid than currently possible will be obtained by the accelerometers 
placed in the cellars of some 60 geophone wells of the extension of the 
network.  Data from the geophones in the 60 shallow wells will also be 
valuable for characterizing site response.   

 Conduct site response analyses (based on field measurements of Vs30 and 
borehole geophone data) to give spatially varying site corrections and a 
field-specific rather than generic site amplification model.   

 Waveform modeling and full waveform inversion (FWI) to understand the 
impact of spatial heterogeneity of rock properties and the role of the 
Zechstein interval in attenuating amplitudes from source to surface and 
also to give insight into possible alternative forms of GMPE.   

 To improve the modeling of propagation of the seismic wave field through 
the subsurface, the velocity field in the rock overlying the reservoir section 
needs to be known in greater detail.  If well design allows, measurement of 
the rock density and P- and S- wave velocities in the overburden will be 
acquired in future wells.   

 

b-value  The densified seismic array over the Groningen field will enable the 
earthquake catalogue to be extended by detection of larger numbers of 
smaller events (M0.5) distributed across the field. The overall b-value for 
the catalogue is already well constrained and we have found that 
variations in b have a limited impact on the predicted hazard. 
Nevertheless, the new data from the densified array should improve our 
ability to calculate b-values for subsets of the data catalogue and so better 
identify variations in b with location and compaction.     
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Table 10.1 Main components of the 2014 Study and Data Acquisition program on Induced earthquakes in the 
Groningen field.   

Apart from study and data acquisition work to better understand and assess the seismic hazard, NAM will 
also continue investigating options into measures to reduce seismicity. Table 10.2 lists these studies.   

Measures Study Identify and Assess the effectiveness of Measures 

Pressure 
Maintenance 

 The study on pressure maintenance options for Groningen field provides an 
outline for an nitrogen injection development of the Groningen field.  Feasibility 
of this has yet to be demonstrated and implementation of such a development 
has a relatively long timeline.   
A follow-up feasibility study into pressure maintenance is planned to be started 
early 2014.  This will address the main technical feasibility of the sub-surface 
gas recovery process and the required facility infrastructure aspects of such a 
pressure maintenance development.  The assessment of the large impact of 
such major development on the Groningen community, integration and 
identification of potential synergies with other industrial activities will also be 
part of this study.   

Stress 
Management 

 Using sub-models of the field, geomechanical studies on fault stability will be 
continued.  Based on this study effort the potential for active stress management 
of the reservoir will be investigated.   

 Impact of pressure management of the blocks in the western periphery of the 
field will be assessed using a full-field or sector geomechanical model   

 Optimisation of off-take from the clusters based on reservoir stress 
management.   

Table 10.2 Main components of the 2014 Study and Data Acquisition program on identification and assessment of 
effectiveness of measures to reduce the impact of seismicity.   

10.4 References 

[1] Report to the Technical Guidance Committee (TBO) on Subsurface Aspects of Induced Earthquakes in 
the Groningen Field, October 2013, NAM.   

[2] Study and Data Acquisition Plan for Induced Seismicity in Groningen Planning Report, November 
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Jan van Elk and Dirk Doornhof 
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11 Appendix A: Full 3D geomechanical modeling 
methodology 

11.1 Introduction 

Full 3D geomechanical modeling approach integrates geologic, geomechanics, and production data to 
simulate field deformation from the start of production. Due to the large scale of the field, and significant 
number of faults, a multi-scale approach that combines large scale model to characterize field wide 
behavior, and finer scale sub-models to understand production-induced fault slippage is used.  A global 
model of the entire field, without faults modeled explicitly, is developed to characterize the stress states in 
the entire regions and model the surface subsidence.  Two sub-models, with selected faults included, for 
smaller regions in areas of observed seismic activity were developed to study production induced fault 
slippage.   
 
The full 3D geomechanical modeling methodology is based on the load-resistance approach to fault 
reactivation, wherein reservoir pressure changes due to depletion lead to deviation of the stress state from 
initial conditions (load) and that may consequently lead to fault slippage governed by the frictional strength 
of the fault (resistance).  This methodology is summarized in Figure 11.1. 

 
Figure 11.1 Load-resistance (production induced stress changes and frictional strength of faults respectively) based 

approach to fault slippage modeling 

The global model will be used to study effect of reservoir depletion on stress changes on the entire field 
scale, and smaller scale sub-models with detailed fault modeling will be used to predict fault slippage and 
the frictional dissipated energy. Various production scenarios may be ranked based on these predictions. 

The details of the geological, material and stress input data used to initialize the model, and brief 
description of the global and sub-modeling methodology are included in the following subsections. 

11.2 Geological model input 

The finite element model honors NAM-derived GFR2012 static modeling framework from Petrel for 
reservoir zonation.  The model contains 22 structural horizons from ground surface to base of model, and 
contains 12 reservoir model units from base of Zechstein to base of lower Slochteren. 
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Figure 11.2 Geological model structural horizons and fault framework  

 
Figure 11.3 Geological layers included in finite element model 

The global finite element model includes 21 layers as indicated in Figure 11.3.  Names of the horizons and 
layers in geologic model and the unit numbers used in NAM reservoir simulator analyses are included in 
the figure.  The global model includes all these layers up to depth of 20km (the Carboniferous layer is 
extended to reduce effect of boundary conditions). The sub-models include all layers from salt layer ZE_Z2 
to Carboniferous up to depth of 4km. 

11.3 Material properties 

The material properties for reservoir layers are based on test data provided by NAM.  Properties for all 
other layers except Anhydrite are provided by NAM.  The Anhydrite properties are based on data from 
literature since no field specific tests or data are available.  The elastic properties, densities and the source 
of the data are summarized on Table 11.1. 
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Table 11.1 Elastic material properties and densities for soil layers 

Unit 
Young’s Modulus 
(GPa)         

Poisson's Ratio Density (kg/m3) Data Source 

 North Sea 2 0.3 2150 NAM 

 Chalk 10 0.25 2350 NAM 

 Rijnland 16 0.25 2350 NAM 

 Triassic 16 0.25 2350 NAM 

 Zechstein 
 Halite 30 0.35 2100 NAM 

 Andydrite 70 0.25 2900 Literature 

 Ten Boer 40 0.2 2300 NAM 

 Slochteren 
 Heterolithic 36 0.2 2300 NAM 

 Reservoir Porosity-Dependent Core Data 

 Carboniferous 40 0.2 2300 NAM 

 

The Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, density and the Biot coefficient of the reservoir layer are dependent 
on porosity. This dependence is captured in the finite element model by defining porosity as a field variable 
and these properties to be a function of this field variable.  The plots of these properties vs. porosity and the 
fit used in the model are shown in Figure 11.4 through Figure 11.7.  The data for Young’s modulus, 
Poisson’s ratio and Biot coefficient from different well locations is indicated by different colored symbols as 
indicated by plot legends. 

 
Figure 11.4 Young’s modulus vs. porosity of reservoir rock 
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Figure 11.5 Poisson’s ratio vs. porosity of the reservoir rock 

 
Figure 11.6 Density vs. porosity of the reservoir rock 

 
Figure 11.7 Biot coefficient vs. porosity for the reservoir rock 

The plasticity properties for reservoir layers are based on core sample triaxial test data provided by NAM.  
The data fit and parameters for Drucker-Prager material model are shown in Figure 11.8. 
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Figure 11.8 Peak shear failure envelope of reservoir rock and fitted Drucker-Prager model parameters 

The faults are modeled using Coulomb friction model with the friction coefficient based on the residual 
strength of reservoir rock.  The plot of residudal strength (shear stress) vs. normal stress in triaxial tests in 
included in Figure 11.9. The slope of the fitting line indicates an upper bound for coefficient of friction for 
the faults; however, the actual strength of the fault is likely to be lower. Sensitivity studies using the sub-
models indicated that a friction coefficient of 0.48 provides a good match for predicted slip magnitude and 
dissipated energies with field data for production history (1964-2012). 

 
Figure 11.9 Residual strength of the reservoir rock 

11.4 Initial stress state 

The initial stresses in the soil layers are defined using the following gradients provided by NAM: 

 Vertical stress:  2.14 bar/10m 
 Maximum horizontal stress:  1.71 bar/10m 
 Minimum horizontal stress:  1.60 bar/10m 

The maximum horizontal stress azimuth is 160o from North.  The stresses in the two halite layers are 
isotropic, i.e. both the horizontal stresses are equal to the vertical stresses.  The horizontal stresses in 
anhydrite layers are also close to the vertical stress; however, the stress state need not be perfectly isotropic.  
A separate “salt-creep” step is run prior to production pressure history/forecast analysis to ensure isotropic 
stress state in halite layers, and higher stresses in anhydrite layers. 
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The reservoir pore pressure values in finite element model are interpolated and mapped from the pressure 
values from NAM reservoir simulator analyses, and are applied as initial and boundary conditions for all 
pore pressure degrees of freedom in the finite element model.   

11.5 Global model analysis methodology 

The global model includes the entire Groningen field region, with additional sideburden added on all sides 
to reduce the effect of boundary conditions.  This model does not explicitly include faults. The Groningen 
field region in the global model is 42.8km x 50.6km.  Overall horizontal dimensions of the model are 
182.8 km x 190.5 km x 20km depth.  The depth of 20km, much larger than reservoir layer depth of 
approximately 3km, is similarly used to reduce the effect of the bottom boundary. A vertical cross-section of 
the global model mesh is shown in Figure 11.10. The average thickness of various soil layers, number of 
element layers within soil layers and average element thicknesses are summarized in Table 11.2.  The mesh 
includes approximately 800,000 elements. 

 
Figure 11.10 Groningen field region with modeled rock layers (top figure); vertical dimensions scaled by factor of 10; 

sideburden not included. Global model vertical cross-sections (bottom figure) showing Groningen field 
region and entire model with sideburden.   
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14km Global Model Vertical Cross Section
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Table 11.2 Soil layer mesh details 

The global model analysis includes three steps: (i) initial geostatic stress initialization, (ii) salt-creep step to 
ensure isotropic stress state in halite layers and higher horizontal stresses in anhydrite layers, and (iii) 
production pressure history/forecast analysis. The effect of salt creep was also included during the 
production analyses.  The analysis takes approximately 50 hours to run on 256 cpus. 

The first two steps above, geostatic initialization and salt-creep are required to ensure correct initial stress 
state, as described in above subsection, before start of production pressure history/forecast analysis. This 
stress initialization was verified by plotting stresses along 100 vertical lines in a 10x10 grid pattern over 
the Groningen field region, and at 70 locations within the sub-model- 1 region as indicated in Figure 
11.11. 

 
Figure 11.11 Locations for stress vs. depth plots for verification of initial stress state 

The initial stresses along these vertical lines are plotted in Figure 11.12 through Figure 11.15.  Note that 
the stresses are approximately aligned around the specified gradient for all soil layers except halite and 
anhydrite.  There are deviations from the specified gradient due to the effect of salt-creep (isotropic stress 
state in salt also modifies stresses in surrounding region). Additionally, there are some deviations due to 

Layer  Elems across layer  Avg elem thk  Avg layer thk max TVD min TVD

CARBONIFEROUS 8 343.40 2747.20 6000.00 2721.17

LSS_1_RES 3 10.80 32.40 4242.21 2718.17

LSS_1_HET 2 2.07 4.14 4195.93 2716.17

LSS_2_RES 4 10.34 41.34 4193.93 2703.30

LSS_2_HET 2 2.84 5.68 4157.85 2700.68

USS_1_RES 3 10.65 31.94 4155.85 2678.66

USS_1_HET 4 1.59 6.37 4152.85 2672.40

USS_2_RES 3 10.59 31.77 4127.49 2632.82

USS_2_HET 2 2.08 4.17 4092.10 2629.49

USS_3_RES 2 10.23 20.46 4090.10 2612.21

TEN_BOER_Z1_2 1 25.62 25.62 4056.85 2595.23

TEN_BOER_Z3 1 14.23 14.23 4026.36 2582.21

TEN_BOER_Z4 1 12.57 12.57 4003.46 2569.98

ZE_BASAL 2 31.42 62.83 4000.57 2510.62

ZE_Z2 6 78.64 471.83 3693.78 1100.85

ZE_Z3 2 29.14 58.28 3531.04 986.00

ZE_Z4 5 44.30 221.49 3529.04 436.68

TRIASSIC 6 77.65 465.91 3442.23 378.85

RIJNLAND 1 82.43 82.43 2317.98 376.89

CHALK 3 263.95 791.85 2219.47 190.83

NORTH_SEA 4 216.87 867.48 1431.42 0.00

Sum (avg layer thickness) = 5999.999991
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numerical limitations of the model.  However, note that these numerical errors are mainly present for 
regions near the boundary of the Groningen field region.  The stress plots for the sub-model-1 region are 
significantly smoother. 

 
Figure 11.12 Global model sHmax at the 100 locations after salt-creep step 

 
Figure 11.13 Global model sHmin at the 100 locations after salt-creep step 
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Figure 11.14 sHmax stress in the sub-model-1 region (output from global model analysis) 

 
Figure 11.15 sHmin stress in the sub-model-1 region (output from global model analysis) 

The production history analysis for years 1964-2012 based on geological model realization G1 with 
moderate strong northern aquifer was used to predict surface subsidence and reservoir strains.  The 
contour plot of predicted surface subsidence in 2012 and comparison with field data is shown in  (a)
 (b) 
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 (c)  (d) 

Figure 11.16. (a) and (b).  A map of error between model predictions and field data is included in (d), 
which indicates that errors in subsidence predictions are very low in areas of significant seismicity shown in 
(c). 

       

 (a) (b) 

 

 (c)  (d) 

Figure 11.16 (a) Contour plot of predicted surface subsidence (m) in 2012, (b) comparison with field data, (c) 
locations of seismic events from NAM, and (d) map of error between model subsidence predictions and 
field data 
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The predicted average strain in the reservoir layers is compared with available field data.  The comparison 
for one well location, De Hond, is shown in Figure 11.17. The average strain is computed over reservoir 
(reservoir rock and heterolithic layers) only and over reservoir and ten boer layers combined, since the 
averaging interval for the field data is not known. 

 
Figure 11.17 Comparison of predicted reservoir layer strains vs. field data (De Hond well location) 

11.6 Sub-model analysis methodology 

Two sub-models have been developed to model the regions of seismic activity in greater detail, including 
detailed modeling of faults as contact surfaces that permit slippage.  The sub-models include soil layers 
from ZE_Z2 halite to the Carboniferous up to depth of 4 km.  The dimension of sub-model-1 and -2 are 
16.3km x 20.0km and 12.7km x 19.2km respectively. 

More than 1700 faults have been interpreted in the Groningen field, of which 707 have been used to 
construct the static and dynamic reservoir model.  Due to extreme complexity of meshing with faults, a 
selected number of faults were included in the sub-models.  The fault selection was based on: (i) faults 
along major/compartment boundary, (ii) fault throw, (iii) shear capacity utilization from NAM analysis, 
and (iv) the proximity to seismic events.  The first step in fault selection process is to include the faults along 
major/compartment boundaries. Additional faults according to each additional criteria area added in 
subsequent steps. This process for sub-model-1, with faults added in each step, is shown in Figure 11.19. 
Sub-model-1 includes 40 faults and sub-model-2 includes 37 faults.  Both meshes include approximately 
250,000 elements, with over 99.7% hexahedral (brick) elements to ensure accuracy of the solution.  The 
three-step analysis (same as global model) takes approximately 30 hours to run on 128 cpus. The locations 
of these two sub-models relative to the Groningen field region in the global model are shown in Figure 
11.18. 
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Figure 11.18 Location of sub-models; sub-model-1 indicated by black lines, sub-model-2 indicated by magenta lines 

 
Figure 11.19. Fault selection for sub-model-1; total of 40 faults included after final step 

The meshes for the two submodels, with faults highlighted, are shown in Figure 11.20.  

  
Figure 11.20 Sub-model-1 and 2 meshes with faults highlighted 
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The sub-model analyses are run separately from the global model, with the exterior node boundary 
conditions driven by displacements in the corresponding global model analysis.  Figure 11.21 through 
Figure 11.24 show the comparison of stresses, displacements and pore pressures in the top reservoir layer 
of the sub-models with those in global model to verify consistency of sub-models with the global model. 

 
Figure 11.21 Initial stresses (in MPa) in sub-model-1 top of reservoir layer USS_2_Res compared with the global 

model stress field 

 

 
Figure 11.22 Initial stresses (in MPa) in sub-model-2 top of reservoir layer USS_2_Res compared with the global 

model stress field 
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Figure 11.23 Horizontal displacement (East-West, in meters) for top of layer USS_2_Res in sub-model-1 and -2 in 

year 2012 compared with global model; comparisons for other two displacement components indicate 
similar match 

 
Figure 11.24 Comparison for 2012 pore pressure (in MPa) for top of reservoir layer USS_2_Res 

The sub-model analyses are used to predict production induced fault slippage and the energy dissipated 
due to this slippage. Fault slip is predicted at different locations and at different points in time.  The contour 
plot of slip magnitudes along faults for sub-model-1 analysis for base case development scenario (D1) 
based on Geological model realization G1 is shown in Figure 11.25. The predictions for dissipated 
energies for various cases are compared in the main text of this report. 

Submodel 1 Submodel 2

Submodel 1 Submodel 2
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Figure 11.25 Contour plot of slip magnitudes in 2059 along faults of sub-model-1 for the base case production 

scenario 

Evolution of slip along the vertical path shown in Figure 11.25 with time is shown in Figure 11.26. This 
path is located at the region with maximum slip magnitude along fault M1. 

 
Figure 11.26 Evolution of slip magnitude along vertical path shown in Fig. A1.24 for the base case production 

scenario 

The slip magnitudes and the extent of the vertical section of the fault that is slipping both increase with time. 
However, note that the slip is zero near top and bottom in anhydrite and carboniferous layers respectively. 
This indicates that the slip magnitudes have not “saturated” due to zero-slip boundary conditions at top 
and bottom.  Additionally, as shown in Figure 11.26, the slip magnitudes do not increase significantly 
beyond approximately year 2050, since there is significantly less depletion beyond this year compared to 
earlier years. 

The predicted dissipated energy is very sensitive to the friction coefficient used to model faults. Predictions 
for evolution of dissipated energy for various friction coefficients for sub-model 1 are compared in Figure 
11.27. This sensitivity study was used to identify the friction coefficient value of 0.48 for use in the sub-
models. This value was used consistently to model all production scenarios so that the predicted energies 
for different scenarios can be compared directly. 
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Figure 11.27 Dissipated energy for different coefficients of friction for production history (1964-2012) analysis; 

geological model realization G1; sub-model 1 

The sub-models include a limited number of faults that are selected according the prioritization criteria 
described above. This prioritization process ensures that faults that are most critical to seismic activity are 
included. Results from sub-models predict that nearly 90% of dissipated energy is due to only 10% of the 
faults that are included. A plot of the contribution to dissipated energy by individual faults is included in 
Figure 11.28. This comparison indicates that the assumption that critical faults are captured by the 
prioritization process is reasonable.  Adding more faults, either those that are currently excluded or others 
that have not been imaged by seismic surveys, are not expected to change the predicted dissipated energy 
significantly.   

 

Figure 11.28 Contribution to dissipated energy by individual faults; 10% faults contribute 90% of energy 
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12 Appendix B: Pressure Maintenance 

12.1 Introduction 

In a letter to parliament (11 February 2013 reference TK 2012-2013 33529, no. 2), the Minister of 
Economic Affairs initiated a number of studies on induced earthquakes in the Groningen area. The Minister 
also installed and confirmed the TBO (Technische Begeleidingscommissie Ondergrond; Technical Guidance 
Commission Subsurface), to oversee the study work done by NAM and to provide independent assurance. 
One of the studies (number 6) relates to the subsurface operation of the field and addresses the question: 
“Are there alternative gas recovery methods that result in a reduction of the seismic activity”?   

Study number 5 has been addressed in the; “Report to the Technical Guidance Committee (TBO) on 
Subsurface Aspects of Induced Earthquakes in the Groningen Field”, which has been issued previously. It 
describes the technical studies carried out by NAM and reports the gained insights to the TBO.   

Study number 6 is a continuation of this work. It consists of two parts.  Part 1 addresses the impact of 
different depletion scenarios on seismicity, and has been issued separately. The current document reports 
on part 2, which addresses development options for the Groningen field based on pressure maintenance 
by injection of fluids.   

Part 2 consists of 5 sections, including this introductory section. The other sections are briefly introduced 
below.  

2. This section describes the selection of the injection medium for pressure maintenance.  Several fluids 
are considered, but nitrogen is selected as the most suitable option.   

3. This section describes the modelling of the displacement and mixing of the injected nitrogen and the 
indigenous natural gas.  Production forecasts and reserves estimates are prepared for a basecase 
development concept.  Several alternative development scenarios are evaluated in parallel.    

4. This section describes the surface facilities required for a field development on the basis of pressure 
maintenance through nitrogen injection.   

5. This section briefly describes the effectiveness of using water as an injection medium to achieve 
reduced seismicity through pressure maintenance.   

Pressure maintenance is expected to arrest reservoir compaction, and hence to reduce the seismic hazard. 
However, to what extent is yet to be established through further geomechanical modelling.  This work is 
documented in a separate report (Ref. 1) and was carried out by URC Houston (XoM) and NAM/Shell.  
Another area of further study is the impact on seismicity when injecting into or close to a fault.   

12.2 References: 

1. Report to the Technical Guidance Committee (TBO) on Production Measures Part 1: Depletion 
Scenarios and Hazard Analysis, NAM, November 2013.   

12.3 Selection of the injection medium 

Pressure maintenance as a general concept is based on reinjection of a volume equal to the gas volume 
production from the reservoir.  By balancing the injected and produced volume, the pressure in the gas 
reservoir can be stabilised.  With the stabilised reservoir pressure, compaction of the reservoir rock will halt 
after some time. Since compaction is thought to be a key factor in the creation of seismicity, this would also 
reduce seismic activity in the Groningen area.   
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Figure 12.1 Principle of pressure maintenance by injection. 

The medium to be injected needs to meet several criteria. First, this substance either needs to be a liquid or 
a gas to allow injection into the reservoir rock. Second, it should be available in large quantities at 
acceptable cost to warrant an economically feasible development scenario.   

An initial screening of injection media showed that water is the only liquid available in sufficiently large 
quantities.  The use of water injection for pressure maintenance is discussed in Section 5 of this report.   

Several gases can in principle be used as an injection agent for pressure maintenance.  These are either 
natural components of the air or products from combustion processes: 

 Nitrogen (N2), 
 Carbon dioxide (CO2),  
 Flue gas 
 Air 

Each of these gases has its advantages and disadvantages. An initial screening of these gases for the 
Groningen field is provided below.  

12.4 Nitrogen (N2) 

Nitrogen (N2) is a colourless gas which constitutes around 78% of the volume of the Earth’s atmosphere.  
The gas is mostly inert and non-corrosive.  Therefore no special metallurgy measures are required to avoid 
corrosion of pipelines, wells and facilities.  In fact, nitrogen is already present in small quantities (14%) in 
the Groningen gas.   

Nitrogen can, in principle, be sourced in large quantities from the air using a cryogenic process. This will 
require industrial size facilities described in Section 3.  The non-corrosive nature of nitrogen helps in 
achieving an efficient production and relatively safe operation process.   

As nitrogen is less compressible than Groningen gas and other injection media, it provides a higher 
reservoir displacement volume per standard volume of nitrogen injected than any of the other injection 
gases.  Therefore it has the lowest volume requirement for pressure maintenance. A first calculation shows 
that some 23 wells are required for nitrogen injection. This number is based on the total amount of gas to 
be replaced, the injection capacity of a Norg big-bore well, and of specific gas properties such as 
compressibility and corrosion potential. Additional surfaces facilities include a dedicated nitrogen pipeline 
network to transport the gas from the production plant to the injection wells  

N2 - Injection Gas Production
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After breakthrough of the nitrogen in the production wells, it needs to be removed again to bring the 
produced gas back to sales specification.  This requires a cryogenic process of a smaller scale, but on each 
of the production clusters instead of a centralized plant. Compressors and flowlines are required to 
evacuate the produced nitrogen to the injection wells. 

12.5 Carbon dioxide (CO2)  

Carbon dioxide (CO2) can be sourced from the combustion of coal or natural gas (from electricity 
generation or other processes) using air separation prior to burning.  This is similar to the clean coal 
technology.  However, the annual carbon dioxide volume required for injection compares well with the 
total volume generated by all current power generation facilities in The Netherlands. It is not realistic to 
assume that this total volume can be made available for injection. Furthermore, the carbon dioxide needs 
to be cleaned to remove remaining impurities.  

The corrosive nature of carbon dioxide (in combination with water vapour) requires gas to be removed 
from the production stream. This can be done with a knock out drum to take out the liquids followed by an 
electric heater (or membrane pre-treatment). Gas is then routed to membranes, followed by an amine 
polishing unit.  

The injection facilities are similar to the nitrogen case.  Field distribution requires a dedicated carbon 
dioxide distribution pipeline network and a pipeline to a source.  The pipeline network and completions in 
the injection and (after breakthrough) 295 production wells needs to consist of special corrosion resistant 
materials. Alternatively, the gas can be dried in which case carbon steel pipe is suitable. Based on its 
specific properties, the injection of carbon dioxide requires more wells than for nitrogen.  

In the US, some experience was gained with carbon dioxide used for enhanced oil recovery.  However, the 
gas is in this case sourced from carbon dioxide fields which are not available in North-Western Europe.   

12.6 Flue Gas and Air 

Flue gas is exhaust gas from power plants, gas turbines, gas engines or heaters.  It can also be sourced 
from the combustion of coal or natural gas.  The flue gas volumes generated are considerably larger than 
that of carbondioxide and no air separation is required.  However it is very corrosive since it contains 
NOx, SOx, CO, CO2, H2O, and O2.  Therefore, after breakthrough in the production wells, the flue gas will 
need to be removed from the production stream before sales.  Especially for oxygen the sales specification 
is very tight making it difficult to reach the required levels.  Other projects using flue gas have experienced 
problems related to the corrosive nature of the gas.   

Once passed through the reservoir and having been in contact with water, the wet flue gas will become 
even more corrosive. Therefore, it needs to be removed from the production stream which requires a 
cryogenic unit Injection facilities are similar to the nitrogen case.  Field wide distribution requires a 
dedicated flue gas pipeline network and a flowline from the production cluster into the network. Also in this 
case, the pipelines and completions in the injection and (after breakthrough) production wells need to have 
a special corrosion resistant materials.  The complex composition of the gas makes the selection of the 
corrosion resistant material much more difficult than in the case of carbon dioxide.   

The corrosive nature of the flue gas may lead to a longer term safety issues. Additional explosion risks 
associated with the presence of high pressure oxygen in the pipeline system will also need to be addressed.   

In case of air injection, an additional risk is the reaction between the gas and oxygen in the reservoir 
(internal combustion).  This is sometimes used as an EOR method in oil reservoirs.  Here the heat generated 
by the internal combustion helps to reduce the oil viscosity.   

12.7 Conclusion 

Table 12.1 Lists the main selection criteria of the injection medium discussed above. It is clear that nitrogen 
has advantages above all the other options. These include availability, non-corrosive nature, cost, handling 
infrastructure and environmental and safety issues. For the same reasons, nitrogen has been chosen and 
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successfully applied for more than 20 years in pressure maintenance and enhancing reservoir-drive 
mechanisms for both miscible and immiscible oil recovery projects 

Table 12.1 Options table for selection of the injection medium. 

 Nitrogen Carbon-
dioxide 

Flue gas and 
Oxygen 

Air 

Abundance  
 
 

    

Relative cost of generation in large 
quantities 

    

Corrosiveness 
 
 

    

Reaction with reservoir and internal 
combustion with the reservoir gas.   

    

 

12.8 Gas recovery with nitrogen injection. 

12.9 Introduction 

There is considerable experience in the petroleum industry around the world and within Shell with the 
injection of nitrogen in reservoirs.  However, it is mostly injected for Enhanced Oil Recovery or for pressure 
maintenance purposes of gas condensate fields.  The De Wijk field in the Netherlands is one of the few 
examples where nitrogen is injected into a gas reservoir for Enhanced Gas Recovery, but this project is still 
in its early days.   

The largest nitrogen production unit in the world is located in the Cantarell Field in Mexico (ref. 1 to 9).  
This is the fifth largest oil field in the world.  Gas is injected to stabilise the pressure in the gas cap and 
thereby increase the oil recovery from the field. The scope of the pressure maintenance case in the 
Groningen field is different, but the Air Separation Units of the Cantarell project may serve as a good 
analogue for what is required in the northern Netherlands.   

A first estimate is that the capacity of Air Separation Units for pressure maintenance in the Groningen field 
needs to be 5 to 7 times larger than the capacity of the Cantarell facilities.   
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Figure 12.2 The fifth largest producing field in the world is the Cantarell complex in Mexico. It lies 85 km from 

Ciudad del Carmen and is operated by Pemex.  The facilities in the Groningen field need to be 5-7 
times larger.   

12.10 Objectives of the subsurface study 

A screening and early feasibility study has been carried out on nitrogen injection and pressure 
maintenance in the Groningen field. The existing Groningen history matched dynamic model was used for 
this purpose, and the experience gained in simulating multiple composition gases in modelling of the Norg 
and Grijpskerk underground gas storages was incorporated. Additional experience is being gained in the 
De Wijk nitrogen injection project. 

The impact on field reservoir pressure distribution and economic recovery was assessed.  To date, the 
Groningen reservoir has demonstrated “tank like” behaviour, which means that analytical methods such as 
material balance models can be applied. However, since a history matched model of the Groningen field is 
already available, it was chosen to take a simulation model approach. This has the following advantages: 

 Geological (local heterogeneity) and structural (faults) features of the reservoir can be taken into 
account, 

 The number of required wells, their locations and the surface facilitiescan be optomized, 
 A more accurate representation of the gas-gas mixing PVT behaviour can be incorporated. 

12.11 Basis for modelling 

Modelling of a gas injection production mechanism is challenging, especially because historically the field 
has been produced under depletion drive. Thermodynamically, miscibility is defined as the condition when 
two fluids are mixed in any proportion and resulting mixture is a single phase. Therefore by injecting in the 
reservoir, a first contact miscible displacement process of the natural gas by the nitrogen will take place, 
since both fluids are in gaseous phase in reservoir conditions. Moreover, there is already a 14% volume 
fraction of nitrogen in the Groningen gas composition. The effectiveness of the sweep mechanism is 
controlled by mixing of the two gases by diffusion, by gravity segregation and by the impact of geological 
heterogeneities.   

Practical field observations and experience are very important to provide confidence in the predicted 
behaviour of the reservoir. The Groningen asset operates two underground gas storage (UGS) projects - 
Norg and Grijpskerk, where gas is stored in the same Rotliegend reservoir as in the Groningen field.  In the 
underground gas storages gas is injected during the summer and produced back during cold winter days.  
Similar reservoir processes take place with the injection of nitrogen for pressure maintenance.  Hence, the 
experience in modelling of gas-gas mixing in Norg and Grijpskerk can also be used for Groningen 
nitrogen injection. Specific aspects include: 

 Matching the Grijpskerk tracer test from 1997 (Figure 12.3), 
 Matching the Norg tracer test from 2008, 

http://muniche.linde.com/International/Web/Linde/like35lindecrde2.nsf/docbyalias/p_oilrecov_sub1
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 Modelling of the Norg Leaning Process, which is the displacement of indigenous Norg gas by injected 
Groningen gas using the Norg UGS model (Figure 12.4).  To make this displacement process more 
efficient, a well was drilled in the North of the Norg field in 2012.  Accurate modelling of this process 
is important as only the gas at Groningen specification (i.e. unpolluted with indigenous Norg gas) can 
be used as working volume for the storage.   

There are two options for modelling gas injection in the reservoir simulation tool, without using a fully 
compositional simulator. These are passive and active tracers: 

 Passive tracers-are fluid constituents which do not, in any way, influence the properties of the host 
fluid. Passive tracers can be considered as a colour or dye which is put into the reservoir fluids to track 
fluid flow. The passive tracer equations are solved by a separate solver.  They have the option to 
reduce the numerical dispersion and take less calculation time. 

 Active tracers (PVT tracking) do influence the properties of the fluid with which they travel and are used 
for interpolation between different PVT models. When different types of fluids mix, intermediate PVT 
descriptions are used, which correspond with the resulting new tracer concentration. 

The use of active tracers helps in more accurate fluid modelling. 
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Figure 12.3 A tracer test was performed in the Grijpskerk field to investigate gas – gas mixing in the reservoir.   

 
Figure 12.4 The experience with these models gives additional confidence in the modelling of the nitrogen 

displacement process in the Groningen field. 
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12.12 Simulation workflow 

Simulation techniques used in the Norg UGS were applied to simple box models in order to demonstrate 
the strengths and weaknesses of the passive and active tracer modelling methods. Both methods were 
implemented on the Full Field Model (FFM) depending on the phase of the modelling process.  Passive 
tracers were used for screening purposes and the selection of a base case. They were also used for the runs 
which were coupled with IPSM (Integrated Production Surface Modelling) tool. Subsequently, active tracers 
were implemented to capture the gas-gas mixing process.   

12.12.1 Test model 

A “test model” was used to review the main differences between the two tracer options, and to better 
understand their underlying assumptions. The following sensitivities were performed on the test model: 

 Timestep and grid dimension sensitivity 
 Sensitivity on the number of “intermediate” PVT models 
 Numerical dispersion and diffusion factors 

The test model was initialised using the Groningen PVT Model (dry gas phase).  The properties of the 
injection fluid, i.e. nitrogen at surface and reservoir conditions, were generated using PVTSIM tool (Figure 
12.5).  Additionally, the properties of the synthetic mixtures of Groningen gas and nitrogen (Figure 12.5) 
were simulated in PVTSIM.   

 

Figure 12.5 Properties of the injected and produced gas.   

From Figure 12.6 it can be observed that using active tracers results in an earlier nitrogen breakthrough, 
because of the numerical dispersion.  Numerical dispersion reduces the breakthrough time depending on 
the simulation grid dimensions.  However, the geological detail captured in the numerical models is in most 
cases more homogeneous than in reality.  This leads to a potential underprediction of the geological 
dispersion in the reservoir.  These two factors might compensate one another to a certain extent.  Since with 
passive tracers only host fluid exists, (in this case the lighter Groningen gas), it overestimates production 
and injection potentials to the same extent as the host and injected fluid mobility difference (Figure 12.6).  
The breakthrough time in both cases is a function of the grid cell and time step size.  Here, the experience 
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gained with the calibration of the Grijpskerk and Norg models against actual observed reservoir dispersion 
becomes vital, even more because all three fields (Norg, Grijspkerk and Groningen) produce from the 
same Rotliegend sandstone reservoir.    

 

Figure 12.6 Comparison of breakthrough of injected nitrogen in test model.   

The sensitivity on the number of intermediate PVT models with active tracers in Figure 12.7 shows only a 
minor effect on the simulation results. This is mainly due to the fact that the property changes between 
Groningen gas and nitrogen are linear.  However, the simulator run time with higher number of PVT 
models increases significantly (Table 12.2).  The impact of using the dispersion factors from the Grijpskerk 
field in the passive tracer option is shown in Figure 12.7.  The default value in the simulator is already very 
close to the one derived from the tracer test in Grijpskerk.   

 

 

Figure 12.7 Comparison of breakthrough of injected nitrogen in test model.   
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Table 12.2 Simulator run time with higher number of PVT models. 

Model 
Active Passive 

CPU time, sec CPU time, sec 

Test 727 625 

Test (with 4 
intermediate PVT 
models) 

1101  

FFM 70877 28339 

 

It was decided to use passive tracers for the screening phase because of the run time benefits.  The active 
tracers were implemented after selection of the basecase. 

12.12.2 Full Field Model (FFM) 

The Groningen FFM was completed in 2012 and consists of more than 240 thousand active cells.  The 
main reservoir properties are shown in Table 12.3.  The well stock consists of 297 producers and 2 water 
disposal injectors.  

Table 12.3 Main reservoir properties of the Rotliegend reservoir in the Groningen field.   

Permeability (mD) 150 
Porosity( %) 15 

Initial Pres @ 2875 m (Bar) 345 
Initial Tres @ 2875 m (°C) 100 

Current Pres @ 2875 m (Bar) 95 
Well stock, producers 297 

Well stock, water disposal 2 
 

The Groningen reservoir fluid is a dry gas with approximately 82 mol% of methane (CH4), 0.9 mol% of 
carbon dioxide (CO2) and 14.2 mol% of nitrogen (N2).  Gas density at normal conditions (0°C and 1.01 
Bar) is 0.835 kg/m3.  The main properties of the Groningen gas and nitrogen are shown in Table 12.4.  
Density and viscosity are slightly higher for nitrogen, but the difference is marginal.  

There are several PVT models in the FFM depending on the depth and the location. So called “pseudo 
thermal” initialisation was used, i.e. a separate PVT model for every 1°C temperature change. However, 
for active tracers only one PVT model was considered which corresponds to Groningen gas at 100°C. 

Table 12.4 Properties of Groningen gas and Nitrogen compared.   

  
Groningen gas Nitrogen 

Density (@ 0°C, 1.01 Bar), kg/m3 0.835 1.25 

Density (@ 100°C, 300 Bar), kg/m3 0.174 0.235 

Viscosity (@ 0°C, 1.01 Bar), cp 0.011 0.0165 

Viscosity (@ 100°C, 300 Bar), cp 0.023 0.028 

Formation volume factor (@ 100°C, 300 Bar), 
sm3/rm3 

0.00476 0.00531 

 

Reservoir properties such as horizontal and vertical permeability are crucial factors for gas injection.  
Because gas breakthrough time and sweep efficiency are the key parameters in the field development plan, 
it is very important that the upscaled model is a good representation of the detailed geological model.  
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Several grid size sensitivities were done to assess the impact.  Figure 12.8 shows a comparison of the well 
log versus detailed (blue line) and upscaled (red line) grid resolution from the simulation model. This 
comparison shows that the current simulation model is also fit for purpose for gas injection. 

 
Figure 12.8 Comparison of reservoir properties measured in the wells and used in the model after upscaling.   

Since the purpose of the injection is to maintain the pressure, a voidage replacement scheme was chosen 
as the base case development scheme.  This means that the reservoir volume of the produced gas needs to 
be replaced by injected nitrogen.   

The start of injection time was assumed to be January 2020 for the case which evaluates the effect on the 
reserves. (Figure 12.12) According to the Air Products report on the surface facilities required for the 
nitrogen injection the first gas for the injection will be available in 2018 on some of the clusters and a full 
injection capacity could be achieved in 2023. Therefore in the simulation model the middle of that period 
was chosen as a start date. 

For the rest of the sensitivities the injection start date is always January 2017. 

The number of required injection wells was derived by dividing the total field gas production rate by the 
maximum injection rate of the nitrogen injector. 

Norg big bore capacity wells were taken as analogues for Groningen nitrogen injectors in terms of 
completion and pressure and rate constraints.  Provisional injector locations are shown in Figure 12.9.  
These need to be optimized, but for now it has been assumed that each of the 23 injector wells will need to 
be drilled from a separate new location.   
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Figure 12.9 View of the Groningen model with the 23 injector wells locations indicated.   

12.13 Results and observations 

For the reserves evaluation, nitrogen injection was modelled using an IPSM (Integrated Production System 
Modelling) tool, which consist of surface network modelling tool coupled to a reservoir simulator.  This was 
required to honour the existing and future facility constraints in the Groningen system, including:  

 First stage compression 
 Summer – winter gas demand variations 
 Fluctuations in response to UGS activity 
 Gas consumed in operation  

Simulations using the IPSM tool are very time consuming and difficult to interpret.  Therefore, only forecasts 
with the reservoir model (and without the production facility model) were used to test sensitivities, and to 
generate forecasts taking 2nd and 3rd stage compression into consideration.  In the runs with IPSM model 
the passive tracer option was used, for simulation time reasons.   

A comparison of the average reservoir pressure is shown in Figure 12.10.  The pressure is stabilised at 
around 60 -70 bar in the injection case.  Pressure distribution maps are shown in Figure 12.11. at different 
time steps.  The locations of the injection wells can potentially still be further optimized.   

Water disposal 
wells
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Figure 12.10 Comparison of the pressure development over time for the continued depletion drive development case 

and the pressure maintenance development based on nitrogen injection.  The reservoir pressure for the 
latter case is stabilised at around 60 - 70 bar. 

 
Figure 12.11 Maps of areal pressure distribution in reservoir layer 7 for three time snapshots (2020, 2040 and 

2060).  The reservoir pressure maps for continued depletion and pressure maintenance are shown.   
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Figure 12.12 shows a comparison of production profiles for the base case vand the nitrogen injection case.  
The economic threshold for nitrogen is calculated using De Wijk example.  It is shown with an economic 
cut-off of 75% N2 cut the loss of reserves is around 110 BCM.  An optimisation of the nitrogen injection in 
individual wells in response to the nitrogen breakthrough in production cluster wells may lead to a further 
reduction of the reserves losses.   

 
Figure 12.12 Comparison of the cumulative production profile for the depletion development (no injection) and the 

pressure maintenance development (with nitrogen injection).  The nitrogen cut due to breakthrough of 
the injected nitrogen gas is also shown.   

The same sensitivity on the cell dimensions as was done for the test model was also performed on the FFM.  
The results in Figure 12.14 show that on a large scale the difference is negligible. 

 
Figure 12.13 Sensitivity of nitrogen injection for the grid size used in the reservoir simulation.  Both the gas production 

and the nitrogen cut at the producer wells are not significantly affected by the cell dimensions.   
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12.14 Alternative Development Options 

Various sensitivities were tested in the full field model of the Groningen field to assess the merits of different 
development options: 

 Partial voidage replacement 
 Injection wells located in the northern part of the field only 
 Different start up times for the injection 

12.14.1 Partial Voidage Replacement 

In the base case development, full voidage replacement was maintained throughout the production period.  
This means that the reservoir volume of injected nitrogen gas was kept equal to the volume of gas 
withdrawn from the reservoir.  In case of partial volume replacement, only a fraction of the withdrawn 
reservoir gas volume is replaced by nitrogen injection.  In this development option, the reservoir pressure 
decline is slowed down, reducing the compaction rate compared to the depletion drive scenario.    

Production profiles of different partial voidage replacement cases are illustrated in Figure 12.15.  
Expectedly, the smallest loss of gas recovery occurs with minimum injection which is chosen to be 50% of 
the production.  However, in this case the reservoir pressure declines more than for the other partial 
voidage replacement cases throughout the production period (Figure 12.16) and the impact on compaction 
and seismicity is therefore also reduced.   

 
Figure 12.14 Cumulative production and nitrogen cut of the production for different partial voidage replacement 

development options.   
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Figure 12.15 Reservoir pressure distribution (reservoir layer 7) in 2013 for different voidage replacement scenario’s.  

The depletion scenario and voidage replacement at 100%, 90%, 70%, 60% and 50% are shown.   

 

12.14.2 Injection in the northern part of the field only 

In the base development scenario, the injection wells are located throughout the field, at larger distances 
from the production clusters to achieve an effective displacement of the Groningen gas towards the 
production clusters.  A streamline display shows the displacement paths from injection point to the 
production cluster of the gas (Figure 12.17).  Initial screening showed the well placement is effective, but 
can be further optimised.   
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Figure 12.16 Streamlines for nitrogen from the injector wells to the production clusters.  This plot has been used as a 

tool to optimise the injector locations.   

The majority of the production clusters in the Groningen field is located in the southern part of the field.  In 
section 3.2, the historical development of the field is discussed. The denser development of the southern 
area has a clear impact on the reservoir pressure while producing under depletion.  This suggests an 
alternative development scheme for pressure maintenance, where nitrogen is injected exclusively in the 
north of the field and gas is swept towards the southern production clusters.   

This scenario requires a less extensive nitrogen pipeline network and would results in a North to South 
displacement of the gas.  Of course, the northern clusters would start producing mostly nitrogen early on.  
The scenario with northern injection wells only is shown in Figure 12.18.  The pressure distribution is much 
less uniform between North and South.  This will probably reduce the effectiveness of this option in 
reducing seismicity.  However, the production profile looks more attractive comparing with the full injection 
case. (Figure 12.19).  Also, the pressure decline in the north is reduced, which is the area with the largest 
seismic risk. This may have a positive effect on the total seismic hazard. 
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Figure 12.17 Reservoir pressure distribution (in reservoir layer 7) over the field for both the depletion case (above) 

and the (below) case with nitrogen injection exclusively in the north of the field (below).   

 
Figure 12.18 Production profiles for three development options; (1) depletion (green), (2) nitrogen injection in wells 

throughout the field (red) and (3) nitrogen injection wells exclusively in the North (brown).   
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12.14.3 Different start up times for the injection 

The earliest possible start of nitrogen injection in the Groningen field is in 2018, as will be explained in 
section 4. The effect of a later start was also assessed. Figure 12.19 shows results for starting injection in 
2017, 2019, 2021 and 2023, respectively. It is obvious that delaying the injection start results in a higher 
gas recovery, but also in a delay in the reduction of reservoir compaction.  

 

Figure 12.19 Cumulative gas production and nitrogen cut for scenarios with different start of 
nitrogen injection.  Later start of injection leads to a reduced loss of reserves.  
Continuation of depletion without injection (green) results in the largest recovery from 
the field.   

12.14.4 Summary of the development options. 

During the simulation phase on the full field simulation model  the following alternative development 
scenarios were considered: 

 Partial voidage replacement options with the range from 50% to 90% reinjection of produced volume 
by nitrogen. The results suggest that the least voidage replacement option (50%) will have a minimum 
negative impact on the reserves. However, it also will have a reduced effect on the compaction i.e. 
more pressure decline compared to the other cases. 

 A development plan based on injection exclusively in the northern part of the field results in a less 
uniform pressure distribution, but though it has a more attractive production profile (than the base 
case pressure maintenance development). Due to the different approach to areal sweep fewer 
injection locations in the reservoir are required.  This allows the number of wells to be reduced in case 
of lower initial injection volumes and partial volume replacement.   

 Different start-up times for the injection from 2017 to 2023 were also analyzed. The earliest injection 
start-up time yield in the lowest ultimate recovery, although the reservoir pressure stabilizes at higher 
value. 
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12.15 Development plan for pressure maintenance using nitrogen injection 

12.16 Technical premises 

This section describes the surface requirements for nitrogen injection in the Groningen field.  The facility 
scope will be described, including a project execution strategy and the operations / maintenance of the 
nitrogen injection facilities.   

In order to maintain the reservoir pressure in the Groningen field, new injection wells have to be drilled in 
the province of Groningen, in approximately the same area where the production clusters and pipeline 
infrastructure are located.  Additional facilities are required for the production and transport of nitrogen. 
The new infrastructure scope consists of:   

 Injection wells to be drilled from 23 new locations (see section 12.4). 
 Nitrogen supply systems (so called ASU – Air Separation Units). 
 Nitrogen Rejection Units (NRU; to separate excess nitrogen from the produced gas to bring the gas 

back to Groningen quality before delivery into the GTS pipeline system.  The nitrogen from the NRU’s 
will be used for reinjection).   

 Pipeline and compression infrastructure for transporting the nitrogen from the ASU’s to the injection 
wells and from the NRU’s to the injection wells.   

 Electrical infrastructure for the ASU’s and NRU’s.   

The project execution (construction) is expected to take approximately 6 years and Front-end activities 
(selection of facilities and design) about 2 years.  First injection could start in 2018 and full injection 2023.  

12.17 Non-technical premises 

The surface facilities (construction and permanent presence during operation), pipelines (construction – 
crossing canals/highways) and drilling of new wells will have a large impact on the landscape and 
therefore on local communities.   

A large electrical power consumption is required, which will have a big impact on CO2 emissions.  
Currently, it is assumed that the electrical power will be supplied by power plants.  This can be optimized in 
the future using synergy with concepts having a lower carbon footprint.  Potentially, the Eemshaven power 
plant can be utilised.   

It has been assumed that seawater cooling will be used for facilities close to the coast, which can also 
impact the seawater temperature.  This impact also has to be assessed for future development.  Cooling for 
the NRU’s is assumed to be done with air coolers.   

12.18 Assumptions 

The initial screening concept has been based on certain assumptions already captured in section 12.16 
and section 12.17. These assumptions and others are described here with some relevant background 
information. 

Table 12.5 Assumptions table for the pressure maintenance development plan for the Groningen field based on 
nitrogen injection.   

Assumption Background 

Nitrogen will be produced through up-scaling of a 
proven technology (cryogenic process). 

The cryogenic process is an established process 
used worldwide in different industries and also for 
injection in reservoirs (including Cantarell, Mexico 
and NAM De Wijk). 
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The base case is an injection rate equal to the 
Groningen yearly production of: 

1) 42 BCM/year (base case) 
2) 30 BCM/year (option) 

with an injection pressure of 130 bar. 

The earliest start date for injection is in 2018 and 
full injection rate can be achieved in 2023. The 
Groningen production and related required 
injection pressure is expected to be at that level in 
2023. This has to be assessed in more detail in a 
next phase. 

23 Injection wells spread out over the field area are 
required. 

See section 12.4 

The composition of the produced gas has to remain 
on Groningen specification.  Injected nitrogen 
breakthrough in the reservoir will take place and 
excess nitrogen has to be removed.  The excess 
nitrogen will be re-injected in the injection wells.   

No changes in the required gas composition on the 
European market are foreseen LoCal gas).  

The ASU’s will be grouped together in the vicinity of 
the Eemshaven.   

 The environmental impact is lower in the 
Eemshaven area than on the countryside. 

 Seawater cooling can be used. 
 Power plants are located in the Eemshaven. 

An NRU will be located in the vicinity of each 
production cluster.   

 Minimal transport distance between excess 
nitrogen and reinjection wells. 

 The maximum height of an NRU is restricted to 
25 m to limit the environmental impact. 

The pipelines will be located as close to the existing 
infrastructure as possible.   

Minimal impact on permits because of the bundling 
principle.   

Power plants (electricity supply) and electrical 
infrastructure for the NRU’s will be provided by 
utility companies. Additional connections and 
transformers will be included in this project.   

In line with the Groningen field electrical 
infrastructure philosophy.   

12.19 Development concept 

12.19.1 Plot lay-out 

The plot lay-out is given in Figure 12.19.  The 23 injection wells (light blue dots) are located throughout the 
Groningen field.  The ASU plant is located in the North of the province next to the Eemshaven.  The 
pipeline infrastructure (light blue lines) transports the nitrogen from the ASU to the injection wells.  The 
nitrogen distribution pipeline is split in a western and eastern section connecting the production clusters 
(dark blue dots) as the existing production pipeline ring.  The injection wells are connected to the nitrogen 
distribution network (red).  Next to each production cluster an NRU is located.  The NRU is connected to the 
main pipeline via a short pipeline. 

The pipelines have to cross canals and highways, which will complicate both the permits and execution.   
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Figure 12.20 Plot lay-out of the ASU plant, N2 injection facilities, NRU’s wells and pipelines in the Groningen 

province 

12.19.2 Injection wells 

The scope of the injection wells is as follows: 

 The injection well designs are based on the Norg injection wells (9 5/8” tubing).  A large rig is 
required to drill these wells.   

 New land has to be leased for each injection well.   
 Civil/electrical infrastructure and hook-up to the pipeline.  The hook-up concept is based on De Wijk, 

up-scaled to the required flow rate.   
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12.19.3 Air Separation Units (ASU) 

The ASU concept has been developed by a large supplier of ASU’s. The ASU comprises the following 
scope: 

 The nitrogen production rate will start with 30 to42 BCM/year declining in the future as excess 
nitrogen from the produced gas will be re-injected. 

 The plant consists of 9 to12 parallel ASU’s (for the 30 and 42 BCM/y case, respectively), which 
requires a flexible production rate. Compressors for separation of nitrogen/oxygen and for 
compression to the distribution pipelines are provided with a housing to comply with noise regulations. 

 All ASU’s are located on single plot space (450 x 270 m) with a maximum height of 62 m (cold 
boxes). This land has to be leased. 

 The maximum power requirement is 1000 to1416 MW (30 and 42 BCM/year cases), which is in the 
range of powerplants at the Eemshaven. A 380 kV connection to Eemshaven Oudeschip (utility 
company connection point) is required. 

Artist impressions of the ASU plant can be found below (Figure 12.21 to Figure 12.23). This gives an idea 
of the size of the ASU plants.  The power plant shown depicts the one already present at Eemshaven 
industrial area (without power lines) in relation to potential ASU installation.  The power plant shown 
provides an example and is similar to the one already present in the Eemshaven industrial area.  Note the 
exact ASU complex location will be subject to change.  Also the power cable poles are not shown and 
therefore the exact location of the ASU plant will probably change.   

 
Figure 12.21 ASU plant view from the south 
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Figure 12.22 ASU plant aerial view 

 
Figure 12.23 ASU plant side view (with existing power plant to the left) 

12.19.4 Nitrogen Rejection Unit (NRU) 

 The NRU concept has also been developed by a service company.  An NRU is required for each gas 
processing unit and therefore 20 NRU’s are required.  Each NRU comprises the following scope: 

 The nitrogen breakthrough in the produced gas is limited at the start of injection but will increase with 
time.  Therefore, the NRU concept will be able to process a variable nitrogen content and flow rate.   

 Pre-treatment (removal of mercury, carbon dioxide, water, solids).  
 The plot space of an NRU is 200 x 100 m and the maximum height (cold box) is 25 m. This land has 

to be leased.   
 The maximum power requirement is 32 MW per NRU. Additional 110 kV rings to substations and new 

transformers are required.   
 Compressors for the separation of nitrogen and natural gas and for compression to the distribution 

pipelines are provided with a housing to comply with noise regulations.   
 Air coolers are used for cooling similar to the De Wijk ASU design.   

Note:  The nitrogen facilities study was based on the removal of maximum 50 mass% nitrogen. Latest 
study work indicates that this should be maximum 80 mass%. Cost and energy use have been 
scaled to reflect this. 

An artist impression is shown in Figure 12.24. 
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Figure 12.24 NRU plant aerial view (with existing production facility to the left) 

 
Figure 12.25 NRU plant aerial view (with existing production facility to the right) 

12.19.5 Pipeline infrastructure 

The pipeline infrastructure is divided in a western and an eastern line, which connect in the south to form a 
ring.  The east and west lines do not individually need to transport the full capacity as a 100% availability 
is not assumed to be required. The dimensions of the pipelines are based on that assumption.  The total 
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length of the pipeline ring is around 120 km with side connections to the injection wells and NRU’s.  
Carbon steel has been selected as material for the pipelines.   

12.19.6 Project Execution planning 

At least 2 years are required to investigate several concepts, select the final concept and design. The 
execution (construction) could start earliest in 2016 and is expected to take 6 years to complete. Injection of 
nitrogen could start earliest in 2018 and is expected to reach full injection rate of 30 to 42 BCM/year by 
2023. 

The project execution planning can be found in the Table 12.6 below:  

 

Table 12.6 Notional high level Project schedule. Indicated is the number of completed units (cumulative). For 
example, 3 wells are drilled and hooked-up in 2017, 11 in 2019 and the 23 wells are all finished in 
2022. 

 

12.19.7 Operations and maintenance 

The ASU’s and NRU’s typically have an expected lifetime of 15 years and need a 4-yearly maintenance 
shutdown.  There is an option for the ASU’s and NRU’s to be owned, operated and maintained by the 
vendor.   

The electricity power requirement is: 

ASU’s: 1416 MW (42 BCM/year) or 1000 MW (30 BCM/year) at maximum use  

NRU’s:  640 MW at maximum usage 

An important aspect is the flexibility requirement for the NRU plants.  The export gas has to be maintained 
at Groningen quality specifications for delivery into the GTS pipeline system.  Changes and disturbances 
can be caused by trips/maintenance/start-up of the upstream production facility, start-up/ramp-up of the 
NRU itself and the change in the nitrogen content of the produced gas.  This requires further in-depth study 
of the concept, taking into account control and automation requirements and optimising the concept of the 
NRU’s in combination with the ASU plant.   

12.19.8 High level development cost estimate (screening level) 

The cost estimate is preliminary and subject to a large potential variation, due to unforeseen scope growth, 
complexity and/or permit requirements.   

  

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Feasibility, Concept Select and FEED

Final Investment Decision

Injection wells drilling 3 7 11 15 19 23

Injection wells civil 3 7 11 15 19 23

Injection wells hook-up 3 7 11 15 19 23

Pipeline infrastructure

ASU AP 1 3 6 8 10 12

ASU civil

NRU 1 4 8 12 16 20

NRU civil

NRU hook-up

Electrical infrastructure
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The CAPEX cost estimates are given below for the 30 BCM/year and 42 BCM/year cases:  

30 BCM/year case  42 BCM/year case 

CAPEX (nominal)  bln EUR MOD  CAPEX (nominal)  bln EUR MOD 

Injection wells drilling 11% 
Pipeline infrastructure 15% 
ASU, incl. water intake 25% 
NRU 45% 
Electrical infrastructure 3% 

 Injection wells drilling 11% 
Pipeline infrastructure 16% 
ASU, incl. water intake 30% 
NRU 40% 
Electrical infrastructure 3%  

Total 5.7 – 8.5  Total 6.5 - 10 

Table 12.7 Nominal Capex estimates 

The OPEX cost estimate is based on operations, maintenance and electricity costs.  The electricity costs are 
based on electricity consumption estimates by Air Products and on 2013 electricity market prices in the 
Netherlands.  The electricity costs will be highest in 2023 as a maximum of 30 or 42 BCM is injected.  The 
maximum electricity demand will be in 2018 when the injection will start.  From 2023, nitrogen from the 
produced gas can be reused for injection. The NRU’s require less power. The increased fuel gas 
consumption to generate electricity results in a further reducing of sales gas. 

The OPEX cost estimates are given below: 

30 BCM/year case  42 BCM/year case 

OPEX (nominal)  mln EUR/y  OPEX (nominal)  mln EUR/y 

Electricity 686 
Ops & Maintenance 58 

 Electricity 858 
Ops & Maintenance 72 

Total 744  Total 930 

Table 12.8 Nominal Opex estimates.  

12.20 Project uncertainty 

This early feasibility study aims to establish the total scope of a pressure maintenance project.  Therefore, 
large uncertainties remain to be addressed which requires further investigation.  These uncertainties 
include: 

 Geological complexity of the reservoir may affect the nitrogen breakthrough times differently than 
assumed.   

 Gas-gas mixing and displacement behaviour in the reservoir might be different from that observed in 
the UGS fields, which were used as an analogue.   

 The current engineering concept is based on vast upscaling of existing concepts.  Its feasibility is yet to 
be demonstrated.  Both timing and costs will be affected by the uncertainty in the upscaling.   

 Non-technical uncertainties pertain to the environmental and societal footprint associated with the 
project. This is treated in section 4.7. 
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12.21 Project optimisation 

Further optimisation of the injection well locations may result in a higher efficiency of the displacement 
process in the reservoir.   

 The research team in Rijswijk working on Optimised Decision Making under Uncertainty (ODMUU) has 
analysed the scope for further optimisation of the nitrogen injection balance and identified various 
optimisation trade-offs.  For instance, nitrogen breakthrough could be delayed and nitrogen 
production could be reduced at the expense of lower production rates and gas recovery losses.  
Detailed economic evaluation will be required to find the preferred optimum for this trade-off.   

 Optimisation of injection well locations has the potential to improve the efficiency of the displacement 
process.   

 The development scheme used in this report can potentially be optimised.  For instance, as an 
alternative for the Eemshaven location of the ASU, Delfzijl could be considered.   

 Different scenarios with full and partial voidage replacement schemes and various injection start-up 
times could be considered.   

 Chasing of the nitrogen with cheaper flue gas from the ASU’s or power plants in the Eemshaven 
industrial area.  This would need to be done with care to avoid breakthrough of the flue gas in the 
production wells which at that point will be lost for production.   

 Scaling of the various elements of the project, particularly the nitrogen plant, could be further 
optimised.  Cost estimates have been prepared both for a 40 Bcm/yr production case and a 30 
Bcm/yr production case.  Currently, these indicate that the larger scheme is more attractive on a unit 
nitrogen cost basis, but detailed engineering analysis needs to confirm this.   

12.22 Environmental and societal impact 

A nitrogen injection project will carry a significant environmental footprint:   

 Significant acreage will be required to locate the facilities.   

 The nitrogen generation plant will be located at a large site at Eemshaven.   
 The 23 injector wells will need to be drilled from new locations.   
 Additionally, substantial extension of current production cluster locations will be required to place 

the nitrogen rejection units.   

 The dimensions of the required industrial complex at Eemshaven and the 20 NRU’s at gas processing 
facilities throughout Groningen will result in horizon pollution in the wide Groningen landscape and 
may prove to be an unacceptable visual impact for the local community and nation at large.. 

 The compression required for producing nitrogen from air and for removal of nitrogen from the 
produced gas will cause noise pollution.  Gas transport may cause additional noise issues.   

 Installing 200 km of large diameter pipeline with crossing of roads, highways and canals will cause 
significant disturbance.   

 The production of nitrogen and its removal from the produced gas requires significant amounts of 
electrical power.   

 This power consumption is associated with a large carbon dioxide footprint.   
 Seawater cooling at Eemshaven may increase water temperatures in the Eems-Dollard estuary.  This 

may constitute an undesirable impact and may impact the feasibility of the project. 
 Nitrogen removal limits the operational flexibility in production capacity.   

Due to these environmental impacts, the societal support for such a large-scale project needs to be tested 
and explored.   
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12.23 Gas recovery with water injection 

Water injection for Enhanced Oil Recovery purposes and for the Pressure maintenance is widely used in 
the world. However, it is very rare that water is injected in dry gas reservoirs. There are a number of 
reasons for this: 

 Dry gas recovery is already quite high without any enhancing methods, because of its compressibility 
(Figure 12.26).   

 The mobility difference between gas and water is large, so displacement would be unfavourable and 
leads to trapping of significant amounts of unrecoverable hydrocarbons. 25%, 50% and 100% lines in  
Figure 12.26 are combined from the sweep efficiency effect and the economic cut-off of water 
production. This is just a conceptual representation of the driving mechanism and for the more accurate 
results the detailed simulation study is required. 

 The process of gas displacement by water is immiscible.  Gas will be trapped as residual saturation 
behind the water front.   

There are additional reasons why water injection is not attractive for the Groningen field:   

 The impact of water injection on seismicity is difficult to predict,. In fact it may introduce more 
earthquakes because of the large pressure gradients in the field, fraccing due to thermal effects and 
injection into fault planes.   

 Injection of sea water may result in souring of the reservoir i.e. through the formation of H2S.   
 Possible fault weakening due to lubrication of the fault interface which may cause a fault sliding. 
 The amount of water required to inject in Groningen for pressure maintenance is between 1.3 and 1.8 

mln res m3/day. This volume requires between 250 and 400 injector wells. The surface facilities 
required are 30 times bigger than Shell’s largest water injection asset in Bonga, Nigeria.   

It can be concluded that the combination of project size, costs and potential negative impact on seismicity 
makes water injection an unattractive development option for pressure maintenance in the Groningen field.   
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Figure 12.26 The effect of water injection on the gas recovery. Also the natural aquifer influx effect is shown for 
comparison sake. 

12.24 Conclusions 

 Maintaining the reservoir pressure in the Groningen field at a level above the abandonment pressure 
will after a delay period halt compaction and subsidence.   

 Although pressure maintenance will arrest reservoir compaction, further geomechanical modelling is 
required to confirm and assess the impact on the seismic hazard.  This is currently being addressed by 
URC Houston (XoM) and NAM/Shell.  Especially the impact on seismicity of injection into or close to a 
fault is a concern (Report to the Technical Guidance Committee (TBO) on Production Measures Part 1: 
Depletion Scenarios and Hazard Analysis, NAM, November 2013).   

 Pressure maintenance using injection of nitrogen has been studied, supported by a base case 
development concept and production forecasts.   

 Based on its abundant presence, relatively inert behaviour and tolerance for presence in the sales gas, 
nitrogen was chosen as the optimal injection medium.   

 Analyses have been based on the Groningen reservoir model, and on the experience in modelling of 
gas–gas displacement and mixing in the reservoir in the underground storage projects of Norg and 
Grijpskerk, but the remaining uncertainty in the production forecasts and recovery is large.   

 Breakthrough of nitrogen in producer wells as a consequence of pressure maintenance is expected to 
significantly reduce Groningen gas reserves compared to continued depletion of the reservoir.   

 Large electricity consumption further reduces the gas volume available for sales.   
 The scope of the project is far beyond the scale of current global experience (5 – 7 times larger than 

the largest similar project ever installed).  
 Although the contours and main dimensions of a Pressure Maintenance Project have been sketched, 

technical feasibility of the project has not yet been established.   
 Installation of nitrogen injection takes at least 5 years to first injection and some 9 years to ramp up to 

full capacity.   
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 Cost of the project is estimated at 6 to 10 bln EUR.   
 The project carries a material environmental footprint, with significant land use and electricity 

consumption.  Societal support for a large-scale nitrogen injection project is expected to be a key risk.   
 This study is in an early stage assessment of the recovery concept. Optimization is still possible for a 

number of aspects.   
 Injection of water is not considered a feasible and reliable pressure maintenance option to reduce 

seismic activity. 
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13 Appendix C: Conclusions / Insights 
The strength of an earthquake may be characterized according to the magnitude, or moment, of the 
earthquake in the subsurface which is characterized by the amount and area of slip that occurs on faults 
during the earthquake. Alternatively the strength of an earthquake may be measured as the magnitude of 
ground motion experienced at the surface during an earthquake which is typically characterized by the 
peak ground velocity (PGV) or the peak ground acceleration (PGA). 

Establishing the future maximum strength of earthquakes in the Groningen gas field depends on the method 
chosen to assess the maximum magnitude as well as on some remaining technical uncertainties. The key 
assessment choices concern with 1) how to express the strength of an earthquake, 2) the time interval for 
which the maximum magnitude is to be assessed, and 3) the appropriate statistical definition for maximum 
strength. 

The time interval for assessment matters for two reasons. First, a longer time interval means more 
earthquakes and hence a greater chance of experiencing a higher magnitude earthquake. Second, unlike 
natural earthquakes, induced seismicity has a beginning, middle, and end. This means statistics describing 
the average annual number or moment of observed earthquakes is not constant in time but will vary with 
gas production.  For these reasons the maximum strength of a future earthquake depends on the exposure 
time considered and the start time of this exposure interval relative to the cumulative gas production. 

Several different definitions for the maximum strength of a future earthquake exist; each appropriate for 
different purposes. These include the maximum possible magnitude, the maximum expected magnitude, i.e. 
the magnitude with a 50% chance of exceedance, or the maximum magnitude with some other chance of 
exceedance, e.g.  a 10% chance of exceedance over 10 or 50 years are commonly seen in international 
conventions adopted for reporting hazard assessments for natural seismicity.  

The following sections summarise the findings of the NAM studies conducted in response to the fifth study 
described in the Letter to Parliament (Kamp, 2013). 

13.1 Maximum possible magnitude 

Previous seismic hazard assessments considered relevant for the Groningen gas field were all influenced by 
an estimate for the maximum possible magnitude of 3.9 (Crook et al., 1995; Crook, Haak, & Dost, 1998; 
van Eck et al., 2006; Muntendam-Bos et al., 2008; Dost et al., 2012). Two main methods were used to 
estimate this maximum possible magnitude. First, frequency-magnitude statistics of historic earthquakes 
were used to estimate a cut-off magnitude for which it was considered impossible for a larger magnitude 
event to ever occur regardless of exposure time.  Second, compaction models and mapped fault geometries 
were used to estimate the maximum possible slip and slip area. Based on the insights of the work done in 
the previous months these estimates are now recognised to be unreliable due to shortcomings in the 
applications of these methods. The estimates based on the frequency-magnitude statistics do not take full 
account of the observational uncertainties associated with a limited number of recorded earthquakes. The 
estimates based on geomechanical models do not take full account of the maximum possible area of pre-
existing faults given the resolution limits of reflection seismic surveys.  

The recent studies reported here demonstrate that the frequency-magnitude data provide no reliable 
estimate for the maximum possible magnitude due to the limitations associated with the small number of 
recorded earthquakes in Groningen in accordance with a recent independent study  (Muntendam-Bos & 
Waal, 2013). Other methods were also investigated based on the physical limitations imposed by the finite 
amount of strain energy or the finite area of pre-existing faults or from global analogues. These indicate the 
maximum possible magnitude might be as large as 6.5. This does not mean that earthquakes up to this 
magnitude are expected, it only illustrates that there is a physical upper limit to  induced earthquake 
magnitudes in the Groningen Field. If the partitioning factor were invariant with production, the maximum 
magnitude of a future event is expected to be M=4.5 with a 95% upper bound of M=5.5.  However the 
fraction of induced strain accommodated by earthquakes is likely increasing with on-going reservoir 
compaction and this explains the observed distribution of earthquakes in time and over the Groningen 
area.  If future seismicity follows the same trend observed in the historic earthquake catalogue, then based 
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on the current analysis there is a 1 in 2 chance of M>4.2, a 1 in 10 chance of M>4.9, and a 1 in 100 
chance of M>5.4 before the end of 2023.   

This significantly revised estimate means that the maximum possible earthquake magnitude is unsuitable for 
characterising the seismic hazard associated with future induced earthquakes as it has little or no 
connection with the credible range of future seismicity. Instead, future seismicity is more appropriately 
characterised by probabilistic assessments that yield estimates for the earthquake magnitude or the ground 
motion with a certain probability of exceedance over a certain exposure period. Such probabilistic 
estimates of seismic hazard are necessary to appropriately assess the resilience of buildings and infra-
structure within the vicinity of the Groningen gas field. 

13.2 Probabilistic seismological assessment 

Reservoir pressure depletion induces reservoir compaction, and together they induce stress changes within 
and around the reservoir. In some places the stress changes experienced by a pre-existing fault may be 
sufficient to equal its resistance to slip. Under these conditions the fault is vulnerable to experiencing 
earthquakes. During an earthquake, abrupt slip on a fault releases elastic strain energy stored in the 
surrounding region by localizing anelastic strain along the fault. 

Geomechanical models for reservoir compaction within the Groningen field are constrained by subsidence 
measurements to provide estimates for the induced elastic strains that are available to induce earthquakes. 
The fraction of induced strain accommodated by seismogenic fault slip cannot yet be predicted by 
geomechanical models – but it can be measured in the field by comparing historic seismicity and 
subsidence observations. These data indicate the historic strain fraction associated with earthquakes is very 
small (0.1%) but possibly increasing with reservoir compaction. A probabilistic model for this compaction-
dependent strain fraction was developed and includes a wide range of uncertainty due to the limited 
number of recorded earthquakes.  

Over the next 10 years (2013-2023), based on a linear-elastic reservoir compaction model and the current 
production plan (BP12), the expected maximum magnitude (50% chance of exceedance) is 4.2. Over the 
same period there is also a 10% chance of exceeding a magnitude 4.9, and a 1% chance of exceeding a 
magnitude 5.4. Subsequent 10-year periods exhibit different seismicity rates due to the changing balance 
between the possible seismicity increases with further compaction and the expected seismicity decreases 
with the natural decline in future production rates. All these estimates include allowances for the known 
aleatory uncertainties (random variations). However, they are also contingent on the assumption that the 
statistics of historic seismicity will provide a guide to the statistics of future seismicity. This epistemic 
uncertainty is not trivial and motivates significant further data gathering. 

13.3 Probabilistic seismic hazard assessment 

Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) was performed using two independent implementations of 
standard Monte-Carlo techniques adapted to account for time variant seismicity. Taking Eurocode 8 as a 
guide, these assessments focused on mapping the ground motion with a 0.2% average annual chance of 
exceedance over the next 10 years (2013 to 2023). This is equivalent to the 10% chance of exceedance 
within 50 years stated in Eurocode 8 for time-invariant natural seismicity, but for a reduced assessment 
period of 10 years to ensure a sufficiently reliable assessment of the time-variant induced seismicity 
observed within the Groningen Field.  

Predicted maximum ground motions with an average annual 0.2% chance of exceedance, for the 10 years 
of production from 2013 to 2023, are 22 cm/s (PGV) and 5.6 m/s2 or 0.57g (PGA), located above the 
region of greatest reservoir compaction. These values were obtained using the linear compaction model, 
the Akkar et al (2013) ground motion prediction equation (GMPE) modified to be consistent with ground 
motion data from the Groningen Field, and by including all earthquakes of at least magnitude 1.5. Direct 
comparisons with hazard maps published for other regions are to be avoided because these generally only 
include M≥5 earthquakes, e.g. California or M≥4.5 earthquakes, e.g. Europe. Disaggregation of the 
seismic hazard into its component parts show that only intermediate magnitude earthquakes (4 to 5) 
influence the result. Earthquakes less than magnitude 4 are too small and earthquakes greater than 
magnitude 5 are too rare to influence the hazard.  
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13.4 Remaining technical uncertainties 

Results from recent NAM studies indicate there are at least four key sources of epistemic uncertainties. 
These all may be amenable to reduction in time given sufficient gathering of reliable new information.  

First, the current seismic hazard assessment excludes the possibility of any triggered earthquakes that 
release compaction-induced elastic strains as well as naturally occurring elastic strains due to tectonics or 
some other natural process.  The lack of any earthquakes in recorded human history within the vicinity of 
the Groningen field prior to gas production supports this choice.  

Second, the detailed mechanics of reservoir compaction and subsidence remain subject to uncertainty due 
to the limited sensitivity and time sampling of historic subsidence measurements and due to the limited 
length-scales and time-scales of laboratory measurements. Consequently a range of linear and non-linear 
constitutive models for compaction in the Groningen field are presently consistent with the known history of 
gas production and subsidence. These different models differ in their long term predictions for reservoir 
compaction but only show limited variability in the next 10 years.  

Third, the role of faults and the future evolution of the fraction of the elastic strain released by earthquakes 
(strain partitioning factor) remain subject to uncertainties due to the relatively limited duration of historic 
earthquake monitoring and the performance capabilities of the current monitoring network. The historic 
earthquakes do not always occur on mapped faults; this might be due to the current level of earthquake 
location uncertainty, or because the earthquakes also occurred on smaller faults below the resolution limit 
of reflection seismic surveys, or because earthquakes did not always occur on pre-existing faults. The 
current seismological model allows for all three possibilities – however it is possible that new information 
gained from further and improved earthquake monitoring will reveal just one of these mechanisms as 
dominant. Equally, the wide uncertainty range about the future strain fraction released by earthquakes may 
require revision given subsequent new information about the mechanism or the rate of seismic moment 
release with further reservoir compaction. The benefit of geomechanical models for predicting the future 
slip behaviour of mapped faults is uncertain due to limited knowledge of the number, location, geometry 
and strength of pre-existing faults that may host intermediate magnitude earthquakes. Nonetheless, such 
models do offer opportunities for investigating possible scenarios for compaction-induced fault slip to aid 
further understanding of the process. 

More detailed geomechanical modeling with emphasis on the role of faults is in progress, but is currently 
hampered by the paucity of relevant field data. which leaves room for multiple geomechanical 
explanations (models). A higher resolution of more field parameters is required to make a step forward in 
a better understanding of the geomechanical behavior.  A data acquisition campaign is in progress, 
including logging of geomechanical rock properties (Borgsweer) and installation of geophones in two deep 
observation wells.  Additionally, the existing monitoring network of shallow geophones and accelerometers 
will be extended.    

The geomechanical modeling combined with the new field data will be used to improve the understanding 
of the fault slip behavior and when validated by the observed seismicity, this has the potential to reduce the 
currently large epistemic uncertainties.  A full field geomechanical modeling exercise is in progress 
showing promising results. This should lead to a geomechanical workflow used in the seismic hazard 
analysis to enable subsurface stress management as a tool to reduce the hazard. 

Fourth, the relationship between an earthquake and the strength of the associated ground motions 
experienced throughout the region of the Groningen field remains uncertain due to the limited number of 
ground motion measurements for earthquakes of at least magnitude 3 that are necessary to constrain 
current uncertainties in the scaling of ground motion with earthquake magnitude and the variability in 
ground motion between different earthquakes and between different surface locations. 

13.5 Future data gathering designed to reduce uncertainties 

Since 1995, the current configuration of the Groningen monitoring network has provided field-wide 
coverage for the detection and location of all earthquakes of at least magnitude 1.5: standard horizontal 
location uncertainties are about 500 m, but typically earthquakes depths cannot be estimated and they are 
then assumed to be at a depth of 3 km (see Kraaijpoel et al. 2008). Plans are now in place to increase the 
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density of the Groningen seismic monitoring network to an array of some 60 stations complemented by two 
down-hole arrays of geophones located within and just above the reservoir. At each of these locations it is 
planned to deploy borehole geophones to improve depth estimates and broadband accelerometers at the 
surface to improve magnitude estimates and ground motion measurements.  

The motivation for this densification is to significantly increase the precision of earthquake locations and to 
increase the sensitivity of earthquake detection with the aim to identify all earthquakes of at least magnitude 
0.5 within the Groningen Field. These enhancements should enable better characterisation of seismically 
active regions and improve statistical constraints on the seismological model. This enhanced monitoring 
network is expected to reveal if earthquakes initiate within, above, or below the reservoir and provides 
opportunities to identify any localised seismicity on mapped faults.     

Additional opportunities for improved acquisition of complementary seismic and geodetic data and the 
application of recent developments in waveform-based earthquake data processing methods are also 
under development. 
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Executive Summary 
The main objective of the Well, Reservoir and Facility Management (WRFM) Plan is to maximize the asset 
lifecycle value; to reduce future development uncertainties and to meet or exceed production, reserves and 
cost forecasts.  This is illustrated in Figure ES.1. 
 

 
Figure ES.1 – The WRFM process 
 
WRFM is often described by means of the Smart Field Value loop, i.e. how data acquisition plans and data 
gathering is being managed as input to the surface and subsurface System Models. These System models are 
used in multi-disciplinary reviews, to optimize daily operations and to find opportunities (and threats). The 
opportunities and threats are collected and prioritized in one common opportunity register (LIP-T) and 
planned for execution in the Integrated Activity Plan (IAP).  After execution new data is collected to update 
models and Short and Long Term forecasts, i.e. the loop is closed. As a yearly cycle the WRFM plan is updated 
and next year’s well and/or cluster activities are planned in the IAP. Progress against plan is tracked on a 
monthly basis through the BPR process; with LIP-T, WRFM KPI’s and WRFS tracker sheet. 
With the GLT renovation and the long term focus of the asset, the basis was made for high quality WRFM 
practices for the Groningen System.  
 
With new technology installed on the renovated clusters during the GLT renovation, on-line “exception based 
surveillance” (EBS) has become common practice for facilities and wells; On-line sand monitoring and annulus 
pressure monitoring have shown to be very effective already for several years. Tools as CAnS (Capacity 
Analysis System) and WellMon were introduced to facilitate effective on-line facility and well monitoring using 
data filter techniques to sample the right quality production data. In 2010 CAnS was phased out by Wikker 
which will further improve and automate data validation and monitoring.   
 
The Groningen WRFM plan contains a short description of the Asset, followed a description of the current 
status of the various elements in the WRFM process, including a summary of the WRFS plan. It shows our 
strategies, focus themes and improvement initiatives.  
 
In 2010 efforts were made to LEAN the WRFM/WRFS planning: 

• The WRFM plan was expanded to include WRFS activities (to be updated annually) 
• The WRFS plan has been slimmed down to become a strategy document only; describing justification, 

frequency and responsibilities etc. It will be referred to in the WRFM plan as a reference document 
(EP201102208019), to be updated only if the strategy changes.   
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1 Asset Background 
Please see Appendix A for a more elaborate description of the Groningen System (Groningen, Grijpskerk and 
Norg; reservoir, wells and facility descriptions). 
 
The Groningen Production System consists of the Groningen Field and the two Underground Gas Storages at 
Norg and Grijpskerk. A third Dutch UGS at Alkmaar, operated by TAQA, also forms part of the Groningen 
System for capacity purposes. 
 
The UGS’s provide additional capacity and working volume to support the declining Groningen field capacity. 
As illustrated in Figure 1.1 the total volume produced from the UGS’s during the winter is currently re-injected 
during the summer, the injected gas originates partly from Groningen and partly from the small fields in the 
Netherlands and partly from imports.  
 
In the future with declining capacity of the Groningen 
Field, the field will produce with a higher load factor 
and the UGS’s will play a larger role in providing the 
swing production (see Figure 1.2). The periods of re-
injection will be longer and may become “opportunity 
based” in the winter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The future of the Groningen system will be shaped by 8 themes, an overview of these is shown Table 1.1. 
  

Figure 1.1 – Groningen balance capacity role 

Figure 1.2 – In the future Groningen’s load factor will increase and the UGS’s will play a more important role 
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Table 1.1 – Key themes for the future of the Groningen System 

 
1.1 The Groningen Field 
The Groningen field, discovered by the well SLO-1 in 1959, is the largest gas accumulation in Western Europe. 
It is located primarily in the Netherlands. The main reservoir comprises fluvial and aeolian sands of the 
Slochteren Formation (ROSL), which is part of the Permian Rotliegend Group. The gross reservoir thickness 
increases from some 70 m in the SE part of the field to 240 m in the NW. The ROSL comprises a fairly 
homogeneous mixture of fluvial and aeolian sandstones. The average porosity ranges from 10% to 25%, with 
the highest values in the central part of the field. The average permeability is 200 mD. Maximum porosity 
measured on cores is as high as 33% and permeability 6300 mD. The production mechanism of Groningen is 
gas-depletion drive. 
 
With the completion of the GLT project in 2009 there are currently 258 producing wells located on 25 clusters. 
The earlier standard size clusters (SSC), situated in the south of the field, have wells with predominantly 7" 
production casings. These were originally completed with 5" tubing, but during later workovers some wells 
have installed 5"x5½" special clearance (SC) tubing. 
 
The later king size clusters (KSC), located mostly in the centre and north of the field where the average 
reservoir porosity is generally higher and inflow performance better, have 7⅝" production casing and were 
originally completed with 5½" and during later workover 5½"x6" SC tubing were installed. In the 80-ies infill 
wells were drilled with 9⅝" production casing and 7⅝" tubing. One well, PAU-6, drilled in the 90-ies, has a 9⅝" 
completion. 
 
Many of the wells have either internal plastic coating or a machined internal wall to improve tubing roughness 
and vertical flow. SET workovers took place in 2002 (EKL-2) and 2004 (ZVN-12 & ZVN-5) to replace 5½“ tubing 
with 6” expandable and 7⅝” tubing. 
 
Most clusters are well-constrained, rather than facilities constrained. 

1 - Use smart automation GLT/UGS’s 
- Seamless operations-maintenance organization 
- Smart data management  
- Facility and Wells performance monitoring 
      Integrated Model calibration 
      SPARC modeling (availability, reliability) 
- Groningen Support Centre:  
      Condition based monitoring 
      Daily 

 2 - Periphery depletion 
- Aquifer behavior 
- Subsurface complexity requires more detailed models/improved reservoir and monitoring: 
      IPSM models Groningen –UGS 
      Advanced Reservoir monitoring: 
- Improved seismic imaging/4D seismic 
- Subsidence- MoReS models calibration  

3 -   2 / 3rd stage compression 
- Development of the Carboniferous (20 mrd GIIP) 
       Drilling through the depleted Slochteren 
       Improved seismic imaging 
       Fracturing 
       Costs  
- UGS Expansion 
- Infill wells in periphery 

4 - Optimal and flexible project delivery  
- Optimum well concepts 
- Further develop GLT-UGS technology  

5 Opex Reduction - Electricity optimization 
6 - Gas quality 

- Subsidence monitoring 
- Energy conservation 

7 - Flow Control w.r.t. delivery to GasTerra 
- Spotmarket opportunities 

Key Themes for the Groningen System 
High load factor Operations: High  
reliability and Availability 

CAPEX Management 

Gas Market Liberalization 

Environmental /Legislation 

WRFM 

Development Opportunities 

- Long Term Operability studies 
Earthquake Monitoring 7 - Monitoring of the induced earthquakes is captured in the “Beheersprotocol voor Borging van het Seismisch Risico binnen grenzen”  

- Studies, research and data gathering into induced earthquakes is captured in the “Studie en metingen plan voor geïnduceerde  
  aardbevingen 2014”  
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1.2 Underground Gas Storages 

1.2.1 Grijpskerk 
The Grijpskerk field was discovered by well GRK-1A in 1990. Originally, the Grijpskerk Main reservoir was 
operated as a conventional depletion field under the Groningen-Drenthe HiCal contract. Subsequently, the 
field was shut-in for conversion to an underground gas storage (UGS) and a total of six additional wells were 
drilled in Blocks 1 and 2 during 1995 – 1996. Post 1996, to increase working volume and capacity two more 
wells were drilled in Block 1. Those eight wells together with the existing GRK-1A and GRK-2 wells are currently 
used in UGS operation. 
 
The facilities at Grijpskerk consist of ten 
producing wells and one observation well 
(GRK-3), a 80 mln Nm3/d production facility 
with two silica gel drying units and one 38 MW 
injection compressor installation. Four 
manifolds, each with a maximum capacity of 24 
mln Nm3/day (whereby the HIPPS systems are 
the limiting factor). Fiscal metering for up to 84 
mln Nm3/d has been installed. Additional 
metering is needed for expansion beyond this 
capacity. 
 
Grijpkskerk completions consist of a 7-5/8” 
Cr13 tubing with SSSV at +/- 100 m, inside a 9-
5/8” production casing. Above the SSSV the 

tubing size is 7”.  Most wells have been 
completed with a 7” cemented liner across the 
reservoir. GRK-45 and -47 have 300 m Baker Slimpack screen across the reservoir section. Wells GRK-
13/15/17a/43 have 7” pre-packed WWS installed below the packer, as part of the tail pipe as a contingency for 
sand control. In case of unacceptable high levels of sand production, a wireline retrievable WWS can be 
installed to plug off and actuate the 7” WWS, as done in GRK-13 and GRK-15.  In wells GRK-17a and -43 the 
WWS have been left open. It should be noted that this contingency measure is no longer recommended since 
it has been found difficult to remove the wireline retrievable WWS- plug again from the screen because of 
fines blocking the lock-mandrel (NOR-5 and GRK-15). 
 

1.2.2 Norg 
The Norg field is located in the northern part of the Drenthe 
Concession. Originally, the field was operated as a conventional 
depletion field under the Groningen-Drenthe HiCal contract. 
Subsequently, the field was shut-in for conversion to an 
Underground Gas Storage (UGS) and a total of five additional wells 
were drilled. 
 
Currently Norg has eleven wells in total. Seven UGS wells (7 5/8”) 
have been drilled from three well clusters (i.e. Cluster 2, 3 and 4). 
In addition to these production/injection wells, there are four 
observation wells. Each cluster is provided with an inlet manifold 
and is hooked up to inlet separators and production coolers, which 
are in turn connected to two processing trains. These inlet facilities 
can accommodate the flow of five wells per cluster, with a 
maximum capacity of 24 mln m3/d. The plant has space for two 
additional well clusters with corresponding production manifolds. 
The nameplate plant capacity is 80 mln Nm3/d. Due to limited 
production cooler capacity the actual capacity is only 48 mln Nm3/d 
(2 * 24) at a design ambient temperature of 5 Deg. C. 

Figure 1.3 – Geological map of the GRK field 

Block 1 

Block 2 

Block 3a 

Figure 1.4 – Geological map of the NOR  
Field, including leaning well NOR-416 
(green) and the Norg expansion wells (red) 
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2 HSSE 
A good HSSE performance is critical in the WRFM process. This paragraph addresses the most important HSSE 
issues with respect to WRFM. 
 
Critical Activities  
A list of key critical activities executed in an asset with respect to WRFM is shown below in Table 2.1.  This list 
also shows the accountable discipline and serves as a checklist for the technical authority before approval of 
any of these activities.   
 

 
Table 2.1 – Overview of 3 important safety critical activities 

 
Well Integrity Management System (WIMS) 
WIMS was developed in 2007 as a global platform through which the integrity status of any well could be 
accessed from any computer on the NAM network. It is also used for the Groningen field and it enables an 
objective comparison between the well integrity statuses of different assets and also allows a quick overview 
of which wells need attention. These wells all have an action code attached to them according to the Well 
Failure Model (accessible 
through help-file in WIMS). This 
is also the major benefit of 
WIMS: it is an excellent tool to 
ensure proper action is taken on 
safety critical issues regarding 
the integrity of wells and 
therefore plays a key role in 
WRFM. Figure 2.1 shows a 
screenshot of WIMS. 
 
Regulatory and Statutory 
Requirements 
For regulatory and statutory 
requirements please see section 
3.1. 
 

CA # Activity Potential Impact Explanation of signatories (TA2)
Accountabl
e discipline

17

Establish safe operating boundaries. 
Safeguard the technical integrity of the 
well and avoid uncontrolled fracturing 
of subsurface formations, including CRI 
operations

Loss of Well Integrity. 
Uncontrolled injection 
fracture growth. Shallow 
aquifer contamination 
and loss of structural 
integrity.

As Technical Authority for the l ifecycle of the well, the PT has to check that the following activities have been carried out to establish safe operating 
boundaries (maximum allowable annular surface pressure, max closed in pressure, max injection pressure, erosion and corrosion l imits, etc) to prevent 
loss of well  integrity.
1. Checked that tubing stress analysis is carried out for l ife cycle operating conditions to ensure well  integrity, e.g. stimulation 
    to ensure well  integrity, selection of completion components, e.g. packer, tubing hanger etc.
2. Checked and agreed with project WE that:
         • Tubing and casing stress analysis are compatible
         • Casing setting depth has sufficient formation strength to contain pressure at the shoe through flow behind casing,     
             casing leaks
         • The barrier concept is sufficiently addressed to ensure well  integrity.
         • The well ki l l  philosophy is addressed
3. Assessed whether injection will  be under matrix injection or fracturing conditions. Assessed l ifecycle suitabil ity of target 
    formation. Conducted PWRI-Frac analysis to check integrity of reservoir cap rock.
4. Checked that cement bond log has been properly interpreted.

WS Responsibil ity
1. Checked that relevant MAASP is indicated on the respective annulus.
2. Checked that trigger levels (below MAASP) are indicated for bleed off.
3. Checked that bleed off l ines are available.

PT

23
Prepare and maintain data to support 
emergency response. Arrange duty 
cover for ERO.

Lack of data or wrong 
data during emergency 
response may aggravate 
the emergency

Checked that the following activities have been carried out to support emergency response:
1. PT leads to update the ERO “Traffic Light Spreadsheet” on a quarterly basis for their asset and check and ensure that the ERO 
    critical well  information is up to date and readily made available to support emergency response eventualities.
2. ERO critical well  information has been defined as Well status (including well  head information. Note “as built” diagrams 
     are validated by WS.); Well integrity data; MAASP data; FBG, leak-off data; CBL/VDL; Reservoir Pressures; Well Kil l  
     information; Well rates; Petrophysical data; Reservoir fluid composition; Gas plume calculations and Geological data.
3. PT and EPX leads to arrange weekly duty cover for the Emergency Response Organisation; ensure that a rota is in place for 
    the T-D and EPX disciplines; see 1st l ink for guidance on both ERO maintenance and duty cover.

PT

24

Operate wells within safe operating 
envelope. Safeguard the technical 
integrity of well. Revise operating 
boundary as required.

Loss of containment, 
asset damage, loss of 
well

1.Monitor the well  to ensure it is operating within design envelope
2. Review MAASP/MAWOP and revalidate as required (e.g. changing circumstances)
3. Conduct Technical Reviews / Investigations for any excursions as dictated by the Well Failure Model. Advise on tolerable 
     times to repair.
4. Conduct Risk Assessment and prepare deviations to standards. Maintain valid Well Status Diagram.

PT

Figure 2.1 – Screenshot of WIMS 
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3 WRFM Strategy 
The Groningen Asset Well, Reservoir and Facility Management strategy is to maximize the short and long term 
value of the Groningen Production System in terms of Capex, Opex, capacity and working volume through 
optimization of the Groningen production strategy, well related activities, facility renovation and expansion 
programs.  
 
The main themes have been identified for the future of Groningen: 

• Short Term Capacity Optimization and Planning 
As the pressure of the Groningen field declines, the requirements for well surveillance and short term 
capacity measures are expected to require increased attention, to be prepared for winter 2013/2014 
and beyond; 

• Availability 
Ensure the required down time allowance (DTA) is achieved in order to meet the current and future 
security of supply criteria in joint study with GasTerra; 

• Long Term Operability (LTO) 
Development and optimization of system production strategy in conjunction with GasTerra; 

• Long Term Distribution (LTD) 
Analyses and de-bottlenecking of the current and future gas transport system of both NAM and GTS 
in joint study with GTS; 

• Energy Sourcing 
Electricity optimization will become more important in the future, as the free flow capability in 
Groningen ends and all flow becomes dependent on compression. Hence, electricity will become a 
major Opex element. 

• Ultimate Recovery 
To maximize the long term value of the asset, the surveillance plan is optimized to increase 
understanding of reservoir and aquifers and to update the field’s depletion policy (see sections 3.5 
and 4.2). 

 

3.1 Legal Requirements 
The legal requirements as agreed with the ministry of Economic Affairs for the Groningen Asset (Groningen 
Field and Norg- and Grijpskerk UGS’s) are described in Table 3.1. 
 

 
Table 3.1 – Overview of legal requirements and respective reporting dates 

Field Legal Document Legal Requirements Next Reporting Date Accountable Staff 
Groningen 

Winningsplan 
Monitoring of earth tremors (occurs continuously through the seismic measurement  
network that is under supervision of th KNMI, section 2.5.3.2) 

Dec-13 CDL Groningen 

Grijpskerk 
Opslagplan Dec-15 CDL Groningen 
29-Jun-04 
nr. ME/EP/UM/4032796 Dec-15 

Article 7 

Article 8 Dec-13 

Milieuvergunning 
13 december 1994 Dec-13 
nr. E/EOG/MW/94091489 

Norg 
Opslagplan Dec-15 CDL Groningen 
Besluit 18 juni 2004 
nr. ME/EP/UM/4032690 

Article 6 NAM reports to Economic Affairs every 5 years on the maximum allowable injection  
pressure. Last reporting was in Nov 2010 Dec-15 Sr RE 

Article 7 Dec-13 WRFM Lead 
Annual reporting on the integrity of th UGS to Economic Affairs before year end 

Sr RE 

WRFM Lead 

Sr RE 

NAM reports to Ministry of Economic Affairs every 5 years on maximum allowable  
injection pressure. Last reporting on Nov 2010 

Annual reporting on the integrity of the UGS to Economic Affairs before year end  

Annual reporting estimate of the average reservoir pressure to SodM before year end 

Opslagplannen [70] (section 2.5.3.1, 3.5.2.1., 4.5.2.1).  
Reporting incidences of subsidence to the Dutch Government as per Winnings/  
Regular registration and reporting of well pressures depending on relevance.  
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3.2 The key value drives for lifecycle asset value 
The current role of the Groningen System is to act as a balance provider: 

• Balance provider for volume & capacity; 
• The system is permitted to fail only 1 hr in 20 years (security of supply); 
• Swing producer for NW-European market; 

 
The business target for Asset Groningen is to provide production capacity to meet the annual capacity demand 
(Groningen Bestelbrief Capaciteit (GBC)). Actual production is the result of market demand, heavily influenced 
by spot sales and ambient temperatures. Gasunie Transport Services (GTS) is formally responsible for the 
security of supply in the Dutch gas system. The main value driver for Norg- and Grijpskerk UGS’s is maximizing 
the value of current asset; installed wells and facilities, to provide capacity and working volume to support 
GasTerra’s requirements. Throughout the year, NAM/GasTerra/GTS have frequent contact to optimize the use 
of the Groningen field vs. the UGS’s, to optimize both production and injection plans. 
 
In the future, when the Groningen field moves into the depletion phase, the role of the Groningen asset will 
change. To maximize the long term value, continuous attention is given to reserves and ultimate gas recovery. 
Good understanding of the reservoir behavior is the basis for the Well and Reservoir surveillance plan, which 
concentrates strongly on pressure monitoring and gas water contact movements. In 2012 the Groningen Field 
Review was completed to account for the above requirements. (Previous GFR completed in 2003). 
 

3.3 The key development decisions to be taken 
For the Groningen asset, optimizing asset value in terms of Capex means that the expansion plans are 
continuously being optimized and annually updated; in line with the capacity requirements and aiming to 
prevent investments from being executed too early. This is done with a joined GasTerra – NAM annual capacity 
study, with a proposed timeline for implementing the various projects as an outcome.  
 
Currently, the most attractive opportunities are the expansion of Norg UGS (in both capacity as well as working 
volume) and the Groningen capacity measures 2nd and 3rd stage compression and rejuvenation of batch #8 
clusters of Groningen. Next to these, other “building blocks” that are being considered are:  

• Development of Groningen peripheral blocks (e.g. work-over and hook up of observation well KHM-1, 
North-West periphery, South-West periphery); 

• Development of Carboniferous resources; 
 

3.3.1 Norg Expansion 
To enable the future expansion on Norg as currently forecasted by PRISMA, significant efforts must be made to 
lean the reservoir. Before being converted to a UGS, the Norg field contained Hical gas.  As a UGS it is 
supporting the LoCal market (Groningen quality gas). Since 2/3 of the reservoir is filled with HiCal gas, a larger 
part of this volume will have to be replaced by LoCal gas (i.e. leaning the reservoir). To accelerate leaning, in 
2012 a new well, NOR416, was drilled in Block 3, north of the current UGS wells. Higher Wobbe gas is being 
produced from this well since December 2012, enabling movement of LoCal gas to the north.   
To track the progress of the leaning of the reservoir regular Wobbe Index measurements on the gas stream 
from the leaning well and other wells are being done, especially late in the winter at the end of the working 
volume.   
 
The Norg expansion plan (capacity and working volume) consists of a: 

• New intra-field pipeline (NorGron) between Norg UGS and the Groningen ring (planned entry point: 
Overslag Sappermeer); ongoing, planned to be operational Q4 2014.  

• 3rd compressor is required for shifting larger volumes (above 4.8 mrd m3 per year). 
• Some 2 more capacity wells are required during years 2014 (see Figure 1.4 – Geological map of the 

NORG Field) 
• New well areas (Cluster 1 and 4) have to be built with additional safety measures like a deluge system 

and improved gas & fire detection.  These will also be retro-fitted at the existing well areas. 
• The capacity of the gas treatment plant will need to be upgraded.   
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Tracking of the performance of the newly installed equipment will need to be carried out.  Especially the 
compressor performance will need to be tested, monitored and evaluated regularly.   
 

3.3.2 2nd Stage Compression 
The installation of 2nd stage compression in the Groningen field is planned for the majority of the 20 
production clusters that have 1st stage compression installed (scope reduction is part of a separate study, 
which also includes a re-examination of the batch #8 clusters). An accelerated installation of 2nd stage 
compression in Schaapbulten has been completed. An IPSM model, built as part of the GFR 2012 model 
update, is used to optimize the schedule and scope of 2nd- and 3rd stage compression as well as the timing of 
hooking up infill wells, based on capacity and project execution considerations.  
The quality of the history match has an impact on the robustness of the decisions made. Maintaining a good 
quality history match hinges on availability of reservoir surveillance data, in particular pressure (SPTG), free 
water level (PNL) and performance (MRCT/PLT) measurements from the field.   

3.4 The key uncertainties and opportunities to be managed 
As Asset Groningen is playing a very special place in the European Gas Market as the balance provider for 
volume and capacity for future gas demand, which strongly impact the expansion plans. The largest 
uncertainties for the asset are related to the changing gas markets. A yearly joined NAM – GasTerra capacity 
study (PRISMA) is used to optimize future investment plans. With sensitivities for future market variations, an 
expansion plan is selected for the Business Plan.  
 
The Asset Leadership Team have weekly meetings (ALT) and the business risks are identified and managed by 
the Asset Leadership Team.  Furthermore, there is opportunity to discuss and get management steers during 
bi-weekly Groningen Development Strategy Coordination meeting.  

3.5 The Depletion Policy 
The Groningen Field is produced under a depletion production mechanism, and the main area of the 
Slochteren Formation is produced within a narrow pressure band.  Production from the field is balanced to 
keep these pressure differences within the main area of the field to a minimum.  Exceptions to this are the 
relatively small peripheral blocks at the southern and western extremes of the field.  In these blocks, the 
reservoir pressure lags behind that in the main area of the Groningen Field.  Dedicated production wells are 
planned in these areas.   
 
Towards the North (Waddenzee Area) and West the reservoir is connected to several aquifers.  Water 
ingression from these is monitored with regular PNL logs in observations wells.  The impact of these aquifers 
on the depletion of the field is at present modest and possibly constitutes a gas production risk.  Later in the 
life of the field larger volumes of formation water might be produced in the wells in the northern and western 
clusters.   
 
The field is used as a swing producer, with offtake set by demand.  As a result there are large daily and 
seasonal fluctuations in the offtake from the field.  The field offtake is limited by the Groningen Cap, a 
regulatory maximum production volume for a 10 year period (at present set for the period 2006 to 2015 at 425 
mrd Nm3 sales).   
 
The “Technische Levering Contract” requires the Groningen gas quality to be maintained within a Wobbe Index 
(WI) band of 43.46 to 47.2 MJ/Nm3.  However in practice, because of requirements of the pipeline grid, the WI 
is maintained with narrower operational band of 43.46 to 44.41 MJ/Nm3.  In the main area of the field, the 
quality of the produced gas is within this band of the WI.  However in the periphery of the field, gas quality in 
some of the blocks has a slightly higher WI, which exceeds the upper band value.  Production from wells with 
high WI gas is blended in order to keep the sales gas quality within the operational WI range. 
 
As Norg and Grijpskerk are used for underground gas storages, the general policy is that the volume produced 
during the winter is re-injected during the summer months to ensure similar capacity for the following winter. 
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4 WRFM Data Acquisition 
For a field of the size of Groningen, a sophisticated data acquisition 
strategy is of essential importance. The “old” Well, Reservoir and 
Facilities Surveillance Plan (last update for 2010, see reference [1]) 
describes which surveillance activities are being executed for the 
Groningen, Norg and Grijpskerk fields, with some background 
information, justification, frequency, data storage and responsible 
parties. In the future a slimmed down version of this strategy document 
(ref [2]) will only be updated if the surveillance strategy has been 
changed.   
 
As the Groningen field contains 258 producing wells, located on 25 
clusters, data acquisition is done by means of a large amount of sensing 
equipment at surface whose signals can all be monitored online via Exaquantum and/or PI. This data is being 
utilized on a day-to-day basis through various EBS (Exception Based Surveillance) sheets to efficiently monitor 
well integrity and performance and to calibrate models, which are then used for taking decisions as part of the 
short, medium and long-term optimization of the field. Through closer monitoring of the data produced from a 
well during production, it is possible to:  

• Make a more accurate estimate of the reservoir size and improve recovery; 
• Anticipate problems and increase efficiency; 
• Make any necessary changes as work proceeds; 

 

4.1 The testing, metering, sensing and control equipment considered critical to 
WRFM 

The Groningen field and the UGS’s make extensive use of a variety of sensors at its wells and clusters. This 
paragraph will start with an overview of a typical well and its relevant metering/sensing/testing and control 
equipment, see Figure 4.1, and will subsequently go into several of these in more detail. 

 

Figure 4.1 – Typical sensor equipment from well to gas transfer point 
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In total, there are over a 1000 signals being acquired/transmitted from a typical Groningen cluster, a large 
amount that requires careful management. This topic will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter (5). 
The following sections will go into more detail regarding three important types of sensing equipment being 
used in the Groningen asset: 

• Sand detectors; 
• Annuli pressure sensors; 
• Gas quantity and quality meters; 

 

4.1.1 Sand Monitoring 
Due to high velocities, continuous sand production could pose a 
threat to the integrity of the well and production facilities. For this 
reason online sand monitoring was installed on all wells during the 
Groningen Long Term (GLT) renovation of all the field clusters (in 
the period 1998-2009). This was done as the wells would be 
producing at lower tubing head pressures than before and with the 
higher drawdown occasional high levels of sand production could 
be expected. The UGS wells were equipped with these detectors 
upon their startup in 1997-1998. In general, the Groningen wells 
produce low levels of sand, approximately 0.2 kg of sand for every 
million Nm3 of gas.  
 
The sand detectors are based on ultrasonic signals and register the 
collisions of sand with the walls of the flow line. The detector 
transmits signals of various strengths, depending on the amount of 
sand, to a computer that translates these to sand rates which can 
be monitored via PI and an EBS system (see Figure 4.3 and Figure 
4.4). 
 

 
There are two manners through which the issue of possible sand production is being addressed: 

• ‘Pre-conditioning’ 
Before the winter season, as required selected wells are produced at the same pressures as would be 
expected during a cold winter; this involves significantly lowering the tubing head pressure, which 
allows the perforations to be cleaned from ‘loose’ sand. Also, problem wells will become visible 
before the winter at a moment when action can still be taken; 

• Add/Re-perforating 
Some of the wells, especially those that were perforated to target only the high porosity streaks, were 
initially not able to reach sand-free levels with compression. These wells were add/re-perforated in 
order to reduce the drawdown and flow per perforation; 

 

Figure 4.2 – Sand detector mounted on a  
                    flowline 

Figure 4.3 – Sand detector signal in PI processbook Figure 4.4 – Screenshot of EBS for sand alarms 
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The sand detectors are of particular importance at the UGS’s, as the risk of sand production there is higher due 
to the effects of cyclic loading. These sensors were calibrated in Q1 2010 in order to improve the translation of 
raw sand signal into a sand rate in [kg/hr]. Sand calibration will be completed on Grijpskerk in Q1 2014, the 
results of the calibration will be compared to the 2010 results, and from there a decision will be made on the 
requirement and frequency of future calibrations. 
 

4.1.2 Managing Annuli Pressures 
Dependent on the well completion and casing design, the wells will have two or three annuli (see Figure 4.1). 
To identify potential integrity issues such as pressure communication between casings and the effect of 
increasing pressures due to salts squeezing against casings, the pressure of each annulus is being monitored 
and before the pressure reaches a maximum pressure (MAASP – maximum allowable annulus surface 
pressure), it is bled off by typically ±20 
[bar].  
 
The signals from the annuli pressures are 
being monitored with a ‘traffic light 
system’ (EBS, see Figure 4.5), which 
triggers a red alarm above a pre-
determined threshold. In this manner 
timely action can be taken; for the 
Groningen clusters which have a remote 
bleed-down possibility, this means that the 
operator carries out pressure bleed-down 
from the control room. For all UGS wells, 
except NOR-416, the pressure bleed-down 
has to be done on site by an operator who 
also registers the activity in eWIMS. NOR-
416 has a remote bleed-down system 
installed, all other Norg wells will be modified the same as part of the well area project. 
 
The alarm values are based on Maximum Allowable Annulus Surface Pressure (MAASP) calculations and test 
results carried out on all clusters. During these tests a ‘fingerprint’ was obtained of the pressure characteristics 
of the annuli during well production.  

4.1.3 Gas Quantity & Quality Measurements 
Gas Quantity 
Groningen gas production is metered at three different levels: 

• Individual wells; 
• Per cluster; 
• At transfer stations (overslagstation (OV)), fiscal metering; 

 
Different accuracy is required for the various flow meters depending on if the measurement is being used as 
fiscal meter or not. Table 4.1 shows the required instrument accuracies as well as the actual values that are 
currently being achieved in the Groningen field (production accuracy for UGS’s).  
 

 
Table 4.1 – Overview of metering equipment 

 

Wells NOR Fiscal NOR Wells GRK Fiscal GRK 
Classification Class III Class I Class III Class I 

allowed error 10 
                        [%] (class III) 10 

                        [%] (class III) 1 
                          [%] 20 [%] 1[%] 20 [%] 1[%] 

Flow meter type Ultrasonic Venturi Orifice 
Instrument Accuracy 1 

                          [%] 0.5 
                       [%] 1 [%] 1 [%] >1 [%] 0.5 [%] 

System Accuracy 2 
                          [%] 2.0 

                       [%] 1 [%] 2 [%] - 
Accuracy Stability,  recommended  
calibration once per 8 years 

0,5% per 8  
years - 

Maintenance frequency  (i.e. visual  
inspection and online test) once per year 4x per year 4x per year 

Individual Well Level Cluster Level Overslag Level 

twice per year once  every 2 years As required 

Ultrasonic Ultrasonic Ultrasonic 

not officially classified not officially classified Class I 

0,5% per 8 years 0,5% per 8 years 

Orifice (will be  
Ultrasonic) 

Groningen UGS Area 

Figure 4.5 – Screenshot of EBS for annuli pressures 
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The accuracy of the installed metering equipment exceeds those prescribed 
by the Metering and Well Testing Minimum Standard and hence, calibration 
is preferably carried out as little as possible. This is also due to the fact that 
calibrating a metering sensor requires a shut-down of the well or, when 
calibrating a cluster meter, a whole cluster. This is undesirable and hence, 
other methods are being used to ensure that the high accuracy is being 
maintained. An EBS is in place to monitor the difference of cluster- to OV 
(fiscal)-meters and between cluster- and individual well-meters, see Figure 
4.7.  
 

 
Figure 4.7 – Flow meter differences 

 
Since 2010 the hydrocarbon allocation is done by EC (Energy Components). Earlier this was done by MEDEA. 
For Groningen hydrocarbon allocation (HCA) is done from the OV's (fiscal meters) to clusters based on cluster 
meters and within the cluster to wells based on well meters (earlier this was based on well split factors). In the 
past the well allocation was not as critical as the reservoir models have been matched to the cluster 
production with one Super-well. With the introduction of EC the HCA is based on individual well meters. An EC 
validation tool has been developed on EBS basis: 

 
 
In the future when the reservoir model will be based on individual well performance, the HCA on well level will 
be more important. 
 
Well Testing 
According to the Minimum Standard all gas wells should be tested on a quarterly basis, with a metering 
accuracy of +/- 20%. As all production/injection wells in the Groningen system have individual flow meters 

Figure 4.6 – Ultrasonic flow meter  

Sum of Well Flow:        100.3 [MMm3/d] 
Cluster Flow:          101.9 [MMm3/d] 
Fiscal Flow:          100.5 [MMm3/d] 
 

Very small differences 
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with a high accuracy (<5%) and the liquid flows are monitored on cluster levels (produce relative dry gas; CGR: 
0.8 m3/mln m3 and no significant free water), a waiver has been approved for not executing well tests.  
 
However, cluster tests are executed once every 3 years for all Groningen clusters for GenRem calibration. For 
Norg and Grijpskerk UGS’s, dependent upon the level of depletion, tests to confirm maximum sand free rates 
for all wells should be carried out towards the end of the production season. This data is used to update the 
sand free rate correlations which are used for capacity forecasting purposes. During these tests, flows are 
measured by the individual flow meters and cluster meters; the sand production is measured using the in-situ 
Clampon sand monitors. In 2012 injection tests were completed on the majority of the UGS wells to validate 
the well injection models. These tests showed that only minor adjustments were required to match the 
models. Therefore in 2014 further injectivity tests should only be executed if there is concern about the 
performance of a well (and only as much as the injection plan allows for, which was not the case in 2013).  
 
Liquids in Groningen are measured 
on cluster level. An IT-tool has been 
developed to enable easy monitoring 
of water and condensate production 
and calculated WGR and CGR for each 
cluster, see Figure 4.8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gas Quality 
By contract, the Groningen Field must deliver gas with a certain minimum calorific value (quality). As the 
different clusters do not all produce gas of the same calorific value, it is important that this gas quality can be 
measured constantly in order to enable a bean up or down of a cluster to ensure the Groningen field delivers 
gas within agreed gas specifications (dew point, mercury content, glycol). For this reason, gas chromatographs 
have been installed at all of the Groningen Overslagen. 
 
For Norg UGS the gas quality is highly important as the initial Hi-cal field is being used as UGS for LoCal gas 
(UGS Grijpskerk is HiCal gas). To ensure long-term delivery of the right gas quality, both injected and produced 
gas is continuously monitored for Wobbe Index. In 2008 gas chromatographs were installed on each well 
flowline to improve WI management with future increased working volumes. The system has been upgraded 
as part of Norg leaning well project to provide more comprehensive control of the WI, required for operation 
of NOR-416. 
 

4.2 WRFM Data Acquisition Plan (‘WRFS Plan’) 
The Groningen Asset Well, Reservoir and Facilities Data Acquisition plan is updated every year to provide an 
overview of the regular surveillance activities required to mitigate the potential risks to the optimal 
performance of the fields operated by the Groningen asset. This is done as part of the IAP process.  
 
The formulation of the WRFS plan builds upon earlier work detailing the needs and frequency of surveillance 
for the Groningen asset. After the close out of the Groningen Field Review, the remaining risks and 
opportunities (see section 3.4) were categorized in an overview in the first Groningen field WRFS plan (2003) 
defining the strategy together with actions to be taken to mitigate the risk or enable the opportunity to be 
matured.   Legal/regulatory requirements are elements also included in the overall data acquisition strategy. 
The WRFS activities considered in the plan have been grouped in three different categories related to 1. 

Locatie SLO
Van 1-dec-2009 00:00
Tot 1-apr-2010 00:00 Van 01-12-09 00:00:00

Tot 01-04-10 00:00:00

Export to DLZ Export to DLZ volume deviatie Sum start Sum eind
Locatie water m3 wa-ratio m3/mlj. condensaat m3 co-ratio m3/mlj. M3 Level tank

TJM 9539 8,39 722 0,63 21,40 55LISA-006 55LISA-006
BIR 14022 9,56 1010 0,69 132,20 SLO 14,35 38,88 24,53
PAU 10603 7,64 688 0,50 114,31 TJM 14,35 38,88 24,53
SDB 10549 7,56 607 0,43 130,80
ZPD 10865 8,69 755 0,60 122,81 gasflow
SCB 9774 7,22 551 0,41 130,76 46FI-001 46FI-001
OWG 9825 7,30 655 0,49 142,59 SLO 441,6386414 1900,586792 1458,95
OVS 11783 8,45 996 0,71 115,54 TJM 446,3154602 1905,271729 1458,96
LRM 12781 9,52 899 0,67 106,27
POS 11075 7,90 834 0,59 118,05 water
ZND 15212 10,12 1022 0,68 120,37 55FQRA-006
EKL 8304 6,97 4105 3,44 119,29 SLO 2343,761475 9941,970703 7598,21
KPD 6779 5,53 749 0,61 1,26 TJM 2343,761475 9941,970703 7598,21
AMR 11591 8,91 842 0,65 130,48
ZVN 6783 7,75 496 0,57 39,44 condensaat
SPI 10950 7,45 770 0,52 122,12 55FQRA-007
EKR 7822 8,69 346 0,38 162,73 SLO 121,9741211 650,7481079 528,77
SZW 9198 9,00 537 0,53 3,38 TJM 121,9741211 650,7481079 528,77
TUS 10254 7,48 964 0,70 131,74
SLO 7598 5,21 529 0,36 129,23 Water ratio Condensaat ratio

TOTAL 205307 7,97 18076 0,71 SLO 5,21 0,36
TJM 5,21 0,36

INFO

Voor gegevens per locatie:
1-vul locatie in
2-vul datums in

Voor alle gegevens:
1- vul datums in
Klik op button voor rapportage van alle 

MAKE REPORT OFF ALL 
LOCATIONS

Figure 4.8 – Monitor for Groningen water and condensate production on  
    cluster level 
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Delivery of contractual Capacity & Volume, 2. Well Integrity and Reservoir Integrity and 3. Ultimate Recovery. 
Table 4.2 shows an overview of the different Surveillance activities, their frequency and the accountable 
discipline within the Groningen Asset. Table 8.1 shows the activities planned for 2013. Table 8.2 shows the 
activities planned for 2014. 
 

 
 
 
A more detailed description on the Groningen Asset Data Acquisition Strategy and W&RS yearly plan can be 
found in reference [2]. 

  

Table 4.2 – Overview of WRS activities 
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5 WRFM Data/Information Management 
The amount of information that is available on a daily basis (and beyond) 
for the Groningen field is large, with each of the 25 clusters transmitting 
over a 1000 signals. The management of all this data is a challenge and a 
number of systems/computer-platforms are in place to facilitate this.  
 
The strategy for the future, in line with the smart operation philosophy, 
is to further develop “smart” monitoring systems with SAS-Wikker. 
 
 
 

5.1 Systems in place for Data/Information Management 
 

As in the other assets within NAM, Groningen uses Discovery as an online platform to facilitate the retrieval of 
well-related data. Discovery.com is an UIO web application which provides a single point of access to much of 
UIO's Subsurface Data. Discovery.com is a web-based application integration platform aimed at contributing to 
strategic growth opportunities in the North Sea area of 
Upstream International Operated. Discovery.com is a read only 
portal that allows the user to perform powerful document, 
data and knowledge searches through multiple databases 
across UIO. The ability to perform these searches without the 
need for any specific database or application knowledge means 
that Discovery.com can be a core part of your workflows. In 
addition it plays an important role in assisting staff with data 
quality control (QC) and reporting.  

In the future the plan is to replace Discovery.com with a new 
platform called DREAM which is part of the WFRM SS&W 
Portal. 
Discovery.com obtains its data from different data storage 
systems; the most important sources for Discovery.com are:  

 
• CDS 
• EP catalog 
• EDM 
• SAP 
• SWED 
• Siesta 
• Energy Components  
• Recall 
• PVD  
• Hydran  

 
 

5.1.1 WRFM SS&W Portal 

Currently incorporates DREAM (future 
replacement of Discovery.com) and eBook. 
It also has links to SWED, SIESTA & ERO 
Portal  

Figure 5.1 – Screenshot of Discovery 

Figure 5.2 – Screenshot of WRFM SS&W portal 
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5.1.2 Dream 
Is the replacement of Discovery.com, will be rolled out in 2013/2014 

5.1.3 eBooks 
It is primarily an IMIT application that seeks to consolidate, improve, and streamline the production and 
delivery of well books. The presentations as used during Annual Wells and Facility Reviews (AWFR) are stored 
in an eWellBook. This can be structured by cluster as well as by well. In Groningen the AWFR’s are done on a 
cluster basis. 

5.1.4 SWED 
In 2008-2009 a new database was introduced across 
UIE (now UIO), called Significant Well Events Database 
(SWED). As the name indicates, the objective of this 
database is to capture the most important well events 
in one place. Various reports from Subsurface 
Engineers describe which activities have been 
executed. As an addition SWED also includes the 
evaluation and results, e.g. actual gains after acid 
stimulation and/or re-perforation activities. SWED is 
used during well reviews to give an historical overview 
of the well and also to capture observations and 
recommendations for future actions.  
 
 

5.1.5 ERO Portal 
The Emergency Response Organisation (ERO) Portal is a one-stop-shop for Subsurface & Wells data & 
documents that are of immediate importance in a well site emergency situation. In an emergency the 
information retrieved from the ERO Portal would be provided to Wells by the Subsurface ER-teams as part of 
the Wells emergency response procedures. It also shows the available data. 
 

  
 

5.1.6 Collaborative Wellfile Environment  
All “work in progress” well related documents should be stored in the correct UIO Collaborative Wellfile (CWF) 
Environment. This ensures that key documents are easy to retrieve, which is especially important in ERO 
situations. It also allows Wells documents to be fully compliant with Group Records Management (GRM). 
Once documents are final they need to be published by contacting the publishing team (e-mail Epe-Wellfile 
EPT-IT-ED), so that a full close out of the CWF project structure can be executed. 
 

Figure 5.3 – Screenshot of SWED 

Figure 5.4 – Screenshot of ERO portal 
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5.1.7 Development Engineering Dropbox 
The Development Engineering Dropbox contains a setup for the publishing process of subsurface field related 
documents and declaration of records –for Group Records Management compliancy- across Europe. These are 
used to move the final field related documents to the business records repository. From there the documents 
are made available via the Discovery.com document field search for re-use and knowledge sharing. The Asset-
field setup should be used for specific field related records; for multiple fields related records the Pan Asset 
area should be used. 

5.1.8 Reservoir Pressure Data Management (SIESTA) 
The Groningen Asset has 
incorporated a new Global Reservoir 
Pressure Data Management Tool as 
an integral part of its WRFM process; 
SIESTA, released in June 2010. It is a 
web based application that takes 
advantage of the best practices found 
in the WTIS (system formerly used by 
NAM) workflows and data storage. 
SIESTA has been designed to QA/QC 
newly acquired reservoir pressure 
data and to update and audit data 
during the entire life span of the data 
and data management process. The 
quality controlled data will be stored 
in, and accessed from CDS.   

5.1.9 PI Process Book 
All critical WRFM data such as pressure, rates and 
temperatures, both at well level and throughout the 
process flow, is available for online monitoring via PI. 
Via PI-Process Books all relevant well/process data can 
be visualized, as standard screens or customized to fit 
the specific user requirements. It is therefore possible 
to monitor a single well, a whole cluster or an entire 
production system. The program is used as a data 
historian as well as a real time tool. Examples of 
monitoring are: well/cluster performance after a re-
perforation job; CITHP’s which are being converted to 
BHP for reservoir modeling. 
 

5.1.10 Well Performance monitoring 
In 2005, the program WellMon was introduced for 
monitoring well performance. It was the first 
generation online well and cluster performance-
monitoring program developed for the Groningen 
Field. The later version includes a surveillance 
dashboard.  
 
The program uses cluster and well data from PI-Process 
Book and is based on the principle of testing wells “as 
you produce”. This is done by sophisticated filtering of 
data in order to find representative production periods 
with which performance curves can be generated. The 
software can also provide the user with an indication 
of real vs. ideal flow. Yearly performance curves are normalized for declining reservoir pressures. Current 

Figure 5.5 – Screenshot of SIESTA 

Figure 5.6 – Screenshot of PI Processbook 

Figure 5.7 – Screenshot of Wellmon dashboard 
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production can be plotted against reference curves and subsequently, performance trends can be generated 
over time. 
WellMon results are being used during the AWFR sessions; both to monitor individual well performance over 
time as well as to compare performance of various cluster wells, by comparing wells with similar well 
completion. WellMon has not been implemented on Norg and Grijpskerk UGS’s due to the complications 
created by the cyclic production mode. In Q3 2013 a review of the feasibility and value of implementation of 
WellMon on the UGS's will be carried out. 
 

5.1.11 Surface Equipment Capacity Monitoring and Calibration 
Since 2010 SAS Wikker is used for monitoring surface equipment capacity. Steady state (PI) data is determined 
and capacity performance parameters are calculated on a continuous basis. Models are in use to monitor the 
pressure drop over main equipment, thermal performance of heat exchangers and head and efficiency of 
compressors. Examples are given in the graphs below. 

 
  
 
 
The graph shows the thermal performance of the compressor suction cooler on the Siddeburen cluster. As can 
be seen the performance gradually drops over the years. This is most likely due to (outside) fouling, which is a 
normal phenomenon for air cooled heat exchangers. A program is in place to clean these coolers during 
maintenance stops.  

 
  
 
 

Figure 5.8 – Capacity performance parameter of air cooled heat exchanger 

Figure 5.9 – Relative polytrophic efficiency of compressor 
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Figure 5.9 shows the polytrophic efficiency of the compressor on the Bierum cluster, relative to the design 
data. This compressor shows some 30% loss in efficiency and is scheduled for replacement of internals. 
The monitoring data is also used for calibration of GenRem (see section 6.1). The capacity performance 
parameters are input values in GenRem, so changes in these parameters are reflected in changes in system 
capacity as determined by GenRem. 
 

5.1.12 Production Optimization 
System (POS) 

POS is a very useful tool used extensively by 
the control room (PCC) and production 
programming to keep track of actual 
production/ injection, capacities and down 
time registration. The system shows the 
capacity per cluster and signals temporary 
unavailability’s for the whole Groningen 
system; Groningen and Norg- and Grijpskerk 
UGS’s.  
 
 
 
 
 

5.1.13 LIP-T 
The Locked-In Potential and Threats (LIP-T) 
Database has been in use across UIO since 
2003. It is an MS Access repository used for 
the tracking, ranking and visualization (in 
conjunction with the LIP-T Visualizer tool) of 
well intervention and surface activities 
associated with the preservation or re-
instatement of existing production, 
generation of further “Build-up” or “Locked in 
Potential” production, and of surveillance 
activities targeted at opportunity 
identification, HSE, and reservoir 
management. Though not presently used as a 
tool for management of threats to 
production, LIP-T also has the capability to 
act as repository for these threats at a UIO or 
Asset level.  

  

Figure 5.10 – Screenshot of POS 

Figure 5.11 – Screenshot of LIP-T 
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5.1.14 WRS tracker sheet 
Surveillance activities are being tracked in the WRS tracker sheet. This sheet is updated regularly by the 
Reservoir Engineering focal point for WRFM. Costs are updated by the WRFM development Technician. With 
the WRS tracker sheet, an overview of planned versus executed activities can easily be generated. 
 

 
 

 

5.2 Data Quality 
In order to ensure correct data in Discovery, there is a monthly data quality check called the Information 
Quality Matrix (IQM). The different data sources have the following data readily available from the resources 
mentioned above (and more) and contribute to the data management of well status and performance, 
reservoir performance and facilities performance: 
 

• Drilling/ Well Services History 
• Well Completion Schematic 
• Well Mechanical Data 
• Directional Data 
• Perforated Intervals 
• Petrophysical logs 
• Reservoir Fluid Compositional Data 
• Well sample and Production Chemistry data 
• Well test data 
• SPTG/FBU data 
• Allocated Production/Injection volumes and rates (HCA) 
• ERO portal 
• Published documents, indexed by well/field 

 
 
 

Figure 5.12 – Screenshot of the WRS tracker sheet 
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6 Models Supporting WRFM 
Over the past years, modeling has played an increasingly important role 
in the Groningen field and its UGS’s. This chapter describes the current 
modeling platforms and goes into future plans to improve these.  
 

6.1 Models in Use 
The Asset Groningen uses two modeling systems: 

• GenRem/ResMod:  
GenRem is a detailed surface network simulator, which has been linked to a relatively simple 2-
dimensional, single phase reservoir simulation model (called ResMod). The main objective of this 
model is to perform short to medium term forecasting and production/injection capacity nomination. 
ResMod is currently being phased out and will be replaced by MoReS; 

• HFPT/MoReS:  
MoReS is a 3-dimensional, multi-phase reservoir simulation model. It uses a simplified representation 
of the surface facilities (HFPT). The main objective of this model is to perform medium to long term 
forecasting. It is used as the main input for the ARPR and for development planning; 

 
MoReS is history matched with gas production data and pressure data obtained from regular static downhole 
pressure measurements (Static Pressure Temperature Gradients, SPTG). It is also updated to match the inflow 
performance of the individual production clusters to multi-rate cluster tests that are performed in the field 
periodically. Finally, the results from the SPTG’s are used to validate the THP-BHP correlations that exist for the 
Groningen field and the UGS’s. 
 

 

 
GenRem is embedded within the Groningen Asset business process and its ultimate objective is to model and 
optimize the Groningen System (see Figure 6.1), which includes the Groningen field and the UGS’s Grijpskerk 
and Norg. Currently, both ResMod and MoReS can be used to model the Groningen reservoir. (ResMod is 
being phased out).  
For the UGS’s mostly MoReS is used as it has a more detailed reservoir description. This enables modeling of 
localized pressure effects due to high production and injection rates, which play an important role for the UGS 
short-term planning process. For this reason GenRem and MoReS have been linked and are used for short-
term planning for the Grijpskerk and Norg UGS’s. 
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Figure 6.2 gives an overview of how different applications are being used by a multidisciplinary team for 
Production System Optimization, Integrated Activity Planning and Production Forecasting Processes for the 
Groningen field.  

• Short term capacity forecasting is done using CaSH/CaRT. Forecasts are based on GenRem (either 
linked to MoReS or ResMod) and monthly updated; 

• Long-term capacity planning is done through the joint GasTerra/NAM Prisma study;  
 
As mentioned, both models are calibrated with cluster multi-rate surface tests, these tests are used to 
calibrate cluster AFBC-factors (indicators of inflow/outflow performance). The Groningen asset uses Wellmon 
and CAnS/Wikker (see chapters 0 and 10) applications to supplement GenRem calibration and support well 
and facilities surveillance. See detailed list of all Groningen and UGS applications in Figure 6.3. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3 – Overview of Groningen and UGS applications 

Figure 6.2 – Use of Groningen applications 
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Individual well models exist for the UGS’s and all the Groningen wells, providing opportunities for individual 
well surveillance.  
For the UGS expansion studies, the IPM suite was chosen since it provides the desired accuracy and represents 
a good platform for integration between disciplines. The Grijpskerk model was completed during 2008 which 
has proven to be suitable for the FDP and has been successfully used for capacity nomination and injection 
planning. However, currently short term capacity prediction is done more effectively by GenRem/MoRes (see 
below). 
 
  

6.2 Modeling Strategy  
The declining reservoir pressure of the Groningen field will push it into a different role: from a swing producer 
to a high load factor producer. This change will take place gradually over the course of the next ±20 years and 
during that time modeling requirements will change. 
 
Short term (2-5 years) 
With a declining Groningen field reservoir pressure, it is expected that the need for short-term capacity 
measures will increase. Ideally, a single system model should be in place in the near future to provide both 
sufficient detail and desired running times. For Grijpskerk this is already in place as a link has been made 
between GenRem and MoReS for this UGS. The same has been done for Norg. As part of Groningen field 
review 2012 a GenRem/MoRes link has been developed also for the Groningen field.  
 
Long term (5-20 years) 
As mentioned earlier, the role of the Groningen field will change to a high load factor producer. At that point in 
time the requirements for fit-for purpose scripting of capacity and injection nominations will disappear 
opening the window for using standard global applications.  
Current expectation is that three years before the base-load production era a change process needs to be 
kicked-off (current estimate is 2015).  
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7 WRFM Performance Reviews 
Regular performance reviews are core to the WRFM Process. For the 
Groningen Asset, the different types of reviews are shown in the practice 
Table 7.1 below 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 7.1 – Overview of WRFM reviews (practice table) for the Groningen Asset 

Daily production monitoring/review is the responsibility of Production Programming; done with EBS (Exception 
Based Surveillance) systems as described in chapter 0. When follow-up is required, contact is made with 
production technologists and/or process engineers to discuss and solve problems with a multi-discipline team. 
The daily BIM (Business Improvement Meetings) gives input to the Daily Dashboard meetings which are being 
held with operations and E&M in Hoogezand. Production programming attends these meeting on an ad hoc 
basis and the minutes of meetings are being shared with Production Programming. 
  
The Minimum Standard prescribes yearly well reviews, See Table 7.2 for an overview of the review schedule. 
Well reviews are being executed per Cluster, starting with the subsurface (reservoir review) and closing off 
with the facilities. The performance of the production system is also reviewed as part of the yearly capacity 
nomination process for the UGS’s. Changes to the GenRem model (Reference Deck) for Groningen are 
reviewed and documented twice a year. 
 
All production/injection wells are reviewed annually. Opportunities identified during the reviews are captured 
in one common opportunity register for surface and subsurface opportunities, LIP-T. The output from LIP-T is 
used to monitor capacity gains and costs; compare for both actual vs. plan. Execution of surveillance activities 
is being tracked with the WRS Tracker sheet and the progress is discussed monthly on WRFM meetings. 
 
The WRFM activities are included in the IAP and once every 2 weeks, the WRFM team discusses upcoming 
activities with the C&WI asset focal point and the IAP-planner. 
 
Well integrity is monitored by the production programmers with eWIMS; EBS’s are in place to ensure effective 
daily monitoring of annular pressures and sand alarms. The asset well integrity status is being reviewed 
monthly and shared with the asset leader during monthly BPR sessions. On a regular (bi-weekly) basis, high 
priority well integrity issues are being reviewed and discussed with the TA/2 and TA/3 for well integrity. In 
addition, problem wells are reviewed annually with the TA1/2’s. Routine wellhead maintenance and the 
testing of both surface and sub-surface safety valves are incorporated in the well-related activity year-plan. 
 
 

WRFM Practice Table - Groningen 2013
Key Events Steer Attendance Daily Weekly Bi-weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly
Production review (EBS) PP PP x
Business Improvement meeting PP Ops, E&M (FST), PCC x
Weekly Production Review PP PP, PT, PE, RE x
Production System review PT PT, PP, PE, RE x
Well, Reservoir & Facility review PT PT, PP, PE, all subs. disc. x
Field Performance review RE PT, PP, PE, all subs. disc. x
Well activity review and planning PP PP, PT, RE, CWI x
OPEX Budget review Fin Finance, PT, CWI x
Surveillance review and Plan RE RE, PT, PP, PE x x
WRFM meeting PT PT, PP, PE, RE, Ops x
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Annual Wells & Facilities Review 
Field 
 

Cluster AWFR 2012 AWFR 2013 

Groningen Amsweer 24-1-2012 29-1-2013 
 Bierum 26-6-2012 25-6-2013 
 Borgsweer Water Disp. - 5-11-2013 
 De Eeker 25-9-2012 24-9-2013 
 De Paauwen 18-12-2012 13-12-2013 
 Eemskanaal 22-5-2012 28-5-2013 
 Froombosch 28-2-2012 26-2-2013 
 Kooipolder 23-10-2012 29-10-2013 
 Leermens 24-11-2012 26-11-2013 
 Oudeweg 23-10-2012 29-10-2013 
 Overschild 24-11-2012 26-11-2013 
 Sappemeer 27-3-2012 26-3-2013 
 Schaapbulten 24-1-2012 29-1-2013 
 Scheemderzwaag 22-5-2012 28-5-2013 
 Slochteren 28-2-2012 26-2-2013 
 Siddeburen 28-8-2012 3-9-2013 
 Spitsbergen 25-9-2012 24-9-2013 
 ‘t Zandt 26-6-2012 25-6-2013 
 Ten Post 18-12-2012 13-12-2013 
 Tjuchem 28-8-2012 3-9-2013 
 Tussenklappen 27-3-2012 26-3-2013 
 Zuiderpolder 24-4-2012 23-4-2013 
 Zuiderveen 24-4-2012 23-4-2013 
Norg well review  16-3-2012 Q3 2013 
Norg facilities review  - Q3 2013 
Grijpskerk well review  6-4-2012 Q3 2013 
Grijpskerk facilities review  - Q3 2013 
 
Table 7.2 – Overview of AWFR sessions in 2012 and 2013  
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8 Decision Making and Planning 
All WRFM activities are planned in the asset IAP (Integrated Activity 
Plan) and budgeted and approved as part of the Business Plan (Well 
OPEX). Major activities as the planned workovers on AMR-4 and -11 
(tubing – A-annulus communication), are discussed and approved by the 
Asset Leader and the Asset Development leader. Approval of Opex 
activities, including workovers are given by the partners through the 
WP&B cycle (Work Program and Budget). Input to the IAP is requested 
around 3rd quarter of the previous year; for 2014 by July 2013. Activities 
which have not been included in yearly IAP plan can only be included in 
the short term plan after it has been justified and approved by the 
Change panel.  
 
WRFM activities include routine wellhead maintenance and testing for both surface and subsurface safety 
valves (planned and scheduled by the C&WI-team), well and reservoir surveillance activities and capacity 
generating activities (incl. workovers). The planning for the well and reservoir surveillance activities for 2013 is 
summarized below in Table 8.1. A planning for the well and reservoir surveillance activities for 2014 is given in 
Table 8.2 
 
 

 
Table 8.1 – Overview of surveillance activities for the Groningen asset in the year 2013 

 
Table 8.2 – Overview of surveillance activities for the Groningen asset in the year 2014. Surveillance activities as part of the 
earthquake investigation program are not included. 
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As a yearly process, based on the WRFS strategy, the well and reservoir (and facilities) surveillance plan is 
being generated by the multi-discipline WRFM team. During the AWFR’s, surface and subsurface WRFM 
opportunities are being identified by a multi-disciplinary team and these are captured in one opportunity 
register, LIP-T. As part of the yearly BP and PRISMA cycles, the capacity demands are being quantified. 
Depending on the capacity demands and the attractiveness of the identified opportunities, these are being 
executed as soon as possible or delayed to later years. The execution priority is optimized based on estimated 
cost of capacity; estimated cost per capacity gain. In this process the opportunities are checked against actual 
limits of the production system; i.e. checked against surface facilities limits and depletion priorities (by PT, RE, 
PP and PE). 
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9 Execution 
In the Integrated Activity Planning (IAP) process the functional plans are 
combined in a total integrated and rationalized plan to achieve the most 
efficient use of resources, to avoid clashes and ensure attainment of 
company objectives. GLTplus is using the same tools (SAP Blueprint 
connected to Primavera) as the NAM planners, which enables a very 
efficient and clear process. 
 
The capacity and production plans are derived from the IAP plan. The 
impact of all capacity deferring activities is calculated with the integrated 
reservoir simulator (GenRem/CaSHCaRT) and the results are evaluated 
against commitments to GasTerra. 
 
Execution of all WRFM activities is monitored in LIP-T; for costs, capacity gains (other assets: production) and 
reserves. Besides WRFS activities are being monitored in a WRFS Tracking sheet (used across UIO). Since 2010, 
execution of WRFM activities are also tracked with the WRFM KPI’s. New global KPI’s have been implemented 
in 2013, with main focus on NFA production, Annual Field performance reviews, production gains from WRFM 
activities and UTC. Generally, the execution of subsurface surveillance activities are executed as planned. 
 
As the C&WI is executing activities for all the NL assets: Groningen, Land and ONEgas (NL and UK), these are 
scheduled in a C&WI plan and priorities have to be set for sharing common resources. When necessary, 
conflicts are being solved in bi-weekly meetings with the Production Services Manager and WRFM process 
owner for NAM, the three WRFM leads and head of C&WI. 
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10 Physical Assets 
The modern process instrumentation installed on the renovated 
Groningen production locations, in combination with online storage of 
the measured data in PI, offers more than just process control. In this 
way, key WRFM parameters (flows, pressure and temperatures on well 
level and through the process, cluster level) are easily available for all 
the users. After the GLT compression and renovation campaign, the 
different pieces of equipment (all new) of each cluster were tested to 
determine their fully functioning operating envelope. The registration of 
this performance served as a basis for the cluster Capacity Analysis 
System (CAnS). The last years CAnS has been replaced by SAS/Wikker, 
the key system that in the future will be used to identify 
underperformance in the production system; it combines data from 
various sources and it also has predictive capabilities. Monitors for this are being developed with support of 
the Groningen Support Centre in co-operation with the future users; the disciplines which will make use of the 
monitors. Everyday monitoring tools like PI Processbook also remain a source to analyze and determine the 
status of the performance of physical assets; such as the facilities and wells. 
 
 
Operating Envelopes  
The well integrity is management with eWIMS (Well Integrity Management System); with operating envelopes 
specified for the wells with respect to annulus pressures etc. Besides, annual maintenance and testing is 
managed through this system. When action is requested the responsible production programmer gets alerted 
by e-mail. 
 
The Risico Beheers Plans for the UGS Norg and Grijpskerk are yearly updated documents that outline the 
potential risks during the production/injection periods of the UGS. These documents (ref.[3]) are updated and 
issued each year, before the start of the winter, and typically discuss the following topics: 

• Operational limits for each well 
• Production priority 
• Managing ‘Wobbe Index’ specs for production (Norg specific) 
• Sand management issues 

 
For the Groningen clusters the operating procedures are described in the yearly updated “Inset volgorde”. The 
main focus in this document is production priorities between stronger and weaker clusters as pressure support 
is critical to for end of winter capacities. Since 2011 a “Risico Beheers Plan” has been prepared also for 
Groningen.  
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11 WRFM Resources 
The main objective of the Well, Reservoir and Facility Management (WRFM) Plan is to maximize the asset 
lifecycle value; to reduce future development uncertainties and to meet or exceed production, reserves and 
cost forecasts.  This is illustrated in Figure 11.1. Effective WRFM includes all disciplines, from subsurface to 
surface and operations. Hence, the WRFM plan must be fully supported by the entire Asset.  
 
 

 

11.1 Groningen Operations 
Production Operations manages the producing assets (i.e. wells, clusters, gas pipelines, custody transfer 
stations, WaCo System, RBI, Delfzijl, Borgsweer and the UGS) and the activities required to sustain the 
operations of the Groningen field (e.g. pigging operations in gas pipelines for integrity monitoring).  
 
The Production Control Centre (PCC) is situated in a secure room in Hoogezand and is responsible for matching 
the actual production volumes to the actual demand of our customer GasTerra. This is done by controlling 
production of the clusters (using the DCS) and throughput at the transfer stations. All facilities have been 
designed to allow unmanned production, and theoretically only the PCC is needed to control the entire 
Groningen system. The Groningen Support Centre (GSC) is available to support PCC for data trending, analysis 
and alarm management. 
 
The Production Programmers, including the Well Integrity focal point and the Integrated Activity Planner are 
all sitting in Assen, co-located in the WRFM team (i.e. next to the Production Technologists and the Process 
Engineers). 
 

11.2 Development Engineering  
The role of Development Engineering (DE) is to identify, mature and optimize the field development and 
production opportunities in order to maximize the ultimate recovery of hydrocarbons and meet the 
contractual capacity given the relevant technical and economic constraints. 
 
From the 1st of February 2010 there is a common development team for the Onshore assets (Land and 
Groningen), with one ADL for both assets, a CDL (Cluster Development Lead) for each asset/area (as 
Groningen) and shared Subsurface Discipline leads, except for production technology and process engineering; 
To ensure maintained high focus of WRFM, there are two WRFM teams, one for asset Groningen and one for 
the Land asset, both headed by a WRFM Lead. Since January 2013, to increase focus on the WRFM, the WRFM 
leads are reporting to the Asset leader. The current WRFM lead for Groningen is PT and therefore also TA/2 for 
the WRFM PT work and TA/3 for well integrity. The VC PT’s are no longer reporting to the asset WRFM/PT lead 
but to an all-NAM VC PT lead who is reporting to NAM Development manager (reporting to NAM DIR).  
 

Figure 11.1 – WRFM Process 
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11.3 Business Delivery 
Business delivery in the Groningen Development Team is via an Integrated Delivery / Discipline matrix 
organization. The Discipline aspect of the organizational matrix provides technical excellence: tools, standards, 
processes, assurance, and manpower resourcing, reporting and development. These aspects are addressed in 
the Onshore Development Leadership Team. The disciplines represented in our core team are geology, 
geophysics, petrophysics, reservoir engineering, production technology, business planning, process 
engineering, and appraisal engineering. Well engineering, production chemistry, and commercial are part of 
our extended team. 

11.4 Staffing and competence levels are defined 
This WRFM plan is owned by the AL and is developed with input and help from all surface and sub-surface 
disciplines. The other parties involved are: 

• WRFM lead    Accountable for the WRFM plan; 
 Drives implementation of WRFM plan throughout the year; 
 Sets priorities across fields/wells; 

• Discipline leads   Provide integrated assurance of the WRFM plan; 
• WRFM focal points  Ensure plan is up to date and obtain input from disciplines; 

 WFRM focal point coordinates plans and timing and monitors 
     implementation; 
 WRFM focal point maintains and updates WRS tracking tool; 

 
Table 11.1 – Overview of staff involved in WRFM  

A key part of the team involved with the WRFM process has attended an advanced WRFM course; next course 
is planned for October 2013, with support of the global WRFM team. For the rest of the team, an in-house 
awareness training will be given at the end of the year. 

11.5 The technical/operational resources and capabilities required to carry out the 
WRFM Plan (incl. Well Services, Production Operations) 

All well related activities are planned and executed by the C&WI team, supported by production operations. As 
a single C&WI team executes activities for the NL-Assets it is important to maintain an integrated plan. When 
the C&WI team is limited with its resources, constant priorities have to be set between the assets, supported 
by C&WI and the WRFM/PT Leads. Priorities are discussed and agreed during bi-weekly meetings attended by 
the Production Services Manager, the WRFM leads and head of C&WI. 
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Appendix A: Background Groningen field and UGS’s 
Groningen 
The Groningen field, discovered by the well SLO-1 in 1959, is the largest gas accumulation in Western Europe.   

 
 

Reservoir Description 
The main reservoir comprises fluvial and aeolian sands of the Slochteren Formation (ROSL), which is part of the 
Permian Rotliegend Group. The gross reservoir thickness increases from some 70 m in the SE part of the field 
to 240 m in the NW. The ROSL comprises a fairly homogeneous mixture of fluvial and aeolian sandstones. The 
average porosity ranges from 10% to 25%, with the highest values in the central part of the field. The average 
permeability is 200 mD. Maximum porosity measured on cores is as high as 33% and permeability 6300 mD. 
 
A continuous shale barrier, the so-called Ten Boer Claystone member (ROCLT), overlies the ROSL. In the 
northern part of the field, the Ameland Claystone member (ROCLA), intersects the Slochteren and acts locally 
as a flow barrier. Both the ROCLT and 
ROCLA members contain thin, intercalated 
gas bearing sand/silt beds. Primarily in the 
South of the field, these beds are depleted 
by production from the ROSL. However, 
pressure measurements indicate that some 
of those sand interbeds have a pressure lag 
with ROSL. 
 
The production mechanism of Groningen is 
gas-depletion drive. The Groningen 
Rotliegend field has been subdivided in a 
number of compartments based on 
interpretation of faults (offsets), GWC, 
reservoir pressures and gas composition. 
The GWC has been interpreted from logs at 
depths ranging from 2971 to 3017m TVNAP, with a definite trend of deepening from NE to SW. Periodic 
monitoring of the GWC shows that it remains stable in some areas (e.g. HND, KHM, LRM, SDM, UHM, UHZ), 
and has moved upwards in others (e.g. t’Zand 26m, Bierum 29m, Oldorp 24m, Harkstede 9m, Zuidwending 
56m). 

Figure A.2 – Groningen field geological model 

Figure A.1 – The Groningen system 
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The Slochteren reservoir unconformity overlies Carboniferous Limburg Group (Westphalian), which consists of 
sands, shales and coals of fluvio-deltaic origin. The coals are the main source of the Groningen gas. 
 
 
Groningen Wells and Facilities 
With the completion of the GLT project in 2009 there are roughly 260 producing wells located on 25 Clusters; 
there are 15 KSC (with compression), 2 new Central Clusters (with compression), 2 satellites (connected via 
wet gas pipelines) and 3 new double standard size clusters (DSSC) (with compression) with integral satellites. 
Batch #8 of the GLT project has been cancelled; the facilities at locations Uiterburen, Noordbroek, Nieuw 
Scheemda and Midwolda has been abandoned and the wells mothballed (dependent on PRISMA / GasTerra’s 
gas demands, these clusters will be renovated in 2018 or later). 
 
The gas is treated at the cluster facilities and fed into a ring pipeline, which is connected via 6 NAM and 1 GTS 
custody transfer points (Overslagen) to GTS’ main pipeline system for distribution to the customers. Produced 
liquids are routed by the WaCo pipeline to Delfzijl where water and condensate are separated. Condensate is 
shipped to refineries in Rotterdam, whilst water is re-injected into the formation at a location near Borgsweer. 
The WaCo system and RBI are also used by other NAM assets, particularly Land North. Costs are allocated on 
the basis of throughput.  
The earlier standard size clusters (SSC), situated in the south of the field, have wells with predominantly 7" 
production casings. These were originally completed with 5" tubing, but during later workovers some wells 
have installed 5"x5½" special clearance (SC) tubing. 
The later king size clusters (KSC), located mostly in the centre and north of the field where the average 
reservoir porosity is generally higher and inflow performance better, have 7⅝" production casing and were 
originally completed with 5½" and during later workover 5½"x6" SC tubing were installed. In the 80-ies infill 
wells were drilled with 9⅝" production casing and 7⅝" tubing. One well, PAU-6, drilled in the 90-ies, have 9⅝" 
completion. 
 
Many of the wells have either internal plastic coating or a machined internal wall to improve tubing roughness 
and vertical flow. SET workovers took place in 2002 (EKL-2) and 2004 (ZVN-12 & ZVN-5) to replace 5½“ tubing 
with 6” expandable and 7⅝” tubing. 
 
Most clusters are well-constrained, rather than facilities constrained. 
 
 
UGS Grijpskerk  
The Grijpskerk field was discovered by well GRK-1A in 1990 and was further delineated by GRK-2 (1992) and 
GRK-3 (1994). The field straddles the Groningen/ Tietjerksteradeel concession boundary. Developed reserves 
estimates are based on an equity freeze between Groningen (97%) and Tietjerksteradeel (3%). Originally, the 
Grijpskerk Main reservoir was operated as a conventional depletion field under the Groningen-Drenthe HiCal 
contract. Grijpskerk South (GRK-2) was never conventionally produced. Subsequently, the field was shut-in for 
conversion to an underground gas storage (UGS) and a total of six additional wells were drilled in Blocks 1 and 
2 during 1995 – 1996. To increase working volume-capacity two more wells were drilled in Block 1. Those eight 
wells together with the existing GRK-1A and GRK-2 wells are currently used in UGS operation.  
 
The gas quality of the Grijpskerk UGS is HiCal, similar to the indigenous field gas. GTS can blend produced gas 
to pseudo G-gas with nitrogen. In this way the Grijpskerk UGS is able to contribute to the total balance market 
of the Groningen system. The injected gas originates partly from the Asset Land Small Fields and partly from 
Norway (pipeline via Emden). In the future GTS may extend its pipeline network to allow HiCal gas transport 
from Russia via Germany and The Netherlands to Great Britain.  
If a shortage of HiCal gas occurs, Grijpskerk can be used as back up but also to create additional sales. This 
flexibility is unique for Grijpskerk, as the other elements in the Groningen system cannot contribute to the 
HiCal balance. 
 
Reservoir Description 
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The Grijpskerk field is recognized to comprise two separate reservoirs:  Grijpskerk Main (Blocks 1 and 2) and 
Grijpskerk South (Block 3). Grijpskerk South is penetrated by GRK-2 only, see Figure A.3. 

 
 
 

The Grijpskerk field is located on the western margin of the Lauwerszee Trough, a distinct tectonically low area 
between the Friesland and Groningen Highs. In the centre of the trough, a thick Rotliegend sequence is 
encountered (up to 420m in well SSM-1), whereas in Grijpskerk, 260-290m of Rotliegend is encountered. 
Seismic facies and isopach mapping across the area indicate that the Lower Slochteren Sandstone Member 
(ROSLL) shows the greatest variation in thickness, indicating existing palaeo-relief at the Saalian unconformity 
and/or syn-depositional subsidence across the trough. In contrast, the overlying Ameland Claystone Member 
(ROCLA) and Upper Slochteren Sandstone Member (ROSLU) do not vary greatly. The Ten Boer Claystone 
Member (ROCLT) also shows thickness variation related to proximal to distal position, although this is relatively 
minor across the Grijpskerk field itself. 
 
Diagenesis exerts the major control on reservoir quality and overprints less significant facies-related variations. 
A 3-fold subdivision of the field was therefore made into an upper kaolinite zone (high permeability), a lower 
illite zone (low permeability) and an intervening transition zone. In the illite zone the combined effects of grain 
rim illite overgrowths and fibrous illite are at a maximum for all wells.  
In the recently drilled GRK-43 a dedicated test carried out on the Illite Zone (which contains the bulk of the 
field’s GIIP) demonstrated significant production capacity, with a flow rate of 1.13 mln m3/d recorded from a 
perforated interval of 36m. Subsequent production testing and PLT logging of the entire reservoir section 
(Kaolin, Transition and Illite Zones) also indicated significant Illite Zone productivity, with around 25% of the 
wells total inflow originating from the illitised reservoir. These results w.r.t. the contribution of the Illite Zone 
have been used to update the reservoir model and the expansion plans. 
 
The testing of GRK-43 also revealed unexpected results regarding the productivity of the Kaolinite Zone (the 
high quality reservoir interval that is the focus of the current Grijpskerk Field development).  PLT results 
suggest that the basal 15m of the Kaolinite Zone has a relatively low productivity, not dissimilar from that of 
the underlying Transition and Illite Zones, with the vast majority of Kaolinite Zone inflow originating from its 
uppermost 32m. More specifically, the basal third of the Kaolinite Zone is responsible for only around 10% of 
the zone’s inflow, with the remaining upper two-thirds of the zone responsible for 90% of the zones inflow.  
These results contrast with the general perception that the Kaolinite Zone is relatively homogeneous and that 
permeability is uniformly distributed through this interval. 
 

 

A 

B 

A 

B 

Figure A.3 – Map of the Grijpskerk field 
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PLT logging during a shut-in period indicated that there is cross-flow from the Illite Zone to the Kaolinite Zone.  
Again the recorded inflow was primarily focused on the highly productive uppermost 32m of the Kaolinite 
Zone indicating that the permeability of this zone is not homogeneous. It is notable that cursory inspection of 
PLT data from other wells suggests that GRK-43 is not atypical. 
 
Grijpskerk Wells and Facilities 
The facilities at Grijpskerk consist of ten producing wells and one observation well, a 80 mln Nm3/d production 
facility with two silica gel drying units and one 38 MW injection compressor installation. Four manifolds, each 
with a maximum capacity of 24 mln Nm3/day (whereby the HIPPS systems are the limiting factor). Fiscal 
metering for up to 84 mln Nm3/d has been installed. Additional metering is needed for expansion beyond this 
capacity. 
   
The wells within a cluster are connected to a cluster manifold. This means that all wells in a cluster are in the 
same operating mode (i.e. either injection or production). Each cluster is connected to the production and 
injection manifolds and has links to other clusters. An exception to this is GRK-11, which part of a 
debottlenecking exercise has been re-routed from cluster 1 to cluster 2 manifold. 
 
The gas is cooled in air coolers (down to 23 Deg. C) and led to a high-pressure separator (with Gasunie 
Cyclones). The separator design minimizes the risks of liquid carry-over that would cause damage to the 
adsorbent beds. The gas from the four HP (high pressure) separators is fed into two parallel adsorber trains 
consisting of three vessels. Water and hydrocarbons are removed from the gas in the spare production mode 
of the adsorption trains.  
 
Dew Point Specification is obtained with the silica gel adsorption process. The desiccant adsorbs water and 
heavy hydrocarbons from the gas. The adsorbent bed gradually becomes saturated with adsorbed fluid. As the 
cycle proceeds, water displaces hydrocarbons and heavier hydro-carbons displace lighter hydrocarbons from 
the bed so that progressively heavier components appear in the processed gas and the outlet approaches 
specification. The bed is then taken off-line and regenerated by passing a slipstream of hot gas over the 
adsorbent. The saturated bed is regenerated by hot gas to adsorb the water and hydrocarbons. Thereafter the 
hot, dry regenerated bed is cooled by a cold gas flow prior to being brought back on-line to replace a saturated 
bed. Regeneration gas is taken from upstream of the adsorption train and passed through a furnace (18 MW) 
that heats the gas to 275 Deg C.  The regeneration gas containing water and hydrocarbons is then led to the 
regeneration condenser and cooled to 23 Deg C and thereafter to the gas/liquid separator. 
 
After cooling to the dew point the gas is fed to a mercury removal/filtration section. Entrained solids are 
removed from the gas, which is then mixed with gas from the other processing train. Currently the mercury 
removal vessels are by-passed. The gas then flows to the metering station, which has five meter-runs in 
parallel (one group of three and one group of two) for flexibility and turndown reasons. Metered gas passes to 
the import/export header for custody transfer to Gasunie. 
 
Grijpskerk completions consist of a 7-5/8” Cr13 tubing with SSSV at +/- 100 m, inside a 9-5/8” production 
casing. Above the SSSV the tubing size is 7”.  Most wells have been completed with a 7-in cemented liner 
across the reservoir. GRK-45 and -47 have 300 m Baker Slimp        
GRK-13/15/17a/43 have 7” pre-packed WWS installed below the packer, as part of the tail pipe as a 
contingency for sand control. In case of unacceptable high levels of sand production, a wireline retrievable 
WWS can be installed to plug off and actuate the 7” WWS, as done in GRK-13 and GRK-15.  In wells GRK-17a 
and -43 the WWS have been left open. It should be noted that this contingency measure is no longer 
recommended since it has been found difficult to remove the wireline retrievable WWS- plug again from the 
screen because of fines blocking the lock-mandrel (NOR-5 and GRK-15). 
 
 
 
UGS Norg 
The Norg field is located in the northern part of the Drenthe Concession. Originally, the field was operated as a 
conventional depletion field under the Groningen-Drenthe HiCal contract. In total, 10.310 mrd Nm3 gas was 
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produced between 1983 and 1995. Subsequently, the field was shut-in for conversion to an Underground Gas 
Storage (UGS) and a total of five additional wells were drilled. 
 
Reservoir Description 
The Norg field consists of four fault blocks, see Figure A.4.   

• Block 1: NOR-1 (observation well, exploration well never used for production) 
• Block 2: NOR-2, -4, -5, -21, -23, -31, -33, -35 (of the old production wells NOR-2, -4 and -5 only NOR-5 

is being used for UGS operations, other two as observation wells. NOR-21, -23, -31, -33, -35 have been 
drilled as UGS wells) 

• Block 3: NOR-3 (old production well, used as observation well)  
• Block 4: NRD-1 (exploration well, abandoned) 

 
The structure of Block 2 is complicated further by faulting which has led to a narrow pop-up block along the 
western flank. Gas was originally found in both the Ten Boer Claystone and Slochteren Sandstone reservoirs. 
Additional Carboniferous gas-bearing sands were encountered during drilling of the UGS wells.  
 
Faults over the Norg field are mainly normal and steeply dipping. From production behavior it is clear that fault 
Blocks 1, 2 and 3 are in pressure communication via their gas columns. Pressure communication between the 
main field and Block 4 was proven by well NRD-1 which was found with almost 90 bar pressure depletion, 
identical GWC and a similar gas composition. 
 
Following uplift and erosion of the region, during 
the late Carboniferous and early Permian, the 
Slochteren was deposited in an aeolian 
environment (dunes and dry sandflats) while the 
Ten Boer Claystone was deposited in a mixture of 
alluvial, aeolian and playa mudflats environments. 
Differential subsidence of the basin resulted in the 
development of a wedge of Rotliegend sediments. 
Over the Norg field the Rotliegend thickness varies 
from some 150 m in the south to over 200 m in the 
north. The Carboniferous was deposited in a fluvial 
“channel facies” environment.  
 
In the Norg field the reservoir is subdivided into 8 
main units (see Figure A.5). The lowest reservoir 
unit (RESU8) is part of the Lower Slochteren and 
comprises basal fluvial and/or fan conglomerate 
deposits. The overlying unit RESU7 is dominated by 
aeolian sand deposits (dunes and dry sandflats). The 
Ameland Claystone above (RESU6) is developed as a 
lacustrine deposit in the north and grades into a 
fluvial pebbly/conglomeratic sand unit towards the 
south. Reservoir units 3, 4 and 5 form the Upper 
Slochteren and comprise a high net-to-gross dune-
dominated sand sequence. RESU4 is a relatively thin 
fluvial unit and can be recognized throughout the 
field. A sequence of fluvial pebbly sands and 
lacustrine/pond claystone beds characterize the 
basal part of the Ten Boer Claystone (RESU2). The 
overlying RESU1 is dominated by lacustrine clay stones 
with fluvial, thinly bedded intercalations of pebbly sands. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A.4 – Map of the Norg field 
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Figure A.5 –Norg field main reservoir units 
 
Norg Wells and Facilities 
The Norg UGS has seven producing/injection wells, two 38 MW injection compressors and two production 
trains. Gas treatment is based on the silica gel bed adsorption process.  
 
Currently Norg has eleven wells. Seven UGS wells (7 5/8”) have been drilled from three well clusters (i.e. 
Cluster-2, Cluster-3 and Cluster-4). In addition to these production/injection wells, there are four observation 
wells: two on the Norg-3 location (NOR-3 and -4), one on the UGS location (NOR-2) and one on the Norg 1 
location (NOR-1).  
 
Each cluster is provided with an inlet manifold and is hooked up to inlet separators and production coolers, 
which are in turn connected to two processing trains. These inlet facilities can accommodate the flow of five 
wells per cluster, with a maximum capacity of 24 mln m3/d. The plant has space for two additional well 
clusters with corresponding production manifolds. 
 
The maximum capacity of the manifolds and the HIPPS valves is limited 15 mln Nm3/d because of erosional 
velocity constraints. With the double valve arrangement, the manifold capacity is 30 mln Nm3/d. The two 
existing clusters can handle up to 60 mln Nm3/d capacity provided well capacity is properly distributed 
between the clusters. A well capacity increase beyond 60 mln Nm3/d requires a new well cluster.  Recent 
studies and tests show that the cooling capacity of the production coolers is limited to 24 mln Nm3/day per 
train at an ambient temperature of 5 Deg C. During the construction of the plant only the bare minimum on 
production coolers were installed for cost saving reasons. 
 
Gas treatment is based on the process of silica gel adsorption. An adsorber needs to be regenerated after 
producing 3.3 mln Nm3 of gas, which takes ca. 2 hr using the full heating capacity of the furnaces. The 
production capacity of each adsorber is 24 mln Nm3/d. The nameplate plant capacity is 80 mln Nm3/d. Due to 
limited production cooler capacity the actual capacity is only 48 mln Nm3/d (2 * 24) at a design ambient 
temperature of 5 Deg. C.  
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The UGS has two 38 MW injection compressors.  Norg is connected to the G-gas pipeline from OV Sappemeer 
to the West. In this pipeline configuration the production of Norg is limited to 59 mln Nm3/d.  A study together 
with GTS has been initiated to investigate any back-out effects in the GTS pipeline system, originally designed 
for 55 mln Nm3/d. To expand Norg to bigger capacities a new pipeline is required from Norg to 
Groningen/Sappermeer (NorGron), planned for operations in 2013. 
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1 Inleiding 

Het winnen van delfstoffen vanuit een gas- of olieveld, formeel aangeduid als een ‘voorkomen’, geschiedt 
overeenkomstig een Winningsplan dat bij de Minister van Economische Zaken wordt ingediend (Mbw 34 
en Mbb 24). Kort gezegd, geeft het Winningsplan de Minister inzicht in het planmatig beheer van de 
delfstoffen in het “voorkomen”.  

In het Winningsplan voor voorkomens op het vasteland moet bovendien informatie worden gegeven over 
de bodembeweging als gevolg van de delfstofwinning. Bodembeweging is de verzamelnaam voor 
bodemdaling en bodemtrillingen, die in dit protocol worden aangeduid als ‘aardbevingen’. 

In dit borgingsprotocol wordt beschreven hoe de risico's van door gaswinning veroorzaakte aardbevingen 
(“geïnduceerde seismiciteit”) in het Groningen voorkomen binnen acceptabele grenzen geborgd blijven. 
Hiertoe zal een groot aantal onder- en bovengrondse parameters worden gemeten (in dit protocol 
aangeduid als monitoren), om te bepalen of de acceptabele grenzen niet worden overschreden. De 
metingen worden vastgelegd in het meet- en monitoringsplan. De resultaten van de metingen in dit plan 
zullen jaarlijks gerapporteerd worden aan de Minister van EZ en bovendien publiek worden gemaakt.  

De resultaten kunnen aanleiding zijn voor aanpassingen in het monitoren, de acceptabele grenzen 
waarbinnen bepaalde parameters moeten blijven, of in het treffen van verdere risicomitigerende 
maatregelen. Dat zal in de volgende versie van het meet- en monitoringsplan worden opgenomen. 

Dit borgingsprotocol zal samen met het meet- en monitoringsplan worden opgenomen in het Veiligheid, 
Gezondheid, Welzijn, en Milieu (VGWM) managementsysteem. Het doorloopt daartoe in ieder geval 
jaarlijks de kwaliteitscirkel (Figuur 1) ‘plan-do-check-act’ en continue verbetering (als kenmerk van NAM’s 
managementsysteem). Het biedt de NAM, de toezichthouders en andere belanghebbenden inzicht in de 
ontwikkeling van de VGWM risico’s, inclusief die op het gebied van door gaswinning veroorzaakte 
aardbevingen. Daarbij kunnen telkens de laatste inzichten en ontwikkelingen worden verwerkt in het meet- 
en monitoringsplan en jaarlijkse te actualiseren risicoanalyse. 
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Figuur 1 Kwaliteitscirkel  

1.1 Doelstelling 

Het doel van dit borgingsprotocol is om te borgen dat het seismisch risiconiveau van de gaswinning in 
Groningen continu binnen acceptabele grenzen blijft. Deze doelstelling wordt gerealiseerd met een 
jaarlijks te doorlopen monitoring- en borgingscyclus (sectie 2).  

1.2 Samenhang documenten en flankerende stukken 

Dit protocol is een bijlage bij het Winningsplan Groningen. De aan het Winningsplan ten grondslag 
liggende onderzoeken naar de ondergrond, reservoirmanagement en preventieve versterking van 
gebouwen (onderzoeken 1, 5 en 61) zijn samengevat in het Winningsplan. 

Het Integraal Meet- en Monitoringsplan Plan beschrijft welke meet- en monitoringsactiviteiten worden 
uitgevoerd, hoe deze activiteiten worden uitgevoerd, wat er met meetresultaten gedaan zal worden en hoe 
deze worden gerapporteerd. De meet- en monitoringsresultaten zullen onder meer gebruikt worden om de 
risicoanalyse te actualiseren als onderdeel van de monitoring- en borgings cyclus.  

De jaarlijkse rapportage van de geactualiseerde risicoanalyse en het jaarlijks te actualiseren Integraal 
Meet- en Monitoringsplan Plan worden gebruikt om snel en effectief de dynamische ontwikkelingen in het 
seismische systeem en de kennisontwikkeling daaromheen te ondervangen, zowel in onder- als 
bovengrondse ontwikkleingen. Op deze wijze kan continu gewerkt worden op basis van de meeste actuele 
informatie en inzichten. Hiermee worden Winningsplan en bijlages (waaronder dit borgingsprotocol) op 
een flexibele manier ondersteund – indachtig de doelstellingen van het Winningsplan, binnen planmatig 
beheer en evenwichtige productie (Figuur 2). 

                                                   
1 De onderzoeken zoals door de minister bekend gemaakt in de brief van 11 februari 2013 
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Figuur 2 Samenhang tussen het statische karakter van het winningsplan en de ondervanging door 

het jaarlijks te actualiseren risicoanalyse en meet- en monitoringsplan en van de periodieke 

dynamiek.  
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2 Borgingsprotocol seismisch risico Groningen 

Het protocol borgt dat het seismisch risico jaarlijks geverifieerd wordt en dat getoetst wordt of de grenzen 
van acceptabel risico niet worden overschreden; bovendien wordt de geldigheid van de aannames in de 
modellen die zijn gebruikt voor de risicoanalyse continu getest. In paragraaf 2.5 is de tijdslijn daarvoor 
geschetst. 

Dit wordt uitgevoerd door het jaarlijks te doorlopen van de monitoring- en borgings cyclus (fig. 3). 

 

 Figuur 3 Schematische weergave van de jaarlijks te doorlopen monitoring- en borgings cyclus.  

2.1 Actualisatie risicoanalyse  

Het borgingsprotocol specificeert dat de risicoanalyse jaarlijks zal worden geactualiseerd op basis van de 
meest recente monitoringsgegevens en technisch-wetenschappelijke inzichten. De inschatting van risico is 
gebaseerd op begrip, data-analyse en modelvorming op alle elementen van zowel ondergrondse als 
bovengrondse modellen; de keten die begint bij gasproductie die uiteindelijk leidt tot gebouwschade is 
afgebeeld in Figuur 4. De inschatting van het huidige seismisch risiconiveau als gevolg van de gaswinning 
in Groningen is gebaseerd op de momenteel best beschikbare kennis en inzichten zoals gedocumenteerd 
in het Groningen Winningsplan en de recente studies naar ontstaan en preventie van aardbevingen en de 
preventieve versterkingen van gebouwen. Daarnaast zal, als gevolg van voortschrijdend inzicht, de 
methodologie voor het kwantitatief bepalen van risiconiveaus evolueren in de tijd.  
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Figuur 4 Elementen van de keten die leidt van gasproductie tot gebouwschade. 

In de jaarlijkse actualisatie van de risicoanalyse worden resultaten van het meet- en monitoringplan, samen 
met inzichten van lopende en/of afgeronde studies verwerkt, zoals die bijvoorbeeld dit jaar zijn 
gedocumenteerd in de onderzoeksrapporten 1, 5 en 62. Daarmee zal ook de inschatting van de onder 
andere te verwachten bevingsterkte(n) jaarlijks geactualiseerd worden op basis van het meest recente 
begrip van compactie en bodemdaling en de koppeling tussen volumetrische compactie energie en 
seismisch moment. Verder zullen de prognoses van grondbeweging en optredende piekgrondversnelling, 
gebouwentrilling en gebouwenschade gebaseerd worden op de meest recente inzichten over GMPE en 
fragility curves.  

Jaarlijks zullen alle monitoringsresultaten die onderdeel vormen van de keten in figuur 4 worden 
geactualiseerd en gerapporteerd. Belangrijke prognoses zoals de verwachtingswaarde van de 
bevingsterkte(n) over de voortschrijdende 3 jaar, de optredende PGA’s en de verwachte omvang van 
gebouwschade in vooral de zwaardere schadecategorieën zijn belangrijke monitoringsresultaten die 
jaarlijks (of indien nodig eerder, zie sectie 2.3) als onderdeel van de monitoring- en borgingscyclus 
gerapporteerd zullen worden. 

De geactualiseerde risicoanalyse zal jaarlijks door de NAM worden gerapporteerd aan de Minister van 
EZ, inclusief mogelijke wijzigingen in het Meet- en Monitoringsplan voor het daaropvolgende jaar. Indien 
nodig zullen ook risicomitigerende beheersmaatregelen bijgesteld worden. 

2.2 Beheersacties  

Als NAM de Minister van EZ informeert over de geactualiseerde risicoinschatting, zal NAM expliciet 
bevestigen of de aannames van het Winningsplan nog geldig zijn danwel of de acceptabele risicogrenzen 
overschreden dreigen te worden. Als dat laatste het geval is, zal de NAM in overleg treden met de Minister 
van EZ over mogelijk te nemen extra beheersmaatregelen in toevoeging of aanscherping van de 
maatregelen die al gedocumenteerd zijn in het Winningsplan. Het mitigerende effect van dergelijke 
beheersmaatregelen zal meegenomen worden in de geactualiseerde risicoanalyse. 

Mogelijke beheersmaatregelen omvatten: 

• Aanpassingen in het preventieve versterkingsprogramma 
• Aanpassing van de productiestrategie. Te denken valt aan het versterken van de productie in NW 

en ZW flanken, in combinatie met een beperking van productie dicht bij gebieden met de meeste 
compactie of het instellen van een productiebeperking 

• Aanpassingen in het meet- en monitoringsplan  
• Verbeteren communicatie en veiligheidsrespons 

                                                   
2 De onderzoeken zoals door de minister bekend gemaakt in de brief van 11 februari 2013 
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2.3 Escalatie  

De jaarlijkse actualisatie van de risicoanalyse zal worden aangevuld met een continue monitoring van een 
aantal trends van parameters geassocieerd met opgetreden bevingen. Deze continu te monitoren 
parameters worden gespecificeerd in een bijlage van het jaarlijks te actualiseren meet- en monitoringsplan. 
De huidige risico-inschattingen zijn onder meer gebaseerd op data-analyse van de tot nu toe opgetreden 
bevingen. De Winningsplan modelberekeningen gaan ervan uit dat geobserveerde trends zich zullen 
voortzetten.  

Als er tijdens het uitvoeren van het meet- en monitoringsplan observaties zijn die significant afwijken van 
de verwachte waarden of die aangeven dat de acceptabele grenzen zullen worden overschreden, dan zal 
onmiddellijk worden geëscaleerd. In geval van escalatie worden de volgende acties genomen: 

• NAM informeert onmiddellijk de Minister van EZ en SodM dat escalatie is geïnitieerd en zal in 
overleg een onmiddellijke actie voorstellen ter beperking van eventuele verdere overschrijding van 
de acceptabele grens. 

• NAM initieert een onmiddellijke en versnelde actualisatie van de risico-analyse. In eerste instantie 
zal daarvoor het huidige stochastische model ter onderbouwing van risico inschatting gebruikt 
worden. De NAM zal binnen vier weken deze actualisatie hebben uitgevoerd en mitigerende 
maatregelen voorstellen. Mocht blijken dat de voorspellingen uit het huidige berekeningsmodel 
significant afwijken van de waarnemingen uit de monitoringsresultaten, dan zal een ruwe 
inschatting van de geactualiseerde risico-inschatting vergezeld gaan van een onderbouwd plan 
van aanpak om tot adequate modelvorming en daarmee samenhangende risico-analyse te komen. 

• De geïnitieerde acties zullen worden verwerkt in het geactualiseerde meet- en monitoringsplan. 

2.4 Governance model 

NAM acht het wenselijk dat de Minister van EZ een onafhankelijke technische commissie instelt die de 
kwaliteit van de jaarlijkse geactualiseerd risicoanalyse en de ondersteunende rapportages beoordeelt. 
Deze technische commissie kan bestaan uit wetenschappers en technische experts, desgewenst kan deze 
worden aangevuld met afgevaardigden van de aan EZ adviserende instanties. De technische commissie 
kan een onafhankelijk oordeel geven over: 

• De kwaliteit van de rapportage en de onderliggende gegevens 
• De juistheid van de gebruikte onderzoekmethoden, analyses en interpretaties 
• De correctheid van de jaarlijkse geactualiseerde risico analyse 
• De effectiviteit van de mogelijk voorgestelde beheersmaatregelen 

Deze commissie zou haar formeel kwaliteitsoordeel kunnen geven na voltooiing van de jaarlijkse 
actualisatiecyclus. 

Daarnaast voorziet de NAM een rol voor de regio in de jaarlijks te doorlopen cyclus. De NAM onderzoekt 
het instellen van een begeleidingscommissie “monitoring seismisch risico Groningen”. Een belangrijke stap 
daarbij is een goede definitie van samenstelling, mandaat en rol van deze commissie. Het instellen van 
deze begeleidingscommissie heeft als doel lokale stakeholders te betrekken bij de voorgenomen uitvoering 
en rapportage van resultaten van de monitoring- en meetverplichtingen zoals gedocumenteerd in dit 
borgingsprotocol. De bevindingen van de begeleidingscommissie worden meegenomen in de volgende 
jaarlijkse actualisatievoorstellen van NAM aan de Minister van EZ zodat eventuele opmerkingen tot 
verbetering in de volgende jaarlijkse cyclus kunnen worden verwerkt. 

Het resulterende governance model voor dit borgingsprotocol is geschetst in figuur 5. 
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Figuur 5 Schema van het governance model waarin de positie van de technische commissie en de 

begeleidingscommissie ten opzichte van de NAM en het Ministerie van EZ en zijn adviseurs is 

geschetst. De route via Ministerie van EZ is alleen noodzakelijk indien het extra beheersmaatregelen 

betreft in toevoeging of aanscherping van de maatregelen die al vastgelegd zijn in het Winningsplan. 

2.5 Tijdslijnen 

De monitoring- en borgings cyclus zal jaarlijks worden doorlopen. In deze cyclus zal het verzamelen en 
analyseren van gegevens op continue basis plaatsvinden. De validatie van de meetgegevens zal typisch 
plaatsvinden in de maand juli als input voor analyse en interpretatie en de uiteindelijke geactualiseerde 
risico-analyse. De rapportage aan de minister van EZ zal zijn voor 1 november van elk jaar, indachtig de 
wettelijke termijn voor een Meetplan Bodembeweging. 

De onafhankelijke toetsing door de technische commissie zal plaatsvinden na voltooiing van de jaarlijkse 
actualisatiecyclus en rapportage aan de minister van EZ. 

Een regulier voortgangoverleg met de begeleidingscommissie is van belang en daartoe zal er jaarlijks in 
april en oktober een voortgangsvergadering met de begeleidingscommissie worden opgezet. 

2.6 NAM milieu- en veiligheidszorg 

Bij de NAM is milieu- en veiligheidszorg volledig geïntegreerd in het bedrijfsvoeringsysteem. Het 
bedrijfsvoeringsysteem (Mbb 37) is voornamelijk gericht op de aantoonbare beheersing van de 
bedrijfsprocessen. Voor elk bedrijfsproces is een op risico’s gebaseerd raamwerk van beheersmaatregelen 
opgesteld (Process Management System). Voor elk proces is een Proces Eigenaar benoemd, die intern de 
naleving van de betreffende regelgeving bewaakt.  

Het zorgsysteem staat voor een systematische beheersing van de milieuaspecten die een bepaalde mate 
van risico met zich meebrengen. Verstoring van bodem en ondergrond, inclusief bodembeweging, is door 
de NAM onderkend als een belangrijk milieuaspect, waarvoor procedures, werkinstructies en onderhavige 
protocol zijn opgesteld. 

Een wezenlijk kenmerk van dit beheerssysteem is de kwaliteitsborging en continue verbetering zoals 
geschetst in de inleiding. 
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2.7 Gehanteerde afkortingen en begrippen 

Bodembeweging Verzamelnaam voor bodemdaling/stijging en bodemtrilling als gevolg van de 
winning van delfstoffen 

NAM Nederlandse Aardolie Maatschappij BV 

EZ Ministerie van Economische Zaken  

Tcbb Technische commissie bodembeweging 

SodM Staatstoezicht op de Mijnen 

KNMI Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut 

TNO Nederlandse Organisatie voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek 

Hypocentrum De lokatie in de ondergrond waar de beving plaatsvindt (X,Y,Z coördinaten). 

Epicentrum Punt op het aardoppervlak loodrecht boven het hypocentrum (ondergronds) van 
een aardbeving (X, Y coördinaten) 

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency 

GMPE Ground Motion Prediction Equations 

PGA Peak Ground Acceleration 

PGV Peak Ground Velocity 

InSAR Satellietmetingen van bodemdaling (Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar) 

RWS Rijkswaterstaat 

GPS Global Positioning System 

Mbb Mijnbouwbesluit 

Mbw Mijnbouwwet 

VGWM  Veiligheid, Gezondheid, Welzijn, en Milieu 

ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers 

NAP Normaal Amsterdams Peil 

NEN-EN NEderlandse Norm, EN voor Europese Norm 

α Partitioning factor: Koppeling coëfficiënt tussen seismisch moment en volumetrische 
compactie energie 
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1 Inleiding 

Het winnen van delfstoffen vanuit een gas- of olieveld, formeel aangeduid als een ‘voorkomen’, geschiedt 
overeenkomstig een Winningsplan dat bij de Ministerie van Economische Zaken wordt ingediend (Mbw 34 
en Mbb 24). Het Winningsplan dient de minister kort gezegd inzicht te geven in het planmatig beheer van 
delfstoffen. In het Winningsplan voor onshore voorkomens moet daarenboven informatie worden gegeven 
over de bodembeweging die het gevolg zal zijn van de delfstofwinning. Bodembeweging is de 
verzamelnaam voor bodemdaling en bodemtrilling. De laatste wordt in dit document aangeduid met 
‘aardbevingen’. 

In dit meet- en monitoringsplan voor bodembeweging in Groningen is vastgelegd welke meet- en 
monitoringsactiviteiten worden uitgevoerd, hoe deze activiteiten worden uitgevoerd, wat er met 
meetresultaten gedaan zal worden en hoe de rapportage daarover zal plaatsvinden. 

De resultaten van de verschillende monitoringsystemen zullen geïntegreerd worden geïnterpreteerd en 
gerapporteerd om een zo compleet mogelijk beeld te krijgen van de situatie in de ondergrond en de 
effecten daarvan op de bovengrond. 

De uitkomsten van de meet- en monitoringcyclus zullen gerapporteerd worden aan de minister van EZ, aan 
SodM en zullen publiek worden gemaakt. De resultaten kunnen aanleiding zijn voor aanpassingen in het 
meet- en monitoringsplan. 

Dit meet- en monitoringsplan tezamen met het borgingsprotocol (onderdeel van het Winningsplan 
Groningen) zal worden opgenomen in NAM’s Veiligheid, Gezondheid, Welzijn, en Milieu (VGWM) 
Management Systeem. Het doorloopt daartoe in ieder geval jaarlijks de kwaliteitscirkel (Figuur 1) ‘plan-do-
check-act’ en continue verbetering (als kenmerk van NAM’s managementsysteem volgens ISO-14001) en 
biedt de NAM, de toezichthouders en andere belanghebbenden transparantie.  

 

Figuur 1 Kwaliteitscirkel ‘plan-do-check-act’ 

1.1 Integraal karakter 

Dit meet- en monitoringsplan is ‘integraal’ van opzet; het bevat minimaal alle relevante reeds bestaande 
wettelijke monitoringsparameters (Figuur 2). Het meetplan (Mbw 41 lid 1) Groningen dat in eerdere jaren 
separaat werd ingediend is onderdeel geworden van dit uitgebreidere meet- en monitoringsplan. 

1.2 Doelstelling 

Doelstelling van het meet- en monitoringsplan is om door middel van voortdurende observatie een zo 
compleet mogelijk beeld te krijgen van de situatie in de ondergrond en de bovengrondse effecten daarvan. 
Het doel van de meet- en monitoringcyclus is tevens de continue verbetering van de prognoses genoemd in 
het Winningsplan Groningen (verkleining van de onzekerheden) op basis van meetgegevens.  
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Figuur 2 Schematische weergave van het integrale karakter.  

1.3 Samenhang documenten en flankerende stukken 

Dit Integraal Meet- en Monitoringsplan Plan beschrijft welke meet- en monitoringsactiviteiten worden 
uitgevoerd, hoe deze activiteiten worden uitgevoerd, wat er met meetresultaten gedaan zal worden en hoe 
de rapportage daarover zal plaatsvinden. 

Het jaarlijks te actualiseren Integraal Meet- en Monitoringsplan Plan en de jaarlijkse rapportage van de 
geactualiseerde risicoanalyse wordt gebruikt om de dynamiek in het seismische systeem en de 
kennisontwikkeling te ondervangen, opdat continu gewerkt wordt met de best beschikbare informatie.  
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Hiermee wordt de meer statische werking van het Winningsplan en zijn bijlages (waaronder het 
borgingsprotocol) – indachtig de doelstellingen van het Winningsplan binnen planmatig beheer en 
evenwichtige productie – behouden (Figuur 3). 

 

 

Figuur 3 Samenhang tussen het statische karakter van het winningsplan en de ondervanging van de 

periodieke dynamiek door de jaarlijks te actualiseren risicoanalyse en het meet- en 

monitoringsplan.  

2 Monitoringselementen 

Aan de basis van de seismische risicoanalyse staat de relatie tussen (a) het geproduceerde gasvolume, (b) 
de bodemdaling, (c) het aantal, de sterkte of magnitude en de duur van bevingen, (d) de 
piekgrondsnelheden en de piekgrondversnellingen en (e) de effecten daarvan op gebouwen en 
infrastructuur. In dit hoofdstuk zijn deze kernelementen in hoofdlijnen beschreven. 

2.1 Reservoir-monitoring 

Productiegegevens over het Groningen veld worden continu opgenomen en opgeslagen. De reservoirdruk 
wordt regelmatig direct gemeten met drukmeters neergelaten in putten. De complete reservoirdruk in het 
gasveld in plaats en tijd is een resultante van het Groningenveld-reservoir model. Er vindt een jaarlijkse 
herijking van het reservoirmodel plaats op basis van putmetingen zoals vermeld in het Jaarwerkplan (Mbb 
4). Eenmaal per jaar zal de reservoirdruk per productiecluster worden gerapporteerd (Mbb 113). 

2.2 Bodemdaling 

Door de gaswinning uit de gasvoerende gesteentelagen zal de druk in de poriën van het reservoirgesteente 
verminderen waardoor compactie van deze lagen optreedt. Dit manifesteert zich aan de oppervlakte in de 
vorm van bodemdaling.  

Voor een uitgebreide beschrijving van het bodemdalingproces wordt verwezen naar het Winningsplan en 
de ondersteunende technische rapporten. 

2.2.1 Bodemdalingsmetingen  

Tot voor kort werden waterpassingen boven het Groningen voorkomen elke 5 jaar uitgevoerd. Vanaf 1993 
worden in het gebied eveneens frequente deformatiemetingen verricht met behulp van radar satellietmissies 
(InSAR).  
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In 2013 is de reguliere grote waterpassing, welke normaliter elke 5 jaar plaatsvindt, vervangen door 
InSAR metingen, aangevuld met een waterpassing over een deel van het Groningenveld, ter validatie van 
de InSAR metingen. De InSAR metingen en waterpastrajecten worden zo gekozen dat de bodembeweging 
in het dalingsgebied (zoals weergegeven in het winningsplan voor de betreffende voorkomens) bepaald 
kan worden met een precisie van enkele centimeters. Voor de waterpassing geldt, dat getracht wordt 
zoveel mogelijk dezelfde peilmerken aan te meten die ook in eerdere meetcampagnes zijn gebruikt. Tevens 
voldoet de waterpassing aan de eisen die de Data-ICT-Dienst van Rijkswaterstaat stelt. 

Wat betreft InSAR, zijn in de periode 2003-2010 twee onafhankelijke tijdseries (opgaande (vanaf 2006) 
en neergaande baan) opgebouwd van opnames van de Envisat satelliet. Vanaf medio 2009 wordt het 
Groningen voorkomen ook geobserveerd door de Radarsat-2 satelliet, met een interval van 24 dagen. De 
meetpunten zijn de zogenaamde Persistent Scatterers (PS), welke een consistente reflectie vertonen in de 
tijd, en hoofdzakelijk corresponderen met bouwwerken in het terrein (PS-InSAR). 

Het voordeel van InSAR is de grote ruimtelijke en temporele waarnemingsfrequentie. Ook wat betreft 
precisie is de toepassing van InSAR gunstiger ten opzichte van enkele waterpastrajecten over een groot 
gebied. In eerder onderzoek is bovendien aangetoond dat de correlatie tussen bodembeweging uit 
waterpassen en InSAR vergelijkbaar is met wat kan worden behaald met onafhankelijke waterpassingen 
(circa 93%).  

In 2014 zullen opnieuw de Radarsat-2 deformatie metingen worden gerapporteerd. Tevens zal een 
geïntegreerde differentiestaat worden opgesteld met een overlappende periode tussen de InSAR metingen 
van opeenvolgende satelliet missies en de waterpasmetingen van voorgaande jaren. 

Elk jaar zullen de InSAR resultaten gerapporteerd worden, waarbij elke 5 jaar een waterpassing ter 
validatie plaatsvindt zoals de laatste jaren gebruikelijk was.  

Momenteel zijn er tevens een 2-tal permanente GPS stations geïnstalleerd, te weten Veendam en Ten Post. 
Het referentiestation in Emden wordt jaarlijks gecontroleerd op mogelijke deformatie. Bovendien zijn een 
viertal peilmerk clusters in het Groningerwad met GPS (campagne) gemeten in 2010, 2012 en 2013. Deze 
peilmerken zullen ook in komende jaren minimaal eens per 3 jaar gemeten worden. In figuur 4 worden de 
locaties van permanente en peilmerk GPS stations aangegeven. 
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Figuur 4: GPS meetstations: blauwe driehoek: permanent registrerende GPS stations. Bruine 

driehoeken: peilmerken, welke middels campagne GPS regelmatig worden gemeten. Rode 

rondjes: Uitbreiding permanent GPS netwerk station 

Er zal een onderzoek/experiment uitgevoerd worden naar de eventuele meerwaarde van een 
permanent/semi-permanent GPS netwerk gecombineerd met de RADARSAT-2 gegevens. Hierbij wordt in 
eerste instantie het plan uitgewerkt om een aantal (5) permanente GPS ontvangers te plaatsen op locaties. 
De locaties worden zo gekozen, dat er voldoende scatterers zijn om de data te vergelijken met INSAR 
metingen. Met deze extra vijf locaties en de al eerder geïnstalleerde ontvangers op Ten Post en Veendam is 
er goede verdeling van sensoren over het Groningen veld.  

Met de permanente geïnstalleerde ontvangers worden een aantal onderzoeken uitgevoerd:  

- Het effect van een GPS campagne ten opzichte van permanent geïnstalleerde ontvangers.  
- Monitoren van de horizontale beweging. Eerdere analyses hebben aangetoond dat deze aan 

de randen van het veld zo’n 2-3 mm/jr is. Hetgeen betekent dat enige tijd gemeten moet 
worden om een significant signaal te kunnen detecteren. 

Met InSAR wordt onderzocht of meer informatie uit de beschikbare data gehaald kan worden en wordt de 
spatiële component onderzocht. 
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Naar het gebruik van Compact Active Transponders (CAT) en/of hoekreflectoren worden momenteel 
onderzoeken gedaan bij TU Delft. Na afronding hiervan zal een mogelijke toepassing voor het 
Groningerveld worden onderzocht. 

2.2.1.1 Beschrijving van tijdstip(pen) van meting en te gebruiken meetmethoden (Mb 30 lid 7a, Mb 30 
lid 7c) 

Jaar eerst-
volgende 
meting 

Interval Laatste jaar van 
meting*) 

Meetmethode 
(Optische/hydrostatische 
waterpassing, GPS, InSAR) 

2018 

 

5 jaar 2100**) Optische secundaire 
waterpassing (groot) en/of 
PS-InSAR 

2014 1 jaar 2100**) PS-InSAR rapportage 

Incl. Onderzoek naar 
additionele info 

2014 Continu 2100**) Permanente GPS station Ten 
Post en Veendam 

Aangevuld met 5 GPS stations 

2014 3 jaar 2100**) GPS campagne peilmerken op 
Groninger-wad 

*) Metingen worden beëindigd 30 jaar na einde van de winning (Groningen) met mogelijke aanpassing 
van de meetfrequentie als uit metingen blijkt dat de bodemdaling door gaswinning niet significant toe- of 
afneemt. Verder zal deze informatie jaarlijks (tot 5 jaar na einde winning) worden geactualiseerd. 
**) Het genoemde jaartal is gerelateerd aan het (in het Winningsplan aangegeven) productieprofiel. 

 

2.2.1.2 Beschrijving van de plaatsen waar gemeten wordt (Mbb 30 lid 7b) 

Figuur 5 toont de ruimtelijke bedekking van de Persistent Scatterers van de Radarsat-2 (neergaande) baan. 
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Figuur 5: Ruimtelijke bedekking met Persistent Scatterers in noordoost Nederland op basis van 

beelden van neergaande Radarsat-2 baan. 

2.3 Bodemtrilling 

Compactie van het reservoirgesteente kan onderlinge beweging tussen gesteentelagen veroorzaken. Dit 
kan zich aan de oppervlakte manifesteren in de vorm van aardbevingen.  

Aardbevingen worden op de volgende parameters gemonitord: bevingsterkte (magnitude), locatie 
(hypocentrum), de duur, de frequentie, de piekgrondsnelheid en de piekgrondversnelling. 

2.3.1 Seismisch meetnetwerk 

2.3.1.1 Beschrijving van tijdstip en te gebruiken meetmethode(n). (Mbb 30 lid 7a, Mbb 30 lid 7c ) 

Voor onderzoek naar aardbevingen door gaswinning wordt sinds 1995 een netwerk van 
boorgatseismometers en versnellingsmeters gebruikt dat momenteel (eind 2013) verder wordt uitgebreid. 
Het meetnetwerk is eigendom van en wordt beheerd en onderhouden door het KNMI.  

Het huidige seismisch meetnetwerk van het KNMI in Noord-Nederland is zo ontworpen dat elke 
aardbeving met een sterkte (magnitude) van 1,5 en hoger in de omgeving van het Groningen veld 
geregistreerd kan worden. Dicht in de buurt van de meetlocaties kunnen ook nog kleinere bevingen 
worden gemeten. 

Het meetnet zal operationeel blijven tot minimaal 30 jaar na het beëindigen van de winning indien dit 
technisch en operationeel mogelijk is. Verder zal deze informatie jaarlijks (tot 5 jaar na einde winning) 
worden geactualiseerd. 
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2.3.1.2 Beschrijving van de plaatsen waar gemeten wordt (Mbb 30 lid 7b) 

Een kaart van alle in Noord Nederland geïnstalleerde seismometers en versnellingsmeters is opgenomen in 
Figuur 6 (pagina 12).  

2.3.2 Netwerk van boorgatstations 

Het seismische meetnetwerk bestaat momenteel uit 14 boorgatstations met seismometers op verschillende 
dieptes met een onderlinge verticale afstand van 50 meter. Er worden boorgaten van 150 tot 200 meter 
diepte gebruikt omdat bodemruis op deze diepte een factor 10-100 lager is dan aan het oppervlak, zodat 
ook kleine aardbevingen geregistreerd kunnen worden. Het boorgatnetwerk wordt in 2014 uitgebreid met 
60 additionele boorgaten zodat de detectie en lokalisering van aardbevingen aanzienlijk verbeterd 
worden.  

De parameters die gemeten worden bij bevingen met een magnitude van 1.5 en hoger bevatten de 
bevingsterkte (magnitude), locatiebepaling (hypocentrum), de duur en de frequentie. 

Geregistreerde data komt in de loop van 2014 beschikbaar en wordt real-time doorgestuurd aan het 
KNMI voor analyse. De resultaten van de analyse worden gepubliceerd door het KNMI.  

2.3.3 Bovengronds netwerk van versnellingsmeters 

Het huidige meetnet van versnellingmeters in Noord-Nederland bestaat uit 12 versnellingsmeters. Dit 
meetnet wordt geopereerd door het KNMI en heeft als doel de bewegingssnelheid en versnelling van het 
aardoppervlak te bepalen, hetgeen een maat is voor de kans op en omvang van schade. Ook wordt deze 
informatie gebruikt om de relatie tussen de magnitude van de beving en de snelheid en versnelling voor 
variërende afstand vanaf het epicentrum verder te kalibreren. 

Het meetnet wordt in 2014 uitgebreid met 60 additionele versnellingmeters die het gehele oppervlakte 
boven het Groningenveld zullen bestrijken. Ook het uitgebreide meetnetwerk zal door KNMI worden 
beheerd en onderhouden.  

De parameters die gerapporteerd zullen worden zijn de piekgrondsnelheid (PGV) en de 
piekgrondversnelling (PGA), welke real-time worden doorgestuurd aan het KNMI. KNMI verzorgt de 
analyse en publicatie van deze data. Figuur 6 toont een kaart waarop de bovengenoemde meetpunten zijn 
weergegeven. 
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Figuur 6 Donkergroen symbool: Voorziene locaties van te installeren boorgat seismometers en 

bovengrondse versnellingsmeters. Rood symbool: KNMI versnellingsensor meetnetwerk. 

Blauwe symbolen: KNMI Boorgat Seismometer netwerk  

2.3.4 Ondergrondse verticale seismische arrays 

Er bestaat momenteel (eind 2013) nog onzekerheid over de exacte diepte waarop aardbevingen ontstaan. 
Als meest waarschijnlijk wordt aangenomen dat aardbevingen ontstaan op dezelfde diepte als de 
gashoudende laag. Het diep onder de grond plaatsen van seismometers draagt bij aan een meer precieze 
lokalisatie van het hypocentrum in verticale en horizontale richting. Daarnaast dragen diep geplaatste 
seismometers vanwege een sterk gereduceerd omgevinggeluidsniveau bij aan de lokale verlaging van de 
magnitude detectiedrempel, waardoor aardbevingen die niet aan het aardoppervlakte gevoeld worden 
toch geregistreerd kunnen worden. De verwachting is dat op basis van deze meetgegevens beter inzicht 
gekregen wordt in het mechanisme achter de aardbevingen.  

Er zullen (eind 2013) twee ondergronds geïnstalleerde verticale arrays worden gerealiseerd in het 
Loppersum gebied, waarbij seismometers worden geplaatst tot een diepte van ongeveer 3000 meter. De 
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seismometers zijn ontworpen om aardbevingen met een magnitude van M = -2.5 tot M = 1 over de afstand 
van 500 meter tot 10 kilometer te detecteren. De meetgegevens worden dagelijks geanalyseerd en op 
maandelijkse basis gepubliceerd door NAM. 

2.4 Monitoring aan gebouwen 

De monitoringselementen aan gebouwen zijn met name het opzetten van een meetnet voor 
gebouwtrillingen, het uitvoeren van visuele inspecties en preventieve maatregelen (inclusief het analyseren 
van gerapporteerde schademeldingen). 

2.4.1 Meetnet gebouwtrillingen 

Over de overdracht van bodemtrillingen naar de gebouwen, zowel naar de fundering als in het gebouw 
zelf, is voor de situatie in Groningen nog relatief weinig informatie beschikbaar. Datzelfde geldt ook voor 
de relatie tussen trillingen in de gebouwen en het ontstaan van schade.  

Om meer inzicht te verkrijgen in de effecten van aardbevingen op de gebouwen in de seismische regio zal 
begin 2014 een meetnet geïnstalleerd worden. Het netwerk bestaat uit circa 200 versnellingsmeters die 
aan/in gebouwen aangebracht worden. Een versnellingsmeters is een systeem dat bestaat uit een 
trillingsensor, dataopslag en datacommunicatieapparatuur.  

De gebouwen worden voorzien van een trillingsmeter op funderingsniveau. Daarnaast wordt een tiental 
gebouwen uitgerust met meerdere trillingsmeters om voor deze specifieke en daarop geselecteerde 
gebouwtypes ook op andere plaatsen in de constructie de trillingen beter in kaart te brengen.  

Alle meters worden geselecteerd en geïnstalleerd door TNO. Het beheer van het meetnet en de data is in 
handen van TNO. Een onderdeel hiervan is het communiceren van de data naar het publiek. De data 
gemeten met de versnellingsmeters aan private gebouwen wordt geaggregeerd ontsloten via een website 
die voor iedereen toegankelijk is. Daarnaast heeft elke individuele gebouweigenaar met een trillingsmeter 
toegang tot de persoonlijke meetdata.  

2.4.2 Visuele inspecties en preventieve maatregelen 

Ten einde de veiligheid van gebouwen in de regio te monitoren en te beheersen is een bouwtechnisch 
inspectieprogramma opgesteld. Dit programma (gestart in oktober 2013) is tweeledig: een initiële visuele 
inspectie en een aansluitende, meer gedetailleerde inspectie indien er indicaties zijn dat zich onveilige 
elementen bevinden in gebouwen. 

Aansluitend aan de inspectie van gebouwen vindt in voorkomende gevallen preventieve, bouwkundige 
versterking plaats. Constructieve elementen van gebouwen die versterking behoeven worden binnen dit 
programma verstevigd. 

2.5 Rapportage 

In de hier onderstaande, samenvattende tabel 1 is een overzicht gegeven van de genoemde 
monitoringselementen, de methodiek en frequentie van meten. Een aantal van de gehanteerde 
basisbeginselen rond meten en monitoring wordt kort geschetst. 

2.5.1 Consistentie 

Doelstelling is om het meten en rapporteren van de monitoringselementen zo in te richten dat zij over een 
zeker tijdsverloop vergelijkbaar zijn, hierbij zal gebruik worden gemaakt van dezelfde 
monitoringmethodieken en gegevensbestanden. Monitoringmethodieken kunnen worden gewijzigd indien 
daartoe aanleiding is en zullen worden gerapporteerd in actualisaties van dit meet- en monitoringsplan. 
Dit zal blijken uit de periodieke rapportage en versiecontrole op dit plan. 
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Parameter omschrijving methodiek/frequentie partij 

Ondergrond    

Geproduceerd gasvolume  Rapportage van 

productie en reservoir 

gegevens  

Rapportage van 

onttrokken gasvolume en 

jaarlijkse rapportage van 

reservoirdruk per 

productielocatie 

NAM 

Bodemdaling 

 

Periodieke 

hoogteverschilmetingen  

Minimaal 5 jaarlijks 

uitgevoerd, door middel 

van waterpassing of 

meettechnieken met 

dezelfde of betere precisie 

en betrouwbaarheid, zoals 

GPS of InSAR. 

NAM 

Seismische activiteit Netwerk van 

boorgatseismometers 

over het gehele 

Groningen veld. 

Rapportage van magnitude 

en locatiebepaling van 

aardbevingen met M>1.5 

KNMI 

Versnelling (PGA) Netwerk van 

versnellingsmeters. 

Real-time meten van 

piekgrondversnelling (PGA) 

KNMI 

Bovengrond/gebouwen    

Trillingsmeters Netwerk van 

trillingsmeters die 

gebouwtrillingen meten 

Real-time meten van 

gebouwtrillingen. 
TNO 

Schade opnemen/ rapportage aantal schades en 

analyse van trends 
Continu NAM 

Inspecties en bouwkundig 

versterken 
Uitgevoerde inspecties 

en preventieve, 

bouwkundige 

versterkingen 

Continu NAM  

Tabel 1 Overzicht van monitoringselementen 

2.5.2 Transparantie 

Monitoringsgegevens, met inbegrip van aannamen, verwijzingen, activiteitsgegevens en conversiefactoren, 
worden verzameld en zodanig geregistreerd, samengevoegd, geanalyseerd en gedocumenteerd dat de 
verificateur en de bevoegde autoriteit de uitkomsten kunnen reproduceren.  

2.5.3 Juistheid 

Er zal op worden toegezien dat de monitoringsgegevens op een accurate manier worden gerepresenteerd. 
Bronnen van onzekerheid moeten worden opgespoord en zoveel mogelijk beperkt. Er worden gepaste 
inspanningen gedaan om te zorgen dat berekeningen en metingen nauwkeurig worden uitgevoerd. De 
metende partij (NAM, TNO of KNMI) dient ervoor te zorgen dat de integriteit van de gerapporteerde 
gegevens met redelijke mate van zekerheid kan worden vastgesteld. Alle meet- of andere 
beproevingsapparatuur die voor de rapportage van monitoringgegevens wordt gebruikt, moet naar 
behoren worden toegepast, onderhouden, gekalibreerd en gecontroleerd. De gerapporteerde gegevens en 
daarmee samenhangende bekendmakingen mogen geen beduidende onjuiste opgaven bevatten, moeten 
zodanig zijn dat systematische fouten bij de selectie en presentatie van informatie worden vermeden, en 
moeten een betrouwbare en evenwichtige beschrijving geven. 
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2.6 Interne operationele borging 
De mijnbouwwerken van het Groningenveld zijn in beheer bij de Asset Groningen van NAM. De Asset 
Manager Groningen is de namens NAM aangewezen verantwoordelijke en vergunninghouder en 
daarmee eindverantwoordelijke voor de juiste uitvoering van dit meet- en monitoringsplan. 

Uitvoering en rapportage van monitoringselementen liggen bij zowel interne NAM-afdelingen, als externe 
partijen als TNO en KNMI. In voorgaande paragrafen zijn deze aangegeven. Indien externe partijen de 
monitoring verzorgen is middels afspraken vastgelegd welke monitoring plaats heeft, hoe de gegevens 
worden beheerd en op welke wijze deze ter beschikking van de NAM en derden worden gesteld.  

Het meten en rapporteren van de geproduceerde gasvolumes als ook het reservoirmanagement in bredere 
zin vallen onder de verantwoordelijkheid van de Asset Manager Groningen. 

Het meten van de opgetreden bodemdaling valt onder de verantwoordelijkheid van de afdeling Geomatics 
in NAM. Geomechanische modellering en het uitvoeren van de bodemdalingprognoses worden uitgevoerd 
door het geomechanics team in samenwerking met de geologen en reservoir engineers van de Asset 
Groningen. 

2.7 NAM milieu- en veiligheidszorg 

Bij de NAM is milieu- en veiligheidszorg volledig geïntegreerd in het bedrijfsvoeringsysteem. Het 
bedrijfsvoeringsysteem (Mbb 37) is voornamelijk gericht op de aantoonbare beheersing van de 
bedrijfsprocessen. Voor elk bedrijfsproces is een op risico’s gebaseerd raamwerk van beheersmaatregelen 
opgesteld (Process Management System). Voor elk proces is een Proces Eigenaar benoemd, die intern de 
naleving van de betreffende regelgeving bewaakt.  

Het zorgsysteem staat voor een systematische beheersing van de milieuaspecten die een bepaalde mate 
van risico met zich meebrengen. Verstoring van bodem en ondergrond, inclusief bodembeweging, is door 
de NAM onderkend als een belangrijk milieuaspect, waarvoor procedures, werkinstructies en onderhavig 
plan zijn opgesteld. 

Een wezenlijk kenmerk van dit beheerssysteem is de kwaliteitsborging en continue verbetering zoals 
geschetst in de inleiding. 

2.8 Tijdslijnen 

Dit meet- en monitoringsplan is een onderdeel van de jaarlijks te doorlopen borgingscyclus (zoals 
gedocumenteerd in Borgingsprotocol Seismisch Risico Groningen). In deze cyclus zal het verzamelen en de 
analyse van gegevens op continue basis plaatsvinden. De validatie van de meetgegevens zal typisch 
plaatsvinden in de maand juli als input voor analyse en interpretatie en de uiteindelijke jaarlijks 
geactualiseerde risico-analyse. De rapportage aan de minister van EZ zal zijn voor 1 november van elk 
jaar, indachtig de wettelijke termijn voor een Meetplan Bodembeweging. 

2.9 Rapportage en online beschikbaarheid 

De rapportage aan de minister van EZ zal beschikbaar worden gesteld door de NAM. 

NAM streeft er naar om een online monitoringstool beschikbaar te maken die gebruik maakt van de 
verschillende bronnen, teneinde stakeholders en geïnteresseerden zo goed mogelijk te informeren over het 
gasveld. De gegevens van enkele monitoringselementen die genoemd zijn onder de punten 2.1 t/m 2.4, 
zullen zo veel mogelijk actueel worden ontsloten door NAM. Daarnaast zijn er meerdere bronnen om 
gegevens online te raadplegen: 

• Het epicentrum en de sterkte van de gemeten aardbevingen zal door het KNMI worden 
beschikbaar gemaakt op de website www.knmi.nl.  

• De andere in dit plan vastgelegde monitoringsdata zal na validatie beschikbaar worden gemaakt 
op de door het TNO beheerde website www.nlog.nl.  

• De aan dit meet- en monitoringsplan en het Winningsplan ten grondslag liggende onderzoeken 
zijn beschikbaar via de door NAM beheerde website www.namplatform.nl 
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3 Verkleining van onzekerheden 

In de huidige (eind 2013) modellen en studies is een aantal onzekerheden geïdentificeerd die leiden tot 
een mate van spreiding in de voorspellingen over sterkte, aantal bevingen evenals de mogelijk resulterende 
schade aan gebouwen. De resultaten van monitoringactiviteiten zoals beschreven in sectie 2 zullen gebruikt 
worden om middels verdergaande studies de onzekerheden verder te reduceren. 

De analyse van het risico is gebaseerd op het hieronder gevisualiseerde (Figuur 7) en het beschreven 
begrip van hoe gasproductie kan leiden tot gebouwschade. 

 

Figuur 7 Elementen van de keten die leidt van gasproductie tot gebouwschade. 

Gasproductie leidt tot drukdaling in het reservoir wat weer leidt tot compactie van het reservoir. Het is 
aannemelijk dat deze compactie de drijvende kracht is achter het ontstaan van geïnduceerde bevingen. 
Reservoircompactie leidt tot spanning in het reservoir die voor het grootste deel middels niet seismische 
processen gedissipeerd wordt in het reservoir en voor een klein deel ontladen kunnen worden in de vorm 
van geïnduceerde bevingen. Deze bevingen in de ondergrond planten zich voort en aan het oppervlak 
manifesteren ze zich als bevingen op grondniveau. Gebouwen kunnen gaan meetrillen en afhankelijk van 
de trillingsterkte en de kwaliteit en eigenschappen van het gebouw kan dat tot schade en risico leiden. 

Alle stappen in deze keten zijn gevat in het risicomodel en aan een aantal stappen zijn onzekerheden in 
de modelvorming verbonden die hieronder staan beschreven en die mogelijkerwijs gereduceerd kunnen 
worden met behulp gevolge van de monitoringactiviteiten. 

3.1 Onzekerheden in de ondergrond 

Een analyse van de belangrijkste bijdragen aan de onzekerheid in maximum grondversnelling PGA laat 
zien dat drie factoren van belang zijn (Figuur 8): De koppeling coëfficiënt tussen seismisch moment en 
volumetrische compactie energie (α of “strain partitioning” factor), de empirische grondbewegingsrelatie 
(GMPE) en de compactie. 
 

 

Figuur 8 Overzicht van de relatieve onzekerheden rond een PGA van 0.2  
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3.1.1 Koppeling coëfficiënt tussen seismisch moment en volumetrische compactie energie. 

De belangrijkste onzekerheid in de risico-inschatting is de onzekerheid in de koppeling coëfficiënt (α) 
tussen seismisch moment en volumetrische compactie energie wat zich vertaalt naar een onzekerheid in de 
prognose betreffende piekgrondversnelling, frequentie, magnitude en regionale verspreiding van 
aardbevingen. 

De meetnetten zoals beschreven in sectie 2.3 zullen meer en nauwkeuriger data leveren over locatie, diepte 
en magnitude van bevingen. Met deze gegevens kunnen meer gedetailleerde geomechanische en 
seismische modellen getoetst worden. Deze geomechanische modellen kunnen potentieel een betere 
beschrijving geven van het gedrag van breuken in de ondergrond en hun reactie op differentiële 
drukdaling, wat de invloed is van de aanwezigheid van een Zechstein zoutlaag boven het reservoir en wat 
de invloed is van specifieke breuk geometrieën. 

De bestaande seismologische, productie en geodetische gegevens uit het Groningenveld laten zien dat α 
momenteel tussen de 10-4 tot 10-3 is. Dit houdt in dat op dit moment slechts 0,01-0,1% van de totale 
compactie energie wordt ontlast via aardbevingen. De rest wordt geaccomodeerd en gedissipeerd middels 
niet-seismische processen zoals elastische vervorming van zandkorrels, druk oplossing, verbreken van 
korrel-korrel contacten etc. Er lijkt echter wel een toename te zien van α over de tijd en met het cumulatief 
geproduceerd gasvolume. Zonder aanvullende inzichten of data die verdere toename kunnen uitsluiten, 
moet er op dit moment in de modellen rekening gehouden worden met een waarde van α die toe zou 
kunnen nemen tot de absolute bovengrens van 1 (wat inhoudt dat alle compactie energie in zijn geheel en 
in een keer vrijkomt in de vorm van een beving, hetgeen (door alle geconsulteerde experts) als een zeer 
onwaarschijnlijke situatie wordt gezien. Als de aanvullende monitorings-activiteiten en de verdere studies, 
in combinatie met verder literatuur onderzoek een beperking van de mogelijke toename van α oplevert, zal 
dit naar verwachting leiden tot een verlaging van de risico inschattingen. 

3.1.2 Grondbeweging 

Om de potentiële impact van een aardbeving op de gebouwen en omgeving te karakteriseren is het 
noodzakelijk om de mate van het bewegen van de grond en de overdracht hiervan naar gebouwen te 
kwantificeren. In de modellen zijn de zogenaamde “Ground Motion Prediction Equations” (GMPE) die de 
beving in de ondergrond vertalen naar een grondbeweging aan het oppervlak een bron van onzekerheid. 
Het bewegen van de grond als gevolg van aardbevingen wordt gemeten door versnellingsmeters, meters 
die de versnelling als functie van tijd registreren, en uitgedrukt in de piekgrondversnelling (PGA) en de 
piekgrondsnelheid (PGV). Het bovengronds netwerk van versnellingmeters (sectie 2.3.2) in combinatie met 
het seismische meetnetwerk (sectie 2.3.1) zal een belangrijke bron van gegevens zijn om de GMPE te 
verfijnen en de onzekerheid in de vertaling van beving in de ondergrond naar een grondbeweging aan het 
oppervlak te reduceren. 

3.1.3 Compactie 

De regelmatige bodemdalingsmetingen helpen de onzekerheden in de reservoir-compactie prognose te 
verkleinen. Verder kunnen compactiemetingen aan gesteentemonsters en onderzoeken naar verbetering 
van modellering van het tijdsafhankelijke compactie gedrag mogelijkerwijs de onzekerheid in de 
compactie prognose verkleinen. 

3.2 Onzekerheden in de bovengrond 

3.2.1 Gebouwentrilling 

Bodemtrillingen kunnen leiden tot trillingen in de gebouwen. Er is echter geen sprake van een één-op-één 
overdracht van de trillingen. De mate waarin bodemtrillingen worden overgedragen naar gebouwen is 
afhankelijk van meerdere factoren, zoals de lokale opbouw van de ondergrond en de wijze van funderen 
van het gebouw. Verbeterd inzicht in de overdracht van de trillingen zal verkregen worden door de met het 
seismisch meetnetwerk gemeten bodemtrillingen te vergelijken met gebouwtrillingen zoals gemeten door 
een meetnet van trillingsmeters in gebouwen (sectie 2.4.1). Het is de intentie om een zo goed mogelijke 
koppeling tussen de verschillende meetnetwerken te realiseren.  
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3.2.2 Gebouwenschade  

Trillingen kunnen leiden tot gebouwenschade. De kwetsbaarheid van gebouwen hangt af van het type 
gebouw. Dit wordt beschreven door zogenaamde “fragility curves” die aangeven wat de kans op 
gebouwschade is als functie van trillingssterkte en gebouw type. Een van de onzekerheden is de variatie 
binnen de verschillende gebouw typologieën. Gebouw inspecties zullen hier een belangrijk hulpmiddel zijn 
om deze onzekerheid te verkleinen. Ook de verwachte duur en frequentie-inhoud van de grondbeweging 
(3.1.2) is een onzekerheid. De monitoring met het bovengrondse netwerk van versnellingmeters (2.3.3) 
samen met het meetnet gebouwtrillingen (2.4.1) zal naar verwachting veel inzichten opleveren over duur 
en frequentie-inhoud van de grondbeweging en het effect daarvan op gebouwen.  

Om inzicht te verkrijgen in de gevolgen van de trillingen voor gebouwenschade is voor een aantal 
gemodelleerde gebouwen berekend of de trillingen resulteren in schade. De resultaten van deze 
berekeningen hebben een relatief grote onzekerheid. Om die onzekerheid te kunnen verkleinen, wordt in 
de betreffende gebouwen, na elke aardbeving van enige importantie, de schade opgenomen. De 
opgenomen schade wordt vervolgens vergeleken met de berekende en gemeten trillingen en met de 
geprognosticeerde schade. 
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3.3 Gehanteerde afkortingen en begrippen 

Bodembeweging Verzamelnaam voor bodemdaling/stijging en bodemtrilling als gevolg van de 
winning van delfstoffen 

NAM Nederlandse Aardolie Maatschappij BV 

EZ Ministerie van Economische Zaken  

Tcbb Technische commissie bodembeweging 

SodM Staatstoezicht op de Mijnen 

KNMI Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut 

TNO Nederlandse Organisatie voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek 

Hypocentrum De lokatie in de ondergrond waar de beving plaatsvindt (X,Y,Z coördinaten). 

Epicentrum Punt op het aardoppervlak loodrecht boven het hypocentrum (ondergronds) van 
een aardbeving (X, Y coördinaten) 

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency 

GMPE Ground Motion Prediction Equations 

PGA Peak Ground Acceleration 

PGV Peak Ground Velocity 

InSAR Satellietmetingen van bodemdaling (Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar) 

RWS Rijkswaterstaat 

GPS Global Positioning System 

Mbb Mijnbouwbesluit 

Mbw Mijnbouwwet 

VGWM  Veiligheid, Gezondheid, Welzijn, en Milieu 

ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers 

NAP Normaal Amsterdams Peil 

NEN-EN NEderlandse Norm, EN voor Europese Norm 

α Partitioning factor: Koppeling coëfficiënt tussen seismisch moment en volumetrische 
compactie energie 
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Bijlage: Borgingsprotocol escalatie in 2014 

Zoals beschreven in het Borgingsprotocol Seismisch Risico Groningen zal er continu een aantal trends van 
parameters geassocieerd met opgetreden bevingen bijgehouden worden. Het bijhouden van deze trends 
heeft tot doel om continu te verifiëren of nieuwe waarnemingen in overeenstemming zijn met voorspelde 
waarden. Als de waarnemingen afwijken van de voorspelde waarden dan is dat mogelijk een aanwijzing 
dat de risicoanalyse versneld geactualiseerd moet worden. Op basis van het onderzoek dat gedaan is en 
de op basis daarvan geïdentificeerde systematiek en onzekerheden wil NAM in 2014 trends in de 
volgende parameters gebruiken voor diagnostische monitoring: 

 [1] het totale seismische moment versus totale productie 

[2] het cumulatief aantal bevingen boven een drempelwaarde 

[3] de geometrisch gemiddelde PGA voor bevingen met een magnitude boven de 2.5 

De geobserveerde trends en de verwachtte extrapolatie daarvan in de nabije toekomst zijn weergegeven in 
Figuren B.1 tot en met B.3. Een significante afwijking van de voorspelde waarden wordt gedefinieerd door 
een geobserveerde parameter die buiten het 68% betrouwbaarheidsinterval treedt. In de figuren is het 68% 
betrouwbaarheid interval rond de trends aangegeven. Mocht een van de parameters buiten het 68% 
interval treden dan zal NAM in contact treden met SodM en in overleg besluiten of escalatie noodzakelijk 
is.  

Voortschrijdend inzicht kan leiden tot een andere keuze van continu te monitoren parameters. Dit zal als 
onderdeel van de jaarlijkse cyclus bediscussieerd worden en indien nodig aangepast worden.  
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Figuur B.1 laat het totale seismische moment versus totale productie tot aan oktober 2013 zien. De 
aangegeven 68% en 95% betrouwbaarheidsintervallen voor de verdere toename van het totale seismische 
moment ten gevolge van verdere gasproductie zijn berekend met behulp van het probabilistische 
seismische hazard model zoals gerapporteerd in het rapport “Subsurface Aspects of Induced Earthquakes 
in the Groningen Field” (TBO rapport 5). 

 

 

Figuur B.1 Totale Seismische moment versus totale productie tot aan october 2013. De 68% en 95% 

betrouwbaarheidsintervallen voor de verdere toename van het totale seismische moment 

ten gevolge van verdere gasproductie zijn aangegeven.  
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Figuur B.2 laat het cumulatief aantal bevingen boven een drempelwaarde zien over de laatste acht jaar. 
De gebruikte data is afkomstig van KNMI (www.knmi.nl) en is geactualiseerd tot eind october 2013. De 
data over de laatste 8 jaar is gebruikt om de getrokken trendlijnen en de bijbehorende 68% 
betrouwbaarheidsintervallen te berekenen. Voor bevingen M > 3.5 is de statistiek te gering om 
betrouwbaarheids-intervallen te bepalen.  

 

Figuur B.2 Geobserveerd cumulatief aantal bevingen boven de aangegeven drempelwaarde in de 

tijd. Het 68% betrouwbaarheidsinterval voor de verdere toename van het aantal bevingen is 

aangegeven. 
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Figuur B.3 laat gemeten PGA’s zien voor alle bevingen met M > 2.5 waarvoor betrouwbare 
versnellingsmetingen beschikbaar zijn. Deze data is afkomstig van het meetnetwerk dat momenteel nog 
bestaat uit 12 versnellingsmeters (dit meetnetwerk wordt uitgebreid zie 2.3.3). Het 68% betrouwbaarheids-
interval van de geometrisch gemiddelde PGA per beving is aangegeven. De Huizinge M=3.6 beving van 
augustus 2012 liet PGA’s zien die leiden tot een geometrisch gemiddelde PGA die buiten het 68% 
betrouwbaarheids interval valt. De Huizinge beving zou volgens dit criterium aanleiding hebben gegeven 
tot escalatie. Om consistentie te borgen zullen gedurende 2014 in principe (en tot nader orde) de metingen 
van de huidige 12 versnellings stations gebruikt worden.  

 
Figuur B.3 Geobserveerde PGA’s voor alle bevingen M > 2.5 waarvoor betrouwbare 

versnellingsmetingen beschikbaar zijn. Het 68% betrouwbaarheids-interval van de geometrisch 

gemiddelde PGA per beving is aangegeven. De Huizinge M=3.6 beving van augustus 2012 zou 

aanleiding hebben gegeven tot escalatie. 
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